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An Acrobatic Story by Greg Roe 
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creature | ˈkriːtʃə | 
noun 
1 animal, beast, brute; living thing, living entity, living soul, soul, mortal, being, 
life form, organism; informal critter. 
2 fellow, individual, character, wretch, beggar, soul; person, personage, 
human being, human, man, woman, boy, girl; informal devil, bunny, cookie, 
customer, sort, type, thing; British informal chap, bloke, geezer, bod, kid, brat; 
North American informal dude, hombre, guy, gal; informal, dated body, dog; 
British informal, dated cove; vulgar slang bastard; British vulgar slang sod, 
bugger; archaic wight. 
3 minion, lackey, flunkey, hireling, subordinate, servant, retainer, vassal; 
puppet, pawn, tool, instrument, cat's paw, dupe; informal skivvy, stooge, 
sucker, yes-man; British informal poodle, dogsbody; North American informal 
gofer. 

coach | kəʊtʃ | 
noun 
1 an instructor or trainer in sport. 
2 a private tutor who gives extra teaching. 
3 instructor, trainer; teacher, tutor, mentor, guru. 

verb [with object] 
1 train or instruct (a team or player): he moved on to coach the England team. 
2 instruct, teach, tutor, school, educate, up skill, guide, drill, prime, cram, put 
someone through their paces; train. 
3 to give professional advice on how to attain their goals. 
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PREFACE 
WELCOME TO COACHING CREATURES. This is my first book and it has been over a 
year in the making as I tried to harness my thoughts and put my theories into 
perspective in such a way that I feel I can pass on my research and concepts to those 
who wish to explore another path.   

I’ve had people tell me the way I coach is rather “unique” compared to what their 
previous experiences have been. They say my unique way is controversial, out-of-the-
box, quirky and eccentric, yet they say it’s inspiring and opens up new possibilities at 
the same time. To me, the way I coach is obvious, at least to me, but is seems 
somehow rebellious to others.  The contradictions often baffle me and I have to think 
maybe I’m missing something here. I have explored the rotational landscape for many 
years in my training in both gymnastics and trampoline but people tell me they are 
scared to explore beyond what they know. Again, I scratch my head and wonder 
“why?” I don’t believe you have to be scared to explore, you just have to know how to 
do it safely and effectively.  

The following story will describe to you my own personal method of coaching, as a way 
to show those who have never experienced it what it is actually all about. It is not a 
story about how to do skills or how to coach, it’s a story about how I learned to do skills 
and how I personally coach. This is my belief and my method of coaching. Not 
everyone will agree and that’s ok. However, if you are searching for an alternative or 
new way to learn how to explore your abilities then this story is for you.  

Ever since I was young I always believed you can build your future one degree at a 
time, the way you want to, not the way you are told to. For the most part I think many 
children have this dream. A dream where anything is possible and the word “NO” does 
not exist. It seems to me that as people grow older they tend to lose this dream and 
become a servant to society and their belief system, beaten down by their daily 
struggles and life itself. I have seized my dreams of building a better future and run 
with it.  Not an easy path to take by all accounts but for me it is a more rewarding one 
at the end of the day. I have been able to apply the building process it to my training, 
coaching and my business career.  In my belief system there is nothing that you can’t 
do, only things that you need to build towards. There is no skill that is impossible, only 
skills you have not dreamed or built yet. There is no career you can’t do, just ones you 
have not developed yet.  

The following story depicts how a coach and athlete can live in a world that is built 
systematically Degree-By-Degree. You will see, this will be a recurring theme 
throughout this story.  All skills can be built Degree-By-Degree if you understand the 
underlying mechanisms of the building process. In my world, there are no lists of skills, 
only pathways of rotation. There aren’t different species, only different forms of the 
same living organism that has grown and changed its shape as it has developed along 
its 3.5 billion year long path. In an essence we are all creatures and that is why I have 
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entitled my book “Coaching Creatures.”  Every living organism has a place on this 
Earth and in this Universe.  Us humans are fundamentally no different. 

We as Homo Sapiens, which developed from the original genus “Homo” 2 million 
years ago, just label ourselves as “humans” which originated from the word “Umain” 
meaning to be part of Man. We are still evolving and will continue to evolve and 
change forms. Humans today will not look or act like we do in another 1,000 or 
100,000 or even a million years from now. We are continually moving through stages of 
evolution much the same way we move through rotational pathways, Degree-By-
Degree, in more of a linear, predictable fashion than many realize.  

If we, as an acrobatic community can understand the concept of rotational pathways, 
compared to set 2D progressions it will allow us to open up acrobatics to the entire 
world in a new way that allows more people to benefit from acrobatics on their own 
terms. By looking to the past through biology we can derive many useful life lessons 
that will help us build our Universe and athletic career the way we want to, not simply 
the way others think we ‘should.’ As an acrobatic community, let’s not get held back by 
fears and labels and look deeper to understand how free we really are to build our skills 
in anyway we see fit in a systematic way. There is no skill that should be feared, only 
pathways to develop along. You have the power to do it on your own and do not need 
to depend on someone else to do it for you. You should be looking for people to 
help you, but not to do it for you. 

This story is about how to ‘build’ an athlete, like LEGO™ blocks, not just train them. It 
is a story about simply passing information to the athletes and not claiming to be able 
to dictate their future. It is safer for the athlete, the coach and the federations to 
educate themselves, rather than claim responsibility for their actions, which is what is 
being done currently. At the end of the story you will see in the Safety chapter how I 
attempt to give sufficient evidence to show how this is a better practical approach 
compared to what is currently the norm. 

The take home message from this story for any athlete is this; skills are not learned, 
they are built over time, one degree at a time, the same way we as human beings were 
built over time. You can build any skill you want and all you need to do is make sure 
you follow the path. 

Imagine any skill you want to try 
Break it down into an infinite amount of steps 
Recreate it Degree-By-Degree 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction to the FTA Training 

Philosophy 

Start from the Beginning ~ Degree-By-Degree


For those of you who may have watched me coach or have attended an 
FTA clinic over the past few years, you will recognize the words “Degree-
By-Degree.” I probably say these words more than anything else in my 
training clinics because this is the foundation of my beliefs, backed by 
years of training, competing, coaching and 
extensive research in every industry I can find 
from the microscopic quantum physical world 
to the macroscopic economic and political 
world. You may not really understand how 
literal I am when I say “Degree-By-Degree.” 
I real ly do mean Degree-By-Degree, 
millimetre-by-millimetre, atom-by-atom; not 
simply a chain of progressions. There is a 
world of difference. 


The FTA approach is geared around “building” athletes Degree-By-
Degree, molecule-by-molecule based on following the building blocks 

of quantum physics and biology. 


We do not convince, persuade or push athletes forward; instead we build 
them in their own image and their skills piece-by-piece like LEGO™ blocks 
allowing athletes to prove to us how motivated they are rather than 
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projecting our motivations onto them. Only when we see they have the 
motivation within themselves to be in the belief system do we start helping 
them build. People may unconsciously project their personal motivations 
and memories onto the athletes and sometimes this has a great result for 
both the coach and the athlete, but other times it can cause athletes to be 
unconsciously dragged through a ‘Maze’ that they never signed up for. 


The Degree-By-Degree approach works for every single skill you 
could ever imagine because it roots its basic principal in biology, not 
in mathematics. When you ask coaches which technique or strategy is 
‘better’ for coaching they all have unique ideas and concepts but 
underlying all of these surface level variations, their is a common thread of 
building so a coach who chooses to use the FTA method will bypass these 
variations and look deeper to the common principal that guides all human  
development and stick to that ignoring many of these surface level 
differences. 


This basic biological principal is outlined in this book throughout the 
chapters. There is no one way to explain this common principal because 
everyone has their own version of it. My brain tells me it is about ‘building’ 
athletes Degree-By-Degree and letting them do it as much as possible on 
their own to develop independence but others who believe other Universal 
ideas will have completely different analogies that may or may not work 
just as well.  

In our theory, the goal is not to race ‘upwards’ through each skill as fast 
as possible, but rather to understand each step and play with it, using 
many ‘horizontal’ variations to see the commonality between all skills. 
Through this process athletes will learn to truly appreciate the importance 
of each step and correlate each step together in such a way that one thing 
affects or depends on another. This way the athletes utilize what they have 
learned and can independently apply it to the next step of the path with or 
without a coach. 


The FTA has taken on the challenge of investing in the young Freestyle 
Trampoline community because we believe that anything can be built; it’s 
just a matter of understanding how to build. Houses are all built the same 
way with the same principals even though each builder will have a unique 
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‘spin' on it. The success we have had so far with this new community 
shows us the micro and macro effects of applying this theory in real life. 
Theories mean nothing unless you have behaviours to back them up. 

You can build any skill and any behaviour piece-by-piece, Degree-By-
Degree and Maze-By-Maze with the same methodology even though on a 
day to day basis the surface level variations may look different. Some 
people methodically stay away from certain skills because of ‘safety' 
concerns because they simply get caught up in the surface level 
differences and do not look deeper to see how easy the building process 
really is. I hope by the end of this story all coaches and athletes will realize 
they do not have to live in fear of these unexplored skills, getting caught 
up in surface level differences and realize they simply need to understand 
the common building process that underlays them. There are so many 
options in acrobatics and only a fraction have been explored and I think 
that is because of a lack of depth in coaching philosophy that digs into the 
biological and quantum circuits within us. The aim of this story is to 
inspire you to really explore these options, Degree-By-Degree, in a 
safe and methodical manner.


Under the FTA approach we begin with simple movements and build 
upwards with difficulty and then horizontally with variations in an 
alternating fashion ensuring that athletes are ‘building’ themselves even if 
there is no coach. The athlete needs to take responsibility for their actions 
and their career and should not simply act like a robot awaiting 
instructions. In the real world, you won’t always have someone there 
feeding you answers.


It is common to have coaches and athletes try and correct landing 
positions while in the air hoping that each time the athlete goes for a turn 
they will remember one more instruction. It is common to see coaches 
catch athletes on their landings claiming that they are helping the athlete 
stay safe. It is common to see coaching give athletes an extra ‘push' to 
get them to complete a skill. 


I call this the “Hot and Cold” method. This is similar to how a gambler 
will stay on a table hoping for the next hot ‘lucky’ roll. To have a coach 
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help you in these ways may be necessary at times but it goes directly 
against fundamental principals of education.  To defend these coaches I 
will say that it may seem that in an imperfect world, these ‘short cuts’ to 
self-development are the only way to keep the athlete on track. I hope that 
by the end of this story, if you are not already using more subtle building 
techniques, you will start trying to and only resort to hand spotting and 
invasive coaching techniques in limited situations. Many coaches falsely 
believe they are helping the athlete learn a skill faster by being hands on. 
The problem is that by going faster, you are naturally skipping steps. 


It is like driving a car: You can take a slow winding path and take in the 
scenery and slowly speed up as you go or you can go on the highway 100 
mph and miss most of the scenery on the pathway. The FTA method 
focuses on athletes driving their own cars steadily and taking in the 
entire view. 

With all the various stimuli thrown at athletes, such as falling, bouncing, 
balancing, remembering instructions or social peer pressure, it seems 
more plausible that what seems like a simple tip from a coach can in fact 
actually overwhelm the athlete. It is simply too much for any brain to 
comprehend at one time. If you look at the Degree-By-Degree approach, it 
focuses on the idea that even seemingly small instructions can be hard to 
process unless the athlete can really focus on only one thing at a time. 


This is why I have created this story for athletes 
and coaches that focuses on speaking the 
language of biology, not simply gambling with 
athletic development with surface level 
differences. I see too many coaches 
unnecessarily struggling to communicate 
with individual athletes and I hope this story 
will help coaches relieve that stress and 
make coach ing and lear n ing more 
systematic and more of a guarantee rather 
than a roll of the dice.
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This building-up approach is a safer way to travel along the rotational 
landscape, rather than throwing yourself into different flips, hoping to 
figure it out along the way. The “Hot and Cold” method has been used for 
a long time and I hope to offer a new alternative to coaching that is more 
systematic. Instead of just relying on trial and error we build the behaviour 
pattern starting from the neurons and molecules and add in fun variants to 
keep it interesting and show the wide range of possible movements, which 
will help reduce the “race to the finish” attitude. These ‘horizontal’ 
variances are what we call “Freestyle” and without them athletes have 
a shorter road and will ultimately be attempting skills above their skill 
level in desperation of a new stimulus. 


Have you ever had an athlete who only wants to learn a quad flip but can 
barely do a double? Horizontal Freestyle variations will ‘distract’ them with 
alternative value propositions that will allow the coach to have them do 
more repetitions before attempting the harder more dangerous skills, 
without the athlete feeling the coach is trying to hold them back. I discuss 
this in more detail later in the story.


In our clinics we discuss how skills may seem easy for the coach or 
instructor because they have already done it, but as coaches we need to 
look at the language of biology to really help athletes learn the underlying 
process that will build their future inside and outside of the gym. I see 
some athletes being pressured by coaches and feeling inadequate 
because the coach does not realize that learning is not as simple as 
following instructions. It is more about creating the environment and 
system around the athlete that determines their success, not the individual 
instructions from the coach which are naturally filled with many gaps and 
labelling malfunctions. 


The theme of ‘building’ in this story is based on the same principal that the 
entire Universe operates under. Majority of scientific research states that 
the Universe was built Degree-By-Degree and athletes can be as well. The 
athlete will move through the steps more efficiently and with reduced injury 
risk by building up their skills like Lego™ blocks, rather than trying the skill 
and critiquing different aspects randomly through the trial and error 
process after the fact. The current coaching standard seems to be a 
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simple trial and error process guided by a coach, which is an improvement 
from earlier eras of the sport, but does not seem to allow for true 
exploration in a safe manner. The language of biology will be a much more 
effective method to training as we will explore. I always advocate the 
following sentiment: 


Don’t just teach an athlete how to do the skill, teach them how to 
“Build" the skill. 

 

Coaches should work with their 
athletes like a team. In the past, 
acrobatics was more of a dictatorship, 
where athletes simply follow the 
directions given to them by an 
‘educated’ coach. As social barriers 

decreased over time, the new generation has a lot more opportunities, 
knowledge and ‘perceived’ self-awareness that has sparked an increase in 
Freestyle disciplines, such as Parkour and Freestyle Trampoline that do 
not have coaches readily available to help athletes learn and stay safe. The 
new generation has taken learning into their own hands so we need to 
work with them, not simply tell them they are ‘wrong’ and what we think 
they should do. Let them decide what pace they should go in some sense 
and as a coach in the 21st century you are there to support them in their 
behaviours and try to impart your wisdom to them by helping them on their 
journey through the rotational landscape. It is less effective to try and 
dictate where their journey ‘should’ go. Let them decide, you just help 
them do it safely and effectively.


Think of it like navigating a ship: The 
marker boys in the water show the ‘steps’ to 
take to avoid a collision with unseen rocks in 
the water but the captain already ‘knows’ 
zwhere these rocks are because they have a 
map. When the ship passes through the next 
marker boy it’s not really a surprise because 
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the map has told them where to go and they simply need to follow the 
map. This map in acrobatics will show athletes exactly how to ‘build’ their 
career in the sport. This story is the ‘map' and discusses how coaches and 
athletes can work together in an equal partnership to navigate the ship 
with as much precision and guaranteed results as possible, like steering a 
ship into a distant harbour.


Coaches and athletes tend to focus solely on the completion of the “skill,” 
but in reality the Degree-By-Degree approach gives both the coach and 
athlete infinite steps between these skills. Coaches and athletes should be 
focusing on the process of learning rather than just arbitrary lines in the 
sand called “skills.” The true enjoyment for a human being is really in the 
process of learning, not in the completion of the skills. The psychology 
chapters will show us that the enjoyment of the sport is not in the 
completion of a motivational circuit, but in the ‘feeling’ of getting closer to 
it. We will discuss how to apply this principal  in the Positivity Cycle 
chapter of Psychology, later in this story.


The Degree-By-Degree approach is very simple to conceptually 
understand but hard to follow sometimes. A lot of athletes come into the 
system of a particular gym half way through their career with their own 
upbringing that is completely separate from the gym’s and their new 
coach’s philosophy. This is why it is so important that your gym runs 
seamlessly with your philosophies from the door greeter to the accountant 
and all the coaches in between. Owning a gym is like owning a well 
maintained ship that is clearly going in one direction (what ever the gym’s 
goals are) which funnels the appropriate personalities through it to help 
keep that ship moving forward. If you really enjoy coaching and it’s not just 
something you are doing for money, you need to put that system in place 
from the beginning. This system should act like a marketing plan and thus 
a ‘Maze’ that you funnel athletes through. This makes your life as a coach 
much smoother, and increases the success of all the athletes in your gym.
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Don’t Negotiate or Convince, Make a Maze 
The concept of the “Maze” used in this story 
is simply my personal fun abstraction for the 
language of biology. Part of the beauty of 
this build-up approach is that it relieves a lot 
of stress from the coaches. Coaching is hard 
work if you are looking at it like each athlete 
is unique and requires a unique approach. 
They are if you simply look at the surface 

level differences in coaching applications but by thinking of coaching and 
owning a gym as more of a Maze for biological creatures that all have a 
common underlying behaviour, you create a much more effective way to 
gain results for the athletes and yourself as a gym owner. The temporary 
drill or exercise you build is a Maze. It is a physical drill or mental 
concept that speaks the language of biology to your athletes that 
shapes their behaviours without them even knowing it.  

So what is the underlying behaviour that is a sure bet every time? 
Let's face it, humans are very predictable. They want what they want 
and don’t want what they don’t want. The way they achieve this basic 
need depends on many factors and is where the concept of surface level 
differences arise but in reality, under all that variation, there is no 
variation. We are all biological creatures and anyone who looks at the 
biology will have an unwavering base for all coaching interactions. 


Behaviouralism specializes in this and is a sector of psychology and the 
thought process is all about building behaviours by building Mazes that 
the organism (human beings in this case) can go through to build up and 
learn a behavioural pattern. This story will go into more detail as to what a 
coach can think about when developing the walls to their Mazes. If the 
coach does it right, and follows the biology and applies it correctly I 
that moment the athlete will not even know they are in a Maze but will 
progress with minimal problems in their development. 


John Watson and B.F. Skinner are a few of the most renowned 
behaviouralists with significant research into creating Mazes as a positive 
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reward based system to achieve the desired behaviour in all different types 
of creatures. 


The basic premise of their research is to create a Maze for the 
creature you are training that helps both the researcher (coach) and 
the creature (athlete). All human beings, fundamentally a more advanced 
creature, have a pleasure-seeking instinct deep within them so to control a 
human being’s behaviour you simply need to construct Mazes for them 
and target their personal pleasure seeking instinct as they go through the 
Maze. Targeting this pleasure instinct throughout training is what I call 
“Giving them cheese.” The goal of a coach is to keep creating new Mazes 
for the athlete, both physically and abstractly, that systematically builds 
the behaviour patterns that an athlete needs for acrobatics and life but 
also helps the coach keep a safe distance allowing the creature to feel 
they are doing it on their own which builds the most knowledge athletes. 
The coach guides the creature with positivity called “cheese.” 


B.F.. Skinner Teaching a Bird to do a Full Turn:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TtfQlkGwE2U 

We will explore different examples of Mazes later on but it is important to 
understand that the above video of B.F. Skinner teaching a pigeon to turn 
in the direction he wants is the core concept of the FTA Maze approach. 
As a coach, you build hundreds and hundreds of Mazes for all different 
types of movements and personalities, accommodating different strengths 
and weaknesses but all under this one common theme of basically giving 
the athlete exactly what they want without them even knowing it. 


The coach’s Mazes helps build behaviour patterns (i.e. acrobatic skills). 
The actual acrobatic skills are rather easy for coaches to create and on the 
FTA website we have many videos from different coaches all around the 
world that have created drills and progressions (Mazes). Each are different 
on the surface level but the underlying principal is the same.  

Freestyle Trampoline Association Website: www.Freestyletrampolineassociation.com


The harder concept to grasp is the idea of the psychological and more 
abstract kinds of Mazes that you also create to build athletes. This is much 
harder to do and there seems to be so many options that it can get quite 
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confusing when trying to create psychological Mazes. There is an 
underlying simplicity to it however which we will explore in this story. 


In reality, using verbal cues, different spotting techniques and other 
surface level coaching variations is an inferior method of coaching 
that has unnecessary risks that can be mitigated by looking deeper, at 
least from my observations of coaching all over the world. 


As we can all see, you can still get results which may falsely make 
coaches think they are already doing this concept or feel their way is good 
enough already, but coaching can be so much easier and more of a 
guaranteed path to success rather than trying to speak the wrong 
language to the athletes. Understanding the history of biology that creates 
personality and the motivations of your athletes will allow the coach to 
create Mazes that will actually speak the appropriate language to build 
athletes. This story will primarily discuss the biology behind athletic 
development and allow those who understand the story to understand the 
language that actually “speaks” to the athlete.


You do not “train” athletes, you build them instead. You do this piece-
by-piece, Maze-By-Maze, molecule-by-molecule and Degree-By-
Degree. Your job as a coach is to build the appropriate series of 
Mazes for the athletes depending on their motivations and encourage 
them through those Mazes using the “Positivity cycle.” That’s it! 


For example: When trainers are teaching 
dolphins to jump out of the water for a Sea 
World™ show they start by ‘rewarding’ the 
dolphin with a food source (ie. fish) as a positive 
reinforcement to encourage that behaviour. 
Animal trainers will start the first training by 
rewarding the dolphins natural behaviour first 
and foremost despite what the new behaviour 
they are teaching is. Animal trainers can’t build 
any behaviours if they do not have the attention of the dolphin in the 
first place. A coach must get an athlete’s attention first in a positive way 
before any coaching can even begin. 
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Once they have the ‘fish on the hook’ all they do is take very small baby 
steps through the “Maze” and systematically create the behaviour by the 
time the dolphin gets to the other end of the Maze. Different behaviour 
patterns require different Mazes but each behaviour is built the exact 
same way from a fundamental perspective. It is that easy!  

Some coaches do not see the underlying similarity between different 
drills and progressions or coaching techniques and that is why we are 

discussing that basic premise throughout the entire story.  

Since it is so easy to understand conceptually, athletes who choose to 
build their career on their own can still utilize this story during their training 
but will take a bit of time to understand the different Mazes that can be 
built. Coaches will help you so I suggest you have a coach at some point, 
but do not think that unless you have a coach you are destined to fail 
(some coaches try to promote this false ideology to elevate their own self-
worth). You can still build if you have the motivation and this story will 
discuss how to do that safely with the singular theme of biology, not 
mathematics. 

If you are a coach you need to give your athletes rewards as they progress 
through the Maze similar to how the Dolphin receives a fish as they get 
closer to the animal trainer’s desired behavioural pattern. We will discuss 
motivations and reward systems in the psychology section but for now we 
can generalize and refer to  these rewards as “Cheese.” If you choose to 
not have a coach you probably already have the motivation to learn and 
will get “Cheese” in the form of self satisfaction, not necessarily external 
satisfaction such as medals. Each person has their preferences but the 
systematic path to success is the same no matter if your motivations are 
internal like in Freestyle or external from a supportive coach. Personally I 
think a balance of both is best for a self-reliant athlete that has their own 
career in their hands, not someone else’s… 


As complex human beings, we generally do not like to think of ourselves 
as creatures but I implore you to dig back into your evolutionary animal 
circuits and realize that you run on the same prehistoric foundation. These 
old circuits control your behaviour way more than you want to realize but 
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understanding them is the only way 
to create the behaviours you actually 
want. Biology looks at athletic 
development as ‘work’ even if the 
Neocortex (the “you” of the brain) is 
telling you that you want to develop 
your skills within the sport because it 
is “fun.” 


The evolutionary circuits in the back 
of  your brain basically asks: “What 
do I get out of doing this sport?” 
Unless you can come up with a 

good answer, either consciously or subconsciously you won’t ‘feel’ an urge 
to sign up for training in the first place. The value you get out of each 
decision you make (even the seemingly small ones) can be considered 
what a human would label; “Motivation.” 

Coaches tend to generally understand how to build physical Mazes 
through hand-spotting and creating different drills and progressions but I 
believe coaches should learn to rely on the physical Mazes to do more of 
the ‘heavy lifting’ so they can focus more on the motivation.


For example: If I want an athlete to keep their head in on a back flip, I do 
not ask them to listen to me, I do not negotiate; I give them a Maze to run 
through. As a coach I give them some cheese as they accomplish the 
steps within that Maze. The Maze may be putting a foam block or sock 
under their chin and asking the athlete to flip with it and not let the foam 
drop. If they don’t keep their head tucked ‘in’ it will take the pressure off 
the foam or sock, sending it flying across the trampoline. This way they 
know what behaviour I want without having to explain it and this takes the 
stress off of me as the coach. That is the “Maze.” I do not correct 
acrobatics with technical criticism too often because it is less effective. 
This is a very common Maze that many coaches already use so it will 
suffice as a great starting point.


 I let the Maze do the heavy lifting and I can focus on creating proper 
Mazes and providing the cheese.   
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As a coach, I devise a physical Maze that indirectly fixes my athlete’s 
technical error without having to say very much, if anything at all. I do not 
need to yell, or negotiate or even explain the technical error in a 
complicated fashion, I just need to devise a Maze that I can put that 
athlete into to solve that technical error simply by going through my Maze. 
They do this in a happy fashion because I make sure the Maze has a base 
of fun in it; that is the ‘sales’ part of the equation. Practically, I will also be 
giving technical cues but the Maze will be doing more of the work, that 
words cannot explain as effectively. My 
athletes learn by having fun, not by 
technical critiques. 

If I want an athlete to straighten their 
cartwheel, again, I do not ask them, nor 
do I negotiate with them. I tell them they 
need to try and do 10 successful 
cartwheels next to the wall.


If the athlete is simply scared to go upside down on the cartwheel (very 
common) then I need a different Maze. Instead of my Maze being “the 
wall” I may need to have them be more comfortable simply being upside 
down in the first place. In that case I create a different Maze that can allow 
that athlete to be upside down at a comfortable pace; such as hanging 
upside down in a fun way on a climbing rope. Mazes are not just a way 
to create a skill, it is a way 
to control the speed of 
development as well. 


Al l modern day human 
beings have the ability to 
abstract Mazes and it just 
takes a moment of thought to 
think about a way to entice 
the body into a certain 
p o s i t i o n w i t h p o s i t i v e 
reinforcement. In this way 
athletes can really take their 
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training into their own hands and abstract their own Mazes once they learn 
to look at training through the  FTA lens. Coaches can help of course and 
we recommend you have a coach or a friend help you but any functional 
human being can apply the FTA training philosophy no matter what 
support system they have available. There are no skills that are universally 
impossible and the only real question a coach using the GRT Maze 
approach should ask:


 How Can I Create a Maze to ‘Build’ This Skill? 

Most coaches know basic physical Mazes but the abstract Mazes tend to 
be forgotten. These should also be utilized along with the physical Mazes 
to build athletes more effectively. Here is an example: 


Greg -  “Ok it's conditioning time! Everyone start with 20 rope climbs.” 

Athlete -       “Oh NO! 20?… That’s a lot!” 

Greg -  “if you want to accomplish your skills you need strength don’t you?”  

Athlete -       “I know, but still…”  

Greg -  “How about you give me 10 instead because I’m a nice guy.” [laugh]  

Athlete -       “Ok thanks Greg!” 

This is a Maze I actually use in my training, as do many other coaches. The 
athlete does not know that in fact I only want them to do 5 rope climbs in 
the first place. So what I did was give them an outrageous task and then 
play the ‘good cop’ and let them think they were getting a deal because 
I’m such a nice guy. [laugh] I mentally set the bar to what I expect at some 
later time in the future, which in this case is 20 rope climbs. I have them 
tell me they agree to an abstract ‘waiver’ that says what I will expect in the 
future; however, the Maze makes it easier to accept my instructions at that 
moment and helps make the athlete feel I am on their side and I am 
listening to their needs. Businesses do this all the time; ever wonder 
why every store you walk by is having yet another sale?   

If an athlete is not conditioning properly and simply putting in very little 
effort, a coach can create a Maze for that as well. I had a monthly 
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conditioning tests of 10 exercises that I 
always gave my athletes and if they failed 
the test at the end of the month they 
would be given extra time for conditioning 
for the next coming month which was 
taken out of their play time. Meanwhile, 
the rest of the group who passed will be 
allowed free time to play a game. 


If they pass the second month everything 
resets and their regular training continues with their normally allotted free 
time. If they fail two months in a row they will be put into a different 
program that better matches the motivations. After 15 years of coaching, I 
have never had anyone fail begging to come back. In this way I am never 
‘kicking’ athlete’s out of a program, but simply putting them in a half 
conceptual and half physical Maze that shows me their motivation. It helps 
me sort the athletes by their motivation level. 


I do not judge the motivation because true biology says that it is not my 
place to judge their motivations which are simply an accumulation of their 
own personal experiences. All I have to do is create a Maze that helps me, 
as a coach, categorize different athletes into different groups so I can give 
each group a tailored approach for their different end goals. It is not for me 

to assume what their end goals 
should be. I see that greater society 
tends to forget this basic biological 
fact. 

If you look at the literature on 
freedom and liberty, it is clear that 
human beings want to feel they have 
a choice, whether or not they actually 
have freedom. B.F. Skinner (1904 - 
1990) an American psychologist, 
behaviorist, author, and social 

philosopher described in his book “Beyond Freedom and Dignity” how we 
are all in countless Mazes that directly or indirectly control our behaviour. 
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Some are physical, such as roads and stairs and others are abstract such 
as laws, moral standards, social norms, etc., which are ‘invented’ by the 
brain that build our behaviours more than we think. 


We will discuss later how the brain creates these abstractions and how we 
can be more effective in our day to day lives inside and outside the gym by 
learning to identify and cope with these Mazes. I will show that even 
though we want to feel free we actually need these physical and abstract 
Mazes to survive. Erich Fromm (1900-1980), a psychologist and author 
describes in his book “Fear of Freedom” the simple idea that a human’s 
notion of freedom (which is to live without Mazes) actually creates an 
isolating effect in the psyche and makes humans feel insignificant. You will 
not get away from these Mazes in reality, even if you feel you want to but 
you can learn to deal with them more effectively so you do not 'feel’ as 
controlled. This story is about how 
coaches and athletes can be more 
effective in building their athletic 
career by understanding how to 
identify and create different physical 
and abstract Mazes to protect 
themselves from their own tricks and 
the tricks of others. 

If you are a high level competitive coach you are creating unique, and 
precise Mazes for your athletes that build their behaviours to fit the 
behavioural requirements of an Olympic gold medalist. You are not 
negotiating with them, convincing them or begging them to listen to you; 
you are giving them a series of Mazes that teaches them the behavioural 
pattern they come to you looking to learn (skills).


Not all Mazes are created equal, as some will work better than others. For 
example, if you want athletes to sit in a line at a particular place in the 
gym, so they do not get hit by tumblers or gymnasts, you can put visual 
markers on the ground and have them always sit on the markers. If you 
have the option to keep your athletes separate through different training 
times or wooden barriers, those may have to be put in place upon the 
construction of the facility. Physical barriers would naturally be a more 
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effective Maze strategy, however life is not 
perfect so you have to be creative given what 
you have. This is where we suggest that 
bringing athletes and coaches together to 
brainstorm new Mazes is a great team building 
exercise that should be done regularly. We do it 
at all of our clinics and trampoline park staff 
training. This concept of cooperation will repeat 
throughout this story from the quantum physics 
level to the biological level, psychological level 
and everywhere in between.


As a coach, I simply create different Mazes and go around to each of the 
athletes offering a bit of help, guidance and motivation, coaching them as 
a group much like an orchestra not just an individual. This is why I say a 
real coach is primarily a “salesman,” selling cheese, not simply an expert 
at mechanics. All athletes have a building mechanism in them that has 
developed over 3.5 billion years so they tend to have that covered to some 
degree and the coaches job is really to help motivate them through the 
Mazes. Of course a coach will help them learn about the mechanics but 
allowing the Mazes to do that is much more efficient and the coach 
can simply be more of a teammate cheering on the athlete and the 
Mazes will do the ‘coaching.’ 

Coaches and athletes abstract the Maze for the skill together and the 
coach simply helps reinforce that the athlete is on the path. It is not about 
mechanics; it’s about cheering them on down the infinite pathway of 
skills.


“Oh man, Johnny that was so close! Almost there!” 

“Remember guys, tuck tight first, then look!”  

“Yes guys! Degree-By-Degree. You have all made great progress.”  

The new Steve Jobs movie about Apple Inc. makes this distinction 
between playing the instrument and playing the orchestra. As a coach I 
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believe you need to create an overall system with Mazes that allows you to 
coordinate your athletes like an orchestra, not 20 individual athletes on 
their own beat or tempo. Tending to 20 individual athletes is much harder 
to coordinate and as a coach you will become tired and defeated. 


As a coach, even if I have athletes all at different levels, I give them the 
same Mazes but with slightly modified variants to fit the skill level and 
personality of the athlete. If the drill is doing box jumps for plyometrics I 
can give all ages different heights, bounding modifications and different 
individual Mazes that create the behaviour I am looking for, while keeping 
my orchestra playing the same song. I can make it more of a challenge for 
maximum height for the more competitive personalities or more of a team 
effort for those who are there to make friends. The athletes are different 
but the Mazes should be similar to help keep the group playing the 
same song. 

Think more about creating a Maze with your philosophy that guides 
athletes to the behaviour you and your athlete value rather than trying to 
convince them you are 'right.’ One drill I do at our clinics is to require the 
coaches to have to teach without talking. A fun but real demonstration of 
how coaches tend to be focused on 'describing’ how to be a better athlete 
rather than actually putting the athletes through the steps physically with 
Mazes which is much more effective. 





Create a Community Within Your Gym

As a gym owner with many groups in one gym, I 
would make a very strong effort to coordinate team 
building and other social Mazes to have these 
groups integrate as much as possible. These 
groups can be shuffled, coaches can be shuffled, 
games can be played and group efforts toward the 
gym fundraiser can be made. All of these help to 
connect these different groups so your different 
groups (orchestra sections) are all in synch. Your 
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marketing plan should reflect your coaching philosophy and the special 
events you do should integrate with your Mazes that create a community 
where individuals can prosper in their own personal ways. 


 For example:  

1. Everyone today is, “Flip before you twist day” - For this day at the 
start of every month you will do these drills during training that 
focus on this concept and we will be giving out shirts and cool 
prizes for those who do it correctly. 

2. Send us in your favourite video from your last week training and 
we will make the weekly compilation from all the groups and post 
it online and have it playing on a projector after training on that 
one day.  

3. All right guys, all the coaches have to do a fun routine and the 
athletes get to mark (score) the coaches! Here is your chance for 
payback to the coach who was extra hard on you during 
stretching! [laugh] 

The list goes on but the point I want to make clear is that Mazes are made 
at all levels of a gym whether you realize it or not and by cumulating these 
Mazes together you can create a full fledged community that caters to 
different personalities. Make a clear effort to create Mazes for your athletes 
and staff to ensure they all play the same song. I witness some gyms that 
operate as if ten different businesses are all running out of the same 
building at the same time. Gyms and coaches need to come to a common 
ground and a common system for the gym and its athletes; keeping in 
mind their goals as well as yours. 


In the gym environment, the goals tend to be similar such as winning 
medals or being part of an athletic micro-community. The best way to 
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make everyone successful is to outline the overall goal of your gym club. A 
gym club may only cater to recreational children who want increased self-
esteem or on the other end of the spectrum, may only cater to customers 
(athletes) who want gold medals at the Olympics. You may only want to 
appeal to the mentally and physically disabled athletes. This would require 
a unique building construction, floor layout and rules. Pick your route but 
ultimately make the Mazes your customers go through point in the same 
direction rather than trying to cater to every single individual customer on 
the planet. If you try to cater to every person, you will be running 
around in their Mazes instead. This is a core concept of business and is 
outlined by many business professionals including Michael Porter, an 
American business professional best known for his theories on business 
strategy (The Porter Forces - See References). 

Communication is key in a well developed community and coaches should 
utilize communication and marketing techniques so they can help build 
and strengthen the community. When I am coaching I will even teach the 
athletes about the Mazes and make it fun for them. On my phone I have a 
keychain of a mouse and cheese that I received from an athlete because 
of the Maze concept. I would joke around and call them “my little rats” or 
say, “Well done! Let me give you your cheese now.” [High-five]


You may think by explicitly making these half jokes that it would make the 
athletes uncomfortable but on the contrary it actually made them connect 
more into the community. It was like a common inside joke only they 
understood and by making the joke once in a while it makes them feel they 
know a secret that only belongs to this community. Having these types of 
jokes and concepts running through your facility is extremely important 
and is synonymous with a marketing plan. If your community has no inside 
jokes, common phrases or generally does not connect to different parts of 
your facility, then you have a broken system. Create these types of jokes 
or phrases from real beliefs or real situations for authenticity. If the 
community you harvest does not think you are genuine then these 
techniques will fail eventually. 
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Other Examples:


Coaches all need to wear the same exact uniform; Having different uniforms 
can be a ‘uniform’ if the marketing is done correctly 

Coaches should be able to swap groups with no deterioration in coaching 

Athletes should have days where they coach each other with very little help 
from the coach 

Coaches share similar metaphors that the athletes all know (as well as their 
own) 

It should be stated that having coaches not wear the same uniform, is in 
itself a “uniform.” You could have different coaches wear outfits that match 
their coaching style or coaching specialties. If that is your strategy then 
you need to make it clear in different ways so it does not look like it was by 
accident and that management simply has no control over the staff. 


At the FTA we believe that having a gym run smoothly is about all aspects 
of the facility communicating and coming to a philosophy and coaching 
style that everyone agrees with. Otherwise it is more like a competition 
between different internal groups which can create coaching conflicts, 
resentment and competitive stress between coaches which ultimately 
hurts the facility as a whole. I have seen this in  gyms I have been in, even 
though they ‘claim’ to all be ‘best friends.’ They are of course, until 
someone lets something slip, then they are worst enemies forced to work 
together and neither one wants to give the appropriate value to the other 
to turn them into a friend. There will be more on belief systems and value 
trading in later chapters.


By focusing on creating a system that does a lot of the coaching on its 
own by letting the Mazes do the heavy lifting, it will allow your coaches 
more time to be what a coach really is; a salesman. You are constantly 
selling education and cheese to your customers (athletes) and in order to 
sell, you need to understand the underlying mechanisms of the creature 
you are selling to that will not be visible to the human eye.
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Coaching is more about creating a community of Mazes for your athletes 
by coordinating your coaches and entire facility in a manner that highlights 
your real coaching beliefs. If you want athletes to come to your facility 
because of the information and coaching quality it is important all coaches 
are playing the same song and look at coaching through a similar lens. 
Otherwise you will have a system that has many different creatures in it 
that are all going in different directions. Save yourself the ‘future’ trouble 
and create a well rounded community that is able to offer value in different 
ways to different athletes but is very clear on the direction of the ship. 


Build Confidence and Independence


Most athletes want to learn but even more so, they want to have fun and 
feel that they are part of a community. If everyone in the gym is generally 
doing the same approach to skills, it builds more confidence in the athlete 
that it will work for them as well. It is the same reason you feel confident 
that drivers will obey the traffic lights and crosswalks as you walk across a 
busy street. If you hadn’t been introduced into a society that at least for 
the most part obeyed the law you would have no reason to believe that 
you were not in danger every time you crossed the street. Athletes need to 
feel they are part of the community in order to build their confidence. 
When you attend a religious service, a wedding or a funeral you witness 
people doing similar behaviours at similar times. One of the reasons these 
behaviours are so successful is because they all follow the same Maze. 


All athletes have unique strengths and weaknesses and 
taking an active approach to be consistent with your 
Mazes across all demographics of athletes is key. 
Athletes who are six years old and brand new to the 
industry may use fun analogies and cute references to 
more complicated mathematical concepts that you would 
teach your senior group. Drills that are for beginners will be 
slightly different Mazes but should directly correlate to 
Mazes they will use in the future with similar mathematical 
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concepts, rather than trying to reinvent the wheel for every athlete at every 
level. The building of the human race is more of a ‘story’ and if the different 
parts of the story do not correlate, then the athlete won’t understand the 
skills as efficiently as they could. This consistent story line builds 
confidence and reduces confusion for all athletes, consciously and 
subconsciously. In the Biomechanics chapter we will explore how the 
“Drop The Arm” technique commonly used to teach a ‘Back Full’ skill 
makes this fallacy.


Confidence is nothing more than the feeling or belief that the athlete is on 
the right path with their ‘ship.’ Before the athlete actually learns a new skill, 
they can still build confidence that they are getting closer to it by telling a 
story. In this way, like the ship, there are no surprises and the fact of the 
matter is that the athlete just needs to keep following the path and they 
will guarantee success at some point. In this way real effective coaching is 
more about guiding the athlete down the path to success at a consistent 
pace rather than just focusing on arbitrary skills. 


The captain of the ship knows he will get to the harbour without a doubt 
and true confidence is built in the athlete by showing them the path 
underlying all the skills that they can follow for guaranteed success at that 
moment and into the future with or without a coach. No more gambling 
with trial and error, or learning fancy one-off tricks 
(Drop The Arm), instead build the athlete 
systematically from the underlying biological 
mechanics for guaranteed results. The only 
difference between athletes is the speed they 
go when on the path, not if they can be on the 
path or not. 

Confidence is not something you can make 
yourself believe if you do not physically go down 
the path Degree-By-Degree, no matter how hard 
you try. Abstractions create the idea inside your head but the process of 
physically going through the steps is the only way to actually accomplish 
the goal. Continued abstractions of the end goal can help speed up the 
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learning process and keep you focused as you go. However, without the 
action it’s all just in your head.  


The body is more effective at stopping you from doing something 
dangerous than ‘you’ are able to persuade your body to do it anyway. 
Neurologically, there are more connections going to your Hindbrain 
compared to your Neocortex which is the ‘you’ of the brain. That is why 
“freezing” occurs. This is one factor that demonstrates why psychologists 
will claim that human beings are “loss-adverse,” meaning they are more 
worried about problems of life rather than the benefits of life. We will 
explore this concept more in the Biology and psychology chapters.


This plays a big factor in why people tend to try to drag those above them 
down to their level, rather than looking to those that have even less and 
being grateful for what they do have. By constantly reminding the athlete 
that they are on a guaranteed path to success by following the 
fundamental rules of building behaviours, you can simply learn to use fear 
as an indicator for how fast they are going on the ship, not if you can do 
the skill or not. When going through the ‘rapids’ you need to slow down a 
bit, but it does not mean you need to stop your ship completely as many 
seem to believe.


In this way fear does not exist if you look at 
it from a biological perspective and you can 
accomplish anything if you simply know the 
path to success. We will describe a common 
fallacy still taught in the sports that relates to 
psychology professionals that falsely say 
that athletes should try to overcome fear 
with abstractions of positivity. We will 
explore why this is actually dangerous 
and should not be taught to athletes in 
the chapters relating to fear.  

This story will describe the biological and psychological underpinnings of 
all creatures that will provide a frame work to create systematic Mazes that 
will build behaviours that will give your athletes systematic success. 
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Different athletes, based on their previous experiences will go along 
the path at different rates, but learning is never impossible, it is just a 
matter of knowing the path and sticking to it long enough.  

Coaching Standards 

I have coached for many years, beginning at age 12 as a "Coach In 
Training” (CIT) and genuinely enjoy coaching because I was able to see 
people learn. Learning is the fundamental process of human development 
over billions of years so in a sense, as a coach, I get to watch evolution 
happen every day and actually be part of the process every time I walk 
into the gym. I started off by taking the Canadian Level 1, 2 & 3 exams. I 
also obtained my National Weightlifting Certification and Anthropometric 
(ISAK) Certifications (body measurements). I attended the University of 
Humber Guelph for Kinesiology and was contemplating going for my 
Masters and PhD in Biomechanics with a USAG biomechanist, before I 
began the business. 


I was also working with the Canadian Sport Institute and tested Olympic 
athletes across Canada with laser systems, a nice body composition tool 
called a “Bod Pod” and calibrated exercises equipment such as a VO2 
measurement machine. I even had a chance to test athletes such as 
Olympic Hockey player, Hayley Wickenheiser. It was a great experience as 
I was looking for a full time job working with NHL fitness testing through 
my first personal trainer, Sal Collura. Ultimately, the decision to go in the 
direction I have chosen gave me more of what I was looking for and I 
decided that I could always do my PhD later.  I simply couldn’t turn down 
an opportunity to explore the world the way our ancestors did.


Because of my competition experience with Team Canada, I had friends 
from other countries that sent me their coaching exams and manuals so I 
could compare and contrast the different industry protocols. What I have 
found in the following years is that there is a lack of combining all aspects 
of coaching together into a cohesive path to success with updated 
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information. Coaches at any level need to have an understanding of 
acrobatic history, quantum mechanics, biology, physiology, psychology 
and technical drills to be maximally effective. They do not need to be 
experts, but should understand the basic take-away points from all 
industries to help see the ‘big picture.’ Currently the majority of Traditional 
acrobatic coaching is primarily focused only on the basics of different drills 
and discusses the different aspects so briefly that coaches are “certified” 
but do not tend to really understand the underlying premises of what it 
really means to build an athlete systematically.


From the educational seminars I have offered around the world from clinic 
tours, to full fledged programs with Olympic Snowboard teams, Wind 
Tunnel Flyers and Motocross athletes, I see that very few coaches focus 
on building athletes Degree-By-Degree with all of these different aspects in 
one easy to understand storyline.  That is the goal of this story.  

Many educational programs tell you about what “Tilt Twist” is, but what 
about how to actually coach it, or why it works? Can I apply the concept 
of a Tilt Twist to other skills?


The educational standards very briefly discuss physiology and never really 
make an effort to connect all the aspects into a coherent storyline that all 
coaches can understand. Most of the current programs identify different 
aspects and defines them at some level but never goes any deeper to 
discuss why they work the way they do or how to effectively apply them in 
the gym.  


There is very little education 
on human behaviour and I 
aim to deliver that missing 
piece in a clear and honest 
story line with a lot of data 
from leading researchers 
across the globe in many 
different industries as well as 

my practical experience. Acrobatic research is primarily based on 
describing mechanics, but does not discuss how to encourage 
athletes to actually do the mechanics, which we will see is a much 
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bigger challenge compared to simple mathematics. This is why we will 
go deeper into the human brain to truly understand how to reach the 
athletes.


This does not mean understanding the mechanics is not important, but a 
typical coach starting a program will not need to know the shoulder flexion 
and extension ratios or something equally complicated. They need to 
know how to keep the children safe and get them onto the path of learning 
Degree-By-Degree and not get too worried about the mathematics in that 
regard. The specifics of biomechanics and the equations have never been 
discussed in a gym that I have ever been in, so why there only seems to 
be a large body of information about loading forces on the knees or 
specific shoulder ratios is beyond me. I have never heard a coach say that 
if they reduced the shoulder flexion by 23.4% they would have a more 
effective rings routine. The coach speaks more in terms of “greater than” 
or “less than” since real learning is more of a trial and error process (“Hot 
or Cold” method). I just want to simplify this trial and error process into a 
systematic pathway and storyline.


"Johnny, you need more power to get up over your center of gravity.” 

We have many videos on the FTA website that discuss different drills and 
Mazes, but if we were to try and describe them in this text with a lot of 
equations and fancy words it would require several volumes of thick 
reading to describe all the different drills and progressions. You would tune 
out and never finish the story. Please see the videos on our website as a 
specific reference as this story is an over arching guide to developing 
human behaviour, not the specific mechanics of specific skills. This story 
is mostly here to depict the wide spectrum of coaching and human 
behaviour and aims to create a coherent storyline between these 
different aspects that is easy to understand for all coaches and 
athletes.  

By only discussing the different Mazes or drills on paper would be 
inefficient, so this “story” is my Maze for you to simply give a base for 
junior and senior coaches to keep their ship on track.  It is up to you to 
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create the Mazes that will determine the success of your athletes. The 
Mazes will teach your athletes how to solve F = MA, not the coach.


Success in the sport, is not about mechanics in 
reality. It is about learning why human beings 
behave in the way they do so that you can offer 
the athletes what they are truly looking for, in order 
to entice them to go through your Maze in the first 
place. You need to know which physical Mazes to 
create but that is only half the story. 


Speaking the language of biology will be what actually keeps that 
athlete in your Maze.  

All coaches who read this story will hopefully realize by the end that 
athletes can be systematically built through the language of biology that 
guarantees they are on the path to success. There is very little chance of 
falling off the path to success because human beings are very binary in 
their underlying mechanisms so coaches should read this story and realize 
how easy it is to coach when looking through the FTA lens. 


If you have an athlete who is not learning as effectively as you think they 
should, it is either because you as a coach are not helping them build the 
proper Mazes for the skills from a mechanical perspective, or they are not 
motivated to go in your Maze in the first place. Athletes will never fail to 
learn because they can’t solve F = MA for a certain skill; they will fail 
because either they are not motivated or the information being transmitted 
from the coach is not coherent. Too many people are simply salesman 
forcing their product onto others who do not even want it. This story will 
describe how to help others build the Mazes they want, not necessarily the 
ones you want.


If you are choosing to go along the path on your own as a Freestyle athlete 
just remind yourself every time you train that you can build every small 
behaviour pattern Degree-By-Degree and just make sure you go slow and 
build the Mazes systematically. You will know if it was a correct Maze 
before you have an injury because the Mazes are extensions along a 
pathway. I recommend you have a coach or friend help you build your 
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Mazes even if you are Freestyle. Freestyle is 
not a “Huck N’ Chuck” mentality. It means you 
understand the building process so well you 
can literally invent skills that have never been 
done before. Build skills, don’t throw dice. 


With this storyline you will be able to see how 
you can actually make anyone around you 
behave the way you want them to  both inside 
and outside of the gym. The story in this text 
has far reaching implications and should be 
looked at as a guide to all human behaviour. 
We will explore the fact that human beings 
have learned how to do the most amazing 
things like seeing colour and creating the world around us so in 
comparison, teaching an athlete how to do a simple acrobatic rotation is 
ridiculously easy and we all have the capability to learn if we are motivated 
and understand what we really are.


This story will discuss how to make sure you are motivating your athletes 
according to the underlying biology that human beings operate with. The 
tutorials on the FTA website will give examples of the different Mazes you 
can create with your motivated athletes to guarantee their success in the 
sport. It is not simply my way of coaching, but a cumulation of different 
opinions from across the globe that any athlete can utilize for their training. 
Take bits and pieces from everyone and culminate them together to create 
your reality. Never depend on just one source or you will probably be in 
their Maze more than you realize.


If acrobatics were simply based on proper mechanics, everyone would 
be tied for first place at the Olympics. Coaching is actually primarily a 
navigation through biology, between different personalities and belief 
systems, not simply calculations of force and angles. 
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A Paradox?


On a personal aspect, I tend to constantly advocate the idea of Degree-
By-Degree and I hear coaches claim to understand this and want to learn 
these steps at our clinics. They do the steps as 
we go and learn a lot as they do it because we 
break down major skills into parts so small that 
there is no such thing as failure. I will then see 
them turn around when I am not coaching and 
they will go right back to the "Huck N’ Chuck” 
mentality. This happens with Traditional and 
Freestyle clinics. When I dig through the 
psychological literature the answer I find is that 
there is a bit of a gambling addict in everyone. 


Gambling, along with all ‘positive’ emotions that fuel our behaviour, 
releases positive endorphins in the brain, which we enjoy; sometimes too 
much. I believe in the acrobatic realm, this gambling circuit manifests itself 
as the form of a “Huck N' Chuck” mentality both in Traditional and 
Freestyle communities. If you were to know the exact answer to every skill, 
which fundamentally is described in this story, you could break down 
every skill into millimetre sized steps that would guarantee success. That 
is why I coach this way. 


Based on experience and literature it seems that athletes and younger 
coaches feed off this gambling mentality, so that even when the answer is 
given to them they subconsciously avoid it. What fun is life if you know the 
answer? The way I will describe coaching will make it clear that by taking 
all the necessary baby steps, we can almost guarantee success to some 
level. I believe that athletes would rather gamble and not know the 
answer in some sense. It is the fact we do not know how we will land a 
skill to a small degree that gives us a rush of exploratory dopamine that 
make us want to throw our bodies in the air in the first place. 


This is the paradox: Biologically we do not actually want success in the 
traditional sense or everyone would be already following this story. From 
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my experiences in the industry coaching all different levels, all across the 
world, no one is truly using the concepts outlined in this story even if some 
may claim to.


This mentality subconsciously has athletes thinking they can mechanically 
build their skills when they are off the trampoline and the Neocortex is in 
control. However, when stepping onto the trampoline, in the emotional 
moment of anticipated exploratory dopaminergic release they tend to fall 
back in line with the dopamine addiction and this creates the “Huck N’ 
Chuck” generally ignoring the logic that was thought of when off the 
trampoline. This issue happens with all athletes, not just Freestyle. I have 
asked many coaches their thoughts on this concept and so far they all 
have agreed and have shown their frustration.  It is plain as day when you 
watch athletes train without the constraints of coaching. I see many 
coaches become frustrated with this circuit but it can’t be turned off.  We 
will see that this exploration circuit is a survival mechanism. We can’t turn 
off the survival mechanism within us but we can begin to understand it, in 
order to be able to better identify the correct behaviour pattern in that 
moment. 


It is for this reason that you may read this and not apply it at every 
moment of every training, as I would love to suggest to you. My beliefs 
cannot beat biology, so I will simply say that the building process outlined 
in this story is not something you will commit to every moment of every 
day. Guaranteed success is not what you are there for.  


You do not release dopamine when you are in control, you release it 
when you are not in control. The dopaminergic circuits in your brain 
control your motivations so to understand motivation we must look deeper 
inside us. 


Some athletes and coaches compete to climb the hierarchy of the 
competition world for notoriety which gives them the same dopamine 
release but creates a different behavioural pattern to achieve this release.  
With these athletes, when the “Huck N’ Chuck” mentality hits a road block, 
which it will, please think about this story and break down the steps into 
baby sized pieces for that time frame. In those moments, you will need to 
get past the ‘rapids’ on your never-ending path through the rotational 
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landscape. If you can identify that you are doing gymnastics for notoriety 
then I suggest you apply this Degree-By-Degree program immediately as it 
will make your training systematic and worth the investment.  


Coaches, on average you will need to worry more about creating the safe 
environment that allows for this gambling mentality to manifest in small 
amounts, but without injury, not simply believing you can prevent every 
injury or that ‘your’ steps will be the best thing for the athlete. The athlete 
is built from 3.5 billion years of learning to explore, so we need to harness 
that energy, not fight it. The athlete has this old machinery that has much 
more influence over their behaviours than the coach.


I believe I have lost this dopamine release, or at least dampened it, over 
my 25 years of exploring in ways that many people have never tried. I 
know what will happen every time I flip and this takes the fun out of the 
sport for me for the reasons outlined above. I do not even feel the 
rotational forces on my body because I have jumped my entire life with 
over 14,500 hours of training under my belt. This is why I love creativity on 
trampolines and why I am passionate about making Freestyle Trampoline a 
recognized approach to the sport. The brain works in such a way that 
unless it is a new circuit it won’t 
release dopamine. Once you 
learn the skill the excitement of 
t h e j o u r n e y g o e s a w a y, 
eventually packaged into the 
subconscious for your offspring 
to learn from. This is why I will 
explore on a trampoline but 
rarely repeat the same circuits. 


Our Acrobatic Storyline

We will begin by discussing the history of acrobatics because without a 
long term appreciation of how the sport got to this point, you cannot 
understand where it may go. It does not mean you can predict the future 
necessarily but having an appreciation for the story of the sport is the first 
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step to understanding the mentality of the industry. 
We will see that a case can be made for noting that 
acrobatics may have “lost it’s way” during the 
industrial revolution and how new unorthodox forms 
of acrobatics such as Freestyle Trampoline and 
Parkour may be actually trying to bring acrobatics 
back to the initial foundation in the 1800s.


Then we will dive into the actual mechanics of rotation and discuss how 
levers that rotate inside your body create rotations outside of it. Mechanics 
are usually depicted as complicated equations but if you know it well 
enough you can simplify the muddy waters around your ship and look past 
the scientific nomenclature to see the real underlying principals so that 
even a young athlete can understand. We will discuss the quantum 
mechanics behind all movement at the quantum level. Without this base 
the overall building process will be unstable. With this base I will show you 
my Rotations Possibility Frontier (RPF) equation which requires certain 
quantum mechanical principals to be adhered to. I will also describe to 
you my Spatial Awareness Quotient (SAQ) formula that you can use to 
quantify your athlete’s building capabilities with a statistical method, not 
just counting how many medals they have accumulated. 


We will then jump into physiology and show how the body creates energy 
for movement and why the energy systems work the way they do. We will 
discuss the crossover of energy systems and how the body creates energy 
to move the levers that create rotation inside and outside of the body. We 
will discuss how you are simply a built up accumulation of particles that 
can be mapped out allowing behaviour to be systematically modified. We 
will see how there is a lot of 
similarities between biology and 
how we are going to approach 
coaching athletes with many ways 
to crossover different rotational 
pathways the same way molecules 
int eh body can crossover to 
d iffe re n t e n e rg y p ro d u c i n g 
pathways.
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We will then dive into the world of evolutionary biology which will tell the 
story of how the Universe was built and how we are built by a Degree-By-
Degree approach, taken from an evolutionary perspective. Similar to 
history, if you understand the old circuits that have developed over 3.5 
billion years, it is much easier to understand, predict and build human 
behaviour into the future with repeating themes to follow. 


This will lead into the psychology portion of the book that discusses how 
the brain works and more importantly, why it works the way it does, based 
on old circuits built-up over time. I will show how human beings are a 
complex probability calculating machine, operating on billions of one-
dimensional gears, with so much complexity it gives rise to the very 
essence of our thoughts and feelings, with a very simple equation 
underlying all of our behaviours.


We will discuss how human beings are unconsciously tricking themselves 
in order to simplify all the complexity of the world and trick each other in 
ways that will astonish you in order to get value out of you in very creative 
ways. We will discuss how these tricks are built-up in the brain over 
millions of years to help keep us alive and why we shouldn’t fear these 
tricks; simply be aware of them so we are more effective while we 
inhabit this Earth.  

Looking past these tricks is a huge component to creating real value to 
those around you, including your athletes. We will go into more detail 
about how you trick yourself, how other people trick you and how entire 
groups of people trick themselves or other groups without really 
understanding it. We will also show how this is not simply a human 
invention and will give examples of how other animals do the same thing 
to different degrees. We will demonstrate fundamentally that abstractions 
of the future can limit our personal building process and that more 
attention should  be focused on action in the real world, not just what we 
think the real world ‘should’ be like. 


A big aspect of this story that will run through all chapters is the idea that 
as a human organism, you do not “know” anything even closely 
representing an “absolute truth.” You have ‘preferences’ based on your 
previous interactions, which you may call a “personality” and in this story 
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we will describe why people have these preferences and why they seem to 
differ. It is important to note that these preferences were built inside you on 
a 3.5 billion year long pathway and that you are just an extension of the 
past. You operate based on the past, not what you think should happen in 
the future and most of the time people have a hard time knowing the 
difference because you weren’t built to. 


With the Sandstorm Thought Experiment we will explore the reason you 
see, hear, touch, taste, smell and “do what you do” is because you were 
built to do these things based on your past. These are narrow ranges and 
there is an infinite amount of possibilities you are not aware of that lay just 
outside of your perception.  

I will then outline my Quantum Personality Theory as well for you and take 
a look at what a quantum physicist might tell you about personality and 
human interaction. It is my own theory based on the vast amount of 
research available so simply enjoy it as a thought experiment.


Once we show how your past biology creates 
your mental ‘environment’ and really dictates 
what you do day to day without you knowing it. 
We will then make a quick pit stop at concepts of 
free will and show how in fact, notions of free will 
can stand directly in the way of efficient coaching 
if not defined differently compared to the 
standard general concepts. It is really a lack of 
free will that will make us efficient at coaching 
because it makes human behaviour calculable 
to a large degree which coaches and athletes 
will benefit from at least in the skill 
development realm. 


Then we can discuss how humans are built from a human perspective and 
show how humans make decisions and show that every single action you 
have ever taken or even thought about complies with the rules of Game 
Theory for your own protection. After we have discussed how humans 
develop we can then discuss how motivations and fear operate at a 
biological level and draw practical conclusions of how athletes can view 
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fear in a positive way. We will see how Game Theory applies to individuals 
and then how groups of individuals apply Game Theory in order to survive 
within their belief systems. 


We will then discuss Mazes, which is how a person can actually physically 
apply the theoretical construct of this story in real life. I will give examples 
of Mazes in society that already exist and how we can create Mazes 
focusing on trampoline. However, the concepts are easily related to all 
acrobatic movements and any behaviour you wish to learn outside of 
acrobatics. We will show how the same educational principals can be 
applied to competitive trampoline, trampoline parks and garden 
trampolines. We will show that coaching and working as a staff member at 
a park are both simple paths to success with repeating themes if you 
simply understand biology.


I will give different examples of ways the FTA has directly applied these 
Mazes at different clinics and competitions around the world, plus how 
they are much more effective than traditional communication techniques. 
We will discuss how Mazes can be used to build athlete independence 
and obedience and show conclusively that coaches need to work with 
their athletes as a team, not as a dictatorship, providing support for 
progress, not telling them what they should strive for. This ‘team’ aspect 
will be applied to all different sectors and all levels of employment to show 
gym owners or park owners how they can be effective at operating a 
facility with the biology in this story. We will see that the ‘pay to play’ 
approach is actually the safest safety plan for all trampoline parks.


I will end the story aspect by targeting the 
safety concerns of the industry. Acrobatics as 
a whole is considered a high risk sport and 
we will discuss why the safety literature 
indicates that education is the only real way 
to be safe. People are lost in their personal 
abstractions and fear of injury and do not 

realize what safety actually means, thereby limiting they're thinking. Safety 
is preached by select groups as the “Number One Priority” but the data 
since the early 1900s shows a different reality. We will dissect the safety 
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concerns at the end because through the story we will build up human 
beings and behaviours that will give the foundation to an understanding of 
the real battle for safety. I will show you that research indicates that 
taking an active approach in learning about how to explore the 
different rotational possibilities will be the best way to stay safe 
during training in the long term. 


I will end the Safety chapter by describing the Mazes the FTA has made 
and the research we have found by investing in the Freestyle athletes. I will 
openly tell you our injury rates and what specific Mazes we have created 
to increase safety. Some critics do not know how to increase safety in the 
real sense of the word and stick to political rhetoric that is quite frankly 
useless. I will openly give examples that have shown to work over the last 
few years to give everyone examples of how the information in this story 
can practically be applied in the real world to a new community. I should 
openly apologize from the beginning that it has taken several years to 
properly accumulate the information contained within this story and to 
properly apply it, showing with conclusive evidence that it actually works 
to keep injury rates low and at the same time help build athletes the way 
they want to.


Athletes, coaches and gym owners should be able to read this story and 
understand the concept of what acrobatics is really about and how they 
can apply the same concepts in different ways depending on what your 
role in the industry is. This story will serve as a foundation for your athletic 
and career development and the story will be continued on the FTA 
website with all of our video tutorials. This story shows how a coach can 
look through the FTA lens during training and the tutorials will help the 
coach apply it on an ongoing basis. 


If you want to be more effective in your coaching and or training, I hope 
you will take the information from this story and begin to apply it in both 
your day-to-day lives and your coaching career. It will make your job much 
easier and more of a guarantee success, rather than simply gambling with 
trial and error in the traditional way. Trial and error is inherent in the 
learning process but by understanding the path of the ship, the trial and 
error process is decreased to only minor behavioural fluctuations that lead 
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to new learned behaviours, not simply a throw of the dice with major 
fluctuations potentially resulting in injury.


The Data


People know me as the “Trampoline Guy” so most examples and details 
will be based on trampoline but I hope you will see that all coaches and 
athletes in any discipline can utilize this story to help increase their 
efficiency in coaching and training. I hope you will see that the value of this 
book extends far beyond the coaching realm and can be applied to your 
career outside of the gym as well.


By telling a story, it is much easier to understand information rather than 
numerous, unconnected chunks of information. This ‘story’ is a Maze, and 
by guiding you through the Maze I personally have gone through I can at 
least shed light onto what I have learned in this industry more efficiently 
and show you why I believe what I do. It is up to you to use this 
conceptual base to create your own specific Mazes for your own personal 
motivations. 


All the data presented in this book is based on my University education, 
practical experience, publicly and privately accessible literature, online 
resources and printed publications; as well as, direct inquiries with 
professionals around the world both inside an outside of the acrobatic 
industry.


The data represented in this 
story is not solely my own 
and is an accumulation of 
some of the greatest minds 
t h a t c u r re n t l y o r h a v e 
previously inhabited this 
planet. Anyone who wishes to 
look down their nose at this 
story should know one thing: 
We have consulted some of 
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the leaders of the Traditional acrobatic world and the Freestyle acrobatic 
world to help write this story. Some have literally written aspects of this 
story and others have indirectly contributed to help give an overall ‘big 
picture’ perspective of acrobatics and how it relates to human behaviour. If 
you were to claim this story is non-sense you would be insulting some 
individuals that have helped build the sport as we know it. I am simply the 
voice of many contributors who helped write this story. 


Feel free to contact me for any specific citations or clarification. I have 
inserted many quotes from different thinkers and professionals who have 
provided the information for this story and urge you to realize the ideas in 
this story are not solely my own. 


You will find “professionals” who completely disagree with some of the 
points but the general consensus is that people operate much in the way 
outlined in this story. You will have to excuse some of my personal biases 
that naturally will be in the story as it is impossible to keep them at bay. 
This story is my narrative and funny jokes and analogies have been put in 
that I believe add a bit of comic relief to some of the ideas presented in 
this story that frankly, may alarm some readers. Please remember that 
this story is my abstraction of the current information available from 
some of the greatest minds in the world.  

You will have your own narrative and will need to accommodate the 
information in your schema of abstractions to properly apply it; if you wish 
to do so. I want to make sure that it is stated from the beginning that I 
know nothing for absolute certainty and that no one does. I am simply 
following those smarter than myself hoping to help build my career into the 
future and help others do the same.


A few members of my editorial board noted I should touch on the idea of 
religion. This seems to be a good place for that as religion and certain 
sciences have political struggles. 


I believe religion isn’t different from science. I don’t hold religious beliefs to 
a higher or lower standard than science. As I see it, they are the same 
thing just expressed with different languages. Math is the language of 
science and story telling is the language of religion it seems to me. 
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Religious texts describe science and science quantifies the truth of these 
stories in a ‘updated’ fashion. 


Religion serves a purpose for humans, just like any abstraction. It gives us 
what we like to call a “purpose,” a “community” and allows us to feel we re 
part of something bigger than ourselves. It gives people something to 
believe in. If people would realize that the interaction between religion and 
science is nothing more than two individuals from different nationalities 
trying to converse, I think we could reduce conflict. 


We need our belief systems but we just seem to be speaking a different 
language. After all, we are observing the same Universe and the same 
actions within this Universe with the same biology; can we really be 
thinking things that are that different? Like all human conflicts, I wish 
people would not pick one above the other based on ‘moral' grounds, but 
instead realize that we look at the world through the same biological lens 
but tell the story slightly differently based on the way the observations get 
interpreted by our brain.


If you have any thoughts or corrections to the story you feel are relevant, 
please approach me in a respectful manner and I will extend an invitation 
to discuss the specific concepts you may question. Research shows that if 
someone does not approach an intellectual body of work in a non-
aggressive, respectful, open-minded manner, they were not there to help 
in the first place. In this case these individuals were not here to provide 
additional information for the sake of updating information, but possibly for 
other more malicious personal reasons that I will ignore. 


I warn you, some of the research is not as ‘fluffy’ or fun as you may 
have been taught to believe, so please approach this story in an open 
minded state. If you have corrections please express them in an honest 
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manner that indicates you are actually trying to help everyone in the 
community learn, not just that you have been offended by what the data 
and these researchers have discovered. Most of my beliefs are based on 
mixing and matching different credible sources so I have left out specific 
citations until the end and I will provide even more unreferenced citations if 
you ask. Hopefully this story will be the start of your exploration for more 
information if you are not already on that path.


I hope to present this story to the acrobatic community to both Traditional 
and Freestyle sectors as an amalgamation of the current data from my 
extensive research and experience. My aim is to see it applied to the 
acrobatic industry to help increase the efficiency of coaching and to 
reduce the struggle I see coaches go through all over the world. This 
struggle is not just in the gym trying to reach athletes. It is in the political 
realm and if you understand this story it will be clear that the politics 
between Traditional and Freestyle is unnecessary and we need to 
work together with people who have different motivations, not just 
shove them in our personal Mazes claiming it is for ‘safety’ concerns. 
I want everyone to realize you have real freedom in the skills you develop. 
This story discusses the quantum physics, biology, psychology and 
application methods behind that building process. 


If you really want to understand this story, I would suggest that you take 
the time to go through it a few times and check out every single reference 
in more detail in this story. This body of work is meant more as a general 
story for all coaches and athletes but a lot of information has been 
intentionally left out to keep the storyline succinct and understandable for 
a wider audience. 
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This story is for the following audiences:  

1) Athletes 8+ (you may need an adult to help out younger readers) 

2) Freestyle Athletes trying to know How to Build Skills 

3) Traditional Athletes Trying to Understand Their Olympic Sport and 
Thought Process Behind It 

4) Coaches Who are New to Coaching 

5) Seasoned Coaches Looking for a New Approach  

6) Critics of Freestyle Disciplines Who Need A Reality Check 

7) Anyone Who Wants to Know How to Build the Life they Want and 
not be Trapped in a Maze 
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CHAPTER 2 
The History of Acrobatics 

Foundation of Acrobatic Rotations 


There is such a wide variety of disciplines in ‘acrobatics’ it would be 
difficult to cover them all. The main purpose of this book is to give an over 
arching view in the form of a storyline that you as a coach or athlete can 
apply to help make the process of learning more systematic. Without an 
understanding of the history of the acrobatic discipline it is hard to truly 
appreciate the effort that has gone into making acrobatics what it is today. 
It is also hard to know where it will go in the future if you do not look at the 

past. This is why I will begin with a brief history 
of acrobatics describing the initial starting 
points.  


Acrobatic traditions are found in many cultures, 
and there is evidence that the earliest of such 
traditions occurred thousands of years ago. 
For example,  Minoan  Art Circa 2000 BC 
depicts acrobatic feats on the backs of 
bulls.  Ancient Greeks  and  Romans  practiced 
acrobatics, and the  noble court  displays of 
the European Middle Ages would often include 
acrobatic performances that included juggling.
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In China, acrobatics have been a part of the culture since the Western Han 
Dynasty  (206 BC-AD 220) when acrobatics was part of the village 
harvest festivals. During the Tang Dynasty, acrobatics saw much the same 
sort of development as European acrobatics saw during the Middle Ages, 
with court displays from the 7th through 10th centuries dominating the 
practice. Acrobatic art is still an important part of modern Chinese culture 
to this day.


Acrobats are also depicted in fine art, such as the painting ‘Acrobats at the 
Cirque Fernando’ by Francisca and Angelina Wartenberg, Pablo Picasso's 
1905  'Acrobat and Young Harlequin' and  ‘Acrobats in a Paris 
Suburb’ by Viktor Vasnetsov.


Another form of acrobatic movement existed in native populations, such 
as the Inuit people of the northern hemisphere. During their spring whaling 
festival, a large blanket of sewn walrus and seal skins would be held aloft 
by the many Eskimo villagers encircling it. One person sat in the middle of 
the skin and was repeatedly tossed into the air by those holding the 
edges. The game was both the extreme height of the toss and the 
participant’s ability to consistently land on their feet. Throughout the next 
few decades circus performers continued to hone their equipment; or 
rigging, as it was called. They hand-crafted their own designs of 
springboards and teeter-boards by stretching animal skins over barrels, in 
order to further impress audiences.


In 1793, John Bill Ricketts (1769–1800) an English equestrian, brought the 
first modern circus to the United States. He was the first American known 
to have included ‘Leaping’ in his acts. George Washington was reputed to 
have attended the shows and was good friends with Ricketts. 


There are many forms of human movements so to identify when acrobatics 
started is a misguided feat but there are a few points in history worth 
noting. Forms of acrobatics have been around long before the Traditional 
sport but we will jump to the early and mid 1800s. 


In the beginning a trampoline was known as any apparatus that a 
performer would use to bound and leap into the air. Before the ‘flying 
trapeze’ was invented the most important act of a circus was called 
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“Leaping” and every well known circus would have this incorporated in 
their show. The performer would run down a ramp and hit the 
“Trampoline,” which resembled a diving board. He would then be 
propelled forward, jumping over people, animals and other objects. Some 
accounts of Leaping date back to the 1600s but on a smaller scale. 


Tom King, in 1856, was the first person to be crowned the Leaping 
Champion after he vaulted 31 feet and 7 inches. He would perform 
doubles over both people and horses regularly and was rumoured to have 
tried a triple. Many others tried to do triples but many died in the process, 
with over 20 deaths from leaping recorded during this period.  


In 1859, a Frenchman named Jules Léotard, 
invented the ‘Flying Trapeze’ by connecting a 
bar to some ventilator cords above the 
swimming pool in his father's gymnasium in 
Toulouse, France. After practicing tricks above 
the pool, Leotard performed his act in the 
Cirque Napoleon (now known as the Cirque 
d'hiver). The traditional flier's costume, the 
'leotard,' is named after him to this day and 
worn by all gymnastics and trampoline 
athletes.


In 1874 the first ‘recorded’ triple front flip was done by John Worland who 
was well recognized within the community. He did this over 5 horses in 
front of hundreds of people. The “Trampoline” he was using would not be 
recognized by today’s standards but was called a “Batoute.” It is 
hypothesized that it was taken from the Russian word for trampoline, 
“Batut.” It resembled more of a springboard than anything else. Trampoline 
and springboard were used interchangeably at this point in history and 
was not distinguished as different apparatus until many years later.


This danger caused the focus of difficulty to switch to height and soon it 
was not important how many flips you could do, but how many animals or 
people you could flip or leap  over. This theme of reducing risk is seen over 
and over again in the acrobatic industry with their style of judging ‘form’ 
and not as much difficulty. 
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The ultimate leaping highlight was in 1881 from Frank Gardner did a 
double front flip over 9 elephants and a single flip over 12 of them. 
Modern-day circus has tried to repeat these feats with no success. Since 
then there were several acts that started using the trampoline as more of a 
flat table apparatus such as Flying Fishers, The Walloons and Tommy 
Gordon. Walter Lindsley in 1928 was the first to do a half turn on the final 
flip of a double flip called a “Fliffis.” 


Traditional Artistic Gymnastics originated in Germany with Friedrich 
Ludwig Jahn, also known as the “Father of Gymnastics,” who was not 
impressed by his countries lack of strength and coordination during the 
Napoleon revolutions sweeping through Europe. In 1811 he opened up the 
first “Turnplatz” in Berlin which was an open gymnasium outside where 
people could train and he believed it would strengthen the military. This 
developed into what was called a “Turnverein” which is German for 
gymnastics club. In 1848 revolutions in Germany caused some nationalists 
to leave Europe and they took the idea of the Turnverein to other countries 
such as USA. These nationalists were called the “Fourty-Eighters” and 
they established gymnastics clubs in Cincinnati and Ohio and were called 
the “American Turners.” Although the original meaning of gymnastics was 
about strength and body coordination for military purposes, it quickly 
became a commercialized sport during the turn of the century and the 
industrial revolution. 


The leader of this commercialization was the 
Fédération Européenne de Gymnastique (FEG) 
and was founded in 1881. The FEG was 
created as a governing body for the Olympics 
which were revived in 1896 by Pierre De 
Coubertin. The original Olympics celebrated 
the deaths of the Greek rulers back in 776 BC 
but ended due to large financial costs and religious strife. 


Gymnastics, being a training method used in the military by the Fourty-
Eighters during the revolutions of the 1800’s guaranteed their acceptance 
in this nationalistic competition. Under the newly ‘revived’ Olympics, 
Gymnastics debuted their first World Cup in Antwerp, Belgium in 1903 
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after several years of setting up the global infrastructure that we still see 
today. Pierre de Coubertin revived the Olympics based on the Wenlock 
Olympian Games in 1850 which was a similar version of multi-sport 
competition we see today as well as other similar events created by 
businessman Evangelis Zappas in the mid 1800s. By 1921 they had 
changed their name to the Fédération Internationale de Gymnastique (FIG) 
which it is still called today. The FIG moved their head quarters to Poland 
and then to Geneva Switzerland then Lyss and finally 


Around the same time, the American Athletic Union (AAU) was established 
by James E. Sullivan in 1888, with the goal of creating common standards 
in amateur sport. The AAU had the responsibility to supervise and sanction 
all sports competition (ie, basketball, swimming, track, gymnastics, etc.) 
nationwide. The AAU held Olympic trials and made the final selection of 
athletes to represent the US in the Olympic Games. Other acrobatic based 
organizations were established much later such as the European 
Gymnastics Union in 1982. These different organizations would form 
together to create the global market of acrobatics with each having 
governance over different disciplines and levels of competition. At that 
time, gymnastics apparatus included: horizontal bar, parallel bars, 
swinging rings, vaulting, pommel horse, tumbling and the rope climb. 


Aerobic Gymnastics also has their roots in this time period and the word 
“aerobic” was used for the first time in 1875 when the French doctor, 
Pasteur, labeled bacteria that needed oxygen to live as “aerobic" vs. 
anaerobic. In Greek the word means "oxygen for life.” Aerobic Gymnastics 
did not really take-off until later years when in the 1960s when Kenneth 
Cooper, a health specialist started using aerobic exercise to help reduce 
cardiovascular disease. Many years later, under the influence of others 
who wanted to turn this idea into a sport, did it 
become recognized by the Federation 
International Gymnastics (FIG). 


Rhythmic gymnastics also developed over this 
period with the help of François Delsarte (1811–1871), Rudolf Bode (1881–
1970). They believed in more of a dance based movement that showed the 
different ways the body could move. Other dancers were converging on 
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these concepts as well at the time such as Émile Jaques-Dalcroze. A 
common theme of this era of acrobatics in all disciplines was more 
about freedom and self discipline and doing the sports for personal 
development rather than the commercialization of the disciplines that 
happened after the industrial revolution. Rhythmic gymnastics had their 
first World Championship competition in 1963 in Budapest and was later 
introduced into the 1984 winter Olympics; finally moving into the Olympics 
in the summer of 1996.


In Denmark, gymnastics began as more of an aerobic exercise used to 
strengthen the body. “Looking The Lord in the Eyes” was a common 
theme across Europe and was used to encourage farmers to stand up 
straight and have pride in themselves and their country. Later it 
transformed into the power based movements we see today in the 
discipline of Team Gym that is popular in Scandinavian countries. 
Sometime around the industrial revolution many industries were booming 
and becoming commercialized for the public and the brands investing in 
their development. Most, if not all acrobatic movements that we see today 
originated not for sport, but for increased quality of life as more of a 
holistic approach to living and developing the mind. Like all things, the 
mentality changed when people saw the utility in this holistic approach 
and utilized it for other purposes.


Development of the Sport of Gymnastics

In 1938, colleges in the US began to take notice of the Muscle Beach 
athletic boom and began setting up male gymnastics programs at schools 
across the country, officially announcing that gymnastics would be 
recognized by the National College Athletic Association (NCCA) and 
included in all NCAA programs. At the height of the collegiate era there 
were hundreds of boys gymnastics programs across the USA and 
gymnasts were considered the ‘jocks’ of the school. Individual apparatus 
competitions such as vault and floor were not added until 1952. Rhythmic 
gymnastics was added to the Olympic Games programme in 1984. 
Women, who were originally excluded from higher level competitions were 
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included in the World Championships in 1934, although they were 
welcomed at the Olympic Games as early as 1928 where they competed 
in a team event. 


Political changes hit the colleges in 
1972 with the passing of ‘Title IX’ that 
prohibited discrimination on the basis 
of sex in any federally funded 
education program or activity, causing 
a new era in gymnastics. This, along 
with other financial, economic and 
po l i t ica l factors forced men’s 
gymnastics to take a back seat, while 
other sports took precedence. In 1982 
women’s gymnastics was officially included in the NCAA. Women began to 
take the lead role in what was previously a male dominated sport. Even to 
this day, mens gymnastics has not fully regained the reputation it 
previously enjoyed, with college programs decreasing in enrolment to less 
than 20 teams across the entire USA. 


Modern gymnastics increased popularity because of the beautiful athletic 
performances of Olga Korbut of the Soviet Union in the 1972 Olympics 
and Nadia Comaneci of Romania in the 1976 Olympics. The recent 
invention of television gave the sport the publicity that it lacked in the past. 
The USSR, Japan, East and West Germany, and other Eastern European 
nations began to promote gymnastics, particularly for women. 


After Olga did the first 
standing backflip on 
B e a m , c o n t ro v e r s y 
erupted as to whether or 
not it should be allowed. 
These were some of the 
fi r s t d i s c u s s i o n s 
revolving around safety 
because people had 
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never moved their bodies this way before the rise of gymnastics. 
Gymnastics has always been known to be a sport with relatively high injury 
rates despite all the measures put in place. In fact, major or catastrophic 
injuries occurred several times per year before 1985 when the US 
Gymnastics Federation created a safety manual.  It was very successful in 
reducing the injury rates as people became more aware of the risks and 
how to help reduce them. The gymnastics culture is really focused on 
safety because of their past history of incidences. These injuries are at the 
forefront of any older traditional coach who tends to believe that a lack of 
regulation caused the injuries even though there were many different 
factors that regulations will never successfully control in the long term.


Currently gymnastics is struggling to get increased enrolment due to the 
strict mentality of the sport stemming from the military and injury rate 
history which are still inherent in the culture stemming from Father Khan. 
Federations claim that enrolment is slightly increasing but as a general 
whole the increase is rather minimal and this is due to many factors but 
the big one is that the new generation have so many more options to 
choose from. In 2018 Canada’s enrolment actually dropped from the 
previous year. In previous years the enrolment had simply been increasing 
steadily. Some coaches try to ignore this reality but overall all coaches are 
seeing a decrease in engagement on the traditional side and the 
adventurous coaches are looking to Freestyle to ‘revive’ their programs. 

The Rise of Trampoline

In 1934, while attending the University of Iowa, George Nissen, a 
champion springboard diver and tumbler, collaborated with his gymnastics 
coach Larry Griswold, to create a “bouncing rig.” Nissen’s inspiration was 
from watching circus trapeze artists fall into and rebound up from their 
safety nets. He wanted to create a rigging that would be a practice 
tumbling surface as well as a surface for learning diving skills. Nissen and 
Griswold took a large rectangle iron frame, stretched a piece of canvas 
across it and held the canvas in place with rubber strips from automobile 
tires. Their “bouncing rig” proved valuable for practicing stunts as well as 
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was something Griswold (a performer at heart) 
found could be incorporated in the University’s 
student circus.


The “bouncing rig” did not receive much 
attention until after Nissen graduated and 
decided to build a few more and sell them. 
Initially, his only customers were circus 
performers or vaudeville acts and sales were 
slow. By this time, Nissen had given a name to 
his product calling it a trampoline; an anglicized 

version of the Spanish word for diving board “Trampolin.” Nissen and 
Griswold soon partnered to form the “Griswold-Nissen Rebound Tumbling 
and Trampoline Company,” but Griswold left the partnership only a few 
years later.


The start of WWII and the US Navy’s need for more airplane pilots 
(following the bombing of Pearl Harbour) gave Nissen his much needed 
break. The Navy placed an order for 100 trampolines; using them in pre-
flight training schools to help enhance spatial orientation.


During the war, universities and colleges suspended their sports programs. 
Gymnasiums were turned into military physical fitness training centres and 
gymnastics coaches found themselves as military fitness instructors 
similar to the revolutions in the 1800's. Along with gymnastics and 
strength training equipment, every gym had a trampoline for aerial based 
warfare.


Following the war’s end, universities regained their facilities and staff and 
pieced their sports programs back together. The trampolines remained an 
essential piece of training equipment in their gyms. Many  returned to jobs 
as fitness instructors in clubs and YMCAs or as school physical education 
teachers. They all asked for a trampoline to be added to their gyms. 
Nissen continued to watch his business grow.


The AAU held its first National trampoline Championship in Dallas, Texas in 
1946. At the university level, National Collegiate Athletic Association 
(NCAA) also resumed in 1948, with the trampoline event being 
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incorporated into the men’s gymnastics competition as an event onto 
itself. The trampoline event was both entertaining and helped increase 
attendance. Coaches who added talented trampolinists were assured 
extra points in the overall team score and could dominate their division.


Nissen traveled extensively throughout Europe giving trampoline 
exhibitions and encouraging each country to host a training centre and 
develop their own national trampoline competitions. In 1964, Nissen 
sponsored the first World Trampoline Championship, held in London, 
England. He continued to promote the trampoline and fund world-wide 
exhibitions and competitions for many years. Veterans of the sport that are 
still alive today note how Nissen believed in them and was a great mentor. 
The World Acrobatic Society is an annual conference held in Las Vegas 
every year that was originally a birthday celebration for Nissen. The FTA 
attends the conference every year and sits on the board of directors and 
gets to listen to the lessons from the past and uses them to avoid pitfalls 
within the Freestyle community.


The business of making trampolines drew additional manufacturers into 
the arena. Trampolines were now in schools, YMCAs, universities and even 
backyards. The first trampoline jump centre open to the public created a 
fad that spread across the country. Now, there was a downside to 

trampolines; injuries from uneducated 
jumpers. School teachers no longer gave 
trampoline classes the necessary supervision 
and jump centre owners often had no safety 
rules at all. Injuries increased, lawsuits were 
issued and trampolines were removed from 
school programs and jump centres 
disappeared.


Nissen was able to weather the growing 
number of injury lawsuits that came his way, 
as he had expanded into manufacturing 

gymnastics and gymnasium equipment. Sadly he was not able to weather 
the storm forever and eventually shut down the trampoline manufacturing 
business and focused on sports and fitness equipment. Even with the 
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lawsuits and failed manufacturing business, Nissen still wanted to see 
trampoline go into the Olympics. 


At this point in trampoline history, trampoline as a sport was based on set 
routines and specific parameters were not yet developed to the level they 
are today. The competitions were held more as a man-to-man double 
elimination format. In the mid 70’s if you performed a great routine the 
highest you could receive was a 9.4 out of 10.00. If the judges really liked 
what your routine they could then give 0.2 for originality, 0.2 for difficulty 
and 0.2 for virtuosity. It has been changed since then to a 10.00 execution 
+ Difficulty which is added up separately so some routines are out of 16.0 
or 17.0 today.


Meanwhile, a conflict was brewing between the AAU and a number of 
collegiate gymnastics coaches. The coaches felt that the AAU was not 
acting fairly in its choice of gymnasts being sent to the Olympic Games 
and in 1963 decided to form a new governing body: the United States 
Gymnastics Federation (USGF). In a bid to obtain official recognition by the 
FIG and the Olympic Committee, the USGF reorganized their statutes to 
no longer recognize trampoline as a gymnastics event. This realignment 
meant that there would no longer be age-group trampoline competitions. 
This in turn would limit the number of trampoline athletes rising to 
university level and since it was no longer an event; universities dropped 
the trampoline from their programs. The last NCAA trampoline 
competition was held in 1968. 

In 1971, Nissen and Griswold gathered together 21 trampoline and 
tumbling coaches along with a number of athletes to form the United 
States Trampoline and Tumbling Association (USTA). This new organization 
held clinics, competitions and nurtured the advancement of trampoline 
athletes in the hopes of getting Trampoline into the Olympics. The USTA 
continues on today.


In 1974 the USGF received recognition from the FIG to be responsible for 
selecting and training national gymnastics teams for the Olympics and 
World Championships. The USGF later changed its name to USA 
Gymnastics. The on-going legal pressures of the trampoline injuries and 
the ensuing lawsuits directed towards the Nissen Corporation in 1978, led 
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to the closing of the production of trampolines. 
Nissen himself retired shortly thereafter, but 
continued his quest to have trampoline be 
recognized as an Olympic sport. This finally 
happened in 2000, at the 2000 Sydney Olympic 
Games a very proud moment for Nissen and his 
many friends and followers. I had the pleasure of 
actually doing the Nitro Circus show in the 
same exact stadium in 2016 where we got the 
idea for Freestyle Trampoline. 

The Future of Acrobatics  
At the turn of the century more 
expressive forms of acrobatics have 
t a k e n o ff s u c h a s P a r k o u r, 
Slacklining, Freestyle Martial Arts 
(Tricking) and Freestyle Trampoline 
just to name a few. As we will explore 
in later chapters, all creatures tend to 
be more focused on their survival within an ecosystem compared to 
fighting for ‘extra’ goods. It is clear that only a small percentage of the 
human population have the motivations to compete in high level sports. 
Traditionally, all acrobatic sports begun their journey as a way to express 
life and liberty, not to compete against each other. With the rise of the 
Olympics, many turned their entire focus to winning medals for fame and 
glory. 


It seems that with the new generation being more anxious than previous 
generations they are not yet concerned about fighting for gold, but are 
simply looking for a place to belong first and foremost. This has given rise 
to the mentality that sport should be for all people and not just available to 
those who can afford it or with better genetics. This all inclusive mentality 
is played out on social media where all of these new aged Freestyle 
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communities chatter and connect. They have taken the hierarchy of 
traditional acrobatics and have made it more of an online community with 
their own culture and customs. 


For more information on these communities please see: https://
www.Freestyletrampolineassociation.com/learn-to-flip 

Simply put: The new Freestyle generation is looking for a place to 
belong and not just a medal around their neck. A place where they 
can make friends and test their own abilities under their own 
guidance and not the guidance of others. This could cause a strain on 
the acrobatic sports if they do not find a way to reach the lower level 
sport enthusiasts who simply want to have fun and not compete 
under strict military based cultures.  

When I was growing up in the sport you couldn’t actually train without 
competing. I was forced to compete because that was thought to be the 
only reason you would want to learn the sport. The notion of learning a 
sport for the sake of the sport is still not widespread and the new 
generations would rather learn for the sake of learning and have fun 
developing their mind and body on their own terms. It could be 
hypothesized that because the world wars are over and war is at a 
reduced scale that the military based backbone of the sport is not as 
relevant in society meaning that the new generation is doing 
acrobatics for a different reason. 


This is just a hypothesis but one thing that is clear is the fact that a subset 
of the population does not care about competing in the traditional sense 
and they want to be recognized for their accomplishments and they want 
their belief system to be recognized as well. This subset of emerging 
athletes will continue to grow. After all, the revolutions in the 1800’s were 
based on the same principals. Peasants did not want to be manipulated 
and controlled so they revolted. The new Freestyle communities are 
doing this in a passive way through their use of social media creating 
their own ecosystem online that is made in their image. 
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As trampoline parks began to appear again in the early 2000s, with the 
emergence of Sky Zone, the traditional trampoline and gymnastics training 
facilities began to see their athletes taking interest in these new parks. As 
noted earlier, these ‘parks’ were around 40 years before the current 
trampoline parks and this scares many traditional coaches who fear 
history repeating itself. 


Sky Zone is the creation of American 
entrepreneur Rick Platt, who originally 
intended for the trampoline courts to be 
used as part of a new sport with 
professional athletes.  In 2004, Platt spent 
millions to build the first large scale, 17,000 
square foot trampoline arena in Las Vegas. 
He was trying to create a trampoline sport 
which would have included rotating hoops 
and mid-air acrobatics. (See references for 
the Patent.)  

The sport failed to generate interest, but local skateboarders learned of the 
facility and wanted to bounce on the court, which prompted Platt to open 
the facility to the general public at the cost of $8 per person. Within six 
months, the facility had hosted 10,000 visitors and boasted a revenue of  
$412,000 in its first year.  

And so the new trampoline park industry was born and has not looked 
back making 2.4 billion dollars in revenues per year. Trampoline parks 
quickly became very popular because there were no rules and no coach 
that would yell at you or tell you what to do. There was no mandatory 
conditioning and you did what ever you wanted; a creature’s paradise. It 
was also a place for the uneducated to show off to those who had even 
less knowledge. You can see the attraction for the youth.


This created a huge influx to the ‘new’ trampoline Park industry and many 
of them chose not to allow flips or rotational tricks. Once the trampoline 
Park boom began, professional trampoline facilities began to see that 
many customers would come back to them asking to learn tricks. 
Bouncing up and down had lost its flair and many people wanted more.
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Trampoline training facilities actually saw a gradual increase in North 
America when the sport was officially introduced into the Olympics. 
Canadian athletes won several medals including Gold and the sport 
started receiving a lot more publicity. You can even see drastic increases in 
enrolment in years after the Olympics according to some stats that then 
gradually decrease until the next Olympic year where enrolment shoots up 
again. It is quite clear that the Olympics is a huge motivator for acrobatic 
athletes.


Trampoline Parks decided to 'fight back’ and allow flips and tricks and 
relaxed on the rules of the park. Throughout this time trampoline parks had 
unfavourable publicity for the injuries that occurred similarly to those in the 
70’s. Most of these articles are fuelled by injuries and then hyper-charged 
by ex-traditional gymnasts who are expert witnesses who use their expert 
status to wage war on trampoline parks. The parks aimed to go after the 
‘community’ rather than the medals and they have grown from just a few 
parks in 2004 to over 1000 in 2018 with 100,000 - 200,000 public jumpers 
who are now exposed to trampoline at a reduced cost. There are hundreds 
of millions of people now exposed to trampoline that never were before 
and this community value may be what is necessary to keep building 
acrobatics if they do not get shut down like they did in the 70’s.


Now there is a need to educate the employees of the trampoline park 
industry to allow them to help clients learn the tricks they want to in the 
professional facility but in a fun and relaxed environment without 
increasing liability. Parks are 
starting to realize that safety 
comes at a price and that is 
usua l l y be ing s t r i c t and 
controlled as well as taking 
responsibility for jumpers which 
begs them to blame the park 
for any natural injuries.


Some critics believe that parks 
are “evil” and would like to see 
them banned, as they perceive 
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there is no way for them to ‘learn’ from the past. Here at the FTA we do not 
feel that someone can’t learn. It is just a matter of approaching the 
situation in a strategic manner to modify the behaviour in a positive way 
for everyone. 


Do the parks want to learn and become safer? Yes, I believe they do 
because negative media is hurting business. In the past, park owners were 
people looking for an investment to make a lot of money and many of 
them didn’t know anything about trampoline as a sport. Now, with so 
many parks around the world with a wide variety of injuries, they need to 
become more safety conscious in order to stay in business.


In 2018, the British Gymnastics Federation partnered with Oxygen Free-
jumping Trampoline Park to educate their staff on safety practices. Sad to 
say that was one of the only times I have seen traditional acrobatics take 
an active approach in educating parks even though so many coaches ‘say’ 
they care about safety in the parks. British Gymnastics has largely stepped 
away from that program due to a lack of ability to see eye-to-eye with park 
owners. I believe the traditional side can take a lot more behavioural action 
if it really is in the name of safety.


I had the pleasure of introducing 
Indonesia to the Tradit ional 
competitive stream at the 2018 
Asian Games and picked the team 
out of a trampoline park in 
Jakarta. Many Traditional gym 
owners are approaching us to 
host a Freestyle event to try and 
attract new customers and tell us, 
“When I went from a traditional 
gym to a park mentality, my 
financial stresses were gone.”


These kinds of actions show that some traditional gymnasts are now 
starting to see that there is much more money and a wider market if they 
work with the parks instead of taking a hard stance against them. There is 
a current battle between the Freestyle athletes who claim to not need or 
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want a coach and some of the traditionalists who tend to believe their way 
is the best and only safe way. Many traditionalists are starting to see that 
more Freestyle athletes are coming into the gym looking for a safe place to 
train and more are starting to see there is a mutual benefit to helping these 
athletes even if they do not agree with the way they bounce. This shows 
that overall, traditional coaches and athletes are beginning to see that 
there needs to be a place for these individuals even if it is outside of a 
structured program. 


For example, in 2019 Netherlands Gymnastics Federation cut their funding 
of traditional trampoline due to a lack of growth. Several gymnastics 
facilities with trampoline programs have contacted the FTA looking to be 
integrated into the Freestyle community to help give their athletes a place. 
We help with raising funds, promotion and even help them build Freestyle 
facilities as part of their traditional gyms. Technical committees around the 
world are contacting the FTA looking at the educational approach we have 
taken in dealing with these athletes and are looking for more information 
now that Freestyle communities are growing faster and faster. 


We are also seeing trampoline parks that have no traditional experience 
look to the FTA to create educational structures for their jumpers. Many 
parks are now offering training classes in “High Performance Areas” within 
the park. This shows a ‘blending’ of Freestyle and traditional communities 
which the FTA believes is best for long term growth.


I believe it is simply a matter of working together and educating the parks 
more and lending a helping hand to see the bigger picture here despite the 
rough patches that naturally happen during a revolution. Having visited 
many parks around the world we see 
the change a bit of friendly advice can 
make. We have also seen parks that 
blatantly ignore it and we notice these 
parks tend to have failing business 
structures and the free markets tends to 
bankrupt these facil it ies through 
regulations and bad publicity. If the 
acrobatic community were to band 
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together and help the parks at a whole community level we sure would 
have a better chance at passing on the message of safety through the 
history books.


For example, in 2017 Parkour was introduced to the FIG by David Belle 
who is one of the founders of Parkour. For years the gymnastics 
community publicly bashed the Parkour industry and tried to stop them on 
the basis of ‘safety’ but obviously they were not successful. Once the FIG 
realized there was money to be made they decided to bring them onside 
by indirectly dangling the Olympic ‘carrot.’ 


This was met with much resistance from the Parkour community with 
petitions passed around and much online banter claiming that the FIG was 
just trying to control them against their will. No doubt some of the 
motivations were financial but also had safety benefits because Parkour 
has been noted to have a high level of risk. After the FTA talked to the FIG 
about why they included Parkour, they said that they had to keep the 

Olympic Committee happy. The FIG 
was not actually concerned about 
education and safety and said they 
were more focused on “Rubbing 
shoulders with the right people,” ie. 
those who would keep their funding.


Recently the board of directors for the FIG Parkour movement disbanded 
and only left a few who have been noted to “sell out” for the money. They 
make a strong claim that by attaching themselves to the FIG they can 
firmly put parkour in the history books as an official sport and potentially 
into the Olympics. Some of the parkour community think Parkour and Free 
Running should be left alone and be free from competitive restraints such 
as before the industrial revolution that changed acrobatics. After all, 
parkour is more about freedom of movement, rather than judging others 
on how they move specifically. This dispute still has not been settled but it 
is clear that with globalization the attitude of the new generation has 
shifted from disciplined coordinated behaviours to a more free-spirited 
attempt at enjoying the community, rather than the competition. Of course 
there are those who love competition which is ultimately a validation of 
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worth, which is a necessary human 
circuit so it is an on-going battle. 


I am sure you are asking now how 
the safety can be a concern one 
moment for the Traditional side of 
the sport and then not the next? You 
could look at it like a purely selfish 
motivation to capture that which they 
discredited now that it has shown 
how successful it can be. You could also look at it like a happy accident 
because by trying to put some structure into the community it will help 
reduce injuries over the long run even if that was not the original motive of 
the FIG.


I believe that with parks it is better to have more intervention than to stand 
on the sidelines yelling about safety that no one is listening to. That’s why 
the FTA visit many parks and offer our services rather than just day 
dreaming about a brighter future in our heads or simply fighting in the 
courts after the injuries have already happened.


The USA Gymnastics Federation (USAG) has 
also recently been involved in what is called 
the largest sex-abuse sports scandal in history 
involving their Team Doctor, Larry Nassar, with 
many other coaches and officials named as 
part of covering up the scandal. The sport of 
diving is also coming under fire as athletes are 
coming forward now reporting abuse in their 
branch of the sport. Much like the Parkour incident, there are people on 
both sides claiming the USAG poorly handled the actions of a few, which 
led to more athletes being abused. Athletes are coming out all the time 
claiming they were attacked by Nassar and athletes are even accepting 
settlement offers from the USAG but then later turning on the USAG 
despite the previously made agreement. 


The whole thing is a serious problem and has caused the USAG to lose 
many of their sponsors such as Under Armour™  and Kellogs™ and has 
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sent ripples through the industry. Many coaches publicly claim the incident 
has decreased enrolment and is hurting their bottom line at their gym club. 
The incident may prove to be detrimental for the USAG and the future of 
the sport if serious changes are not made. As of 2019, the USAG filed for 
bankruptcy due to this scandal. A new governing body can be made, but 
the underlying issue of how the previous board of directors took it this far 
is still unanswered meaning that no matter who picks up the pieces may 
recreate the exact same issue. The history of politics is littered with 
examples of new politicians coming in and simply repeating history due to 
a lack of appropriate policy. Time will tell. 


People may claim that the USA Olympic Committee (USOC) and USAG 
should be held responsible for all the allegations and abuse of the victims 
but recent reports hypothesize that USAG and USOC are aiming to defer 
the blame and not provide adequate retributions by filing for bankruptcy. 
The outstanding law suits filed by the victims cumulate to millions of 
dollars to be paid to the ‘survivors’ which could be classified under the 
proper moral act by ‘normal' standards. However, the USAG filed for 
bankruptcy recently to put a halt to the Olympic decertification process 
and the payments. Others claim the ‘survivors’ of the incident are covered 
by the insurance so it should not affect their claims. Others claim that 
criminal acts are not insured through sport so the survivors are not entitled 
to anything from USOC or USAG. It is a big mess that is for sure.


It is fair to say that traditional acrobatics is getting hit hard from many 
different angles at the same time. On one hand they have internal issues 
that are bursting at the seams at the worst time. On the other hand they 
also have not accurately predicted human behaviour and have been 
caught off guard by the revival of trampoline parks and big business that 
have a lot more weight to throw around. 


The Aspen Sport Institute has stated that youth sports are decreasing for a 
variety of reasons, including unequal opportunities. This could be another 
sign that the youth of today, along with their parents, are looking for more 
of a community and not just a medal. In recent years the Garden 
Trampoline industry (GTramp or Freestyle Trampoline) has been rapidly 
growing and has come together to put on their own competitions inside 
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and outside of the parks. This has put 
even more strain on the Traditional side of 
the sport, on top of the scandal, as new 
athletes have alternatives through park 
events and garden trampoline events that 
were not there before. I personally believe 
that this will force the Traditional side of 
the sport to begin to re-examine how to 
approach their athletes and coaches in 

new ways, in order to continually bring in new customers and athletes, 
while keeping the traditional aspect of the sport relevant. 


This is an interesting time for gymnastics and trampoline and I believe that 
they will need to put a large focus on developing the community aspect of 
the sport and shift away from only result oriented motivations to keep their 
doors open. Traditional coaches and federations are starting to do this 
more and more and it will take time to bring these sectors together but it is 
now actually happening (slowly) which is great. 


The millennials are more concerned on how they feel and personal 
development like they were in the 1800s, not what awards they receive 
and many are shying away from competitive disciplined sports to explore 
other options that are not as restraining. We will discuss if this ‘community 
feeling’ has historical merit in the evolutionary biology and psychology 
section. 


One thing is clear, unless acrobatics as a community makes a shift 
towards what the wider public wants, they will struggle more and more. 
How they do that is still to be determined. Much of the basics of acrobatic 
disciplines stems from a freedom of expression and somewhere along the 
way it became more about commercialization and medals which tightened 
up the entire mentality of the sport and it seems to have hit a breaking 
point in recent years. That is not to say a goal to win a medal is not valid, 
but it is not the only way to be valid, which Freestyle disciplines are 
eagerly demonstrating. 


Freestyle Trampoline events created by the FTA offer some competitions 
but is much more focused on building the community instead through 
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mentorship and educational programs. At the FTA we believe that having a 
happy balance between competitive structure that helps propagate 
athletes forward by enticing them to keep developing new skills and the 
more friendly community aspect go hand in hand and should be 
represented somewhat equally. Traditionally it has not been equal so we 
are seeing push back from the  younger generations who are looking for 
increased opportunities, despite their skill level. 


In this new age of acrobatics athlete will need to learn how to think 
about training on their own terms and can use a coach but will not get 
as far unless they truly understand the mechanics on their own terms. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Biomechanics 

As mentioned several times, the FTA’s approach to coaching any athlete is 
geared around ‘building’ them Degree-By-Degree, one degree at a time, 
along pathways, slowly but surely. So now it’s time to dive into the 
mechanics of how rotation works so we can understand how to start the 
building process. There is one simple rule in all of acrobatics no matter if 
you are traditional or Freestyle:


The Rule is simple:  

Where The Mass Goes, You Go! 

One repeating theme of this educational package is that traditional and 
Freestyle acrobatics are the same and the athletes have the same 
biological structure even if they behave in slightly different ways 
(secondary behaviours). The only differences are based on the specific 
environment each athlete lives in. The traditional athletes live in a real 
world structure with a hierarchy that leads up to the Olympic Games. The 
Freestyle athletes also work their way up to Influencer status but this 
hierarchy is online and with that comes different freedoms, but also 
different challenges as well. 


When discussing rotation, we will be doing away with the differences 
between traditional and Freestyle athletes because mechanics does’t play 
politics. Mechanics don’t discriminate and mechanics most certainly do 
not care about your history. Mechanics are the branch of applied 
mathematics dealing with motion and forces producing motion. They work 
predictably and have done so since the beginning of time.


Based on overwhelming evidence, during the “Big Bang,” particles began 
to collide and then combine together in different ways. There was an 
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asymmetry between normal particles as we 
perceive them and the mirror image of these 
particles which we call “antimatter” (matter 
consisting of elementary particles which are 
the antiparticles of those making up normal 
matter). It is unclear what created this 
asymmetry but what is known, based on 
astrophysics and particle physics is; without 
a 1 billion: 1 billion ratio and one asymmetrical ratio between antimatter 
and matter, the Universe we see today could not exist. It would literally 
annihilate and cancel itself out. All rotations need an imbalance in the 
system to create a rotation. The Universe needs it and so do athletes. 


Universe ~ all existing matter and space considered as a whole; the cosmos. The 
Universe is believed to be at least 10 billion light years in diameter and contains a 
vast number of galaxies; it has been expanding since its creation in the Big Bang 
about 13 billion years ago.

If there was a perfect balance, all particle electrical charges would cancel 
out and you would be left with nothing. This is true with all rotations. This 
rule of rotation, which I call The 1% Rule, governs every rotation inside 
and outside of your body and governs the existence of the Universe, 
which is why it is the beginning of our story. 


It is important to start off by remembering that even though we say 
phrases like “stand still” or “don’t move” it is physically impossible. 
Whether you are on Earth, the moon, or out in space, you are always 
moving in a straight line even though you ‘believe’ you are going up or 
down or side to side at the ‘local’ level. Before we discuss the human 
perception of acrobatics we must get to the bottom of quantum physics 
research and build upwards or we will be already skipping ‘degrees.' We 
will start by briefly discussing how rotations are built up from quantum 
mechanical principals before discussing the human perception of rotation.


If you are on the equator you are traveling roughly 1,600 kph. It also takes 
roughly 942 million km to go around the sun which equates to 107,000 
kph. The sun is also moving at 72,420 kph towards other stars dragging us 
along with it. We are also moving upwards at 25,266 kph out of the 
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galactic disk. If that was not enough, we are also moving as a collection of 
solar systems, called a “Galaxy,” at a speed of 885,000 kph in relation to 
other galaxies. Everything in this Universe is spinning and moving at some 
speed; from the sun to planets to particles that make them up.


The human perception of ‘going in this straight line’ is called “falling” and 
is given to us by the very nature of the Universe, woven into the fabric of 
space and time. Humans have an inherent velocity woven into the very 
nature of ‘being,’ created by the asymmetry of the Universe which 
manifests itself as ‘rotation’ when we interact with “Gravitational Quantum 
Field.” 


Quantum Loop Gravity is an idea that stems from Albert Einstein’s Special 
and General Theory of Relativity published in 1905 and 1915 respectively. 
The theories basically describe the substance of ‘gravity’ and equates it to 
what humans call “Outer Space.” The Gravitational Field is the fabric of 
space and time; also known as “Spacetime.” 


The Gravitational Field is made of “Lines of Force” that creates the notion 
of gravity as we perceive it at the human level. Michael Faraday 
(1791-1867) developed this theory and most scientific developments stem 
from this concept. These lines of force are 
like beads of atoms stuck together (above 
right picture). Space is a Gravitational 
Field that is made of these strings of 
beads in which everything sits and can be 
thought of as a giant cosmic ‘net.’ (picture 
above) 

These lines of force are theorized to be 
made of extremely small particles 10-33 

meters in size. James Clerk Maxwell 
(1831-1879), a well known mathematician, 
used Faraday’s abstractions of these 
‘lines of force’ and created Maxwell’s 
E q u a t i o n s t h a t d e s c r i b e 
“Electromagnetism.” The base of every 
piece of electrical technology you have 
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ever used, such as a phone that has many social media apps use these 
theories at their base. 

Einstein used this concept as his base for understanding his equations 
and realized that the same lines of force for the ‘Electromagnetic Field’ 
were also applicable to gravity. In the Universe there are many different 
‘fields’ (nets) made of these lines of force but they are so small you can’t 
see them. They provide energy to the particles that you can’t even see. 
You would call this an “Electric Charge.” These charges ‘stick’ molecules 
together form the world around us and obtain their ‘force’ (energy) from 
these ‘lines’ that make up the entire Universe. You can think of these lines 
as a string of extremely small beads woven into a large net that hold up 
our entire Universe. 


So far, scientists have identified at least 16 different ‘fields’ permeating 
through the Universe where different larger atoms pop into and out of 
existence based on their interactions with these smaller ‘beads.’ These 
‘fields’ can be thought of as a large cosmic nets of microscopic packets of 
energy (beads) and only when these strings of beads vibrate by interacting 
with each other do they create the actual larger scale physical atomic 
structures we see in chemistry. Quantum physics says that atoms do 
not physically exist until you interact with them.  

The Earth sits on the Gravitational Field and this basically gives us the 
‘feeling' of gravity as we perceive it. I will spare you the equations and the 
specifics but you should understand that you are always interacting with 
the Gravitational Field, which makes you feel like you are ‘falling’ even 
though you are actually going in a straight line. This causes us to feel the 
rotation when applied to human beings on Earth.  
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The notion of gravity is really just a label we created. Gravity is defined the 
force that attracts a body towards the centre of the earth, or towards any 
other physical body having mass. The degree of intensity of gravity is 
measured by acceleration. This acceleration, or falling, gives you the ability 
to push off the Earth. This inherent linear velocity you are born with. When 
pressured by the Gravitational Field, it allows you to actually push off the 
earth creating rotation in the form of acrobatic skills. This has huge 
implications for the RPF equation shown later in this book. 


Everyone is going in a straight line through space but when they 
interact with “Spacetime” they create acrobatic rotations. 


The reason you do not feel you are falling when standing still is actually 
quite simple: You have been falling for so long that you are use to it. You 
only really notice changes in your interaction with reality, not what reality is 
actually doing. Rotation requires gravity which is why we have started by 
looking at what a quantum physicist would say about it. We will see that 
gravity, along with momentum will create all the different skills we can 
learn.


More Information on Quantum Mechanics and Particles/Waves: https://www.forbes.com/sites/
chadorzel/2015/07/08/six-things-everyone-should-know-about-quantum-physics/#26e9d7fe7d46 


Building New Rotations

Based on the fact that you have always been rotating and falling, I suggest 
you do not look at a flip as if you are starting from zero and “creating” a 
flip out of thin air; this is incorrect. You are ‘borrowing’ the energy in some 
sense, by building a new rotation. When you are done using the energy, 
you will land and that energy will translate to another person or object, 
such as the mat you land on or the athlete who absorbed your bounce in 
the case of a double bounced skill. You are simply using pre-existing 
energy from these different fields (nets) to change the direction your 
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collection of particles (your body) is moving in relation to that object at that 
particular moment in time. Energy can’t be created or destroyed, it can 
only be reallocated in different ways.  

How you use energy in some instance of time to move your ‘collection 
of atoms’ (your body) on Earth is called “Rotation.” 

In a literal sense, you are simply borrowing energy from your previous 
movements to fuel the next interactions within the environment, whether it 
is walking or flipping. You have never ‘stood still’ and neither have your 
particles without rotating and ‘falling’ around some kind of axis. You will  
never be able to do that based on the quantum laws of the Universe and 
the way our human form has been developed to perceive it and interact 
with it within these fields.


Energy and mass are the same by Einstein’s equation: E = MC2 , so you 
can look at the balance of either energy or mass in the system when 
thinking about creating a flip. For our purposes, we will simply refer to 
mass instead of energy. If you are standing perfectly upright, all the gravity 
acting on your body that keeps you standing upright is passing through 
the body in a linear fashion downward (A). If 
you were to be ‘unbalanced,’ meaning more 
mass or energy was on the front side of the 
body compared to the back side, gravity 
would pull those molecules on the frontside of 
your body towards the ground (B). The reason 
those same molecules do not get pulled to the 
ground when you are standing perfectly 
upright as in (A), is because other molecules of 
your body are literally in the way. 


This means you become a little compressed; but not so much you would 
notice. It should be noted that older generations actually are known to 
‘shrink’ a bit due to gravity acting on their joints over time. When you are 
leaning forward, those molecules are not 'in the way’ so you are pulled to 
the ground. Biomechanists call this rotating. Someone not trained in 
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gymnastics would probably call it falling, but in reality you are actually 
rotating around the axis, which in this case is your feet. 


When leaning forward, more mass is in front of you and you actually rotate 
around whatever part of your body is touching the ground. When walking, 
you are actually rotating around the heel bone at each step. The heel bone 
is the axis and depending on which side of the body more mass is on, you 
‘fall’ or rotate in one direction or another, which when done in a repeating 
pattern gives you a walking ‘direction.’ In this way, you have never really 
walked in a ‘straight line,’ but have created a series of rotations, one after 
another, that human beings have labeled walking. The theme of depth and 
labelling is quite important to note as many conflicts in human behaviour 
are directly caused by a labelling malfunction, often due to a lack of 
understanding when analyzing a situation. Rotation is the primary 
behaviour and the secondary behaviour is called “walking.”


All human movements are literally a series of internal rotations from 
the particles to the bones within the body, performed in different 

orders that cause full body external rotations outside of the body in 
the environment on our rotating planet, solar system and galaxy. 

A human body that does a “flip” has internal muscles that pull on the 
bones of the body into a certain direction to cause them to rotate in a 
series of internal patterns. These cumulate together to place more mass 
on one side of the body compared to another. The internal rotations 
between the joints will make your entire body unbalanced. This allows 
gravity to pull you 'around’ an external axis which is why we say, “where 
your mass goes, you go.” 


I can rotate my shoulder joint and my hip joint in different ways to change 
the shape of my body, which moves my mass in either small or large 
amounts, which in turn reacts to gravity slightly differently. The internal 
rotations of the bones are the only way to create external rotations outside 
in the environment. If you couldn’t move your body, you would have as 
much acrobatic freedom as a rock that only moves only if something hits 
it. In reality, it could be hypothesized that humans are in fact much like 
rocks; we only move when an external stimulus ‘moves’ us. 
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Simply put, if I am doing a front flip, I would need to rotate the correct 
bones the right number of degrees, in order to have more mass on the 
front side of my body compared to the back side. As the mass ‘goes’ 
towards the front of my body, I go with it. Unless I am stopped by some 
physical force or object, I will rotate forward. In this way, creating flip is as 
easy as leaning forward on a trampoline and is just a matter of how much 
to lean forward, how much force to generate (energy) and how high to 
jump, that determines how many flips you are going to do. This is why in 
reality doing flips is easy, controlling them takes a lifetime! 

Similarly, if I am doing a backflip, I need more mass on the backside of my 
body compared to the front. You must have more body mass towards the 
side you are rotating on, compared to all other sides of your body, where 
gravity can take over. The same principal works for all other flips, including 
side flips and twists, no matter what position you are in during the take-off 
or what surface area you are taking off from. As long as that position has 
more mass on one side of the body than the another sides, you will rotate 
in that direction naturally. 


All axes work in this fashion, no matter what direction you face, where you 
are looking, where you live or what your Instagram tag is. As long as you 
learn what internal bones to rotate, then you can make any full body 
movements you want in the ‘real’ world Degree-by-Degree. This basic 
reality will set us up for inventing new rotations which is what Freestyle 
acrobatics is all about.


In the same way the Universe has to be unbalanced with matter and 
antimatter, the body has to be unbalanced to create full body movement. 
In “Building The Freestyle Community” we discussed how flattening out 
the hierarchy takes away the necessary drive to move up the hierarchical 
ladder. The need for an imbalance, in order to create movement, is 
inherent in the primal state of the Universe. If everyone was the same, we 
couldn’t have leaders. If your body was perfectly balanced, you wouldn’t 
be able to create rotation. 


Not even muscles or tendons are balanced in the middle of the joint 
between two bones. Muscles attach to bones in a “1% Rule” kind of way, 
or you wouldn’t be able to move the bones to create overall body 
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movements. As you can see to the right, the bicep 
does not attach in the middle of the joint, but at a “1%” 
deviation. The Freestyle community is all about 
demonstrating an athlete’s unique 1% variation. Even 
though this may seem a bit abstract, I hope you can 
see that there are in fact basic fundamental behaviours 
of the Universe that we can use as a base for training.


If rotation is as easy as closing your eyes and leaning in some direction, 
why do athletes need to train for 14,500 hours? This is simply because it 
takes 14,500 hours to control the amount of imbalance you create and 
apply it effectively. The more complex the movements become, the more 
you have to focus your mind on creating a specific series of potentially 
millions of micro-movements.


Assuming you start from a ‘stand still,’ the more mass you place on one 
side of the body, the faster you will flip because more molecules can be 
openly ‘targeted’ by gravity, which you interpret as “faster rotation.” If you 
have more mass than you can handle, you may then end up flying off the 
trampoline or aiming your body to land somewhere you may not want to. If 
you do not lean enough, you may under rotate and "neck” it.


Rotation will not be created if momentum is applied directly to the 
center of the mass; only horizontal sliding movement called 

“Translation.” The farther away you push from the center of mass, the 
more momentum you have during your rotation because more 

molecules can be targeted by gravity.  

Take-Off Positions

This is why a good trampolinist or traditional gymnast will initiate all feet 
take-off’s with their heels or toes in a kicking motion (like a soccer ball) and 
not simply an arched back. When an athlete arches the back to rotate 
backwards they still have more mass on one side of the body compared to 
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another so they will rotate, but the length of your lever (your full body) is 
shorter so less molecules can be pulled gravity meaning you rotate slower.


You can see above that this exaggerated backbend will make the athlete 
shorter in height compared to no backbend; which creates a shorter lever. 
By being longer you have a longer lever, which makes it easier to rotate.  If 
you shorten your lever, by bending your body, you will not have as much 
rotation. 


You can see that by standing up straight and leaning forward with a long 
straight body you will still get the rotation because you are off balance 
(moving your mass). The difference between the height of the red line and 
the green line is noticeable for all athletes. Being as long as you can with a 
slight lean in the direction you want to rotate will be large factor in your 
rotation, be it forwards, backwards or sideways. It will not be the only 
factor though! 

When looking to maximize your rotation from a static take-off position, try 
to think of every take-off as a straight (laid out) flip at first, then as you 
leave the bed ‘kick’ your feet in the direction you wish to rotate and then 
‘snap’ into a position once you are in the air to increase rotation to the 
desired amount. The first 1/4 of every flipping and twisting rotation ideally 
would be completely straight with the body to maximize the leverage of 
the momentum upon take-off. As in the diagrams above, the longer the 
body, the longer the lever, which in turn makes you flip faster because 
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more molecules can be targeted by gravity. This is why traditional coaches 
will tell athletes to take-off for their skills with their “arms up,” giving them 
the longest possible lever and thereby utilizing gravity and a long lever to 
create more rotation for the flip.


The downside of this is that it does not allow the athlete to utilize arm 
momentum which also increases rotation in many different instances. A 
long lever is part of the equation, but creating momentum with the arms is 
even more powerful in many circumstances. This is why a Freestyle Flipper 
will tend to start with their arms down and ‘swing’ them into the direction 
they want to go similar to how a traditional trampolinist will ‘snap’ their feet 
into a rotation. You could think of it as an active take-off compared to a 
passive take-off that simply allows gravity to pull the body. The same can 
be done with the legs when doing a back or stomach take-off.


Generally, when doing a forward take-off from the feet even if you are 
Freestyle, you will want to have your arms up and straight as possible to 
get the longest lever. From an arms up position, any athlete can throw the 
arms down into a tuck to initiate forward rotation. Hypothetically, if the 
shoulder joint was structured in such a way that allowed athletes to 
‘swing’ into a forward take-off, it would be even better than a passive arms 
up take-off. Currently, our human form doesn’t allow this kind of mobility.


If the athlete wanted to do a side flip, the same mechanics would apply. If 
you can swing the arms into the side flip (which most do), then you should 
do that instead of the passive, arms up technique seen above. Even if you 
are trying to flip on an obscure angle somewhere between a front flip and a 
side flip, the same mechanics apply. It is up to the athlete to decide if they 
can swing the arms or not, depending on the overall movement they are 
trying to do. If you can’t effectively swing the arms, such as in many 
forward flipping skills, try to make the lever as long as possible at all times 
with straight arms and body with a slight lean.


However, if the athlete wants to do a unique position that requires the 
arms to be at some odd angle on take-off to even get into a position they 
may need to abandon the arms up technique. Freestyle athletes are free to 
do that but they simply need to understand that it means the rotation will 
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be effected. The specific effect is dependant on many factors, such as: 
height, weight, power, intended position, equipment and mental state. 


Many Freestyle athletes will start with their arms down on a backwards 
take-off and swing them up into the backwards rotation as they tuck. This 
is ‘taboo’ in traditional trampoline but is common in Freestyle Trampoline 
because it does increase the rotation to a larger degree than starting with 
the arms up and then bringing them down into 
a tuck. It makes a lot of sense when you think 
about it because it swings the arms into a tuck 
like how traditional athletes use the feet to 
‘kick’ into a tuck increases rotation. 


If an athlete wants the most rotation, they will 
want to lean back slightly (1%), think about 
kicking the feet over their head and start with 
their arms down and swing them up at the 
same time into a tuck position. When flipping 
with extreme rotation such as four or five flips, you will think about the first 
1/4 rotation with a straight body but in reality you will end up going 
somewhere in the middle. You can think of it like starting at a lean with the 
arms down and swing them up into a tuck so that by the time you get to 
the first 1/4 rotation of the flip, you are in a tight tuck but having the legs 
kick out as much as possible. 


See video demonstrating this here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3nEhJMgOCZw 

This would be the most powerful way to create rotation on a trampoline. 
However, each take-off will be different depending on the skill being 
attempted. A Freestyle coach should not be in the business of telling the 
athlete the ‘right’ take-off. They simply need to educate the athlete about 
the effect different take-offs will have on their rotation. 


Traditional acrobatics will claim that there is only one ‘right’ way, but this is 
not true and never has been true. Sure, if all you do is one specific skill, 
years of repetition will teach you what mechanically tends to work the best 
for that skill. However, in Freestyle communities that are eagerly creating 
new skills, the ‘right way’ is only seen as a limitation and not a mechanical 
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benefit in many cases where creativity overrides the need for mechanical 
efficiency.


As discussed in “Building The Freestyle Community," a Freestyle coach 
really needs to show the options, and give helpful guiding points and really 
depend on fun and creative challenges that will gently push the athlete to 
explore the effects of different take-offs, not simply force them to do the 
one ‘right’ way.


Twisting Rotations


Twisting is unique in some sense because you can’t create twist around 
the vertical axis with simply leaning the body; you literally need the arm 
swing discussed earlier. The only reason for this difference is the way we 
live and move on the Earth in relation to gravity. If you want to twist to the 
left you can’t simply stick your hand out to the left and make a twist, 
because gravity will make you “flip” sideways instead, like a cartwheel. 
You will have to create momentum in that twisting direction around the 
vertical twisting axis first, with more mass going towards the side that you 
want to twist to. Traditionally this is called a “Contact Twist” and every skill 
in acrobatics requires it to some degree.


In this way twisting requires a bit more energy to rotate around that 
particular axis because you are in some sense ‘battling’ gravity instead of 
letting it just pull you down in a cartwheel motion. Once in the air it is 
easier to do more twists because the width of your body is narrow 
compared to standing up straight and flipping. You will need to start with 
your arm across the body on the opposite side (right) and swing them to 
the left creating momentum towards the twisting direction. If you do this 
hard enough, the molecules that are attached to your arm and the rest of 
your body will ‘go along for the ride’ so to speak and you will “spin” in that 
direction when you leave the ground.


Going from (A) to (B) will create momentum to twist to the left. This 
momentum strategy works to create a twist with no flip. The general idea 
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is that you should have your momentum lever (arm) 
away from the body as far as possible between 
moment (A) and (B) to gather the most momentum 
possible. 


Having the arms come out as far as possible from 
the centre of the body means it is moving faster 
with more momentum as demonstrated with the take-off pictures above. It 
is a different axis, but the mechanical principal is still the same. We will not 
get into complicated angular velocity equations because they are 
unnecessary but it is important to understand the wider the radius (longer 
the lever), the faster the momentum of that contact twist. 


In the same way, the longer the body position the more rotation you will 
generate. In the same time frame (A) to (B), the molecules of the arm you 
use to twist are going a further distance, therefore it must be going faster 
than the center of your body that is only traveling a very small distance. 
The Coriolis Effect works under the same principals and because of the 
spin of the Earth, winds travel at different speeds at different parts of the 
earth which creates the Coriolis Effect.


If the radius is cut in half because the arms 
are not fully stretched out (bent arms) 
during the initiation of the twist, you only 
achieve half the twisting rotation that you 
could achieve. This should all sound 
familiar to flipping rotations on the last 
page. 


All mechanics follow the same rules no matter what axis it is on. Starting 
with your “arms up” when flipping is the same principal as starting with 
your “arms out” when twisting. In reality, just like in flipping rotations, the 
specific skill will alter how straight or bent each arm is on the take-off. For 
example, when doing quint Cat Twist (or Lightening Twist), the arms will 
tend to be very bent as the athlete is in a rush to get into a ‘pencil-like’ 
straight position with arms in to speed up rotation. 
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A Lightening Twist uses the same mechanics but in a slightly different way. 
A cat Twist initiates twists primarily from the arm swing and a Lightening 
Twist creates a single leg ‘Kaboom” which bounces the bodies mass off 
the trampoline away from the center of mass creating a twist as well. If you 
can combine the rotation from the leg and arms at the same time you can 
get many twists. 


See video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w4esF-ECSMU 

Currently, the FTA is conducting biomechanical research to determine 
which take-offs truly provide the most rotation in these extreme examples. 
At this point it will suffice to say that the more twists an athlete adds, the 
more they will tend to bend their arms and ‘cheat’ on the take-off. The 
same is true for flipping rotations.  


Different Landing Positions


There is no difference between landing on your feet, stomach, backside or 
any body surface for that matter. In mathematics, human beings do not 
exist at all, only rotational patterns of particles do. The pattern to 
remember here is that to flip off your back you must still have momentum 
(mass) on one side of the body to create a 
flip in that direction. If the feet are at point 
(A) you will stay on your back because you 
are balanced. If they go to point (B) then 
you will flip forwards and if they go to point 
(C) you will flip backwards.


Some landing positions are limiting, such 
as Seat Drop or Stomach Drop. By landing 
on these surfaces you immobilize your 
ability to move body parts into certain 
positions or shapes effectively, which will reduce the amount of control 
you have to create the momentum into the future. That is why you rarely 
see someone do a Stomach Drop into a Front Flip with 3.5 twists (I have 
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seen it though). The arms are not able to create the twisting momentum 
very effectively because the trampoline blocks your arms.


When picking skills to learn, be it any discipline, be aware that certain 
positions are more difficult because of your biomechanics due to the way 
human bodies have evolved over the years. It does not mean these skills 
are impossible, simply harder to create rotation effectively. In Freestyle 
Trampoline we do not believe skills are “impossible,” only that an athlete or 
coach may not have the proper prerequisites to accomplish or teach the 
new ‘skill.’ 


All human beings have limitations but perhaps in a million years we will 
have stronger legs so we can jump higher or different shoulder joints to 
allow more skills to be swung into. To live your life with a metaphorical 
‘limit’ for fear of safety is in fact dangerous long term and can hinder your 
quality of life as well. It does not mean you should go and try things 
randomly but it does mean that learning never stops unless you choose to 
stop (perhaps out of fear), not because the Universe is telling you to. Be 
careful with the strategy of how you build but nothing is impossible, it is 
only a matter of building it safely and Degree-By-Degree, internal lever-by-
lever.


Flipping & Twisting


To create any type of skill you simply take the linear momentum given to 
you from gravity within the Universe and combine it with the momentum of 
the take-off. The momentum of the take-off is determined by what position 
your body is in during the take-off. As long as overall, there is more mass 
on one side of the body than another, you will rotate when you go into the 
air. 


Traditional trampolinists will label these combinations of linear momentum 
and angular momentum as different skills, put them into the FIG “Code of 
Points” and award those who can complete them in the proper sequence. 
It is important to note that athletes in this situation are fundamentally 
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comparing themselves to others and determining who was closer to the 
‘ideal’ mathematical answer. This creates a narrow window of acceptable 
techniques because many of the skills are very similar and all aim to be 
perfectly in the center of the trampoline.


Freestyle athletes on the other hand will look to experiment with their body 
to create new skills in their own image which will create many different 
techniques for different creations. Each skill requires a slightly different 
approach with the human body reacting slightly differently to each 
combination of linear and angular momentum.


When an athlete is looking to flip and twist at the same 
time, they will naturally have to ‘share’ the momentum 
between the flip and the twist. You can’t set your take-off 
for 100% flip and 100% rotation. You only have a limited 
amount of energy and it is up to the athlete to decide what 
angle they will need to take-off on that usually favours one 
or the other. The important thing to note here is that when 
you flip and twist on the first rotation such as a Back Flip 
with a Full Twist (Back Full) the body will have to lean 
backwards slightly to initiate rotation (A) as well as slightly 
turned to one direction to create a twist (B). Remember, if 
the body is perfectly straight and is not leaning on the axis, 
it won’t rotate because gravity can’t pull the molecules 
downwards. To be completely straight on a Back Full 
means that you can rotate, but you will find it hard to twist. 


A slight lean in the twisting direction is the most effective way to create a 
twist. The world’s best trampolinists do it naturally and the more twists you 
want to accomplish, the more you will have to lean in that direction. The 
more twists you want to do, the more you will lean and cheat on the take 
off. The FTA Freestyle Trampoline Program has videos describing this in 
action. 


See our complete educational program: https://www.Freestyletrampolineassociation.com/learn-
to-flip 

Many athletes will lean too much and this is why many coaches will insist 
on athletes having to be ‘straight as possible.’ All athletes should know 
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that, being completely straight would make the skill impossible. 
Finding the perfect amount of lean (1% Rule) that you need simply takes 
repetitions and a red cross in the middle of the trampoline helps as well. 


For Freestyle athletes, do not get too worried about staying perfectly in the 
middle. You shouldn’t be flying off the trampoline on a Back Full, but 
traveling a bit is biomechanical and not worth nitpicking in Freestyle 
communities.  When a traditional athlete ‘seems’ to be perfectly straight, 
they are actually leaning in the opposite direction in some way that creates 
the illusion of a ‘straight’ rotation but as we know, no rotation is ever 
straight in a mathematical sense.


When twisting on the second rotation of a double flip, you will need to 
initiate rotation like you would for any other double flip but when you want 
to twist you will simply change the shape of the body to change where the 
mass is displaced. This will take some of the energy from the flip and put it 
on the twisting axis which will create the twist. For example, you can 
create a twist on the second flip from a tucked position, by simply opening 
up and putting more mass on one side of the body with a bit of arm swing.


The mathematics behind the way human bodies move in the air is 
complicated and any Freestyle athlete will naturally discover these 
equations by simply bouncing on the trampoline. For this reason, I will 
keep the concepts simple to understand. The take point home here is that 
most of the rotation on any axis will be initiated from the trampoline where 
you can push off of but once in the air you can 
adjust by changing the body position. Each different 
body position will change the specific rotation in 
different amounts. 


Athletes can alter the axis in which they rotate in a 
small amount and “turn out” if they feel they have 
under rotated a flip to protect the head and neck or 
alter the axis in a major way by creating a twist. You 
can even do a flip with a twist in both directions as 
our video tutorials show. Simply by changing where 
the center of mass is around the body, you can 
change the axis you are flipping on.
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Some athletes think that “Turning Out” is a sign of fear and they are right. 
It is good fear though. If you are scared to do something it means you 
are probably not ready for it. Turning Out is a great skill to have and all 
Flippers should learn it.





Rotational Possibilities Frontier (RPF) 


Now that we have discussed the basics about what acrobatics really is 
from a biomechanics level we can go into the concepts of the RPF and the 
Spatial Awareness Quotient (SAQ) which wilI be instrumental in developing 
our approach to coaching athletes in the Freestyle communities. It should 
be noted that even though I use these equations primarily for trampoline 
athletes, it can be applied and modified for all athletes in any sector, even 
traditional ones.


I have created an equation with the kind help of Mr. Ben Senderling (MS, 
MBA) that I call the “Rotational Possibilities Frontier” (RPF). This is a 
mathematical equation that provides an actual number of rotational 
possibilities across all axes, based on what human beings can do with 
different body positions, along with the possible rotations around any axis 
in terms of degrees. Ben has been an amazing advisor on this concept 
and has made sure that my subpar mathematical abilities did not get in the 
way of the underlying concept I wish to demonstrate through this 
equation. 
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If all rotation is really just degrees of movements around an axis, we can 
theoretically calculate how many degrees of rotation an athlete does for 
every skill. This gives us the number of steps it will take for that athlete to 
learn that skill and gives us a way to build skills like a LEGOTM block kit. 
The RPF tells us how many different combinations are possible in the 
Universe.


Each degree of each flip can be calculated by this equation and each 
degree of each body movement can also be calculated in finite terms of 
degrees of rotation. By formulating an equation we can actually determine 
how many ‘different’ degrees of movement and rotation are possible for an 
acrobat. These degrees are important to know because then we know 
how many different skills can be created and how many building 
blocks each skill is made of, it makes learning a simple building 
process that anyone can do.


Mathematically there are infinite possibilities because you can subdivide 
each degree along the axis path indefinitely; however, by providing an 
actual numerical value to the possibilities, in terms of degrees, we can 
provide coaches and athletes with a baseline of their options when training 
that is more concrete than the word “Infinite.” This is a theoretical equation 
to demonstrate the vastness of the possibilities, so please don’t get to 
wrapped up in the specific numbers. Just realize that this equation gives 
backing to a real quantification of the possibilities which we can extend to 
educational models with the SAQ. The RPF and SAQ will be the first 
step in providing quantifiable tests across time and even a new 
acrobatic scoring system that actually quantifies creativity which has 
never been done successfully for acrobatics. 


The RPF mathematical function stands to act as a Possibility Frontier 
much like a “Production Possibilities Frontier" used in economics, which is 
also fundamentally theoretical. By determining what the actual possibilities 
are, we can derive an actual (SAQ) and categorize an athlete’s 
understanding of how to build skills based on their SAQ score. 


Routines are only one aspect of great acrobatics. It does not in any way 
determine how much control the athlete has when building their skills or 
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their capability to learn new skills, only how 
well they performed the series of skills they 
already knew. The series of skills is repeated 
over and over again and does not actually 
determine how ‘skilled’ that athlete is in the 
grand scheme of acrobatics. It only shows 
how well they can repeat previously 
constructed routines. In the new world where 
skills can be invented at a moments notice, it 
is more beneficial to create a test that 
measures an athlete’s ability to learn on their 
own merits, not the coaches. 


Counting medals does not tell you how the 
athlete will be able to build new skills in the 
future without the coach telling them the answers. Routines are impressive 
at one level, but they do not encompass the true understanding of the 
underlying path to success for all the possibilities of skills. The RPF tells 
coaches how many ‘degrees of rotation’ there are in the acrobatic 
landscape. Each ‘step’ is a degree of rotation around some kind of axis. 
With the RPF and SAQ, coaches can help athletes build their skills one 
degree at a time, Step-By-Step along the rotational pathway.


RPF =  

Take-off Possibilities (TOP) x Flip Possibilities (FP) x Landing 
Possibilities (LP)  

 

When described in ordinary language the equation is quite simple: It 
basically says that by multiplying all of the ways you can take-off, move in 
the air, and land we can determine how many possibilities an athlete will 
have to move in some way every time they jump. For a multi skill routine 
we simply multiply those possibilities by the number of skills that athlete 
wishes to do to account for each possible combination. The RPF is 
calculated assuming that each axis an athlete rotates on will be divided 
into one degree increments. 
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Each of the sections of the RPF equation are a bit more technical and 
calculate actual degrees on each axis. For these axes “𝛼” represents 
rotation around the mediolateral axis (flips), “β” represents rotation around 
the anterposterior axis (cartwheel) and “γ” represents rotation around the 
vertical axis (spinning).  


Like any equation there are certain assumptions we have to make to 
identify what situation the equation will describe. We will also make the 
assumption that for an acrobatic athlete, you can only do a maximum of 
five twists on the anteroposterior axis (cartwheel) and five rotations on the 
mediolateral axis (flips). We will also assume that athletes will only maintain 
one position once within each complete flip and that they can choose to 
flip or twist in either direction, but not both at the same time even though it 
is possible. While it may be possible to rotate on all three axes, this is a 
very advanced subset of skills. 


You will see that with these assumptions, based on the current capabilities 
of an acrobat, we can make an estimation about the total number of 
different possibilities an athlete has in the air. The SAQ will then tell us how 
much control they have in building their skills with the RPF as a baseline 
concept. On the next few pages we will look at each section of this 
equation in more detail.


Take-Off Possibilities (TOP): 

TOP=(𝑇𝑂𝑃𝛼)(𝑇𝑂𝑃𝛽)(𝑇𝑂𝑃𝛾)(𝑅𝑂𝑀𝑇𝑂𝑃) 


Simplified: TOP = (360 * 360 * 360) (1.09633 x 1039) 


TOP= 5.11503 x 1046 

Think of the body in a bubble with 360o surrounding it on all three axes. We 
are simply accounting for all the degrees of possibilities along these three 
axes of rotation and multiplying it by the possible body positions (each 
degree being a different position). The result is the total number of possible 
take-off positions.
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Taking off from your head may be dangerous in certain circumstances; 
however, some performers in circus acts have shown it is possible to flip 
from their head and neck. Freestyle athletes also have come up with a way 
to support the head and neck with their forearms to enable them to land 
on their head which is called an “Arm Cast.” 


It can be done by those who have properly learned how to do it. This 
equation is meant to provide a numerical value to all the possibilities 
and in no way determines what each athlete should or can do. The 
SAQ equation that follows this RPF function will go into more detail 

about practical applications.  

The above section of the equation describes all of 
the positions an athlete can take-off from on a 
trampoline. This includes standard take-off 
positions from the feet, stomach or back, to 
obscure take-off positions such as bouncing off 
one pointed toe like a ballerina with the other leg 
over the head, with one arm at 68° elbow flexion 
and 64° shoulder flexion and the other arm at 3° 
elbow flexion and 31° shoulder abduction. You can 
also have 54° shoulder flexion with the head tilted 
to the right at 29°. Everything you can do with your 
body is located within the RPF.


The 𝑅𝑂𝑀𝑇𝑂𝑃  was simply calculated by taking all the joints of the major 
body such as elbows, knees, neck, arms etc. and multiplying their range of 
motions together to find the total number of possible positions. The 
calculation is based on current anthropometric data from different sources 
and is sufficient to provide an estimate of the total number of body 
positions for the purposes of this theoretical equation. Every study has 
slightly different values for each range of motion but an average was taken 
and gives us this number: 


𝑅𝑂𝑀𝑇𝑂𝑃  = 1.09633 x 1039 
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As you can see already, when really adding up the potential possibilities of 
body movement, the options are so vast it is hard to keep track. This is 
why a ‘Code of Points’ was created. It is important to have a RPF as a 
baseline to remind ourselves of all the options we tend to forget about on 
a regular basis in the face of constant routines. 


Flip Possibilities (FP): 

    FP = (RPGBA* RP𝛾)∗𝑅𝑂𝑀1𝐹𝑃N


FP = (5*360*360) * (ROM1FP * ROM2FP * ROM3FP∗𝑅𝑂𝑀4FP∗𝑅𝑂𝑀5FP)


RPGBA is the degree of flips about the body’s “Gravity Based Axis.” This 
may seem to go against what is typically taught in biomechanics where 
the body can rotate on three axis, but I believe this view is a much more 
applicable formulation to help us achieve the desired possible flips 
numerical value. If you are doing a flip by being asymmetrical during the 
take-off, then you will either do a flip forwards, backwards, sideways (left 
or right) or somewhere in between. This means that gravity will pull you 
towards the Earth on one side of the body or another creating a rotational 
trajectory that will not stop until you hit the ground. We are not concerned 
with whether it is a forward or backwards flip on the mediolateral axis or 
the anteriorposterior axis creating a side flip. No matter what, you are 
doing a “flip” so we have condensed the traditional three-axis label and 
simplified it into two axes for the practical application of this formula. 


When in the air rotating with the GBA you will also be able to twist along 
the vertical axis after gravity has decided what “flip” you will do, be it 
sideways, forwards or backwards. 


Since twisting rotations are also determined primarily by your take-off 
position we assume for the purposes of this equation that once you take-
off you will continue the path that was created by the take-off position 
based on where the mass of the body is distributed. The GBA which is 
determined by the take-off position follows a constant trajectory meaning 
you do not really have another option. You also do not really have another 
option in terms of twisting. Few athletes have the ability to twist in both 
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directions once already in the air so that would be considered negligible 
and those few options are not included in the RPF. 


Remember how humans have inherent rotation and velocity woven into 
their existence? This equation only focuses on two of the three axes: The 
gravity axis (GBA) is both the front flip/backflip axis and the side flip axis 
as well as everything in between. The second axis in consideration with 
this equation is the spin axis (twisting). Rotating on all three axis at one 
time is not as simple as some think. You can tend to rotate on two axes at 
a time and rearrange the combination of the two axes (out of three) but 
maintaining a rotation on all three axes stably over time is not easy to do. If 
you would like to get involved with the research we are doing with Ben 
please let us know. Further research needs to be done on this topic for 
acrobatics. 


Astronaut Richard Garriot demonstrates a great visual in space of how unstable rotating on three 
axes can be with a pack of cards: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fPI-rSwAQNg&feature=youtu.be&t=10s 

Due to the above issue we will simply assume only two axes can be 
rotated on stably at one time until more research is done; the rotational 
axis based on gravity and the twisting axis. Another important assumption 
is that athletes can flip to a precision of one degree. If a skill is assumed to 
have five flips we can start to enter some numbers based on degrees. 


ROM1FP, ROM2FP, ROM3FP, 𝑅𝑂𝑀4FP and 𝑅𝑂𝑀5FP represent the range of 
motion for each flip (1.09633 x 1039). We assume that the athlete can 
maintain a new position during each flip for the purposes of this equation. 
If the athlete chooses to change position in the air then it is assumed each 
flip could be a new position in the air and means that each rotation is 
multiplied by the ROMFP constant seen earlier. ROMFP is always a whole 
number and is the total number of possible body positions. Any shape 
change in the body can create slightly new flips so each time an athlete 
hits a new position they would also be doing a new flip by definition even if 
the position is not recognized by the code of points.


It is important to realize no more than five flips have been done 
consistently, so we use that as a maximum in the below example. 
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However, as athletes learn and the 
equipment becomes more powerful 
there is no telling what people will be 
able to do in the future. Current Freestyle 
Trampolinists have accomplished seven 
flips in one jump and nine and a half 
twists in a Lightening Twist as seen 
earlier. 


Anything is possible!


For this example let’s look at a 5 flip rotation:


FP = (5*360*360) * (1.09633x1039)5


FP= 648,000 x 1.583822 x 10195


FP =1.026317 x 10201 

Number Of Different “Flips” Possible= 

102,631,700,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,0

00,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,00

0,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 

Landing Possibilities (LP):


𝐿𝑃=(𝐿𝑃𝛼)(𝐿𝑃𝛽)(𝐿𝑃𝛾) x ROM𝐿𝑃


Fundamentally the TOP and LP portions of the equation are the same. 
They are simply mathematical expressions of the total possible landing 
positions that an athlete can land in after they do their flip. Without 
limitations or assumptions they can land in as many ways as they can 
take-off so the function is actually the same. The reason for keeping them 
separate terms is because in practice there could be different possibilities 
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for the take-off and landing positions. And for these cases the two terms 
should be separate. This would only be a factor when taking a specific skill 
and reverse engineering it to determine how many degrees of rotation 
there are and therefore how many steps an athlete can take to build that 
skill.


LP=(LP𝛼)(LP𝛽)(LP𝛾)(𝑅𝑂𝑀LP) 


Simplified: LP = (360 * 360 * 360) (1.09633 x 1039) 


LP= 5.11503 x 1046 

In total you could look at the complete RPF for 5 flips as follows in a 
simplified manner:  


RPF for 5 flips = (5.11503 x 1046) *  (1.026317 x 10201) * (5.11503 x 1046) 

RPF For 5 Flips = 2.685208 x 10294 

What the above theoretical equation demonstrates is that all the possible 
rotations that athletes can do along the rotational landscape is 
astronomically high. This is the total amount of ‘degrees’ on the path of 
acrobatics including all axes and all body positions. As well, if you did all 
of those pathways up to five flips in every possible human body position 
you would get the number above. We now know how many degrees there 
are on the ‘path’ so to speak and simply need to now narrow in on the 
specific skill that the athletes needs to do to be able to build up a 
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particular skill. They will not want to go through all of the possibilities but 
now that we have outlined how many possibilities there are, we can now 
decide which options we want to take and can literally count how many 
steps there are for an athlete. 


Ben had a great analogy: Understanding the distance of the ‘total’ 
rotational pathway is similar to taking two different pathways when on a 
family vacation. You can go from Omaha straight to California and get 
there after a day of driving or you can take the scenic route for your entire 
life enjoying every step of the way. 


Your path is yours to choose and the speed at which you go along this 
path is up to the athlete, not the coach. 

Spatial Awareness Quotient (SAQ)




I developed this test as a way to 
p r a c t i c a l l y m e a s u r e a t h l e t i c 
development. It is meant to be a fun 
drill and a test that gives practical 
results for the athlete, coach and gym 
owner. As it is currently substantiated, 
trampoline (and the greater acrobatic 
community) does not have a test that 
can be performed on athletes that will 
obtain any kind of objective measure of 
their ability to learn new skills with 
previous prerequisites. 


This lack of quantifying athletic ability in acrobatics seems to be a long 
standing issue. Currently, success in the industry is based on 
accumulation of points, awards and skills over time but has failed to 
quantify the athletes capability to actually learn the skill on his or her own. 
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I suggest for any athlete, that they perform this test and game with a 
coach at first to help guide them. A Freestyle coach will want to start off by 
simply giving the athlete a few easy demonstrations of the SAQ and 
gradually let the athlete learn about the 3D ‘map’ as they learn to build 
their own skills. As discussed in ”Building The Freestyle Community,” the 
SAQ will be a great tool in coaching athletes.


With the SAQ, coaches can simply let the concept of the game do the 
coaching and can even manipulate the game in creative ways to educate 
the Freestyle Flipper (or traditional athlete). The SAQ will teach the athlete 
to build their skills Degree-By-Degree along a rotational pathway using 
different equipment such as foam blocks and mats.


With the development of the Freestyle based disciplines, athletes are 
taking skills into their own hands and therefore we must take action and 
determine key indicators of developmental success outside of the 
traditional structured gym club. Simply put, we need to know if athletes 
have a proper grasp of how to build skills safely without needing to await 
the instructions of their coach. I am hoping the RPF and SAQ concepts 
outlined in this story will actually help athletes both traditional and 
Freestyle communities.


Since acrobats base their success on competition standards there is 
currently no data that determines how well equipped an athlete is on their 
own to learn certain skills along the path of the 2.685208 x 10294 degrees 
that can be combined in many different ways to create skills. How does 
any athlete know if they are ready for a skill? 


If they have chosen not to utilize the expertise of a coach, then what 
markers do they have to determine their success without an educational 
structure? Even competitive traditional athletes seem to have little ability 
to actually understand the underlying education process that is used to 
build the skills appropriately without a coach present, providing most if not 
all of the answers. I have gone to gyms, both traditional and Freestyle, 
witnessing a general lack of understanding. See Your FTA training package 
for videos demonstrating this reality. 
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The current literature on gymnastics covers a wide spectrum of education 
in the form of certain bio-mechanical techniques. However, it makes very 
little, if any headway in measuring how prepared an athlete is to perform a 
new skill that is not currently in their repertoire or their coaches handbook. 
Traditional acrobats look to their coach for help in this department. If you 
do not have a coach you will need to measure your ability to move up the 
hierarchy of skills with the help of the SAQ. The SAQ will simply outline 
how to test an athlete’s ability to build their skills on trampoline by 
combining different degrees of rotation on top of one another 
systematically creating a path to success based on previous steps taken.


Don’t get me wrong, I believe a coach is still a benefit to an athlete without 
doubt. However, in this day and age with athletes choosing to go it alone, I 
believe this test will give coaches and independent athletes a 
measurement that determines really how much they understand the 
building process. This will directly correlate to how successful that athlete 
will be in creating new skills, in the future and in a safe manner. 


The SAQ does not measure what an athlete CAN do. It measures how 
safely an athlete will train for what they CAN’T do. 
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How to Administer the SAQ Test


Step 1:  

Write down all of the following words and fractions onto a piece of paper 
and cut them out individually. Make sure each heading is a different colour 
of paper or marked in some way to separate them.


Take-Off Positions: 

          SEAT DROP      STOMACH DROP            BACK DROP                    

          ONE LEG BENT   STRADDLE   FROG LEGS             

                                           (Invent Your Own) 

How Many Quarter Rotations:  

 1/4 1/2 3/4 4/4  

How Many Quarter Flips:  

          1/4 1/2 3/4 4/4 

Direction Of Twist: 

	 LEFT          RIGHT 

Direction Of Flip: 

         FORWARD          BACKWARD 

Landing Positions: 

          SEAT DROP         PIKE TUCK              STRAIGHT 

    LAZY BOYS     STRADDLE        FROG LEG     

 (Make Your Own)              
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Step 2:  

Separate them into the categories as shown below and mark each one a 
different colour (depending on the level). 

1. TAKE-OFF POSITION  

2. DEGREES OF ROTATION  

3. Direction Of Twist  

4. Direction Of Flip (For Advanced Levels)	  

5. POSITION IN THE AIR BEFORE LANDING 

Step 3:  

Put each of the squares from each separate category into separate piles, 
shuffle each pile and put them up face down (or put in a bowl/jar).


Step 4:  

Pick out one piece of paper out of each category at random. This will give 
a series of cards each relating to different aspects of the NEW skill they 
will have to create. 


Step 5:  

Let the athletes create the skill (without help) that they randomly picked. 
Please supervise athletes during this stage if you are doing this with your 
athletes,


The athlete will have 4-6 pieces of paper (depending on level) that when 
put together will create a skill:  

Take-off Position + Direction of Twists + Degrees of Twists + Degrees of 
Rotations +Direction of Rotation + Position in the Air = Skill To Solve


For Example: The athlete has chosen to try to learn a skill that begins with a 
Seat Drop, 1/2 turn to the Left with a Tuck Position, performed at any time during 

the skill before they land on their feet. 
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BEGINNER LEVEL

This version of the test is for new or younger athletes and only picks one 
axis to rotate on. As a coach it is easier to have new jumpers focus on 
twisting, so the degrees of rotation will be on the twisting axis, not the 
flipping axis (yet). The athlete will simply combine the picked slots of paper 
at random and create a “skill” that they have to accomplish as part of the 
test/game. Coaches and athletes will need to cut out each of the below 
‘elements’ and scramble them in a bowl or jar to be picked randomly. 
Coaches or athletes can simply write down each element below and write 
the element on the paper. They need to combine the Take-off Possibility 
(TOP) with the Degree of Twists (DOT1) with the Direction of Twist (DOT2) 
with a Position (P). 


TOP + DOT1 + DOT2 + P = Skill To Solve 

TAKE-OFF POSITION 
(TOP)

DEGREES OF TWISTS 
(DOT1)

DIRECTION OF TWIST 
(DOT2)

POSITION 
(P)

SEAT DROP 1/4 LEFT TUCK

BACKDROP 2/4  
(HALF TURN) RIGHT PIKE

STOMACH DROP 3/4 STRADDLE

HANDS & KNEES 
DROP

4/4  
(FULL TWIST) STRAIGHT

STRADDLE SEAT 
DROP 

(SPLITS)
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As you can see, you will be able to test how well the athlete can be given a 
“skill to solve” and based on how well they understand the mechanics they 
will be able to build these skills Degree-By-Degree. I suggest the coaches 
do this with their athletes at first to ensure that they are safe. It is more of a 
drill at the start with the younger ones who won’t really understand how to 
build skills yet. This test will help them do that in a quantifiable way. For 
Freestyle athletes who are using this as a training program more than a 
test, start slow!


Notice how certain combinations will require unique landing positions such 
as a sideways landing? This is where the coach can start teaching the 
mechanics of falling safely to the athletes in a controlled environment. 
When doing a skill that requires the athlete to land on their side, make sure 
the arms are pulled into their chest and they are staying ‘tight,’ squeezing 
every muscle. Coaches can take beginners and simply start with only feet 
take-offs, having them try these different moves into a foam pit as a 
starting point until they understand the building process a bit more. As 
they start really understanding how to build the skills then you can take it 
to the trampoline and start introducing new take-off positions; Degree-By-
Degree.


For the position, the athlete will have to simply create the picked position 
in the air at any time during the skill. It can be at the beginning of the skill, 
the middle or the end. This will teach them that certain skills require 
positions to be held at different times. 


For example if you pick: Seat Drop + Full Turn + Right + Pike the athlete 
will learn very quickly (probably with the help of the coach) that they need 
to twist first and then do the position.


You can always modify the test slightly by adding in unique take-off 
positions or positions in the air like animal shapes to keep the game fun 
and entertaining for the athletes. It also allows them to explore the building 
process with their own ideas. Exploring is crucial for human development 
so start them off on the right path with this drill. 


I suggest making it a team building exercise. I know that I call it a Spatial 
Awareness Quotient but functionally, you build spatial awareness like a 
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map in your head of the different degrees on different axes so it is 
fundamentally testing how well your athlete can build the spatial 
awareness necessary for all possible skills. 


If you want to quantify this drill with the young children to get an 
actual SAQ score here is how: 

SAQ Test Formula


Step 1: 	 Figure Out The Perfect Score = 5 x 4 x 2 x 4 = 160 Total Skills 


Step 2: Give Your Athlete 10 Random Picks of each Element (10 skills) 


Step 3: 	 Give Each Athlete 20 Minutes to Solve the Skill 


Step 4: 	 Record How Many They Completed Successfully Out of 10


Step 5: 	 Multiply That Score by 16 so it Relates to the Perfect Score 


Step 6: 	 Write Down the Score and Test Again Next Month with 

                  Different Take-off and Aerial Positions 


10 attempts with a maximum of 20 minutes will be a long test so you 
may want to do this test over a few days and can make it a fun for the 

group. Freestyle athletes using this for training can forgo this part 
since they are testing themselves. 
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SAQ Test Scores Formula - Beginner Level 1 (Traditional)  

5 Take-off positions and 4 aerial positions: 

5 x 4 x 2 x 4 = 160 Total Skills/ 10 = 16


Each successful skill is awarded 16 points 


July 1, 2019 Sally does 4 out of 10 tries = 64/160 (4x16) = 40%  

Aug. 1, 2019 Sally does 6 out of 10 tries = 96/160 (6x16) = 60%  

Sept. 1, 2019 Sally does 10 out of 10 tries = 160/160 (10x16) =100% 

Each level is separated into a Traditional and Freestyle component. By 
adding in new take-off positions and aerial positions coaches can change 
up the test to keep it fresh. Try bending one leg or another at different 
degrees and come up with 10 Freestyle positions in the air and on the 
trampoline to move athletes to Beginner Level 2.


SAQ Test Formula - Beginner Level 2 (Freestyle)  

10 take-off positions and 10 aerial positions: 
10 x 4 x 2 x 10 = 800 Total Skills / 10 = 80


 
Each successful skill is awarded 80 points


Oct. 1st 2019 Sally does 4 out of 10 tries = 320/800 (4x80) = 40%  

Nov. 1st 2019 Sally does 6 out of 10 tries = 480/800 (6x80) = 60%  

Dec. 1st 2019 Sally does 10 out of 10 tries = 800/800 (10x80) = 100% 
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I would like to gather more data from the acrobatic industry that 
objectively shows how athletes are progressing. Currently, coaches are 
utilizing skin-fold measurements, running speed or medal counts. These 
values are indicative of only certain specific aspects of the sport that do 
not really indicate how effective the athlete is at learning. 


I have never seen a real Spatial Awareness Quotient that actually shows 
how effective the athlete is at safely navigating new skills and using the 
Degree-By-Degree approach. With the SAQ, a coach or athlete can’t just 
claim to know Degree-By-Degree, we can quantify actual results with this 
method.


Like anything, not every test is perfect and you will see that some athletes 
may accidentally pick ‘easier’ combinations at random. Do not worry, 
general patterns will start to be apparent as you do this test over the long 
term. This way you can track the improvements of your athletes in a 
statistically relevant way. It should be apparent how this test 
demonstrates to the coach and athlete their knowledge of how to 
build skills. 


At the beginning it will be more of a partnership, a ‘walkthrough’ with the 
coach; but as time goes on the athlete will really get a handle on how to 
build-up their skills, then they can begin to be more independent. It will 
become more of a game they can start to play with their friends. They can 
also play it on their own like a personal game of “ADD-ON.”  

If you have athletes who want to do bigger skills but you don’t think they 
are ready, this is a great test that can show them, in an objective way, how 
they are not as ready for the skill as they may have thought. Emotions fly 
high especially with younger athletes who are in hierarchy climbing’ mode. 
The brain tells younger athletes they can do skills that maybe they 
shouldn’t due to trying to establish higher status and this test will help 
slow down those athletes and show them there is a process to everything 
and they need to put in the time before moving up the ladder. 


Freestyle coaches can use this to help their athletes learn about self control but 
without looking like they are telling the athlete “No.” 
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INTERMEDIATE LEVEL

When the athlete gets 100% they can move onto the next level of the SAQ 
test/game. This version will be based on the exact same principals as the 
beginner levels but you will do Flips instead of Twists. Again build your 
athlete’s spatial awareness Degree-By-Degree on a different axis with the 
same principal. You may have a potential issue if athletes pick 
combinations that require them to land in handstand or on their head. I 
have seen quite a few athletes who are strong enough to do these 
variations when jumping low but if you don’t think the athletes are ready 
for it, simply ‘round up’ or ‘round down’ the nearest quarter degree of flip. 


For example, if they pick: Back Drop + 3/4 + Forward + Pike they will 
have to land in handstand to do the skill. Coaches can instead ‘round up’ 
to a 4/4 (complete flip) to get the athlete to land on their back instead. For 
athletes who have not learned that skill yet, they can round down to just a 
quarter which is easier, but still requires the athlete to adhere to the 
‘building’ process. This is where the coach will want to supervise this drill 
but should be having fun and can even try it themselves while they 
supervise. 


TOP + DOF1 + DOF2 + P = Skill to Solve  

TAKE-OFF POSITION  
(TOP)

DEGREES OF FLIP  
(DOF1)

DIRECTION OF FLIP 
(DOF2)

POSITION 
(P)

SEAT DROP 1/4 FORWARD TUCK

BACKDROP 2/4 
(HALF) BACKWARDS PIKE

STOMACH DROP 3/4 STRADDLE

HANDS & KNEES 
DROP

4/4  
(FULL FLIP)

STRAIGHT* 
THIS ONE WILL BE TOUGH 

BUT PLAY WITH IT
STRADDLE SEAT 

DROP 
OR SPLITS
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As you can see, some of these skills are more advanced (such as 
the straight position) and will require a more methodical build-up 
of the skill. This is where the coach will want to supervise and 
help out to ensure the athlete takes all of the necessary small 
steps to accomplish these skills. The coach will also want to 
gently encourage the athlete to think about solutions on their 
own in times of confusion within the building process. The coach 
can ask ‘pointed’ questions to engage the athlete within a mental 
capacity. 


This is also where “turn outs” can be developed and learned as 
the athlete builds. They can learn to fall with their ‘arms in’ and 
generally systematically strengthen themselves physically and 
efficiently as they build.


In the case of a straight position, simply start in a tuck position 
and ‘slowly’ extend the body a few degrees every attempt. If you 
are not conducting a formal SAQ test, make a note in their 
training folder on which steps they struggled with, then address it 
during training over the next few weeks and come back to it. This 
is how you can obtain a quantifiable result in athlete 
comprehension, making it not just a fun drill but a measurable 
statistic that can be shown to other coaches, athletes, gym 
owners and parents. Yes gym owners, do not tell the coaches 
this, but you can use this as one scientific way to quantify your 
coach’s results…


When calculating Level 2 scores, you don’t even have to change 
the formula, as you can see it’s mathematically the same, just 
change the twisting axis to the flipping axis. You can write down 
scores over time for all of your athletes. This will show their 
“evolution” within the sport.
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SAQ Test Formula - Intermediate Level 1 (Traditional)  

5 take-off positions and 4 aerial positions: 
5 x 4 x 2 x 4 = 160 Total Skills / 10 = 16


Each successful skill is awarded 16 points  

July 1, 2019 Sally does 4 out of 10 tries = 64/160 (4x16) = 40%  

Aug. 1, 2019 Sally does 6 out of 10 tries = 96/160 (6x16) = 60%  

Sept. 1, 2019 Sally does 10 out of 10 tries = 160/160 (10x16) =100%  

SAQ Test Formula - Intermediate Level 2 (Freestyle)  

10 Take-off positions and 10 aerial positions:  
10 x 4 x 2 x 10= 800 Total Skills / 10 = 80


Each successful skill is awarded 80 points


Oct. 1st 2019 Sally does 4 out of 10 tries = 320/800 (4x80) = 40%  
Nov. 1st 2019 Sally does 6 out of 10 tries = 480/800 (6x80) = 60%  
Dec. 1st 2019 Sally does 10 out of 10 tries = 800/800 (10x80) = 100%  

ADVANCED LEVEL

This is a much more advanced version of the game because you can see 
now we are adding in both twists and flips for two axes where before in 
the beginner and intermediate levels we just picked one or the other. 
Notice the position will be a tough aspect but again, the athlete will be 
forced to learn when to put in the position at the right time as well as to 
gradually develop the position over time. Remember when doing the 
unique side landings keep your arms in and stay tight. Also, if any weird 
combinations, just round up and land on feet if not obvious otherwise.
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TOP + DOF1 + DOF2 + DOT1 + DOT2 + P = Skill to Solve  

Notice how we don't mention any double and triple flips? You can do the 
exact same SAQ with those bigger tricks once you pass all three levels. 
Generally speaking most people will have a hard enough time with these 
skills as they are, so I have limited the test to just these three basic levels. 
You can see how it would be possible to build-up this platform and modify 
the SAQ test with bigger skills or do the test in different disciplines (such 
as tumbling, double mini or floor). You will find out long before you get the 
doubles and triples if the athlete understands the building process.


If you are going to have the athletes do doubles and triples then you need 
to have a deep fluffed foam pit to begin with, maybe with a soft mat on 
top, to quantify the landing. I like having even a soft landing as it make the 
point of throwing yourself in the air very clear without the hard landing. 


Do not try to do new complex variations on the trampoline or you will risk 
serious injury. This is where a coach should know when to have the athlete 
commit to the skill on the trampoline to toughen them up. When athletes 

TAKE-OFF 
POSITION (TOP)

DEGREES 
OF FLIP  
(DOF1)

DIRECTION OF 
FLIP  

(DOF2)

DEGREES OF 
TWIST  
(DOT1)

DIRECTION OF 
TWIST 
(DOT2)

POSITION 
(P)

SEAT DROP 1/4 FORWARD 1/4 LEFT TUCK

BACKDROP 2/4 
(HALF FLIP) BACKWARD 2/4 

(HALF TWIST) RIGHT PIKE

STOMACH DROP 3/4 3/4 STRADDLE

HANDS & KNEES 
DROP

4/4  
(FULL FLIP)

4/4 
(FULL TWIST)

STRAIGHT* 
THIS ONE WILL BE 
TOUGH BUT PLAY 

WITH IT

STRADDLE SEAT 
DROP (SPLITS)
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are clearly struggling, the coach will need to know when to allow this 
variation to keep the athletes engaged and safe. A balance between both 
pit and trampoline options is probably best. 


I know some of you crazy Freestyle athletes may not listen to this 
warning and attempt crazy stuff anyway, but you do so at your own 
risk. I do not recommend it unless you have a great understanding of 
building these skills and you can do every single combination on this SAQ 
test. Remember, this test measures an athlete’s ability to do a new skill 
safely so if you are failing the SAQ it probably tells you to not try new skills 
yet until you have a more strategic plan.


SAQ Test Formula - Advanced Level 1 (Traditional)  

5 Take-off positions and 4 aerial positions


5 x 4 x 2 x 4 x 2 x 4 = 1,280 Total Skills / 10 = 128 


Each successful skill is awarded 128 points  

July 1, 2019 Sally does 4 out of 10 tries = 512/1,280 (4x128) = 40% 
Aug. 1, 2019 Sally does 6 out of 10 tries = 768/1,280 (6x128) = 60%  

Sept. 1, 2019 Sally does 10 out of 10 tries = 1,280/1,280 (10x128) = 100%  

SAQ Test Formula - Advanced Level 2 (Freestyle) 

10 Take-off positions and 10 aerial positions


10 x 4 x 2 x 4 x 2 x 10 = 6,400 Total Skills / 10 = 640 


Each successful skill is awarded 640 points 

Oct. 1, 2019 Sally does 4 out of 10 tries = 2,560/6,400 (4x 640) = 40%  

Nov. 1, 2019 Sally does 6 out of 10 tries = 3,840/6,400 (6x 640) = 60%  

Dec. 1, 2019 Sally does 10 out of 10 tries = 6,400/6,400 (10x 640) = 100%  
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What Are The SAQ Research Results?

The results were surprising in someways and completely obvious in other 
ways. It highlights the fact that both traditional and Freestyle athletes 
should be working together instead of in opposition. They both have much 
to learn.


Methods:  

We started each test by administering level 1 or level 2 to small groups of 
athletes 4/5 per group. We did not give any help, advice or instructions 
and were told to solve a skill. This shows us what was taught to them 
before the clinic and gives us a baseline starting point to measure the 
results. 


They wrote down what skill they had picked and had to get their skills 
accomplished within 15 minutes. This way we  could observe the strategy 
each athlete was using to ‘solve’ the skill. Sometimes athletes would work 
together and try to help each other but these instances have not been 
included in the results because the end result was still the same.


We have administered it to over 20 Traditional Gyms, including Team Gym 
athletes, as well as 20 trampoline parks having events with Freestyle 
athletes. We had a total of 800 athletes complete the test in a somewhat 
informal setting. Athletes could talk to each other and work together even 
though they were not encouraged to do so but coaches were not allowed 
to help in anyway. 


After the initial round we would then bring them together and discuss that 
we would like them to start building skills using the ‘building’ process 
analogy. Each time we did the test I would pick 2 skills based on athlete 
level (Level 1, Level 2 or Level 3) and go through the building process with 
the athletes. 


Then the athletes would be told to pick another skill and we observed the 
change in training behaviour. Athletes were brought together and 
congratulated for a job well done and the test was over. 
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Results: 

Preliminary results show that both traditional and Freestyle athletes have a 
natural tendency to “huck N’ chuck” new skills when a coach is not present 
telling them specifically what to do. Even when in small voluntary groups, 
athletes still never get past that barrier of breaking down the skill into smaller 
parts. Faced with a new challenge both sides of the sport failed every single 
initial stage with roughly 75% of athletes able to utilize the building process after 
only one 30 minute SAQ specific coaching seminar. 

Discussion: 

Every single one automatically just started throwing the body at different 
angles hoping to figure it out and land the skill (“Hot or Cold” Trial and 
Error method). This disproves the claims made by some critics that only 
Freestyle athletes are reckless enough to “huck N’ chuck.” The facts are 
that this mentality is hardwired into the traditional and Freestyle 
communities and maybe even into our biology. 


The question remains as to whether it is a lack of proper coaching 
education throughout the industry or if it is a deeper biological circuit. I 
believe part of the answer is that humans naturally want the dopamine 
release of “huck N’ chuck.” By not knowing the outcome, we can get a 
dopamine release when it turns out well. By knowing everything we take 
out the satisfaction of learning because we already know it. The 
satisfaction of learning has necessary risk tied into it from a psychological 
level. It is similar to how people will say that you can’t feel good without 
feeling bad. 


When I train, I tend to have fun throwing myself in the air so I can 
understand the draw. Like many traditional athletes, when looking to 
acrobatics to give myself a step up in the hierarchy, I would like to know 
the steps I am taking are efficient and guaranteed though if I am 
depending on getting to the Olympics. Coaches also can benefit from 
having these quantifiable results. Athletes and coaches are climbing the 
hierarchy within the sport and most investors love a financial report.


This raises the question as to how humans can navigate the seemingly 
necessary need to ‘not know’ the results with knowing they will be safe. If 
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the only way to feel like you have accomplished something is to actively 
risk something in the first place then it would truly put a ‘wrench’ in the 
quest for absolute safety that seems to permeate the entire acrobatic 
culture.


If you are an athlete who enjoys throwing yourself into the unknown then 
please at least stick to the basic safety concepts. Make sure there are 
mats. Make sure you are playing within your limit. Keep your arms in and 
don’t be dumb. If you are using acrobatics to climb the hierarchy and you 
want results use the SAQ to help you systematically build success.  

I believe that with the SAQ, any athlete can take training into their own 
hands systematically. I believe that it will give athletes a scope in which to 
invent skills systematically and safely. Instead of history dictating the 
development of future athletes, I think we should let future athletes dictate 
their own future.


See SAQ video: https://www.Freestyletrampolineassociation.com/learn-to-flip 

Further Research: 

The preliminary results of this informal study show that both psychological 
and educational research needs to be reviewed within the entire acrobatic 
community. In future studies different categories can be made to compare 
different athletes within the large acrobatic industry. Different coaches and 
different coaching styles can be directly measured and then improved on 
in a systematic way.   
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CHAPTER 4 

Physiology 

Physiology, is roughly the term given to how the body works; the physics 
of biology. In acrobatics the body is viewed as a large group of levers that 
allow the body to change its shape internally, in order for  it to interact with 
the external world in different ways. In the last chapter we discussed how 
changing the shape of the body will change what flip you do. We are going 
to dive into how the shape changes that create acrobatics are possible in 
the first place, based on how the human body has been developed over 
millions of years. In this section we will see how there is an underlying 
simple method to how the body works and moves, even though there are 
many ways that it can accomplish this feat which makes it seem complex. 
It is complex but with an underlying simplicity we can all understand. 


This simplicity should seem similar to how we have taken nutrition, 
strength and conditioning, building skills and even building partnerships 
and made a really easy repeating pattern in all of these areas. This book is 
for older readers who want to know more about the human body. For you 
younger Flippers see “Building Nutrition” as part of our Freestyle  Flipper 
Training Program for a simpler version.


For access to this program: https://www.Freestyletrampolineassociation.com/learn-to-flip 

Anatomical Position, Body Planes & Axes

The “Anatomical Position” is a term for the position that scientists use 
examine the body, as shown in the diagram on the next page. The palms 
are facing outwards, the feet are shoulder width apart and the head is 
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straight. From here we can look at the axes and the planes of movement 
from this neutral, universal ’starting position.’


The body has three major axes; Horizontal, Longitudinal and 
Anteroposterior. Although I used different terms in the RPF, it is still the 
same three axes in anatomy, so don’t worry about the terminology. We 
also did away with one of the axis in the RPF to describe rotational 
possibilities but in the labelling of the human body we still use the three 
axes model. The important thing to know is that although we have 
different names for all axes, they all still work in exactly the same 
manner. The mechanics needed to create a rotation around the Horizontal 
axis is the same for all three axes.


Forget for a minute that you have eyes, ears 
and a nose. What would be a front flip and what 
would be a back flip? You would not be able to 
tell hypothetically. Although the human body 
has evolved to identify a “front” and a “back” it 
does not mean that physics has that same 
distinction. It is important to stress that human 
beings have identified what we can observe 
with our five senses, not what is underlying 
these stimulus receptors or what is outside of 
their ranges.


The planes of movement are only used to help those new to the human 
body learn to understand its mechanics through labels: 


Front and Back Flips are in the Sagittal Plane 

Twists are in the Transverse Plane 

Cartwheels are in the Coronal Plane 

We simply label the axes as a way to start identifying what part of the body 
is moving in what direction. Knowing the axes labels is important because 
it makes you more aware of what you are doing as an advanced Flipper or 
coach and allows you to map out your body movements when creating 
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your ‘pathway of rotation.’ In this way you can ensure your skills are 
created properly and efficiently. Fundamentally this basic anatomy is 
nothing more than labelling ‘streets’ to know where you are in the 
‘city.’ 


This story is about practical knowledge so acrobatic coaches will not need 
to tell an athlete that the “Actin and Myosin linkages did not have enough 
Adenosine Triphosphate to catalyze the contraction of the Abductor Brevis 
on that lateral lunge.”  Instead a coach will say that the athlete "didn’t jump 
far enough to the side.”  

Make no mistake, however, parents and athletes will be more accepting of 
your coaching if they think you actually know what these terms mean and 
how to apply them. It shows that you care enough to have the knowledge 
and have taken the time to learn it; therefore, they are more likely to 
trust that you know what you are doing. For younger athletes and 
coaches, it is a great way to help increase your pathway up the hierarchy 
of coaching. 


On the next several pages there is a reference of terms that a physiologist 
or anatomist would use in their professional line of work. It will help you to 
start looking at the body as a mechanical or anatomical machine that can 
build movements systematically the way we describe in our video tutorials. 
I have organized it in such a way that will allow you to print off these pages 
and post them on your gym, bedroom wall or within your personal training 
logs for quick reference. 
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Anatomical Bone References

Anterior - Towards the front of the body; toes are anterior to the heels of the body 

Posterior - Towards the back of the body; Scapula is posterior to the Sternum 

Superior - Above a part of the body; Humerus is superior to the Ulna


Inferior - Lower then a part of the body; hands are inferior to the forearm


Proximal - Closer to the trunk of the body; ribs are proximal to the toes


Distal - Farther from the trunk of the body; fingers are distal to the elbow


Superficial - Closer to the surface of body; skin is superficial to blood vessels


Deep - Closer to the inner most part of the body; heart is deep to the eyebrows


Medial - Towards the midline of the body; legs rotated medially during a bad squat 

Lateral - Towards the outside of the body; push knees out laterally during squats


Hands and Feet Special Labels

Dorsi Flexion - Pulling the toes towards the shins (upwards) 

Planter Flexion - Pointing the toes downwards 

Pronation - Palms turn downwards 

Supination - Palms turn upwards 

Eversion - Lateral side of the foot rotates laterally 

Inversion - Medial side of the foot rotates mediallyoMuscle Movements 


Flexion - The length of the muscle gets smaller by contracting


Extension - The length of the muscle gets longer by extending 


Hyperextension - The length of the muscle becomes too long 


Hyper-flexion - The length of the muscle becomes too short
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Types Of Joints in the Body


The joints of the body are not that complicated. Above is a picture that 
shows various joints. This diagram is merely a reference for coaches and 
athletes. 

For acrobatics the most important joints are the “Ball and Socket” and 
“Hinge Joints.” The knees, hips, elbows and shoulders create the most 
drastic shape changes in the body when you are flipping or twisting. 


As people age the joints tend to wear down due to friction and constant 
rubbing from years of movement. Sometimes joints wear down due to 
autoimmune disorders, such as Rheumatoid Arthritis, but for the most part 
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it is just a natural part of aging. The ends of bones have "Articulating 
Cartilage” which acts as an extra layer of protection for rubbing joints. 


Cracking your joints is caused when the cartilage around your joint is 
stretched, which releases the built-up air in the joint, which creates the 
‘crack.’ Cracking your joints has not shown to be harmful, however that 
being said, excessive joint cracking can inflame the joints, weaken the 
joints and over time will wear down the cartilage, so it may not be a habit 
you wish to start.


The body contains many different receptors that help monitor the body’s 
condition and position in space so the brain can react if necessary. A 
“Baroreceptor” is a receptor sensitive to changes in pressure.  It can cause 
a pain sensation in the brain if joints have been damaged. This is why you 
may hear people who have had a dislocated elbow claim to have pain 
when it is about to rain. The receptors in the joints can ‘sense’ the drop in 
atmospheric pressure.


You also have “Mechanoreceptors” that send signals to the brain that tell 
the brain how much tension there is in each muscle and tendon. The 
signals are sent to the brain and create a 3D ‘map’ in your head telling you 
where your arm is in relation to your leg or your external surroundings. 
Many people think that spatial awareness is a mental capacity. 


No it’s not. It is based on real body movements and the previous 
movements you do tell your body what expect for the next movements 
throughout your entire life Degree-By-Degree. This way spatial awareness 
is build up in the mind based on real world movements done during 
training. The building process discussed throughout this entire training 
program applies to spatial awareness as well. That is why the RPF and 
SAQ work so efficiently as a training tool. 


Your brain is already doing this naturally and we are just externalizing 
it to better appreciate it.
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The picture above simply shows the “Somatosensory Map” that is in your 
brain. As you can see this part of the brain literally takes the signals of 
tension from all muscles in the body and gives a weighted average to 
different parts of the body. You would refer to this ‘weighted average’ as 
‘sensitivity’ and you can see above that your face takes up more space on 
the ‘map’  and has a higher ‘weight’ in the brain than your arm which, as 
you can see, has a lower weight. These weights are determined by 
evolution and survival mechanisms.


The Somatosensory Cortex (blue) measures the tension of muscles and 
tendons. The Motor Cortex (red) sends the signal outwards to respond 
appropriately through training. Your joints and muscles determine your 
spatial awareness so train your movements carefully and fill in that 
‘map’ by going through as many different movements as possible.


In the next section we will show you the important bone anatomy that will 
act as scaffolding for the muscles. These muscles will pull the levers of the 
body into different positions making acrobatics possible.
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Boney Land Markings


The "Boney Land Markings” are similar to the way we describe 
geographical characteristics of the Earth. The same way each mountain, 
river, crater, street or valley is labeled we also identify land markings on the 
human body to be able to provide scientists with an understanding of what 
part of the body others are describing, even if you don’t speak the same 
language.  

Each boney land marking generally has a tendon or a ligament attached to 
it. By knowing the land markings you can infer where that muscle 
originates and what bone it attaches to. You can then infer what lever will 
be rotating if that muscle contracts or extends. 


This is the crucial part of anatomy that all acrobats must know!  

The better you know your anatomy, muscle origins and insertions, by 
studying the boney land markings, the more precise you can be with the  
progressions, or new skills you create. You should notice how the 
attachment points on the bones are not in the middle of a joint. 


As mentioned to create rotation, you need The 1% Rule both 
internally and externally. Many muscles come together for major 
movements and by having your levers in the wrong position you can 
actually create the wrong type of imbalances that affect performance over 
the long term.


Starting on the next page we will start going through the bone anatomy. 
Again do not worry about all the specific labels but make sure you see the 
common thread in the labelling system and the overall important points 
that will be useful when training and coaching.
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FEET BONEY LAND MARKINGS: 

IMPORTANT TO NOTE: 

The Talus is the large bone in the ankle, which articulates with the Tibia 
of the leg and the navicular bone of the foot, which connects with the 
Tibia and Fibula of the shin to make your ankle joint. 


Feet and hands are constructed much the same way.


Babies are born with a pad of fat where the foot arch is located and at 
about 2 - 3 years of age it becomes a muscle.


Toenails grow slower than fingernails, about 1 mm a month, because 
they don’t have as much wear and tear on them as fingernails.


When people stand in a circle there is a tendency to point their feet 
towards the dominant person in the group.
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Lower Leg Boney Land Markings: 

IMPORTANT TO NOTE: 

The Interosseous Membrane helps keep the Fibula and Tibia together 
and can be one of the factors that causes “shin splints” if not exercised 
properly. (The FTA has videos about shin split therapy) 

Medial and Lateral Malleolus cage the Talus of the foot to create the 
ankle joint. The cage created by these bones articulating is why your 
ankles have less mobility than the shoulder joint. 


The Medial and Lateral Condyle at the superior end of the Tibia forms 
the bottom of the knee joint.
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The Knee: 

 
The Knee is simply the space between the Femur (thigh) and the Tibia. The 
MCL and LCL are tendons that attach on the boney land markings above 
and below the knee to help keep the knees from sliding sideways. The 
PCL and the ACL cross in the middle and keep the knee from sliding 
forwards and backwards. Depending on the sport, each ligament has its 
own load to bear and unless trained properly, knee injuries can ruin an 
athletes career very quickly with one wrong sudden movement. 


A hometown friend of mine destroyed his UFC career just as it was getting 
started because he started squatting weights that were above what we 
could handle. Once we delve into the muscle anatomy you will see that we 
need to strengthen the muscles around the knee, not the “knee” itself. 


As previously mentioned, articular or articulating cartilage is extra 
connective tissue that is coated on the ends of certain bones to help 
reduce friction. We use our knees a lot to walk and run so the body has 
equipped us with an extra layer of protection on the ends of these bones 
called “Meniscus." Not all bones have the same uniform amount. 
Meniscus is just a thicker version of that connective tissue and acts as a 
pad to help reduce the colliding of the Tibia and Femur when moving.
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Upper Leg Boney Land Markings: 

IMPORTANT TO NOTE: 

The Lateral and Medial Condyle and Epicondyles are attachment points 
for muscles and ligaments that hold the knee together. 


The Femur is the strongest bone in the body and hardest to break. 


The head of the Femur connects into the Acetabulum of the Pelvis and 
creates a ball and socket joint that has minimal mobility but allows for 
more stability. An arm is able to move freely to a higher degree than a 
leg. This is why human beings throw footballs with their arms, which are 
better suited to create that momentum, due to a larger range of motion.  
Legs are great for stability but with less range of motion.


An elephant is the only land mammal that cannot jump – its bodyweight 
is simply too much for any joint to survive the impact.
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Pelvis Boney Land Markings: 

IMPORTANT TO NOTE: 

The Iliac Crest is where many core muscles are attached to and keep 
your torso stable. 


The Acetabulum is where the head of the femur attaches to the pelvis.


The Coccyx is also known as your “tail bone.” 


The Obturator Foramen is the ‘hoop' that allows for blood vessels and 
nerves to pass through without impinging the vessels when you bend at 
the hips.


A women's pelvis will narrow as they age, suggesting that they start out 
wider to accommodate childbearing and then shift when that is no 
longer necessary.
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Spine Boney Land Markings: 

IMPORTANT TO NOTE: 

C1 (The “Atlas” - The Greek God) and C2 (The “Axis”) swivel on top of each 
other which allows you to turn your head but not the rest of the spine.


C2 is called the Axis because the Atlas rotates around it like the Earth.


The most common trampoline neck injuries happen between C5 and C6 
due to the shape of the spine. That is the first vertebrae that is not lined 
up straight underneath the skull. Energy escapes out of the kinks in the 
chain and that is the first evolutionary kink with the smallest vertebrae.


A lot of muscles attach to the spine and each one of them help to 
stabilize the spine and reduce the amount of load the Vertebral Disk 
takes.
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Vertebrae Boney Land Markings:  

There are roughly 50,000 species that have a spinal cord. The spine is a 
series of vertebrae extending from the skull to the tail bone, enclosing the 
spinal cord and provides protection to those sensitive neural cells. In the 
human spine (or vertebral column) there are seven cervical vertebrae (in the 
neck), twelve thoracic vertebrae (to which the ribs are attached), and five lumbar 
vertebrae (in the lower back).


The vertebra is basically a very thick nerve compared to the very 
small nerve cells in the brain and rest of the body.  

Evolution has built the spine in this manner as a way to allow the human 
body to protect the sensitive nerves along the spine and innervating the 
lower legs to the toes. By separating the spine’s protective bones into 26 
smaller shifting vertebrae the body can move in many different ways, 
which is important for survival. If you only had one bone spanning the 
distance from C1 to the tail bone you would be very stiff and unable to do 
acrobatics. 


The ‘squishy’ disks between the vertebrae act just like the Meniscus in 
the knee joint and allow the body to take a load and slightly compress 
the spine, much like shock absorbers on a car. Sometimes the bending 
of the spine or the load applied to the spine is too great. In this case the 
Intervertebral Disk can slip out of place and put pressure on the large 
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spinal nerve causing pain. This is called a “Disk Herniation.” It can be 
treated with physiotherapy and medical attention, depending on the 
severity. 


In the previous diagrams you can see that each vertebral disk has an 
opening where a smaller branch of the nerve can leave the larger spinal 
nerve and extend to different parts of the body; such as the internal 
organs, arms, hands and fingers. These smaller branches are called 
“Plexus” and are pretty consistent between each individual person. When 
a spinal injury occurs at a specific vertebral disk the doctor will also be 
able to identify which other parts of the body may be affected by these 
smaller branches.


Think of it like a tree. If you cut lower branches, the smaller branches 
on the ends also die. 

You can view the nervous system as a communication network where all 
nerves, big or small, talk to each other, telling the brain what is happening 
moment to moment in each part of the body. In this way the brain can 
‘choose’ the right decisions to keep you alive. 


Not all signals have to go all the way back to the brain for you to react to 
it. Reflexes are pre-programmed “short cuts” from millions of years of 
repeated behaviours throughout evolution and act as a quick survival 
response that happens before the signal goes all the way to the brain. It  
simply makes you react faster and ‘automatically’ to major issues. 


For example, studies have been done on paraplegics who are suspended 
over a treadmill with a harness and the body automatically begins to walk 
even though the brain is not controlling it. Other reflexes are important 
evolutionary reactions that allow us to shorten our tendons or muscles 
under sudden pressure; such as the Patellar Reflex (ie. when a doctor hits your 
knee with a small rubber hammer and your knee jolts). 
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Rib Cage Boney Land Markings: 

IMPORTANT TO NOTE:  

The ribs originate from the spine and wrap around the front of the body, 
creating a protective cage of bone and muscle to protect the internal 
organs.


Ribs 11 and 12 are known as “Floating Ribs” because they do not 
actually connect to the rest of the cage. This increases mobility of the 
human body. 


The Xiphoid Process is a small bone you can feel in the middle of your 
chest that acts as an attachment point for the Abdominal Cavity and 
Diaphragm. This is important for normal breathing.


The Clavicle helps to hold together the shoulder joint and Scapula 
which is on the backside of the rib cage.


The Costal Cartilage is the bodies way of keeping the cage protective 
but able to absorb shocks that can break a perfectly solid bone frame.
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Scapula Boney Land Markings: 

IMPORTANT TO NOTE:  

The Scapula slides on the back of the rib cage to allow for full shoulder 
movements and only “attaches” to the body through the Acromion 
which attaches to the Clavicle. 

The Scapula is wide and flat so that as it slides within the body along 
the backside of the rib cage it does not “flip” over.


Shoulder impingement is common with many ball-throwing sports or 
exercises with overhead movements. Be careful with your athletes and 
slowly develop shoulder movements to reduce risk of pinching nerves.


The Glenoid Cavity is where the head of the Humerus fits into and forms 
the shoulder joint. Ligaments and muscles keep the Humerus attached 
to the Glenoid Cavity. 
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Shoulder Joint / Rotator Cuff Muscles: 

IMPORTANT TO NOTE: 

All 4 Rotator Cuff muscles securely hold the upper arm in the Glenoid 
Cavity along with other muscles, such as the Pectoralis Major and Minor 
as well as other tendons. 


Compared to the Acetabulum in the Pelvis, the Glenoid Cavity is much 
shallower, so the joint is not as secured but much more mobile.


By specifically isolating the shoulder joint in specific positions you can 
increase the demand on the Rotator Cuff muscles alone by reducing the 
activation of the other muscles that keep the shoulder stable. 


If you are thinking of doing any major Rotator Cuff muscle exercises 
specifically, please see a professional or you may do long term damage 
to your joints. Normally Rotator Cuff exercises are not overly necessary 
for acrobatic based movements. The shoulder as a whole, including the 
Rotator Cuffs, will strengthen over time. Individual muscle isolation 
exercises tend to be utilized in cases of shoulder injuries.
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Humerus Boney Land Markings: 

IMPORTANT TO NOTE:


The Humerus is built much like the Femur with a smaller head but 
similar Epicondyles that have muscles attach to them.


The Latissimus Dorsi attaches to the posterior side of the Humerus 
which is why athletes who do a lot of chin-ups have a “V” shaped back.


The Pectoralis Major (chest muscle) also attaches to the Humerus on the 
Deltoid Tuberosity which is why “Iron Cross" on rings creates large 
chest muscles.
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Forearm Boney Land Markings: 

IMPORTANT TO NOTE:  

The Olecranon Process is what the average person would call the 
“Elbow.” 


There is another Interosseous Membrane between the Radius and the 
Ulna like between the Fibula and Tibia in the lower leg.


The Styloid Process on the Ulna is the base of the wrist joint.
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The Hand Boney Land Markings: 

IMPORTANT TO NOTE: 

The hands are built much the same way as the feet. This shows the 
elegance of evolution’s building process.


Webbing between the fingers extended to the Middle Phalanges when 
our ancestors were more water-borne organisms than humans are 
today.


Grabbing objects by ‘grasping’ all fingers at once was the original circuit 
and as human beings started doing more complicated finger 
movements a new circuit was laid on top of the old circuit, allowing for 
more dexterity. The old circuit is still there but is over powered when 
only needing to move certain fingers.
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Skull Boney Land Markings: 

IMPORTANT TO NOTE: 

The boney land markings of the face will have muscles attached that are 
meant to make facial expressions to help communicate with other 
people. These muscles are connected to different parts of the brain that 
communicate different emotions to other people. Emotions are nothing 
more than responses to environment interactions that you don’t really 
consciously understand or can’t really control; such as, blinking, 
lowering the eye brows, etc…All facial expressions are meant to 
communicate conscious and subconscious emotions. 


The Sutures are where the different sections of a baby’s skull solidify. 
The Sutures are the only way to fit a newborns large skull out of the 
woman’s Uterus without severely hurting the baby or the mother, as it 
allows the soft skull to be flexible. The Zygomatic Bone is also known 
as the “Cheek Bone” and acts to create a ridge around the eye socket 
so that the fragile eye can be protected from incoming objects. 


The majority of the nose is actually cartilage on top of a relatively small 
hard bone.
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Conclusions on Boney Land Markings


You should be able to skim through these labels and hopefully memorize a 
few of the key markings but even more importantly, remember the 
consistencies and similarities in the creation of the human body. 


The body was created to serve the environment in which it lives. Over the 
years specific trade-offs were made between protection and mobility. If we 
were only built for protection, all movements would be slow and limited. If 
we were only built for mobility the bones would be reconstructed in a way 
to reduce the depth of the ball and socket joints, increase cartilage and 
reduce bone limitations.


Human beings seem to be a happy medium between a tortoise with 
an unbreakable shell and a very flexible, yet fragile Squid or Octopus. 
Bones simply act as the levers in the body and the boney land markings 
are where the muscles, tendons and ligaments attach, to pull the levers 
into different positions and create new shapes that create new skills in 
acrobatics. 


It should be noted that not every evolved modification is actually good for 
survival. Through time and evolution, these weak traits are removed over 
many generations and in this way the body is always modifying itself for 
new environments and new challenges.


In the next section I will show you some diagrams, similar to the boney 
land markings, that demonstrate the major attachments and origins of 
muscles that help to pull you into different acrobatic shapes.
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Muscles of the Human Body 
Human muscles are bands or bundle of fibrous tissue that has the ability 
to contract, producing movement or maintaining the same position. They 
also react to gravity and cause rotation in the external world on the Earth 
(as well as the entire Universe), so from birth you have actually been flipping in 
the Universe.


The muscles that pull on the levers into different shapes all work the same 
way generally speaking. They can contract (compress) or extend (lengthen) 
and by doing this compression/extension with the right levers, at the right 
time, with the right momentum, you will create a rotation. Muscles have to 
contract and lengthen symbiotically or your body will get locked into 
place. This can happen when there is a shortage of energy.


Muscles tend to attach to two points on the levers (bones), called the 
"Origin and Insertion." Many muscles attach to more than only two 
points on the bones to give more strength and control over the shape 
change. By looking at it from an Origin and Insertion perspective it is easy 
to understand the underlying theory to human shape changing, whether it 
is inducing a 100 meter dash or a quadruple back flip. 


Yes, there are a lot of complicated names but it is important to note that all 
parts of the complex names tells you something about the muscle and its 
purpose. There are hundreds of Latin root 
words and we will not go through them all but 
commonly used root words are listed below. 
Many are already referenced in the beginning 
of this physiology section but below are a few 
others that focus on muscles specifically. The 
names of muscles act much like the boney 
land markings and tell scientists what is 
happening; much like street signs for a driver. 
The street signs for muscles tell the scientists 
the shape and function of the muscle. 


We will now quickly review the muscles of the 
body with some important points concerning 
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the specific movements that matter to an acrobatic coach. The format will 
be the same as the boney land markings for continuity. 


We will only focus on common muscles so the below diagrams will not 
have every label. It should still give you a great reference and visual to the 
levers in the body that create your body shape changes that induce 
rotation.


Anatomical Muscle References 
Longus  - A long muscle compared to other small muscles


Brevis - A short muscle compared to other long muscles 


Digit - A Finger


Bursa - A “pad” of fat to protect areas of high load (similar to Meniscus) 

Carpals - Hand/wrist bones


Tarsals  - Feet bones


Major - Larger muscle with more pull on a specific lever


Minor - A smaller muscle that helps the Major muscles like an assistant


Bi - There are two separate points of Origin 


Tri - There are three separate points of Origin


Example: 
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Foot Muscles:  

IMPORTANT TO NOTE: 

The Subcutaneous Calcaneal Bursa helps to protect against the shock 
of walking repeatedly. Traditional acrobats commonly damage the 
Bursa (fat pad) on the bottom of the foot which sometimes needs 
medical treatment. Build up the protective muscles around the ankle to 
help relieve pressure off the Bursa.


Some muscles have very long tendons that do not actually attach in a 
linear fashion such as the Fibularis Longus. They may wrap around 
boney land markings depending on exact function.


The Superior Extensor Retinaculum is a sheath of connective tissue like 
a thin but wide tendon that protects areas of repeated movement such 
as in the Ankle. These Retinaculum are located all over the body at 
sensitive points.


The Achilles Tendon attaches to the Gastrocnemius and extends the 
foot (points the toe).
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Lower Leg Muscles:


Important To Note:


The Soleus and Gastrocnemius both help point the toe but only the 
Gastrocnemius attaches above the knee on the Femur which means if 
legs are straight the Gastrocnemius is more active and if the leg is bent 
the Soleus is more active. Create your conditioning appropriately with 
this in mind. You can target both muscles at different times by having 
some leg conditioning with bent legs and others with ‘locked’ legs.


Gastrocnemius and Soleus both pull on the Tibia and Fibula and can 
cause pain. Physiotherapists will know how to relax those muscles to 
relieve the pain from constantly pulling on the bone. This is called “Shin 
Splints.”


Notice how the muscles attach all around the lower leg on all sides 
allowing the levers to be pulled in many different directions. 
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Muscles Around The Knee: 

Important To Note:  

The 4 Quadriceps muscles - Vastus Lateralis, Vastus Medius, Vastus 
Intermedius and Rectus Femoris - all combine at the Quadriceps tendon 
that is attached below the Knee and on the Tibia. 


The Patella is a Sesemoid bone meaning it is imbedded in a tendon. It 
functions to protect the knee from damage on the front side of the leg 
as well as to create a lever away from the knee that makes it easier for 
you to flex your knee and walk. This is a great example of evolution 
creating The 1% Rule for your internal body rotations. Note the 
similarities.


The ACL, PCL, MCL and LCL (Interior Knee Ligaments) are separate to the 
Quadriceps but all muscles and tendons work together to keep the knee 
strong.
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Femur Muscles: 

IMPORTANT TO NOTE: 

By rotating the legs sideways when doing a leg extension or flexion you 
can put more emphasis on different extensors and flexors, such as the 
Vastus Medialis or Lateralis, which are on different sides of the knee.


Some muscles like the Sartorius when contracted will rotate the leg 
sideways. 


The more common the movement in human life and past evolutionary 
life, the more likely evolution will create more muscles or larger muscles 
to control that movement.
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Core Muscles: 


Important To Note:  

Each layer of the anterior core muscles pulls the torso in a different 
direction. The Interior and Exterior Obliques will rotate the torso around 
the vertical axis. The Rectus Abdominis will flex the abs like a ‘crunch’ 
and the Transverse Abdominis will stabilize the spine and is the deepest 
core muscle. 


By flexing the body in different directions you can target each muscle 
group separately or together.


When working the core, make sure you balance it out with all sides of 
the body including the posterior back muscles to maintain proper 
posture. 
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Deep Back Muscles: 

Important To Note: 

The back muscles generally extend the back and head, whereas the 
front core muscles cause the body to flex inward into a ball. 


The Multifidus Muscles are small muscles that attach between the 
protruding bones of each Vertebra. Together they strengthen the spine 
along with the bigger muscles and tendons.


The Quadratus Lumborum attaches to the spine, bottom rib and the 
Illiac Crest and gives more stability to the core. It is sensitive and hard 
to specifically target. In acrobatics when an unprepared landing occurs 
you can damage the QL. If you have a lower back strain feeling that 
seems deep in the body, it is probably the QL.
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Upper Back Muscles: 

 


Important To Note:  

The Latissimus Dorsi is one of the largest muscles in the body and 
attaches to the spine all the way from the bottom of the back (vertabrae) 
to the middle of the back. It also attaches to the Humerus which is why 
this back muscle actually performs half of the ‘chin up’ exercise, which 
seems more of an arm exercise to the uneducated eye.


You can see the Deltoid covers the Rotator Cuff Muscles seen earlier in 
the boney land markings section. The Deltoid increases stability around 
the shoulder joint.


The Erector Spinae muscles are a group of muscles running up the 
spine that primarily extend the back.
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Chest Muscles: 


Important To Note:  

The Pectoralis Major attaches all around the Sternum, Clavicle and 
many ribs and is the prime mover of arm adduction and is used in Iron 
Cross on rings in gymnastics. 


The Serratus Anterior moves the Scapula to allow for more shoulder 
movement.


The Coracobrachialis helps with shoulder flexion along with the bigger 
and stronger Deltoid. Again, you can see muscles working in pairs and 
groups to create a wide variety of human movement. 
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Humerus Muscles: 

Important To Note: 

The Bicep has the root word “Bi” meaning it has two origin points. The 
different origin points allow the body to still flex the arm if the shoulder 
is also flexed; much like the Soleus and Gastrocnemius in the lower leg.


The Bicep tendon attaches below the elbow, meaning the Biceps finish 
the second half of the “chin up” after the Latissimus Dorsi extends the 
Humerus. Don’t think of a ‘chin up' as just a ‘flexion’ movement; it’s only 
half flexion because the Biceps and the Latissimus Dorsi actually 
‘extend’ the Humerus. When you combine these two movements you 
get the classic “chin up.” 


Other muscles help with Forearm flexion such as the Brachialis. Most 
muscles work in groups that offer slightly different angles to the levers 
to encompass a wider range of human body movement.
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Forearm Muscles:


Important To Note: 


The Latin word for thumb is Pollex and that is why the Flexor Pollicis 
Longus is named in this manner because it flexes the thumb. The big 
toe is called the “Hallux.” Again, note the similarities.


The muscles that control the forearm originate from the ends of the 
Humerus and cross the elbow joint which allows the forearm to flex.


The Retinaculum on the wrist joint is similar to that of the ankle.


Pronation and supination simply refer to rotating the forearm. One way 
to remember supination vs. pronation is to think of “sup” as the word 
“soup” and hold your hands like a bowl of soup. Pronation is the logical 
opposite. 
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Hand Muscles: 


Important To Note:


The names of the muscles that move the thumb match the logic of the 
explanatory root words perfectly telling you exactly what they do with 
the thumb. 


The tendons of the forearm flexors from the previous page have 
tendons that extend all the way to the finger tips. There are no muscles 
in the fingers, just tendons from the forearm.


Hand surgeons say that the index finger is the best one to lose - if you 
had a choice. The index finger is needed the least.
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Neck Muscles: 


Important To Note:  

The Sternocleidomastoid muscle is the long muscle on the front of the 
neck that is most prominent for most individuals and helps to rotate the 
head laterally.


There a lot of small neck muscles that help to stabilize the head and 
neck such as the Scalenes. 


The Trapezius muscles are usually big on a gymnast yet smaller on a 
trampolinist due to different discipline requirements.


Although a giraffe’s neck is 1.5 – 1.8 metres in length, it contains the 
same number of vertebrae as a human neck.
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Facial Muscles: 

Important To Note:  

The muscles of the face are attached to nerves in the brain that 
automatically respond to social stimuluses such, as auditory or visual 
inputs, manifesting as small facial ‘twitches.’ This ‘automatic’ micro-
response is called a “Micro-Expression” and can be read by trained 
psychologists to interpret your ‘real’ feelings, before you make a socially 
acceptable facial expression that you ‘choose’ to show.


Muscles around the mouth, eyes and nose are meant to protect the 
body by reducing the size of the opening, reducing debris and other 
unwanted particles from going into the body. 


Some muscles increase the size of these openings to increase the 
amount of stimulus the body takes in. This is why human beings widen 
their eyes when surprised or in fear; to take in more light to try and see 
the situation better.
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Anatomy Concluded


At this point you should be starting to see the ‘method behind the 
madness’ that creates the human body. Each lever has multiple muscles 
pulling on it in different directions and the names precisely tell you the 
function of that muscle. Even though individual muscles can only contract 
or lengthen, by incorporating different combinations of lengthening and 
shortening you can create tons of different movements that do not seem 
to be based on this simple rule. 


Muscles work both together and in opposition in order to move levers all 
over the body; sometimes isolated and at other times as part of compound 
movements of several body levers. They work to move such levers as your 
arms and legs, which changes your body shape and allows you to change 
your mass position and allows you to rotate. 


Notice how the origins and insertions are never in the middle of a joint. 
This is because you need The 1% Rule to create rotation around any 
axis. This is why the Biceps attach below the elbow joint. Otherwise you 
wouldn’t actually rotate your forearm around the elbow joint but translate 
the arm instead with no rotation. If this were the case, you couldn’t scratch 
your nose.


By pulling these levers you will change the shape of the human body and 
thus modify the displacement of overall mass creating full body rotations 
in your external environment that you require for your sport. Even 
something linear like running is actually a series of rotations around the 
heel bone axis when the body comes into contact with the ground. There 
is no movement of the human body internally and externally on Earth 
that is not in some way actually a rotation around an axis when you 
look deeper.  
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Sliding Filament Theory 
We have discussed how levers work and how to identify and label levers 
and the muscles that attach to them. Now we can focus specifically on 
how muscles actually move the levers in the body. After all, we are here to 
learn about acrobatics not kinesiology. Now we will quickly discuss how 
the body moves the bones, that causes motion, which creates the 
flips. 


The way to create locomotion is to pull the levers (ie. bones). It is not like a 
pulley system with a rope (drawbridge). It is more like a chain of very small 
movements that all give us the illusion that it shortens as one unit. The 
muscle fibre as depicted in this diagram is made of proteins called “Actin” 
and “Myosin." Actin and Myosin are the two proteins that are typically 
given credit for contraction as they pull on each other to create a 
shortening of the muscle, which results in different levers of the body 
changing their angles.
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The simplest way to visualize these proteins pulling on each other is to 
think of the muscles scrunching together towards the middle (H Zone). In 
the diagram on the previous page you can see one of the different sections 
of the muscle. These are called “Sarcomeres” and each one ‘scrunches' in 
on itself like two people hugging. Each Sarcomere is extremely small but 
when you put hundreds of thousands of them together in a chain, the 
shortening of the muscle actually becomes visible to the human eye. For 
example, one muscle fibre from a bicep muscle may contain up to 100,000 
sarcomeres.


Simply put, ATP created by the body goes to the muscle that needs to be 
contracted. It attaches to the Actin and Myosin and activates a reaction, 
which causes the Actin and Myosin molecules to “unlock” from a 
hibernating “inactive” state. They begin pulling on each other making each 
Sarcomere “hug,” in essence, bringing each one closer together. 


Since muscles are made of amino acids athletes should be aware that if 
they don’t have enough energy, the body will start to break down the 
muscles and ‘take' the amino acids out of their muscles to create that 
energy for regular body function. This will 
be used for functions such as breathing 
and regulating different critical body 
functions or systems. The body will use up 
all the energy input first and then eat away 
at the stored energy; finally breaking down 
the muscles for energy during starvation. 
That is why someone who is starving, or 
those who have suffered an injury and 
been at rest for long periods of time, have 
very little muscle mass. 
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Energy in the Body


The Universe operates under a very simple assumption or goal you could 
say. All atoms and molecules want to exist in the lowest energy usage 
state possible. We will not get into the terribly complicated concepts of 
statistical mechanics but I want you to understand that all the fancy 
equations point into the direction of energy saving. It does this by either 
attracting to another particle or moving away from it. There is no other 
option.


This means that atoms with extra energy will go find atoms or bigger 
molecules that can ‘share’ the extra energy. This is one important reason 
that bonds are formed in the first place. You are nothing more than atoms 
stuck together in clumps called “Molecules.” These atoms and molecules 
have energy around them in the form of electric energy, kinetic energy and 
potential energy blended together effectively making a ‘cloud’ of energy. 
These different forms of energy acts as a ‘glue’ to other atoms and 
molecules and are normally called “Bonds.” By simply pairing up atoms 
together they can share the electricity between them, meaning there is less 
energy in the whole system to ‘manage.’ 


Think of it like a restaurant: Imagine a group of 
twenty hungry people all out for a nice meal 
and instead of being sat all together at one 
table they were split up among several smaller 
tables. The waiter would literally have more 
work to do by going through all these tables 
attending to one person at a time. Instead, to 
reduce the amount of energy the waiter uses, 
they put groups of people together at one 
larger table. This will reduce how much space 
it takes within the restaurant (so you can fit in 
more people) and make it easier for the waiters. 
This is what it means when we say atoms and molecules like to be at the 
‘lowest possible energy state.’ They are fundamentally trying to reduce 
their workload in some sense. 
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The sun provides energy to plants and plants use that energy to create 
oxygen, which is needed to breakdown Glucose in the body. Glucose is 
one of the building blocks of energy in the body and when it is broken 
down it releases the electricity holding it together, making it available for 
the body to create muscle movements instead. The human body is 
connected to the outside world in this pathway because without 
everything happening outside of the body we would not take that energy 
and use it to create mechanical energy inside our body. 


This is very important to understand: The human body does not “create” 
energy, it simply borrows energy from the Universe and the environment 
around it, transforming that energy into different forms. In the case of 
human beings it takes electrical, kinetic and potential energy from the 
bonds of atoms outside of the body, breaks the bonds within the body and 
transfers that energy to the muscles to create what we call “movement.” 


Energy cannot be created or destroyed, simply transformed, simply like how 
acrobatics can’t be created. Instead energy from previous objects and 

movements get transferred to the Flipper to make them move. Your acrobatics is 
actually just part of an infinitely long chain of energy transfers around the 

Universe.




It is important to note that a reduction in 
workload is a quantum phenomenon that 
t r anscends f a r beyond b io logy and 
psychology. Everyone fundamentally wants the 
easiest path to success. The only difference 
between people is what they classify as 
‘success.’ The human body can’t always take 
the easiest pathway sadly; for example let’s 
look at proteins. You might believe that 
proteins are stuck together with chemical 
bonds. This is not the case. 


Ninety percent of the structure of a protein is 
actually its reluctancy to be near water. The 
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majority of your body is made of water and due to the electrical charges 
present in water, proteins want to stay away from it. The reason that 
proteins fold themselves is not because someone told them to or because 
they choose to bind together for fun. It is simply a way to stay away from 
water’s electrical charge that does not match with the protein.


The string of amino acids has their own electrical charge and when it does 
not match with water’s electrical charge it twists itself in such a way to 
avoid the body’s water molecules like magnetic repulsion. The side chains 
of the amino acids will align themselves so that the ‘water friendly’ side 
chains will touch water and the ‘non water friendly’ side chains will fold 
into the middle of the protein structure, effectively stying away from the 
water. The proteins stay in water, but not because they ‘want to’ in a sense 
but because they can’t leave the body, so they ‘deal with it’ by folding into 
unique shapes that protect it from the water. 


Human behaviour and ‘psychological phenomenon’ has roots in molecular 
biology, organic chemistry and quantum physics. People like to say that 
human behaviour is based on the past. That is true, but the past extends 
far beyond when any animals actually inhabited the Earth.


The most important take-away point from physiology, biochemistry and 
molecular/quantum physics is that the Universe arranges matter in 
animals, plants and the Earth itself in such a way that reduces the energy 
of an atom or molecule (group of atoms) as well as the whole system 
wherever possible. After the Universe arranged its building blocks, 
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humans, animals and plants appeared; however, this is just what we have 
been trained to see. 


Molecules and atoms are not concerned about gymnastics. Scientists will 
say the fact that we perceive the ability to do gymnastics as an “emergent 
property.” For a human property to be ‘emergent’ it must come from 
something. That something is the fundamental way that atoms interact 
that has many parallels to how humans act.


Basic Quantum Physics

Max Planck (1858–1947), German theoretical physicist, was one of the 
founders of quantum theory and the law of radiation, named after him in 
1900 and won the Nobel Prize for Physics in 1918. Following this 
discovery, Werner Karl Heisenberg (1901–1976), mathematical physicist and 
philosopher, developed a system of quantum mechanics based on 
Planck’s quantum theory and developed mathematical equations in which 
he stated his famous “Uncertainty Principle” in 1927.  Even someone as 
smart as Planck, the quantum Universe is impossible to truly understand. 
We can only guess with mathematical models but know nothing intuitive 
for certain. 


One of the most famous quantum physicists, Heisenberg gave a speech in 
the early 1950s claiming he still did not really understand quantum wave 
functions. That was twenty-six years after the wave function (Psi) was 
created and despite his extensive knowledge on the subject, it continued 
to baffle him. To this day, physicists ascertain they are only now seeing the 
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results of Heisenberg’s early experiments, however, they still need a 
greater understanding of these results.


Physicists have never actually seen a chemical bond like the ones in 
the human body. They are only mathematical artists depictions. In 
quantum biology, scientists can measure the reflection of light waves 
bouncing off different molecular structures but can’t see the small 
structures themselves with their current level of technology. Based on 
what they see reflected back they are able to predict the energy levels and 
structure of the atoms or molecules similar to how a bat uses echo-
location. 


Scientists categorize the different angles, 
energy levels and name them different atoms 
and molecules accordingly. Then they create 
depictions of the structure of the bonds and 
atoms, based on the different reflections of 
the light to help students learn. It is 
important to note that no one has “seen” 
a bond or an atom, only artist’s depictions 
based on what the math predicts, not 
what is necessarily there.  

Plato, the Greek philosopher, wrote about this process in the “Allegory of 
the Cave,” in which cavemen who were chained up in the dark could only 
see shadows of creatures on the walls, not the creatures themselves. So, 
they had to formulate an opinion on what was happening outside of the 
cave based on two dimensional shadows. Scientists are still doing this 
today by digging deeper and coming up with new equations and 
technologies that will actually solve the deeper circuits of atomic 
mechanics.


To sum up the quantum world of biology you simply need to visualize 
different ‘orbs’ of energy ‘jiggling’ around and moving themselves into 
small groups called “molecules” based on their energy levels and the 
energy levels of the other orbs around them passing energy back and 
forth. 
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This is the quantum and molecular base for 
what we do in our belief systems. A belief 
system is a set of principles or theories 
which together form the basis of a religion, 
philosophy, or moral code used within a 
person’s community. 


We find our place within that community 
based on the strengths and weaknesses of 
those principles. Freestyle Flippers try to 

build their reputation within their community like traditional athletes do 
with their own community. Atoms are basically doing the same thing in an 
abstract sense. The only difference is that atoms and molecules do it with 
kinetic, potential and electrical energy and we do it with language and 
behavior. 


In acrobatics, we do this with mechanical energy in the form of body 
movement. These analogies are important for understanding human 
behaviour and therefore being able to control it as a coach, or as an 
athlete who needs to control themselves. It all begins at the quantum level 
and goes all the way up to the human 
perception level. Human beings don’t 
act any differently than atoms or 
molecules, we just label the definitions 
differently because we perceive it 
differently. It is similar to how we label 
secondary behaviours differently even 
thought the primary behaviours are the 
same.


Current research in nanotechnology utilizing quantum principals allows 
researchers to actually build molecules piece-by-piece. The Swiss Federal 
Laboratories for Materials Science and Technology (EMPA) recently created 
a molecular ‘car’ (photo right). 


This is where things become a bit scary for many people because we all 
want to think there is more to us than just a bunch of Lego™ blocks 
stacked one on top of each other. However, to be the most effective coach 
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you can be, you need to realize that scientific research all points in this 
direction. I look at the life as a giant Lego™ land, where we are learning 
how to build with a wide variety of different pieces. 


You can create your own personal view of what this kind of research can 
or should imply, looking at your own ethics and morals. To be an effective 
coach I believe I need to have a firm understanding of this information and 
come to terms with it, even with its rather startling implications of ‘what’ I 
actually am. This basic building process of the Universe does not 
automatically imply there is nothing to believe in, but it does imply we have 
no idea what to believe in yet.


I will say that I see way too much conflict, politics and blatantly destructive 
behaviour by those who claim to be doing it on ‘moral grounds.’ I see too 
many people hiding behind morality trying to disguise their true quantum 
and molecular nature. The research shows that we have no idea what we 
are, who we are and why we do what we do at a fundamental level. Every 
time I hear someone preaching about morality or notions of good and evil 
on the grounds that they apparently have the “right” answer and everyone 
should listen to them, I simply laugh. 
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As Andrew Hessel quite nicely said, we have not done our homework 
about ourselves to know what is right and wrong. We are just going 
along for a ride, so make the most of it. I suggest you keep an open 
mind or you will find yourself in a dark quantum abyss before you 
know it.


Creating Energy For Human Use

Now that we have created a platform for the building process at the 
quantum level we will look to the different molecules on a micro scale that 
help us move and try to extract some parallels to coaching on the macro 
scale that coaches can utilize. 


The body creates ATP in many ways to feed the different body functions. 
The steps in producing ATP creates energy for the body; I call it the 
body’s “currency.”  When you need energy you go to your body’s ‘energy 
bank’ and ask for ‘money'; ATP. I promise not to get into the nitty gritty 

biochemical reactions, however, 
it is important to understand the 
overall pathways to see the 
similarit ies to the bui lding 
process at all levels of human 
development, all the way from 
the atomic to the behavioural. 


You also need to understand 
how an athlete’s energy is 
produced to keep your body 
‘on,’ never mind the athletic 

rotations. Look at the overall concepts of how the body works and don’t 
get tied down by chemical language. In the same way that anatomy uses 
Latin root words, biochemistry uses prefixes, suffixes and numbers to 
represent something about that molecule or its reaction that scientists can 
use to describe what they see. 


The energy in ATP used to create human behaviour is in the “3-Phosphate” 
molecules on the end. During times when the body needs energy these 
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molecules are broken off and energy is released by breaking the electrical 
bond that we discussed in the last section. Every day you use about 70Kg 
of ATP to run the human body and you recycle the building blocks of ATP 
about 500-750 times per day. 


The majority of that ATP runs the molecules in your brain. The energy is 
stored in bonds which is nothing more than electrical energy. 
Electromagnetism is the term given to the “force” that keeps molecules 
glued together. Without it, molecules in the Universe would not stick 
together and the structure of organisms and the world around us would 
literally not be possible.


Electromagnetism is the force that keeps your body as one unit, so 
rotation is possible without you breaking apart into trillions of little pieces. 
Remember, energy can’t be created or destroyed. Energy is a conserved 
quantity. The law of “Conservation of Energy" states that energy can be 
converted into different forms, but not created or destroyed entirely; so 
when a molecular bond is broken, (ie. a molecule breaks part into smaller pieces) 
that energy has to be transferred to somewhere. The ‘transfer’ of energy 
goes to other molecules that converts the energy into human movement. 
Different bonds, such as double or triple bonds or bonds that connect at 
different angles between atoms hold different amounts of energy.  


This energy is then be used to contract the muscles that pull the levers, 
that cause rotations throughout the body. These culminate to create 
human movement and the cycle repeats. You are not “creating energy” 
within the body, you are rearranging it from the ‘outside’ world and putting 
it into a useable form to create behaviours like a flip. In this way you are 
more ‘connected’ with the outside environment than you may think. 

Speeding Up Natural Reactions

To create any reaction the body must take a phosphate molecule from the 
initial ATP to create this reaction. So a previously made full ATP has to 
break apart to start this reaction. Now the original ATP only has two 
Phosphates left, making it Adenosine Diphosphate (ADP). The ADP can 
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now be broken down or re-used in other reactions for the energy carrying 
Phosphates.      


This enzyme is called "Hexokinase.” 'Kinase’ basically means “enzyme.” 
So any term named “____- Kinase” is a molecule that regulates these 
molecular rearrangements and makes sure everything is going according 
to plan before passing it onto the next Kinase, which facilitates the next 
step of the energy making process. 


The body has a Kinase for every type of the 
reaction within each pathway of energy production 
but not necessarily for every step itself. There may 
be 100 steps but only 20 different Kinases are 
needed because the ‘x’ type of reaction that 
requires an ‘x' type of Kinase may actually occur 40 
times within those 100 steps. There are Kinases 
(enzymes) for every kind of reaction. Without a 
Kinase the reaction would not have enough speed 
to be able to occur in our life time. 


This means that the any step of an energy creating pathway would 
take a few billion years to complete, unless a kinase was present. 


Hexokinase is actually not ‘speeding’ up the reaction, it is reducing the 
energy needed to make these reactions happen in the first place. It is able 
to do this because as a large protein it has ‘binding sites’ where the 
molecules can attach. By attaching themselves they are closer together, 
where a smaller amount of energy is required to force the molecules 
together, thereby making the reaction more efficient. It is similar to the 
waiter in the restaurant analogy used earlier. 


Simply think of an enzyme as a person who comes in to the restaurant and 
pushes the tables together for the waiter, thereby reducing the energy 
output needed to serve the customers. This is a very simplistic view but it 
is enough to understand how the body works. 
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These reactions are going on every millisecond in your body and each of 
the molecules are recombined into different formations with different 
molecules. The original molecule starts as it is ingested as part of the food 
you ate and different enzymes break down the molecule and reassemble it 
into different molecules the body can use to create energy. Each time it is 
re-assembled, it becomes one step closer to creating a form of “energy” 
which is used to contract the muscles and pull the levers of the body. This 
is analogous to how each internal bone rotation cumulates together, 
rearranging the body shape, to create an external full body movement.


It is very important to understand that different nutrients can be converted 
into the same exact energy source; ATP. It does not matter if it is Fats, 
Sugar or Proteins. The body takes all of these and their different forms in 
different amounts and converts these building blocks into ATP, through 
many different reactions within the ‘energy pathways' that combine to 
build up energy in the muscles.


Depending on the nutrient, the body will have a different starting place for 
that molecule to make the ATP. However, in reality, all of these molecules 
are “different” due to different amounts of electricity around them. They 
are put into the same group of systems that reshape the molecules for 
different desired outcomes. Each nutrient building block can be used to 
make another completely different nutrient.  

If a protein goes into the body, it can undergo the processes and turn into 
a fat. A fat can turn into a carbohydrate. A carbohydrate can turn into a 
protein. All the molecules and atoms can be mixed together to make what 
the body needs. Each remaining molecule can also be recycled into any of 
the steps within each pathway. With the use of enzymes, called 
“Transporters,” they can move to different areas of the body that require 
the molecule or atom. Again, imagine a large bucket of Lego™ building 
blocks. Maybe there are only a limited number different types of ‘blocks’ 
but you can make a huge number of combinations with them. It is very 
important to understand this before going into the details. Researchers 
can build molecules the same way the body can build molecules like 
building blocks which is the same way athletes can build skills on the 
trampoline.
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Creating Energy 
There are three molecules in the human body that are attributed with 
energy creation: Sugars (Carbohydrates), Proteins and Fats (lipids).


Also known as “Saccharides," 
carbohydrates function in the same 
manner as proteins and fats within the 
body. They combine together to 
create different molecules that can be 
broken down later to create energy for 
the body. The basic unit of a 
carbohydrate is a Glucose molecule 
(right). The glucose molecules are 
attached together into long chains 
called “Polysaccharides.” 


Glucose is stored in the body in a 
ring-form called “Glycogen” because 
the bonds between the different 
carbons w i th in each G lucose 
molecule are more effective in this 
cyclical conformation. It is easier for 
them to react with other molecules in 
this formation. Think of it like making 
an ergonomic keyboard that makes it 
easier for you to type long essays. 


One hypothesis states that because the ‘-OH’ is on the exterior of the ring, 
they are more spread out, so molecules that may want to react with it 
them find easier to make space because they are not clustered together. 
The internal ‘-H’ molecules are generally untouched because they are hard 
to reach. As long as there are ‘-O’ and ‘-H’ molecules fanned out on the 
outside, the passing molecules will quickly react with those and move on. 
Biology is aiming to work as efficiently as possible. 
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When combining two molecules of glucose you are creating an extra water 
molecule (H20) in the process. This is called a "Glycosidic Bond” and every 
polysaccharide uses them to stick together.  When broken apart the ‘extra’ 
water molecule can then go to other parts of the body, ready to make 
additional reactions occur with other molecules. This is why water is so 
important to human survival; it is required in so many different 
reactions in the body. 

When you have many polysaccharides (sugars) grouped together, like 
Proteins, the body wants to condense the chain of glucose and add 
strength to the structure by creating a circular conformation. 


Even though we are only focused on glucose, it is important to note that 
there are many different types of sugars in the body and each kind can be 
transformed into other kinds depending on the function the body needs at 
that particular time.


Examples of Carbohydrates: 

Different sugar chains only differ from the length of the chain and the 
specific arrangement of atoms. If the chain is short it is known as a 
“Simple Sugar.” If the chain is long it is called a “Complex Sugar.”  


People use Glucose, Fructose and Galactose for their energy creation 
(Galactose - “milk sugar” is a monosaccharide sugar that is about as sweet as glucose, 
and about 30% as sweet as sucrose). When you buy milk, the cow creates 
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Lactose and the human body can break that down into Galactose and 
Glucose. These can be put into different energy systems in the body to 
create energy. 


All of these combinations can be found outside of the human body or 
synthesized in a lab. They contain the essential building blocks of sugar 
which are Fructose, Glucose and Galactose. 


Sucrose, Lactose and Maltose are not made in the human body but can 
be digested to create the fundamental single sugar molecules that can be 
used to create energy in the different energy pathways. This is why 
nutrition is important. We have discussed how the body can rearrange 
molecules to aid in energy production but it still needs specific atoms and 
molecules that only exist outside of the body as well. 


Please contact the FTA for access to the Freestyle Flipper Nutritional 
Program we created with Arbonne 

https://www.arbonne.com/pws/ShahramHaghighi/tabs/home.aspx
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PROTEINS 

A protein, such as the Hexokinase from the earlier example, is a long chain 
of amino acids just like the sugar molecules. An amino acid is a basic 
building block of a protein and if you stack a large number of amino acids 
together (1000’s-10,000+) you end up with chains folded together called 
“Proteins." You should note the similarity between sugars and proteins.


The coloured “R” group side chain (diagram above) is what makes each 
amino acid slightly different. Depending on the side chain on that 
particular amino acid, it will react slightly differently in the body, due to 
different amounts of energy and size. 

When there is a long chain of 
proteins, the body will condense the 
chain, in order to reduce the energy 
required, just like glucose, folding it 
into a condensed configuration. Like 
Glucose, a long strand of 15,000 
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amino acids can be easily broken but a rolled up ball of amino acids is 
much stronger and therefore less likely to be destroyed when moving 
around the body. 


Cell membranes are full of proteins that help give it strength and allow 
molecules in and out of the cell. Which molecules go in and out of the cell 
is based on the exact 
amount of electromagnetic 
energy and the size of the 
molecule or atom. The size 
or electromagnetic charge 
has been built over many 
y e a r s a n d a c t s a s a 
‘gateway,’ only allowing 
certain molecules in and out. 


The goal of these molecules 
and atoms was to obtain 
stable structures with low 
energy requirements, which 
created what we call a 
“Human Being.” This is 
similar to the way in which 
human beings form stable 
structures called “Families,” 
“Communities” or "Belief 
systems.”  


Human beings operate in much the same way as cells; we just don’t 
consider cells or molecules as intelligent as humans. Their life is the same 
as ours and we are following the rules of 'energy management’ the same 
way the molecules are. Molecules create energy by bonding together. 
Human beings create energy by bonding together in societies. Whats the 
difference?
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FATS (Lipids) 
Fats are the final source of energy and follow much the same pattern we 
have already seen. Hopefully you are beginning to notice a pattern in the 
way the body is working. This is important to understand. The names of 
the molecules and the structure of their side chains are not important. 


However, understanding the method and 
patterns the body uses to organize itself is 
crucial to understanding how to teach your 
body what to do. After all, if the language of 
the body is to ‘build up a chain or repeating 
patterns’ then it would make sense to follow 
that language in order to best communicate 
within the body when you want it to do 
something new in the gym. This is the biological reason why we think of 
‘building athletes, not training them.’ You can also say this is a biological 
reason why creating value for others is the only way to get value in return. 

Fats are nothing more 
than long carbon chains 
with hydrogens attached 
to them, with a few 
oxygen molecules at the 
end. When you put these 
h y d ro c a r b o n c h a i n s 
together into packages 
they form what we call 
“Adipose Tissue” also 
known as “Fat.” Each 
fatty acid is anchored to a 
Glycerol “Backbone” as the physiologists call it. A Glycerol is actually a 
carbohydrate and, as you guessed it, can be used in different pathways in 
the body if it does not have any fatty acids attached to it. 
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Fatty acids can be straight (saturated fat) or have a double bond (unsaturated 
fat). The unsaturated fats are better for the body because the 
hydrocarbons (fatty acids) can be more easily broken down due to their 
accessibility, or the nature of the bend in the chain. Something that is 
straight and solid is not as flexible so it is unable to work with the body. 
This is why trans-fats are considered ‘bad’ for us. 


When the body needs energy from these fats that have been stored up 
over time, it breaks off each fatty acid one at a time with an enzyme and 
then breaks down each carbon portion, putting it into the energy system of 
choice. Sounds a lot like amino acids and carbohydrates doesn’t it? 

Do not forget that the body is made of building blocks and those blocks 
can be torn down and rebuilt in many ways. This is why we follow the 
language of biology for building and tearing down skills in coaching; it’s all 
the same. 


When the fats need to be built up and stored from digestion they are put 
into three chains anchored to a Glycerol backbone and then clumped 
together with other Triglycerides in larger vesicles containing many other 
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triglycerides. This is the stored state of fat, just like the wound-up structure 
of a protein is its final state and Glycogen is the final storing state of the 
glucose. Proteins, carbohydrates and fats work the same way. 


Everything in training is similar. It is a build up or break down Degree-By-
Degree, molecule-by-molecule, atom-by-atom process and by taking a 
very small number of different molecules and putting them in a specific 
order, you can create any acrobatic skill imaginable. The SAQ test 
measures your ability to do this objectively to a larger degree.


Energy Systems in the Body

The goal of this story is not to force you to memorize every precursor to 
energy production or the enzyme names or the Latin root words. The goal 
is to understand, at a fundamental level, the process of the body and how 
it builds up the energy to create human movement like how rotations are 
built up to create acrobatic “skills." 


ATP-Phosphocreatine System ~ Fast Energy: 

The ATP-PC system which creates energy by recycling the ATP quickly 
and does this extremely quickly. Phosphocreatine is a molecule that holds 
onto phosphates. Remember, ATP 
has 3 Phosphates, so in order to 
create energy phosphocreatine 
must have phosphates attached 
to it that quickly donate their 
p h o s p h a t e s t o a d e n o s i n e 
diphosphate. Your body will run 
out of phosphocreatine after 
about 15 seconds, so the body 
has to remake it while you rest.  
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This system is used for vault or a major tumbling pass in gymnastics. It 
only lasts a short time so you have to use that energy wisely. You can see 
in the diagram that the breakdown of glucose in the Glycolysis pathway 
creates ADP that can be given to this system. 


Glycolysis - Medium Speed Energy Pathway Part 1: 

We will not be going through the Step-By-Step process of Glycolysis, 
however, it is important to have it shown here as a quick reference. 
Glycolysis is the breakdown of glucose by enzymes, releasing energy and 
pyruvic acid. The first phase of quick 
energy creation lasts about 30 - 60 
seconds and happens in the 
cytoplasm of the cells. Cytoplasm is 
the material or protoplasm within a 
living cell, excluding the nucleus. 
Think of it like the fluid between the 
organs in the cell. It contains 
different molecules and transporters 
and water of course. 


Hockey players use this system for a 
30 second shift and then have to rest 
for a few minutes before being able 
to use it again. It is the process of 
breaking down ingested or stored 
glucose chains into smaller parts. 
These smaller parts can be then put 
into different processes to create 
energy down the road. 


Glycolysis is the first part of a three-part pathway and is considered a 
medium speed pathway for energy because of the structure of the 
process. It is longer than the ATP-PC system but not as long as the 
Oxidative system mentioned later.
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As you can see ATP is needed to start the reaction. Without activating 
energy nothing can happen. Not to worry, the body already has ATP stored 
from previous cycles of this pathway which happens while we rest, like 
between on-ice hockey shifts. 


Notice that creating Fructose is part of steps 2 and 3. This is where you 
begin to see how different nutrients coming from other pathways that all 
come together to create energy. In steps 3 and 4 we see a great 
opportunity to have different molecules come in and out of alternative 
pathways, depending on the needs of the body. If the body needs to store 
more fat, DHAP will turn into a Glycerol to attach more fatty acids to it. For 
example, a person who is relatively sedentary would have more DHAP 
converted into fat than creating Pyruvate at the end of Glycolysis. 


An athlete who focuses on quick energy production and is constantly ‘on 
the go’ would require DHAP to help Glycolysis rather than to help fatty 
acid synthesis, which is slower at producing energy. This is very important 
to understand. The body modifies its “focus” depending on what you do 
with your body. For example, if you are a runner the body will tell the 
enzymes and molecules to be ready to go to a specific pathway or 
‘factory’ to help your legs and lungs focus on the extra oxygen needed. If 
you do nothing but eat, the body will tell the same enzymes to go to a 
different pathway or ‘factory.’ DNA is simply a stored form of the things we 
‘focused’ on in the past as discussed earlier. It’s not making decisions, it’s 
reacting.


Krebs-Cycle ~ Medium Speed Energy Pathway Part 2: 

The Citric Acid Cycle (Krebs-Cycle) is the second phase of creating energy 
for the body for medium duration energy expenditure. This next step 
occurs in the Mitochondria. Notice that at the top of the pathway in the 
diagram below the starting molecule is Pyruvate, which comes directly 
from Glycolysis. The Pyruvate made in Glycolysis does not have to be the 
exact same molecule. It can be traveling around the cell previously created 
and put into the Krebs-Cycle at a different time.


Again, we can see that there are changes in the structure of the enzymes 
and throughout the process ATP is actually being made. Not much ATP, 
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but just enough to see a bit of return on the nutritional investment. All the 
molecules you see leaving the process, such as NAD, FAD and ADP all go 
back into the molecule pool and can be used again, built up again or 
broken down further. It depends on what the body needs at that time, 
based on previous requirements. 


The major point in the Krebs-Cycle is that NAD and FAD are created. 
These are huge components to the Electron Transport Chain which is 
where most of the energy is made in the overall Glycolysis pathway.  


Note that C02 is made as well. Carbon Dioxide (C02) is a byproduct of 
energy creation and this is exactly why. Carbon Dioxide is removed and 
thrown into passing un-oxygenated blood cells in the blood stream. Next, 
it is sent back to the heart, then to the lungs where it then is expelled from 
the body. Expelled air, therefore, is mostly C02 because of these kinds of 
systems.
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ELECTRON TRANSPORT CHAIN ~ Medium Speed Energy Pathway 
Part 3 

The final step of this pathway is the Electron Transport Chain and it 
occurs in the Mitochondria and is also important in the next energy 
pathway. Mitochondria is known as the “Powerhouse” of the cell. Visually 
this is a complicated process but the crucial thing to understand is that the 
NAD and FAD from the Krebs-Cycle are the major precursors to creating 
ATP in this part of the pathway.


We can see that in the bottom right portion of the diagram ATP is finally 
being made as the Hydrogens are passed through the protein. That 
particular ATP is then either rushed off to a muscle, to pull on a lever, or 
stored for later use depending on what your current and potential future 
energy requirements will be. Again, this decision is based on what you 
generally have done with your body over the years. This is partly why it is 
hard to lose or gain weight. The body familiarized with utilizing certain 
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energy systems and to change it means the body now needs to train a 
whole new energy system. 


In acrobatic disciplines we can see the parallels in creating unique routines 
and combinations of rotations. Imagine a gymnast or trampolinist who can 
mix and match any skills together as the thought comes to mind? Imagine 
an athlete who is not locked into one ‘pathway’ but is able to build skills 
and combinations on a whim, across any pathway; much the way the body 
can create different molecules. That is the ideal I am looking for and hence 
why I call this version of trampoline “Freestyle,” because you are free to 
create your own style.  

The idea is to have an athlete create different combinations when allowed 
to enter the Freestyle realm. By actually understanding this concept they 
will be able to build skills as demonstrated with the SAQ, not simply repeat 
the same routines over and over again. 


This is the ideology of the FTA. If the athlete is unable to freely build their 
skills they will naturally get into a pre-programmed state, much like the 
way the body does. As a coach it is imperative that you mix things up a bit 
to ensure different “pathways” are working and your athlete is not just 
doing what they are told or acting like a robot.  

Fat Metabolism ~ “Slow” Energy Pathway: 


We will only cover this 
subject briefly in order to 
demonstrate that precursors 
in the “Quick Energy” 
pathway can be used in this 
slower energy pathway as 
well. Fundamentally, the 
reason it is harder to obtain 
quick energy from fats is 
because it is stored in small 
v e s i c l e s c a l l e d 
“Lipoproteins.” 
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To get them out, it requires more steps and time, so more total energy can 
be stored for longer periods of time but getting the energy to the muscles 
take longer. The Fats have to be transported to the area where they are 
most needed, passing through many different membranes requiring 
different transporters and enzymes. It may not seem like it, judging from 
the complex diagram here, however, our “Quick Energy Pathway” is much 
faster than the fat metabolism pathway. You can obtain a lot more energy 
from this slower pathway but an athlete who needs energy quickly has to 
be able to produce it faster, rather than in large quantities. By the time you 
have produced all that energy you have already lost the 100 meter dash. 


Notice at the top of the pathway diagram you see Acetyl-CoA being 
produced, which is the precursor to the Kerb-Cycle. This is another 
example of how the body exchanges molecules between the different 
energy pathways. As you can see, these pathways can be broken up into 
different parts, but they really are just one long pathway, just like how 
acrobatics is broken up into parts but is really just one long ‘pathway of 
rotation’ as we say.


All you need to take away from this section of the story is that the body 
has several energy producing pathways or ‘factories’ and they all 
crossover with the same molecules such as Glycerol, ADP and Acetyl-
CoA. These molecules are built up to create energy the same way 
acrobatics rotations are 'built up’ to create skills. This is exactly the same 
in acrobatics. We have three different axes but we can crossover those 

creating many rotational possibilities as 
outlined in the RPF. 


I find it rather convenient that these three 
pathways create energy just like your three 
rotational axes create acrobatic pathways. 
They can be mixed and matched like we have 
seen in the RPF and SAQ equations. 


The idea of having athletes take a ‘pathway 
to success’ really is imbedded in our 
biology!
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Supplements 
There are shortcuts to help your body shift to new energy producing 
pathways, or at least to be able to have more precursor enzymes and 
molecules ready to do the reactions in different ‘factories.’ 


Supplements are huge business and that is what they sell. Instead of an 
18 year old training Degree-By-Degree and slowly building up the proper 
ATP-PC system molecules so they can do a leg press at 500 lbs, they can  
take supplements that speed up the adaptation process. Phosphocreatine 
is a very well-known supplement and the theory is that taking more PC 
regularly will ‘trick’ the body into thinking it needs it, so it increases the 
body’s ability to utilize the ATP-PC system. This supplement would 
increase the recycling capabilities that the ATP-PC system runs on.


Simply put, if you can identify an 
enzyme used in the body for a reaction 
by taking a supplement you can speed 
up that reaction and have the body 
learn to use it faster. Amino acids are 
also supplements and create more 
proteins in the body that are used to 
enlarge the muscles so you can lift more 
weight.


Are supplements good or bad? That is hard to say because each one is 
different. Some work really well, others do not, so chances are you may be 
just wasting your money and hurting your performance unless you go with 
a trusted brand. 


I would never ingest any supplement that is not tested by the Health 
and Food governing body of your country. The government is extremely 
strict with anything that goes in the body and for good reason. With the 
complexity of all these different energy systems crossing over, the exact 
mechanism of what will happen in the body is not as easy to determine. It 
takes potentially up to 15 years to get a new drug on the market because 
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you have so many government regulations and steps to go through before 
they deem it safe for human consumption. 


For example, you may increase your PC with a supplement but without 
knowing it, you may increase another pathway that uses PC precursors 
that has nothing to do with energy production. You may actually be 
causing more damage to your body. Hopefully that unknowingly effected 
area is not your heart or your brain. This is why supplements are highly 
regulated. 


If you are going to try some make sure you do your research into each one 
you want to try and start off by only doing one or two. Don’t wake up one 
day and start an intense diet of 25 supplements. You should talk to your 
doctor or reputable brand first just to be safe, especially if you are taking 
other medications. This is why we have partnered with Arbonne who 
specialize in making the right supplements for athletes who need an extra 
molecular boost.


Do not start your supplements at a young age. Athletes under 16-18 
years of age do not ‘need’ any energy producing supplements. Vitamins 
and minerals can be useful when taken in accordance with your physician 
but a 5 year old does not need Phosphocreatine. The body will naturally 
increase the production of enzymes based on what you demand from your 
body over time, so a supplement is really just a short cut to adaptation or 
a way to artificially increase molecules that you don’t have. 


Not everyone is created equal, therefore the person beside you has slightly 
different amounts of precursors. If they are naturally deficient in PC, they 
may want to have a PC supplement to get back to ‘normal’ levels to be 
able to compete against you.  

You can take all the supplements in the world but if all the extra stress and 
dietary limitations leads to unhappiness you will eventually give up and 
quit the sport. People do sports for many reasons and they love the 
adrenaline, dopamine and endorphin release it gives them. Those natural 
chemicals in the body make us want to keep repeating the behaviour. If 
you stress yourself out while dealing with a complex dietary plan it 
becomes overwhelming and the athlete may become unmotivated. 
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That will decrease performance no matter how 
good their nutrition is.  

Throughout my athletic career I personally had 
what is often described as an ‘unhealthy diet’ 
because my meals often consisted of 90% meat. 
My regular diet of bacon cheese hamburgers, 
pizza and soda was frowned upon. I did not eat 
enough fruits and vegetables but I performed 
some of the biggest tricks ever created and 
understood the technique of acrobatics that allowed me to invent new 
tricks, despite my diet. 


This is simply because I worked out harder and longer than anyone else on 
that pathway. I did more conditioning and I didn’t rest as long while I was 
training (my V02 was measured at 64ml/kg/min - thats the same as a professional 
soccer player). I trained several hours a day, 6 days a week, in addition to a 
few hours of conditioning and strength training every day at my University 
gym. 


I may not have won the Olympics but my research and practical 
experience showed me that success is in the motivation of “why you want 
to be a high level athlete,” not simply how you do it. You will find some 
way to do it and you will find a way over every barrier if you really want it. I 
was not motivated to go to the Olympics; I was in the sport for other 
reasons like trying to create new tricks. 


The athlete that wants to win the hardest, usually wins no matter what 
barriers are in their way. Some people don’t believe this but in this day and 
age where globalization has increased the quality of life, opportunities are 
everywhere if you truly choose to look for them. On the other hand, since 
your body is made with different strengths and weaknesses, what you 
‘feel’ you should be good at may not be conducive to success. By 
consistently searching for your strengths and ways to apply them, success 
is there for anyone who is willing to look for it and not simply give up 
because they can’t be successful at what they want. Don’t be selfish, be 
successful instead. 
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I’m sure many nutritionists will say that this is the wrong message to send 
but I stick to what I have experienced. If you were to take two equally 
motivated athletes and give one a good diet and the other a bad diet you 
would see a difference in performance, but since no two people are 
actually equally motivated for the same goal, how can you quantify the 
results? The real question is: How motivated are you to win? 

Physiology Conclusion

So far we have discussed a model of 
understanding the human body in a way that 
should speak to an acrobatics coach or athlete. It 
should be clear that there are similarities to how 
we build athletes with rotational pathways and 
how energy is created in the body between 
different pathways. Building an athlete is like 
building a molecule. 


Degree-By-Degree; Atom-By-Atom 

We have left out a lot of details about physiology and physics but have 
touched on many simple ideas that keep repeating, which you should start 
to see by now. By building up the body from the physics of atomic 
movement, to the levers in the body, to how those levers are moved is a 
Step-By-Step approach. This approach is used throughout the entire FTA 
training method on many levels in the other books in this package as well 
as in this book.


You are not going to have to memorize bioenergetic labels, but again, you 
need to understand ‘why’ it is formed the way it is. It is a process where 
the body keeps molecules at a base level but will adapt to each new 
situation, building the right amounts of specific molecules based on new 
external environmental changes. It does this in order to fit your needs 
based on how you use your environment.


Guy Kawasaki, the American marketing specialist from Apple, theorized on 
what made Steve Jobs so successful. He claimed it was not because he 
had a rigid business plan. It was actually the fact that he was able to adapt 
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and modify his computer software to fit the needs of the industry at that 
time and could easily change based on what his customers wanted. 


If the public wanted an open computer and technology system he made 
one. If the public wanted a closed system he modified what he had done 
to fit that new criteria. He was flexible and able to adapt better than 
most. 


At this point it should be pretty obvious that human beings are very similar 
to many other species because the genes that are silenced depend on 
what behaviours we need to perform on a daily basis in order to survive. 
Each environment is slightly different but with similar rules of engagement 
that all human beings do. 


It is similar to how all internal and external rotational movements are 
slightly different but with the same simple rules of engagement. In the next 
few chapters we will explore the psychological rules of engagement and 
start debunking some of the behaviours that seem to be contradictory to 
logic. 
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CHAPTER 5 
Building Creatures 

I would now like to take a very simple look at the Universe from its birth 
13.7 billion years ago and build up to modern civilization to see how 
systematic it is like the building of molecules. We have all heard about the 
“Big Bang Theory” but scientists, such as Stephen Hawking, have 
proposed alternative theories. Personally I don’t think the ‘Big Bang’ 
theory is correct as it’s not fractal and is out of place compared to the 
repeating patterns that physics implies. For now though, let’s assume the 
Big Bang Theory is roughly correct. Let’s map out the process so that we 
can better understand how we, as human beings, came in to existence 
based on what has actually been measured. By the end I will try and 
extract parallels to aspects of life and training in order to better understand 
the “Big Picture” for an athlete or coach. 
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If we understand how we came to exist we can figure out some 
ingredients to make athletic success exist for our athletes. We can 
also see that human beings and all life organisms operate under similar 
pretences and we can see how the atomic and simple molecular base of 
attraction and repulsion manifests itself in so many complex ways in the 
world we see around us.


Let’s start back 13.7 billion years where the Universe was much smaller 
and was now expanding into what we see today. We discussed the forms 
of molecules and described how the bonds were connecting them 
together with different forms of energy. The Universe was basically a 
giant bowl of soup of hot energy. The energy wasn’t glued together like 
solid objects but was dense enough to keep the atoms working in close 
proximity to encourage interactions between the atoms. Currently popular 
physicist, Neil Degrasse Tyson describes that the Universe would be 
similar to a fog made of extremely bright light for the first few seconds. At 
the beginning, the gravitational field described earlier was actually 
completely merged with the particles within the Universe.


As the Universe expands the soup thinned and started to develop holes, 
separating particles into ‘chunks.’ When the energy became thin enough 
and the individual energy particles had enough distance between them 
gravity started pulling clumps together into small groups. These groups 
are collaborations of energy in small communities called a “Atoms.” 


Atoms, the smallest particle of a chemical 
element that can exist, are made of sub-
atomic particles. Atoms consist of a tiny, 
dense, positively charged nucleus made of 
neutrons and protons, surrounded by a 
cloud of negatively charged electrons, 
roughly 10−10 meters in diameter. Each 
chemical element consists of atoms with a 
characteristic number of protons. Atoms 
are held together in molecules by the sharing of electrons. Protons and 
neutrons are made of quarks and other smaller particles that act as 
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magnets keeping the whole atom stuck together but they are not well 
understood enough to play a major factor in this story. 


With the influence of weak and strong nuclear forces, sub-atomic particles 
began to stick together and work hand-in-hand, proving it would be better 
for the individual sub-atomic particles, such as the Quark, to stick together 
much in the same way I described in the previous chapter in the restaurant 
analogy. These groups of sub-atomic particles, called “Atoms” were 
scattered throughout the Universe. Gravity and the nuclear forces are more 
about keeping the particles “stable.” No one really understands what 
formed these energies and why they interact the way they do, we just 
know through experiments such as Scanning Tunnel Microscopy that 
atoms behave in a certain pre-determined way.


It is interesting to note that the start of the Universe is based on sub-
atomic particles joining together cooperating and if they had not done that, 
life would not exist. This theme of joining or sharing will keep re-occurring 
throughout the development of our species. I hope you can already see 
the similarities of these particles joining together and the bioenergetic 
molecules joining together in different ways to create energy for our day to 
day behaviours. In the early Universe, there were simply atoms called 
Hydrogens with only one electron. That is why Hydrogen is the first 
element on the ‘Periodic Table of Elements.’ 
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Since atoms are everywhere within the 
Universe, gravity works to bring larger 
clumps of these atoms together. As atoms 
pass by other atoms, they naturally come 
together in space and form larger and larger 
groups. Atoms will naturally come closer 
together in a vacuum if there are no other 
perceivable forces acting on them. It 
seems to be a fundamental characteristic of 
the Universe. This initial attraction brought quarks together to create 
Hydrogen atoms first and foremost. When you get a lot of Hydrogen atoms 
together you create the beginning of what we call “Stars.” 


Suns were first created 380,000 years after the beginning of the Universe. 
When the stars enlarged with more and more Hydrogens, it resulted in 
combining Hydrogens under the weight of the gravitational field forcing 
Hydrogen atoms to fuse together to create… you guessed it; Helium, the 
second element on the periodic table. The third element on the Periodic 
Table; Lithium, was built by compressing Helium atoms together. 


The pattern continues as Helium atoms fuse together creating 
Lithium, then Beryllium the 4th element on the Periodic Table. Bigger 
stars have more gravitational weight and therefore create more elements 
by squeezing larger and larger elements together all the way up to Iron; 
number 26 on the periodic table. These elements shoot across space and 
land on different planets such as Earth. 

This process in which stars create energy is called “Nuclear Fusion.”  
It is fusing the nucleus of elements together, creating new larger elements, 
Degree-By-Degree under the weight of the gravitational field. Each step of 
the process gives off energy in the form of subatomic particles and 
photons (light). That light is projected from the stars and travels at the 
speed of light (300,000 km/s) across the Universe. The Earth began much 
the same way, as a single atom ~0.000000001 meters wide that slowly 
attracted and joined, passing elements from the stars together that were 
shooting out particles across the Universe, which built up over time into a 
giant round ball that we call home. 
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Imagine a sticky round ball rolling down a hill. Anything that it rolls over 
becomes stuck to it. The formation of stars and planets are no different, 
rolling down the hill of the gravitational quantum field. As debris and 
elements fly by, some get caught in the gravitational field of the early 
planets and some just directly hit the ball of rock and stick to it. Rings 
around planets, and moons are formed by rocks hitting them during their 
formation and simply getting caught in the gravitation field at a distance 
far enough away not to be stuck to the planet directly, but not far enough 

away to leave the orbit. The 
Ea r th , be ing a pe r f ec t 
distance from the Sun is able 
to get just the right amount of 
heat that allows life to form 
as we know it. This ‘sweet 
spot’ is called the “Goldilocks 
Zone” and is the basic 
characteristic NASA uses 
when looking for other Earth-
like planets.


Millions of years pass and the Earth is now in the early stages of 
development and the intense heat acts like a floating lava ocean in space 
that is cooling down into a crust. The constant collisions with space dust 
and meteors make the early Earth a fiery ball of lava with constant 
thunderstorms as water vapour from space meteors evaporate. The 
difference in pressures create thunderstorms. At this point the Earth is a 
slowly cooling condensed rock under constant thunderstorms that 
contains elements that were created from many different stars that shoot 
their elements to Earth 
from millions of miles 
a w a y . T h i s i s w h y 
construction companies 
are constantly digging 
into the earth looking for 
n e w a n d p l e n t i f u l 
minerals.
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It took approximately 200 million years for the surface of the Earth to cool 
down. To this day the Earth is still cooling down. The Earth has a Nickel 
and Iron core because those atoms are heavier, so they are effected more 
by gravity during the building phase of our planet. The Nickel and Iron core 
has magnetic properties that creates a magnetic shield around Earth 
which we call an “Atmosphere.”  

Human beings are also made of carbon, because it is a lighter molecule 
compared to iron and nickel and can interact with other atoms to create 
bigger networks of atomic connections. You can already see a pattern to 
the development of the Earth. Heavier elements in the core and the 
lighter elements are close to the surface, or like us, actually “on” the 
surface. 

You should start to see that the 
patterns of building a star or a planet 
mirror the way we learned about how 
amino acids, glucose and fatty acids 
are clumped together as bigger chains 
of molecules are created forming a ball 
of molecules. The structure of a fully 
developed protein acts much like a 
planet.


An interesting fact is that since the Big Bang, the photons of light that 
made up the ‘soup’ described earlier have been loosing energy since the 
beginning of the Universe. They are currently classified as “microwaves” 
because they still have quite a lot of energy and short wave lengths but in 
another 13.7 billion years they will lose half their energy and will have 
longer wavelengths and will be ‘macro-waves.’ Eventually the 
wavelengths heights will go to zero and the Universe will be over. 
There are a lot of different theories about how the Universe will end before 
that time however with no conclusive evidence obviously [laugh].
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Building Primitive Life


I bet you know how this story will start; 
Degree-By-Degree. Life begins with non-living 
material but until the Earth cooled down, life 
as we know it would not have been possible. 
Some research shows that some early forms 
of bacteria may have existed at this time, 4.5 
billion years ago. Scientists have shown that 
thousands of asteroids have hit the Earth over 
its development each leaving water molecules 
behind. Research shows that single-celled 
organisms created water as a by-product 
during the early years of evolution. 


In the Earth’s oceans 4.2 billion years ago all that existed were star 
elements that floated around in the oceans and lakes. These star elements 
such as iron and carbon collided randomly together forming bonds and 
very simple molecules. We have heard this before haven’t we? The 
Universe has a Big Bang and the hot ‘soup' creates a temporary 
environment for very basic atoms to interact. The Universe creates a 
‘soup’ where atoms can bind together to create stars. Stars compress 
atoms into new elements and then the Earth compresses those elements 
into multi-celled organisms that we can “Life.” It’s the same story 
everywhere in the Universe.


Harvard University has shown that from this phase of interactions in 
Earth’s oceans, a very important molecule was formed called RNA 
(Ribonucleic Acid). This molecule is in every human body and helps create 
the proteins that your energy systems run on. Think of RNA as instructions 
that the DNA (Deoxyribonucleic Acid) ‘reads’ to keep up to date with your 
changing body functions within your environment. 


3.5 Billion years ago the first signs of the human body are already 
emerging in the Earth’s Oceans with RNA. This process continues for 
many many, many, years and other molecules begin to form, such as 
Vitamin B12 and the previously mentioned Acetyl-CoA; the enzyme 
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required to begin the Krebs-Cycle. There are other molecules in your body 
that were once separate, such as your Mitochondria, where most of the 
energy pathways exist. That’s part of the reason Mitochondria has its 
own DNA.  

You should start looking at your body as billions of small pieces all coming 
together to create you. Stars create elements and elements come together 
to create cells and groups of cells in plants or animals create behaviours 
that we see on a day to day basis. Over 3.5 billion years these behaviours 
became more and more complex, eventually leaving us in the 21st century 
with great technology, such as laptops and iPads. Do not forget though, 
all of these complex movements have a very basic attraction and 
repulsion mechanism underlying them.


You should be starting to see how this common theme of attraction and 
joining of available resources to create newer and bigger elements is the 
reason “life” exists in the first place. It gives us a working model of what to 
expect when we discover other planets in the future. Recently, scientists 
have found amino acids on asteroids that have never been in contact 
with Earth! Let that soak in for a moment.


Earth’s earliest forms of life probably were thermophilic; able to dwell in 
hot environments. These very small organisms engaged in chemotropic 
metabolism — bacteria converted inorganic substances, such as sulphur 
and carbon from the stars, into energy to live much like how we use 
carbohydrates, proteins or fats to create energy to operate our organs and 
limbs. As mentioned in the energy systems section, this is where we 
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learned how to create energy that we run on. Plants in the oceans began 
following suit of these little microbes as well. The byproduct of these early 
forms of metabolism was oxygen and nitrogen which evaporated out of 
the oceans and got caught in the gravitational field of the Earth, creating 
our atmosphere. Thanks bacteria and plants! 

Bacteria can be seen everywhere; in the oceans, trees, rocks and even 
inside you. You are mostly made of bacteria and if you did not have 
bacteria inside your body you would die because these bacteria perform a 
lot of necessary functions in the human body such as digesting food. You 
are still sterile in the womb just before birth, but as soon as you are born 
you are bombarded by bacteria that makes a home in different parts of 
your body.


Scientists call your specific make up of bacteria a “Microbiota” and 
everyone’s make up is slightly different. In some diseases the doctors 
actually do a bacteria transplant and take out your bacteria and put new 
bacteria in to try and fix your Microbiota disposition. 


Your body is home to millions of different bacterial species that live on 
your “non-living” molecules. At this point you should be starting to see 
that the lines between life and nonliving are actually quite blurred even 
though human beings claim to know the difference. Your body is made of 
the same substances you find in your everyday household objects like 
mineral and metals with a bunch of bacteria running around on them much 
like how you run around your household. Bacteria were not living before 
they were deemed 
“ l iv ing” by human 
beings after the fact. 
Would bacteria call 
themselves “alive”? It 
s e e m s c l e a r t h a t 
fundamenta l ly the 
distinction between 
“l iv ing” and “non-
living” is a human 
i n v e n t i o n , n o t a 
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Universal one. As you can see, these early forms of life helped to create 
the life you now know. Your body was built over billions of years of 
different elements coming together and staying together through 
chemical bonds. 


The “Big Bang of Life” on Earth was approximately 550 Million years ago 
and was called the “Cambrian Explosion.” This is the point where multi-cell 
organisms really took off and started combining in many different unique 

ways. Before this time most organisms 
were single celled bacteria floating 
around in the oceans with corals and 
plants pumping out Oxygen. As time 
went on, the species would be 
constantly battling for food to survive, 
so many species evolved very quickly 
but also died very quickly. 


So, what exactly is evolution? Remember when we discussed how the 
molecules in your energy systems learn from your behaviours within the 
environment and change the enzymes and molecules made in the body 
over time? In this way all organisms directly respond to their environment 
and evolutionary biologists will say that the environment “selects” 
mutations that will increase the organisms ability to survive. 


Based on your environment, organisms create behaviours to survive and 
environmental factors modify those forces. Therefore, the DNA will turn on 
new genes to keep up with the adaptation process and survive. In this way 
‘you’ do not even exist, you are simply a small step along the path of life 
that started 3.5 billion years ago and if you want to be truthful about it, you 
could say life really began 13.7 billion years ago because all of those 
building blocks came together to form your human body today. You are 
just experiencing the next 80 years of it.  

Procreation is our way of keeping our species alive. This is the bedrock of 
human behaviour. Whether you like it or not, every single action you do or 
have ever done is in someway helping keep yourself or the rest of the  
species alive. You believe, either consciously or subconsciously, that you 
will remain alive by passing on your ‘updated’ DNA to your offspring. 
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It is similar to asking a trampolinist how many skills need to be linked 
before it is considered a “routine.” For this reason I believe that we are not 
more or less alive compared to other objects, species or groups of 
molecules, we simply have different ‘amounts’ of molecular machinery 
inside us that create our thoughts and our actions. Human beings do act 
very robotically and are controlled by their environment more than we 
realize. 


Here is a simple way to look at animal evolution: You as an animal do a 
random behaviour and measure the response the same way a bat uses 
echo-location to know where they are compared to trees and rocks. The 
bat does not actually ‘see’ the trees and rocks, but simply reacts to the 
sound waves bouncing back at them. The way a human’s behaviours are 
‘responded’ to is what drives their next behaviour. If the outcome was 
good, then the person will repeat that behaviour. If the response was ‘bad’ 
then the person, like the bat, will change their behaviour to something else 
at random and try again. It is a trial and error process. 


We will not get into gene mutations but to complete this analogy you need 
to know that genes constantly mutate into different shapes that create 
slightly different proteins that create slightly different actions in the body 
that create slightly different human 
behaviours. Gene mutations are 
actually fundamentally random and 
are actually created by accidental 
mistakes! If you extrapolate this basic 
genetic fact, you can say human 
behaviour on the microscopic level is 
also fundamentally random and its 
simply a matter of trial and error guided 
by a simple pleasure seeking instinct. 


We all love to give ourselves credit for our good behaviours, but how 
much can we really? 
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Building Human Bodies

Now that we have established this building pattern for stars, planets and 
all species on Earth we can discuss how human beings have surpassed 
other species in terms of functionality. The reason we can do gymnastics 
and invent abstract ideas of free will is simply because we have built the 
ability to do so. So how did we do that? 


One dimensional cells began to work together and unlocked larger more 
complex forms of life, which then created functionality in different forms 
such as flying and running on all fours. Some animals, like bats created the 
ability to use echo-location and others, like racoons, developed keen 
night-vision techniques. Some mammals like whales can hold their breath 
for hours at a time underwater because they have developed very large 
respiratory capacity over millions of years of evolution. 


Evolution, the process by which different kinds of living organism are 
believed to have developed from earlier forms over millions of years. As we 
moved around our environment before we even had our human form, we 
started building ourselves into the form we now call “Human Beings.” Your 
eyes were once just thin layers of photosynthetic skin that acted much like 
a solar panel with the Photoelectric Effect using electrons to then create 
energy that touched the skin (like a solar panel). Over time, the skin 
became concave through random mutations and the trial and error 
process and was able to gather more light, interpreting the light from the 
stars in different ways. Over time it began to synchronize your biological 
clock with the cycles of light and began releasing hormones, such as 
Melatonin, that helps regulate sleep.  


Evolution of the human eye over 500 million years 
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Scientists believe that your ears were created from fish gills and developed 
over time to be able to interpret sound waves much the same way fish can 
interpret waves in the water. Your hand structure was built over time from a 
fish fin and that is why the bone structure of your feet and hands match 
that of bird wings and fish fins. 


The human form basically started as a rodent once the dinosaurs died and 
morphed Degree-By-Degree, one protein at a time, over 65 million years. 
We do have machinery in us from before that time, but it was the death of 
the dinosaur that allowed smaller animals like us to finally come out of 
hiding. We are basically hyper-functional rats running around the planet 
[laugh].


Your environment does not just build your body, it also builds your 
behaviours. If a car is speeding towards you, logic would say you would  
try to move out of the way. You may argue that it is ‘your’ choice to move 
out of the way. If that is so, what is that feeling inside you that compels 
you to move out of the way? When light shines in your eyes, you squint to 
reduce the amount of light going into your retina; what compelled you to 
do that? When you try to fight it, it literally hurts your eyes so eventually 
you close them. Did you feel that pain on purpose? 


When you play sports you are agreeing to a 
set of behaviour patterns that all the other 
players agree to. You do not show up to a 
trampoline competition with hockey 
equipment on. You wear leotards instead 
and you present to the judges instead of 
giving them the middle finger (hopefully 
[laugh]). 


The ways in which we are controlled by our 
physical environment are quite easy to 
understand. Even though you may tend not 
to think this way, you would probably still 
agree that we can only do certain actions in 
certain environments. 
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I bet you can start seeing how we will use this concept for building 
Mazes to coach athletes.  

The more difficult concept to grasp is how controlled we are by our  built 
memories, built social environments and built abstracted environments 
that we create in our minds. You might say you decide to do specific 
things solely because you wanted to but the research says that is not true. 
Let’s start with an easy example: 


Social science research shows us that if those around you are littering, you 
will be more likely to litter. When hotels want people to conserve water 
they post signs in the bathroom saying, “The previous guest saved 50 
gallons of water, what can you save?” However, by adding a bit of social 
guilt, not just saying: “Please conserve water,” they noticed a 30% 
decrease in water consumption over a six month period. 


When someone smiles at you, you will tend to smile back. If someone 
holds the door for you, you will say thank-you.  People tend to behave in 
a certain automatic way based on their abstractions, also known as 
the ‘environment’ in your head. 


This has been shown in so many different contexts that many 
psychologists believe your personality is only a product of the environment 
you are in at that moment. In this way 
you do not even have a real personality 
that is your own, but simply have 
patterns of behaviour that you conduct 
subconsciously and automatically 
when reac t i ng to a pa r t i cu la r 
environment. When the environment 
changes, your behaviour changes. 
Then you tell yourself a fancy story 
about why that ‘totally makes sense’ 
and you go on like nothing happened. 
Your life is an imagination and 
overtime you built that imagination 
along with everyone else. 
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Building Early Civilization

The current leading theory as to why human beings have more 
functionality is because we explored the world more than other animals 
and built ourselves more as we did it. 


After our human bodies completed the building process they started 
traveling around the world building an even larger repertoire of behaviours 
that we still use today. 


The original tribes out of Africa left due to a volcanic explosion. Some 
tribes risked leaving in order to try and find another solution, compared to 
staying, which some perceived as a guaranteed death sentence. Many 
died during this migration, but some survived that path out of Africa that 
led to our existence. From there we continued to be migratory mammals 
who continued to look 
for a ‘better life’ and 
branched out across the 
world. Traveling and 
exploring was the only 
way to try and solve 
problems which is why 
it is so deeply engrained 
in us to explore and 
problem solve. 

We began utilizing animals as companions and made a symbiotic 
relationship with them much like how electrons form bonds together to 
save energy. We used animal skins for warmth and they used us for food 
and protection and that allowed us to travel to colder climates. We used 
chickens for eggs and began eating more dairy products, including milk. 
We began to domesticate horses and camels so we could ride them and 
cover further distances. Without animals, our ancestors would not have 
evolved to the extent we have.


Human beings have cooperated with other species to increase their 
chance of survival, not necessarily because we liked each other. This is 
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IMPORTANT: Organisms use each other in a variety of symbiotic ways to 
increase their individual survival rates by trading values, based on the 
specific strengths and weaknesses of each organism, not out of ‘goodwill.’  

For example, the ‘Cleaner Fish,’ a small 
striped wrasse, are permitted to remove 
parasites from the skin, gills, and mouth of 
larger fishes, to their mutual benefit. One fish 
is cleaned and the other is fed with bacteria 
from the teeth of the other fish. Meat Ants 
protect the caterpillar from other ants so it can 
grow into a butterfly and in return the Meat 
Ants are able to eat the sugar that the 
caterpillars excrete. Mycorrhizae, a mutually 
beneficial cooperation between fungi and 
plants, where fungi help the plant absorb more 
nutrients in the soil and in return the plant passes some of those nutrients 
to the fungi. As you can start to see, there is a lot of crossover within 
species just like in the biology within each species and each 
individual of that species.  

All creatures work together in different ways because they know it will 
increase their survival. If you are not an animal that will help them you are 
put into the category of “Prey.” Human beings do this as well. We don’t 
call it prey, we call it many other things; such as “Bullying” or 
“Politics” [laugh].   

We also look for a value trade between our fellow human beings and any 
other creature who we may interact with. The value trading between all 
creatures, including humans, is the very essence of our behaviours.


The rate of evolution depends on the demands on the species and how 
effective the species is at working with other species using value trades. It 
is theorized that early migration exposed Homo Erectus to more stimuli 
which required them to adapt faster than other species to more stimuli and 
problems, building their ‘gears’ faster. 
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As they spanned the world they had to meet the demands of many 
different predators and environmental factors. This idea of adaptation for 
survival comes up in evolution and biology and therefore should be taken 
seriously in coaching. If athletes are trained to only adhere to a certain set 
of arbitrary skills they 
will be limiting their 
g rowth. Therefore, 
th rowing in some 
Freestyle tricks here 
and there can help 
keep your athletes 
adaptab le to new 
situations, which will 
help keep them safer. 


Again, as mentioned in the Introduction, the gambling compulsion in all of 
us is correlated with the exploratory circuit. This exploratory circuit is our 
survival mechanism. The small ways we gamble in life, like choosing to 
smoke or drink excessively and driving recklessly are all examples of how 
human beings need or crave a bit of randomness and excitement.  


If you knew ‘everything’ and never had to explore, life would be quite 
boring and as we will see in the next chapter, it would completely destroy 
the motivation to live in the first place. From birth we are constantly 
exploring; this is how we learn. So coaches, do not think you can get rid of 
that exploratory circuit in the name of safety and control. The athlete will 
just quit due to a lack of motivation. You simply need to create the ‘map’ in 
their brain so they can be equipped to explore safely and with the proper 
tools.  


We will discuss later that the way you ‘sell’ your training will determine if 
the coach can have a healthy exploratory behaviour at training. As a coach 
you need to work with the exploratory circuit of the athletes. I see too 
many fight this circuit as if they believe they can beat biology. The 
inevitably lose and then blame everyone else, including the athlete. 
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The reality is that this exploratory circuit is a survival circuit and that 
humans have this interesting conflict with short term and long term safety. 
Long term safety from a biological level means that we naturally trim off 
the ‘dead weight’ in society. Humans however have short term lives with 
hedonistic underpinnings on their day to day actions which inspires most, 
if not all people to directly and indirectly try to control each other to 
guarantee their own value from the other person in the ‘here and now.' 
This puts a huge kink in the idea of “Absolute Safety” as we will see 
later on. 


At this point, coaches please allow for exploratory behaviour in the gym 
club. It releases dopamine which is roughly your motivation hormone and 
as long as the athletes keep getting small consistent releases of dopamine 
during training they will keep coming back. Biology says that majority of 
people simply want to have fun exploring in safe environments so let them 
do that. Coaching acrobatics is incredibly easy, it’s getting the athlete 
to come into the gym that is the hard part and that is where coaches 
who are struggling with enrolment need to find creative ways to get 
athletes trying new things. Medals are always second to dopamine to a 
developing brain. Get the athlete in the door first, then you can slowly 
shape their behaviour into a medal winning athlete over the years with that 
dopaminergic underling platform.


Building Value

Early human beings began forming villages with the group or community 
working together for survival. Hunting, gathering and procreating, to 
ensure the survival of the species. By forming communities and families, it 
allowed humans to not only share the resources but share the workload. If 
you have two people then you only have to do 50% of the work. If you 
have three people then you do 33% and so on. We call this a “Value 
Trade.”   

We saw this same ‘labour saving’ mechanism in the previous section of 
symbiotic relationships between organisms or animals as well as atoms 
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with the “Homo-Lumo” gap. This cooperation between human beings and 
with other organisms is maintained to help the organisms survive by 
keeping labour output as low 
as possible. Even though we 
form ‘loving’ bonds this is 
just a label that modern 
civilizations created for what 
is actually ‘need.’ We need 
families and our friends more 
for survival than we are 
wi l l ing to admit . When 
someone says they ‘love’ 
someone, try replacing that 
word with “need” instead.


It is a more accurate definition even though we do not want to hear it 
because it implies we are just using each other to survive and we do not 
interact because we like each other for unique qualities. Friendship and 
love are synonyms for value trading emotional stability and support. You 
have never interacted with another human without the back of your 
brain asking, “What is in it for me?”   

We mislead ourselves and each other with phrases like “Unconditional 
Love.” Everything is conditional; it’s just about creating value to those 
around you so they will do something in return of value for you. Parents 
and coaches should teach children and athletes that their success in this 
world is a direct measure of how much value they can create for those 
around them and for the greater society. The more people you can 
create value for, the more successful you are. It is really just that 
simple. 

I depend on mathematicians make sure the physics behind the technology 
that I buy works. I use that technology to create a social media business. 
The mathematicians do not understand coaching so they send their 
children to my class to learn. We have created society as a way to help 
individuals focus on their strengths so we can all prosper, then we ‘sell’ 
our specialized knowledge to the community as a value exchange or trade. 
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Human beings also use other creatures for 
comfort and animals use human beings for 
resources, which is how cats, dogs and horses 
became domesticated in the first place. Dogs 
have always been used to protect humans, 
provide companionship or help with labour 
such as pulling carts, carrying items or helping 
with hunting for food. Researchers discuss that 
dogs use to follow human traveling villages 
scouting for left over food and this led to their 
companionship in modern times. 


We are constantly trading values back and forth and civilization and 
communities are founded on this concept the same way quantum 
mechanics is. 


If you are not where you want to be in the hierarchy of society it’s 
primarily because you are not creating value as effectively as you 
could be, or as much as you think you are. Some industry members 
have openly said to me they are “underpaid coaches” and that is why they 
do not take the time to go and help the trampoline parks. They tell me that 
they would like to help parks with safety but the parks are paying them 
basically minimum wage and that simple gap from their personal beliefs of 
their value and the park’s belief deters them from getting more involved. 


Biology and psychology tell us that by forcing something onto an organism 
they do not want you could never expect the result you are looking for. 
Many falsely presume safety is a “Number One Priority” and it is not which 
we have already explored a bit and will finalize in the Safety chapter at the 
end of the story. Many people find it hard to not push their own 
personal beliefs onto others but that is not how you make real 
progress.


If you are underpaid, it’s because you are not willing to increase your value 
or believe you do not even need to for whatever reason. As I said to these 
individuals, you should start by helping others for free and then keep 
building and that value will come back to you afterwards. When we started 
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our business we spent a lot of money traveling the world and we sacrificed 
everything to get out there and now the investment is obviously paying off.  

I hear people complain how the CEO of their company makes a lot of 
money and the ‘average Joe’ thinks they should simply share the wealth 
because if they don’t they are somehow ‘immoral.’ Let’s look at Doug 
McMillon, the CEO of Wall Mart, who reportedly made $22.8 million in 
2018. The American population is roughly 327.2 million which means that 
if he took every penny and dispersed it evenly throughout America 
everyone would receive a staggering $0.07 added to their yearly wage. 


That is the money you leave under your seat of your car because you don’t 
care enough about it. To dig even a little further, Wall Mart employs roughly 
1.5 million people a year in America at a wage of roughly $10/hour. This 
means that Wall Mart is dispersing about 15 million dollars per hour to 
Americans. Given that an average employee works roughly 30-40 hours a 
week that would roughly equate to $450 million - $600 million for American 
families every week. 


So to sum it up, CEO’s of major companies are creating value in society 
and that is why we pay them. They are in charge of maintaining the 
majority if not all the jobs in America and make commerce affordable for 
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the ‘average Joe.’ Without corporations such as Wall Mart you would have 
to travel to China or Indonesia for basic shirts. That is airfare, hotels, food, 
rental car etc. just to buy a few shirts. Wall Mart saves us tons of money 
every time we walk in the store.


It is true that creating value is not as easy as it sounds and this is where 
the debate arises, but remember it is not easy for anyone. We all have our 
struggles and issues to deal with personally and within society no matter if 
we run a multi billion dollar corporation or a Mom and Pop store. To 
assume that your problems somehow outweigh those of others, simply 
because you do not know enough about them, is a great way to limit your 
growth. “No Excuses, Just Go” . . . and build better!


Do not look at the modern economic world as a place where greedy people 
take all the money. Look at it like a board game where players increase their 
own status by simply helping others build their value as well. Atoms do it, 
animals do it and so do we. 

The common thread of this entire section is the Degree-By-Degree 
process being built into our very existence, that molecules cooperate in 
the same way that you cooperate with your associates or family or 
community to create value in society, which ensures you remain a part of 
it.


Sub-atomic particles trade values (“Homo-Lumo” gap), as did the early 
chemically laden lakes and oceans millions of years ago that created the 
Cambrian Explosion. We should be working together with others instead of 
trying to do it alone because it is in our best interest to do so. Co-
operation and Degree-By-Degree are as synonymous as one atom 
attaching to another, that eventually creates a chain that we call a 
molecule. 


Like the string of molecules, we work with our athletes one ‘molecule’ at a 
time, adding more and more molecules until we can put them all together 
to create an amazing combination. We put many combinations together to 
create a routine. Biochemistry works in this way, athletics works in this 
way and as we can see, evolution also works in this way. This is why the 
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FTA coaching program uses this biological foundation of the ‘building’ 
method; Degree-By-Degree through biology and rotational pathways. 

It should be noted that the story we are discussing here is a general 
overview of the common theme of organisms cooperating and building 
upon each other. The exact mechanisms for life being created on Earth is 
highly debated with no conclusive evidence. I do not claim to know the 
answers, I am simply following the trail of research from many great 
scientists and trying to show you how I have applied much of it to my 
coaching and career. 


The general idea of Degree-By-Degree 
and attraction/cooperation run through 
all aspects of the Universe. However, 
these interactions and crossovers make 
‘knowing’ every aspect of it impossible. 
The crossover of molecules and atoms 
in the body is synonymous with the 
crossover of organism interaction, like 
we saw with the ants and caterpillars or 
the fungi and plants, as well as the 
crossover of rotational axes in the RPF 
equation. Organisms all work together 
to keep themselves alive. Human 
beings evolved due to their survival 
instinct and the mechanism for 
survival on Earth is a value trade 
which drives progress in civilization. 


An interesting study was done by 
Michael Baym & Associates from 
Harvard University (right). They showed 
evolution happening over 11 days with 
bacteria overcoming antibacterial 
agents in a large tub. The grey cloud is 
the bacteria and each of the sections of 
the tub the bacteria was in had 
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increasing amounts of antibiotics and you can see that different bacterias 
had random mutations that are shown to sprout out before any other 
bacteria. 


This is precisely how it works in society today with new inventions and 
ideas being created by a small number of people. For example, Steve 
Jobs invents a great technology that opens the door for everyone else and 
then they utilize that open door and then file on in to the next step of 
evolution waiting for the next person to open a door.


This study shows how evolution and business work in the real world. It is 
quite amazing once you realize how true this single study is. The business 
world is really a way to provide a value to those who work hard to keep 
opening doors for the rest of the population. There is a lot of politics but 
under that there are generally a lot of hard working people who simply 
want to be the ones who open the doors. Evolution is about opening 
doors to the future by creating value for other people. Go open some 
doors! 

Building Mazes

Since I know what the building process is, I can then take this abstract 
building concept and apply it to my athletes. If evolution has built them 
over time then I can build them as well and help them learn to build 
themselves. I use the concept of ‘Mazes’ because it guides me so I know 
what ‘levers’ to pull to make human beings do certain behaviours. 


As a coach, I have to know how to build human beings and acrobatic 
skills. The concept of the ‘Maze’ is really about the idea that we do not 
really have control over our behaviours and are simply walking in the 
corridors of our minds with our imagination but really have no way to know 
what direction we are going.  


This allows me to use Mazes in coaching and in business to effectively 
build behaviours in others that they thought were previously impossible.  
All I have to do is build the walls in their mind and give them ‘cheese’ to 
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bribe them along the pathway within their mind. This creates value for 
them first and foremost and then hopefully they return that value back to 
me like the electrons sharing a bond. Energy will flow both ways.


How do I know where to construct the walls? I ask them what they want 
and they tell me. Then I look through the literature in regard to what drives 
human behaviour and I make a system of incentives that act as a pathway 
to success for that person. 


Human beings will always want to feel good. All I need to do is provide the 
support to make them feel good. It is that easy. Once I make them feel 
good they will come back looking for more of that feeling. True coaching is 
really about making people feel good and even if they are doing the 
‘wrong’ thing, you do not make them feel bad, you simply make the right 
thing feel good. 


We will get into specific Mazes later on but at this point I want to plant the 
seed that the idea of Mazes simply refers to the idea that athletes can be 
lead down a pathway of success and if I want them to stay on that 
pathway, I simply make mental corridors for them to keep them on track. I 
then simply make the walls by directing their 
behaviours with incentives that hit the core circuits of 
the brain. What are the core circuits of the brain? 
Good feelings. 


If you can make someone feel good, they will come 
back to you everyone for more good feelings. It is 
really that simple. Once you figure out what that 
person wants, all you have to do is find a way to give 
it to them. In the next section we will discuss more 
detail of the psychology of people and why that 
seemingly simple statement has really far reaching 
implications for coaches and athletes.


If you want coaching summed up in a sentence, here it is: "A good coach 
will make the ‘right’ behaviour feel good.”
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CHAPTER 6 

Psychology of Creatures 

We have described in the previous chapters how rotational patterns are 
built Degree-By-Degree, in the same way human forms and behaviours 
have been built Degree-By-Degree over the past 3.5 billion years all the 
way to modern our modern civilization. We have discussed how the 
biology really controls our behaviours and then we rationalize it to our 
fellow man after we have already behaved in some manner. 


Now we need to look a bit closer at the day-to-day aspects of human 
interactions to see how these previous building blocks affect our daily 
behaviours. We will now discuss how belief systems are created from the 
individual level all the way to the political level we see all over the world 
similar to how we built up humans from the atomic level to the societal 
level. 


First, I will discuss how we operate 
in a mechanical fashion looking for 
that previously mentioned ‘good 
feeling.’ Then I will describe the 
building of a human being to show 
how this manifests itself in the ‘real’ 
world. Now we will show what the 
literature says about how your mind 
builds your ‘reality.’


First, let’s look at what it means to be a robot. A robot is a machine 
capable of carrying out a complex series of actions based on probabilities. 
Creatures receive inputs from the external environment and then calculate 
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the best action to perform in order to survive, or increase their quality of 
life based on those inputs. If the creature does something that increases 
this probability it is feel ‘good.’ If it behaves in a way that reduces this 
probability, it will feel bad. It is that simple.


Here is a fun thought experiment for you: Let’s start with the one 
dimensional organisms of early Earth; bacteria. Bacteria simply eat and 
excrete. They take in food and make very basic movements. We could 
consider a bacteria as a one dimensional creature for the purposes of this 
analogy. This is simply because they have the most limited evolutionary 
functionality. 


When you bring many one-dimensional organisms together you can 
create concepts of two, three and four dimensions. 

A Tiger hunts by primarily scanning the landscape with their evolved eyes 
based on the cumulation of these one dimensional gears.  Eyes are simply 
a layer of ‘skin’ like “Flatland.” Flatland is a hypothetical concept based on 
different dimensions that indicates how a creature living on a two 
dimensional flatland can’t perceive three dimensions. So how does a Tiger 
see prey that is 100 meters away in the third dimension? If the eyes are a 
‘flatland,’ how does that Tiger create three dimensions of height, width and 
distance? 


The answer is actually quite simple. The Tiger observes how the prey 
moves in the two dimensional plane of the eye and cross-references that 
movement with abstractions of ‘time’ to create a calculation of precisely 
when (in time) the prey is located and if it is moving closer or father away. 
This is partly why Einstein hypothesized that space and time were actually 
the same thing. It is basically using trigonometry with the third component 
being ‘time.’ Without abstractions of ‘time,’ you couldn’t actually see in 
three dimensions.


Here is an example for you: In the movie “Sully,” which was based on the 
plane crash of US Airways Flight 1549, the Captain had to make a quick 
decision to either go back to the airport or land in the Hudson River. It was 
reported that he knew the plane would not make it back to the airport 
because he saw the horizon moving ‘upwards’ in his two dimensional 
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visual field. When cross referenced with his memory of his trajectory in the 
plane with this upward translation through his visual field, it told him that in 
the fourth dimension of ‘time,’ he would not have made it safely back to 
the airport. He made a decision in the fourth dimension that we all 
perceive as humans, based on two dimensional vision.


So, if a Tiger can see in three dimensions by using abstractions of ‘time,’ 
what makes human beings any different? Humans like to think they are 
superior to other animals with ideas such as 4D and 6D virtual reality 
amusement rides but in reality we are doing the same thing the Tiger is 
doing. We are living in flatland and extrapolating into these higher 
dimensions with the use of ‘time’ which is invented in the brain. 


When you add in more neural connections you can start ‘unlocking’ new 
functionality that really simply just a problem solving mechanism. Humans 
have simply unlocked more mechanisms of functionality than other 
species with a larger brain that have evolved and explored for a longer 
period of time, cumulating more one dimensional gears. Let’s look at how 
computers create new ‘dimensions' of reality, based on one-dimensional 
gears, the way human beings have.


In the year 1645, the famous French inventor 
and mathematician, Blaise Pascal, revealed the 
world’s first calculator (photo right). It was 
nothing more than one dimensional gears with 
numbers printed on them that rotated as you 
rotated the crank. When you turned the crank 
the preset numbers of the one dimensional gears would rotate to calculate 
basic addition and subtraction. The genius of this invention was the 
combination and positioning of the gears in unique combinations, not 
the gears themselves. Combine more gears together in different patterns 
and it creates our world (as we perceive it).


Next, in 1936, Alan Mathison Turing (1912–54), the English mathematician, 
developed the concept of a theoretical computing machine called the 
"Turing Machine” which was a key step in the development of the first 
computer. He also carried out important code-breaking work in WWII and 
investigated artificial intelligence. This computing machine was the first of 
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its kind to actually calculate probabilities 
meaning that it could come up with answers 
that were based on the inputs but did not have 
‘known’ answers as in Pascal’s calculator. 
Pascal could have done the calculations with 
pen and paper so his technology was simply 
quick way to the answer he already knew. The 
Turing machine gave new answers that no one 
knew… Take that in for a moment. 

Again, it was based on linear rotating gears, similar to Pascal’s calculator, 
but simply turned the gears into a tape with symbols on it that would allow 
him to fit more ‘gears’ in the machine. The movie “Imitation Game” with 
Benedict Cumberbatch describes how they used this prediction machine 
to crack codes from German forces in WWII and helped stop the German 
forces (great movie, I highly recommend it). This machine did what the 
tiger learned to do through evolution. It took one dimensional gears and 
connected them in such a way that it created predictions of the future. 
This was a significant step forward for technology that helped the allies 
win the war. Understanding the gears inside you can literally save lives. 

Now, let’s fast forward to the invention of modern day computers and 
laptops. In 1973 the first portable computer was created by the French 
company R2E Micral CCMC (right). Since then, 
it has been a race to increase functionality, 
much in the same way we have observed how 
evolution works. All that has really changed is 
how computers use electrical currents to rotate 
smaller and smaller gears, faster and faster in 
more and more complex combinations. 


The laptops you use today are made of one dimensional gears that rotate 
so fast and in so many complex combinations that gives rise to video 
platforms such as Netflix. Scientists are developing gears are so small that 
they are actually atoms that ‘spin,’ which is the base of quantum 
computing. Your eyes produce vision like Netflix produces videos for their 
customers and it is based on one dimensional gears in a laptop. Would 
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you consider Netflix a “living” entity? Most likely not, but then what’s the 
real difference between a computer with many small one dimensional 
gears combining in different ways and your human form with many 
neurons combining in different ways to create the functionality you 
depend on every day?


Here is a real example that we all have witnessed. 
Have you ever seen those crosswalk lights that 
have the little moving man that ‘appears’ to be 
walking? There is no ‘real’ man walking but your 
brain abstracts that from the series of on and off 
lights that flick back and forth. You observe 
through your eyes that the figure is actually 
‘walking.’ The fact that you even abstract these 
lights in this way is unique and a type of trick of the brain. It is nothing 
more than one-dimensional lights being turned on and off in a repeating 
linear pattern. The eyes and brain piece it together into a moving 
image with notions of ‘time.'  

Your body functions the same way these one dimensional gears operate, 
through our neurons that combine and crossover in so many different 
unique ways creating functionally just like how a laptop creates programs 
like Netflix. In the next few chapters we will show the direction that these 
one-dimensional gears turn in and how they become stacked upon one 
another to create the functionality we have all come to depend on in our 
lives.
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The Brain and It’s Complexity

We are about to take a journey 
into the complexity of the 
human brain in order to 
understand how many gears 
and options there are even 
with a linear base. Let’s start 
wi th the number of one 
dimensional gears and the 
number of crossovers. 


There are roughly 86 billion 
neurons in the typical adult 
brain with 20-30 thousand 
connections per neuron. Thats 
1,720,000,000,000,000+ gears 
in your head all connecting in unique ways.  Each neuron is like a gear and 
operates much the same way, like a one-dimensional organism, such as 
bacteria. Neurons grow and move in the brain like moving creatures or 
plants growing roots. A fun fact is that scientists have done studies where 
plants roots solve Mazes by growing their roots around obstacles. Each 
time they replant the roots, the roots grow a little farther around the 
obstacle. Neurons are like plant roots.


They are single celled organisms that grow in your brain as you 
behave in different ways. Makes your brain ‘crawl’ just thinking about 
it doesn’t it? [laugh] 

Neurons make circuits in the brain that can be anywhere from one single 
neuron to thousands of neurons. Think of it like a clump of string. In order 
to determine what external stimulus caused which behaviour, you have to 
find where the signal originated from and trace its pathway within the 
brain. The amount of combinations are astronomical as shown above! You 
also have to look at the Glycolysis, Kreb Cycle and Electron Transport 
Chain energy pathways within each neuron. We have already seen those 
crossover effects and how complex that can be, never mind the quantum 
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interactions between atoms and molecules which are constantly jiggling 
around trading electrical value. 


If that was not enough, you should study how certain Glial Cells act like 
the immune system of the brain and literally move and digest built-up 
waste products of the brain. Dementia and other neurological disorders 
are a consequence of a build up of Beta-Amyloid plaque, which is 
secreted by the neurons the way C02 is secreted from the energy 
production pathways. Plaques break neural connections and damage the 
brain, which creates memory loss. 


Other types of Glial Cells actually 
help to synchronize different 
parts of the brain, at the same 
time, by producing brain waves, 
similar to quantum fields as 
discussed earlier. Beta waves are 
sent through the brain, activating 
different unconnected regions of 
the brain, helping to coordinate it 
as a single unit looking for 
potential threats. The brain is 
playing the orchestra, not the 
individual athlete most of the time, coordinating different parts of your 
brain at one time which creates your behaviours. Different waves are sent 
through the brain depending on the level of excitation of the external 
stimulus. 


And of course it does not stop there. Some neurons are excitatory and 
others are inhibitory meaning that electricity only goes in ‘one’ direction 
along neurons. This is why you can’t tell yourself to get over your fear. 
There are more neurons sending signals ‘towards’ your fear center, the 
Amygdala, compared to your Neocortex, where you imagine a ‘better’ 
world. You are wired up to stay away from danger!


This is the neurological underpinning of why, in the safety of their belief 
systems, people are very opinionated about things they do not like. 
However, when you get them into that physical situation they get scared or 
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jump ship all together in very creative ways. It is why “keyboard warriors" 
will act tough online but in reality they are just as scared as anyone else 
about the world around them. Everyone has a way to release their fear so 
do not judge them, simply understand the gears that are in their brain in 
order to understand their behaviours. They are not personally attacking 
you, they are just telling you they are scared about something they feel 
they can’t control. It’s quite sad actually. If you see someone acting 
aggressive in any context it means they are scared about something. Fear 
controls behaviour. If you want to help them you just need to know 
what scares them and instead makes them feel good.


This whole section of the story will map out some of the ways we trick 
ourselves. I see half of the population attacking others because they do 
not know the gears within their brain and I see the other half allowing the 
attack because they do not know the gears within their own brain. I hope 
this chapter will show how these gears operate so that you are better 
equipped to understand yourself and others around you. 


Simplifying Our Reality

The ‘real’ world is so complex with 
different electromagnetic waves and 
quantum fields that that we need to 
simplify it to even have a notion of 
existence. Let’s start off with 
another fun analogy that I call the 
“Sandstorm Thought Experiment.”


I thought of this when I was in 
middle school and it has stuck with 
me ever since even though I did not 
have the proper research and 
education to truly understand what I 
was contemplating. 
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Sandstorm Thought Experiment:  

What if you could see every atom and molecule? What if you could see 
every sub-atomic particle? What if you could see every individual cell in 
your body and in the objects around you? You would be lost.


Your body is tuned to a certain frequency. Your eyes only see wave lengths 
of light in the 400-700 nanometer range. You only smell a trillion odours 
with your nose compared to all the options of different molecules and 
atoms. You have a very limited range of body temperature between 97.7- 
99.5 oF. Your hearing is limited to wave lengths of 20Hz-20,000Hz where a 
dog can sense frequencies up to 45,000Hz. Your sense of touch is very 
limited and experiments show that if two pin points are close enough 
together you won’t even feel the second one. You can’t even remember all 
of your own memories and only keep the memories that serve a purpose 
‘close to your heart’ so to speak. 


The amount of information you ‘leave out’ of the Universe and even your 
own life within it is astronomically high and potentially infinite. The finite life 
that we experience is simply a narrowing of the senses that allow us to 
‘clump’ matter together into what we call “objects.” Like quantum physics 
says, unless you have a use for it, the brain does not even waste its time 
perceiving it. 


~


This simplifying mechanism is similar to 
how the tiger uses the trick of ‘time’ to 
see their prey compared to getting lost 
in the abyss of quantum fields. This 
example is what I call a ‘trick’ of the 
brain and without them we could not 
survive because the complexity is so 
vast that we could never digest enough 
calories to feed to brain’s energy 
systems to compute our behaviours or 
even distinguish molecules apart into 
objects. So we create short cuts to 
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help us do this. These short cuts are called “seeing,” “touching,” “tasting,” 
“hearing” and “smelling.”


Here is a fun example to try, relating to vision:  

Look into a mirror staring at our right 
eye only, with both eyes. Then look 
at your left eye. Go back and forth 
and ask yourself a simple question: 
Did you see your eyes move to look 
at the other eye? 

When you watch someone else 
move their eyes you can see them 
move very vividly. Why can’t you see 
yourself move your eyes? It is 
because your eyes can only focus on what you are seeing in that moment 
within that small focal point but can’t focus as you actually move them to 
that focal point. So, when you move your eyes you can’t actually ‘see’ 
anything; it is a blur. You see the world around you at about 30 frames per 
second and if you go faster then that you get a blurry image like you do in 
a camera. Your brain covers up that blur by rewriting your memory of the 
eye movement immediately. It ‘covers up’ that memory with the new focal 
point, so you never even notice the blur within that micro-second of 
movement. 


Ever wonder why the new 4K or 8K HD TV seems ‘off’ even though it is 
apparently the latest improvement in technology? It is because your eyes 
are tuned to a lower resolution world. You can’t put your ‘eye on it’ (pun 
intended) but something feels off. It is the same reason that TV networks 
and directors will shoot in 4K, 8K or 16K resolution but artificially put in 
that motion blur afterwards. It is what you are use to. 
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A Few More Tricks

Colour is the property possessed by an object that produces different 
sensations on the eye as a result of the way it reflects or emits light. Your 
brain takes these different wave lengths of photons (light) and ‘creates’ 
colours in your brain based on their lengths. These colours help you 
categorize the world around you the same way ‘clumping’ molecules 
together into objects helps you. Yes, light is made of ‘clumps’ of atoms. 
You clump matter molecules and the light ‘molecules’ (really packets of 
energy) that reflects off them. For example, ‘ripe’ red apples compared to 
green ‘unripe’ apples. 


The theory is that our ancient ancestors developed colour vision from our 
fear of snakes, as a way to detect them. We also learned to see the colour 
red in order to know what fruits were ripe to eat. That is why attractive 
women are historically portrayed in red dresses and red lipstick. Red 
blush and many forms of red make up is used to try and artificially create 
the sensation for male partners that the women is “flushed,” ie, attracted 
to them. Being flushed means that blood is pumping to the brain which 
means the body is engaged in the male partner, but not always for a good 
reason.


Light is nothing more than our human perception of the distance electrons 
are away from the nucleus of an atom. If the electron is close to the 
nucleus such as (N=1), then the wave length is shorter meaning if those 
electrons stream into your eyes, 
your brain will decode that 
specific electrical charge of the 
N=1 orbital energy and you will 
think you saw the colour “blue.” 
In this example, if the electron 
was in the N=3 state, you would 
see “red.” In reality it is more 
complicated but this is the 
general idea behind colour 
vision.  
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Another trick relating to vision is the fact that images enter the eye upside 
down and are flipped by the brain. You do not realize it, the same way you 
do not realize that when you move your eyes you are blinding yourself 
from the blur effect. The eyes can only focus on a small part of the external 
world at a time. The Fovea, the focal part of your vision, is very small; the 
size of your thumb nail held at a full arms length. You can only see what 
you are consciously focusing on within that small area at the moment in 
time. The rest is a memory in our brain based on past experiences of what 
your arm and your surroundings previously looked like. 


You may think that you are in a new room that you have never been in, 
looking at your thumb as you read this, but think about this: What is in that 
room that you haven’t seen before in another room? A TV? A couch? A 
wall?… Your brain creates a schematic and you live in this schema or 
outline of past objects and events, more than what you are actually seeing 
in ‘reality.’ Notions of ‘reality’ are what you add to your schema, NOT 
what is already in your brain. 

If you don’t believe me check out this video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IGQmdoK_ZfY 

The brain also protects its host (humans) from perceiving “reality.”  I know 
that sounds crazy but I assure you it’s for your own best interest that you 
even ‘think’ that is a crazy notion. Thinking something is ‘crazy’ is a 
defence mechanism. Without these “Defence Mechanisms” (tricks) 
psychologists hypothesize that human beings would be a lot more 
pessimistic about their lives, increasing suicide rates to the point it would 
endanger the species. 


More often than you think, the brain will falsify information to make us feel 
we are correct, even if we behave in such a way that is detrimental to other 
people. This is why in the last chapters we emphasize repeatedly that you 
have to follow the biology and behaviours, because it is more real than 
your opinions. 


“Denial” is one such example and is one of the most popular defence 
mechanisms which is literally ‘created’ in the brain, in the same way that 
eye movement is ignored in the brain. People tend to be very goal oriented 
and use denial to assist in their goal attainment no matter how that goal 
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affects other people. As mentioned, they will tell themselves a story 
afterwards that makes them ‘feel’ they did the ‘right’ thing but biology has 
no opinions. Your mind makes those opinions, not your biology.


This is again because they are more worried about their own survival and 
sadly at the end of the day a human only looks at another human and 
asks, “how are you going to help me survive”? If they can help others as 
well as surviving, that’s just icing on the cake for a creature. When we get 
into ‘Game Theory’ I will give you examples of how this is true in every 
single behaviour you have ever done despite the moralistic stories you tell 
yourself. 


Behaving out of fear is safer but make sure you understand the ‘seat 
belt’ you are wearing as you go down the road of life. 

Denial occurs when we ignore the 
facts presented by others because it 
doesn’t fit with our schema of the 
Universe. A schema is nothing more 
than a plan or theory of how you have 
built up the Universe in your mind, the 
same way you build up rotational 
patterns along different axes in 
acrobatics. The same way I have built 
up my abstraction of the  Universe 
and have written it out here for you. 


“Projection” is another seat belt of the human brain. Projection is when 
you literally ‘project’ or thrust your personality onto other people or 
situations, even though you are really just describing yourself or your own 
fears and beliefs. It is almost impossible to know when you are doing this, 
which is why people do it more than they realize. Remember how I said 
the difference between memories and reality is difficult for people to 
distinguish? That is what projection is at some level. A lot of the time you 
can’t tell what is a memory and what is actually happening in the present. 
Are you projecting memories or actually seeing what is happening in 
the moment?  
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There are so many different ways that you build your reality, the way you 
build pathways or rotation. Remember, your always rotating no matter 
what movement you do. You have to invent a world to rotate in if you want 
to ‘do mental acrobatics.’ Like denial and projection, notions of ‘time’ is 
one of those acrobatic ‘skills.’


Even notions of time are, for the most part, created in your brain and the 
actual Universe does not operate based on the past, present and future. 
There is no past, present and future, only your internal interpretation 
of it within your schema. Einstein’s equations all depict that spacetime is 
the same thing as the gravitational field. It is the same gravitational field 
that gives you inherent velocity that we label as “Gravity” which I 
mentioned at the start of the biomechanics section that gives you notions 
of time. Time is really ‘speed’ in the brain.  

Without going into crazy detail let’s just say that the research is conclusive 
that if you were able to perceive time on the nano-scale you would not 
have notions of past, present and future. On the quantum scale, time is not 
what we perceive it to be. Try to get your neurons wrapped around that the 
next time you try to ‘plan’ ahead your next training program [laugh].


The brain creates other large scale tricks utilized 
by entire communities that we utilize more than 
we realize which govern our behaviours in 
interesting ways. Sporting events are a type of 
cooperation between individuals or teams but for 
a specific purpose. People do not play sport for 
‘fun,’ they play them for a purpose. A human 
being has never completed a behaviour without a 
purpose and ‘fun’ is probably one of the most 
common emotions used that really means very 
little.


Sports are an evolutionary functional trick that serves a few purposes. One 
is for letting people expel their aggression in a safe manner. Normally, 
tribes would expel their aggression through hunting and tribal warfare. In 
this day and age, unless you are in the army or a boxer you most likely do 
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not get to release your aggression too often, unless you are being passive 
aggressive with such behaviours as sarcasm or guilt to name a few…


Sports allow us to release aggression in a safe environment by exploring 
our aggression, with a supervisor (referee or coach) who makes sure we do 
it within certain boundaries so that we do not hurt ourselves or others. 
Sports also allow us to play the hierarchy game for self worth in a non-life 
threatening manner. We all want to win big and small competitions proving 
our worth to ourselves and society and sports allow us to do that. Think of 
sports as training and validating self-worth. 

Konrad Lorenz (1903–1989), Austrian zoologist, pioneered the science of 
ethology, emphasizing “innate” rather than “learned” behaviour or 
conditioned reflexes. Lorenz extrapolated his studies in ornithology to 
human behaviour patterns and compared the ill effects of the 
domestication of animals to human civilizing processes. He shared a 
Nobel Prize in 1973 with Karl von Frisch and Nikolaas Tinbergen. He wrote 
a book entitled “On Aggression” which I highly recommend. It discusses 
how the human brain reduces aggression among the species through 
'social competence hierarchies.’  


You might frown upon the thought of having to stand up and fight for your 
place in society but the reality is that the competency hierarchy that has 
been created through time is a great way to provide a grading system for 
value creators. Many do not like to be ‘marked’ on their value creation 
abilities but evolution and the Universe do not care, it creates a way to 
categorize people based on their contributions to society. 


For you who have played the game 
“Pokemon” you will know the fear of 
running into grass in an area of 
tough monsters that can kill your 
team. You tend to stay away from 
those areas knowing the danger and 
stick to your level of monsters that 
you can train with. Konrad Lorenz 
believes that this mechanism acts as 
a way to reduce aggression by 
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categorizing species so they know where to go to and where not to go, 
increasing their chance of survival. The other aspect of sports that may 
even be more important depending on your schema is the community 
value of bringing people together under a common goal or belief. We will 
explore belief systems later but sports are a huge believe system, probably 
the biggest on the planet. 


Another amazing aggression reducing ‘trick’ unlocked with the 
development of human beings is the ability to create what some refer to as 
a “Person Suit.” The Person Suit is your ability to follow the directives of 
the society without you being aware of it like an ant follows a colony 
because of smells. Ants will simply smell the ‘trail’ of other ants and know 
where they should go as well. Humans do this with social norms. You 
only do social norms because it reminds everyone that you are a civilized 
person so they do not act hostile towards you. From a deep biological 
level you do not hold a door for someone because you are nice. You do it 
because it makes you feel nice to be nice to others meaning you ‘keep the 
peace.’


Imagine a world where no one pretended and everyone just did and said 
what they wanted. It would be complete terror and Thomas Hobbs depicts 
this reality in his philosophies. Movies such as “The Purge” depict a 
potential reality where this nightmare would actually exist. In this way even 
social norms are a way to reduce aggression and keep the species from 
unnecessarily harming one another. We will discuss the Person Suit in 
more detail in the Value Trade Chapter.


Evolution has created a lot of great unique functions and ‘tricks' for human 
beings and all animals over time. We utilize these tricks as a way to reduce 
the amount of energy we have to use to think and to accomplish day to 
day survival tasks. We should not look at these shortcuts as ‘negative,’ but 
as a unique and interesting way that human beings have created short 
cuts for their survival. 
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The “BIG” Trick

On top of these smaller tricks that are literally ‘mind boggling’ we also 
have the ‘trick’ of reality to discuss. When you move within the external 
world, you build up a schema in your head of what that world is to you like 
how bats use echo-location to sense their environment and create a ‘map’ 
in their head of the previous responses. Over time you simply build onto it 
as you receive new stimuli. Some schemas you consciously choose, but 
most you don’t. You are built up of more things that you don’t ‘know,’ 
compared to things you do ‘know.’  


Interactions that make you feel good get added and those that make you 
feel bad get ignored; for your own safety. If this was not the case you 
would be lost within your mind and fall into an abyss of nihilism. Our 
ignorance of what we ‘do not want to know’ is the reason we feel good 
about things and feel we have a place in this world amongst the quantum 
fields that have no quantifiable substance. Isn’t it funny how scientists 
label the one thing in the world we can quantify the “quantum field”? 


Defence mechanisms are given a bad reputation, much like 
trampoline parks, but in reality they are very important and allow your 
belief system to survive and grow… You really do not want quantum 

reality that is for sure. 

This is extremely important to 
understand. When you see a 
situation that you have witnessed 
many times before such as your 
family eating breakfast, you are 
actually not conscious of that 
moment. I know it sounds crazy 
but let’s examine the notion 
further: 


When you are going about your day you will only focus on certain aspects 
of that day. You don’t take in every single stimulus because you have 
already created this rough outline (called a “schema”) in your head and can 
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ignore the rest of the information in the Universe that relates to you. Like 
the eye example above, you don’t see things that you are not ‘focused’ on 
with your small Fovea. In this way, when you think you ‘saw’ a stimulus 
that you have previously witnessed, you are actually recalling memories in 
a sense and not really conscious of that moment. You are actually acting 
through past interpretations and schemas in an automatic sort of way that 
you may like to call “Autonomy.” 


They have documented prisoners in solitary confinement that reported 
even though they were locked in a completely darkened room for a few 
weeks, they began to actually see colours and objects. They reported that 
it seemed “real.”


Please see the references if you think that is nonsense. Many researchers 
have understood this for over 100 years and it is one of the pillars of 
understanding that has given birth to space exploration and technology 
here on Earth.  

These tricks are all different ways that we try to piece the Universe 
together around us, or within us, depending on your schema. Combining 
all these tricks together into a coherent storyline is what many call 
“Consciousness.” However, consciousness, at the biological level, is really 
more of a detector of new stimuli like a bat’s echo-location. Gravitational 
fields, electromagnetic fields and particles do interact with you so there is 
a notion of ‘time’ external to you, or consciousness would’t even exist but 
it is not what you think it is; that is for sure. Im not sure what it is because 
science has not gotten that far yet. For now let’s look at a biological 
concept of consciousness. 


When you are conscious of 
s o m e t h i n g y o u a r e 
fundamentally just either 
taking in completely new 
stimuli from different fields 
o r p a r t i c l e s , o r r e -
examining old schemas 
( b a s e d o n p r e v i o u s 
interactions with different 
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fields and particles) that you have already witnessed in a slightly new 
context within your memories.


In this way, most people actually ‘live’ in the past and in their memories, 
more than in the present ‘here and now.’ This is how memories are 
manipulated, modified and how denial and projection can set in. Some 
spiritual belief systems and religions try to target this reality by practicing 
ways to stay in the ‘present.’


Carl Jung (1875–1961), the famous Swiss psychologist was a pioneer in 
dream interpretation and many other psychological phenomenons that 
many are not aware of such as Depth 
Psychology. Depth Psychology is 
basically the study of the ‘bad’ side of 
you deep in your personal Mazes that 
everyone loves to ignore. 


He describes consciousness as a 
“ l ighthouse” in h is book “The 
Interpretation Of Dreams” (It is a 
second version based on Freud’s book 
also called the Interpretation of 
Dreams in 1899). What we perceive on 
a day to day human sort of way is 
simply where the ‘light’ is shining from 
the lighthouse and the rest is in the 
dark, or more specifically our ‘schema’ 
(Jung calls it the “Shadows”). We can move the light around to expose 
different areas of the dark with the light but we can only focus on the light 
and do not have the capability to see into the dark parts of our mind very 
effectively, if at all. 


This construct outlines how human beings only shine their light on one 
aspect of their reality and falsely think the entire Universe is all contained 
in this one small area. They ignore the ‘shadows’ within themselves and 
forget to move the light around in their external world to get a full idea of 
what is out there. The dark parts of the conscious are considered 
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“unconscious” and the light from the light house in the consciousness we 
perceive, or at least think that we do.


In this way we can see that there is no real specific part of the brain that is 
or is not conscious, we simply focus on different things at different times. 
We hop back and forth between different stimuli so fast we perceive it as a 
coherent storyline in our mind, called a “schema." We play some of the 
previous tricks on our brains and then take the new ‘good’ information and 
add it to our schema of “our reality” and move on without a second 
thought. Do not be scared to move your ‘light’ around to see more and 
explore what is really ‘in’ there, it may just save your life as we saw with 
the exploratory circuits of early man. 


Based on the biology we have discussed, it seems that the logical 
extrapolation of the research would indicate that what human beings label 
as “consciousness” is simply the in-take of stimuli from our environment 
and then a categorization of that stimuli into previously created storage 
compartments. Human experience is nothing more than the Degree-By-
Degree process of receiving and categorizing external stimuli one light or 
atomic particle at a time. Many only see the average of these steps and 
that is where mistakes are made. 


Every single movement you have ever made is rated by your brain as 
either a zero (bad) or a one (good); or you could say a ’YES’ or ‘NO’ (to 
behave or not to behave, that is the question). Over the course of a day, an 
hour, a minute etc, your brain tallies up these zeros and ones and comes 
up with an average. You categorize these averages and label them as 
“emotions.” If you have 10% ‘YES’ (good behaviour) and 90% ‘NO’ (do not 
behave or fail to behave accurately) over a week, you would say you had a 
‘bad’ week. If you have 50% ‘YES’ and 50% 
‘NO’ over a week then you may say it was an 
‘ok’ week and if you have 90% ‘YES’ and 
10% ‘NO’ it was a ‘great’ week. 


Now, over the course of a day you could 
take the same idea and when asked how you 
‘felt’ about your day you might say you were 
happy or excited or overjoyed. Emotions 
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such as guilt, happiness, sadness, anger and all the others are nothing 
more than the different arbitrary weighted averages of these ‘YES’ and 
‘NO’ binary calculations done every second of every day. 


Your brain actually does this for each moment of every interaction or 
reaction. Each ’YES’ and ‘NO' has a slightly different ‘weight’ attached to 
it, depending on how good or bad this stimulus was, based on your 
previous experiences, but that’s the biological concept of emotions. 


Let’s take a quick example: If you have an itch you have two options, 
scratch or don’t scratch; ‘YES’ or ‘NO'. If you decide to scratch then it 
goes into the “YES” category in the brain and you move on to the next 
behaviour. You get some food and it tastes really good so that’s another 
“YES.” You have a friend drop by with some new music you love, another 
“YES." However, after answering a phone call you receive news of a loved 
one who passed away. You weigh this stimulus much higher than the other 
previous three stimuli and it goes into the “NO" category with much more 
weight. Because you are ‘loss adverse’ you weigh the passing of a loved 
one higher than a cup of water or listening to music with a friend. This is 
simply because it reminds you of your mortality, not because you really 
care about your friend. You ‘think’ you do, but your biology doesn’t. Your 
positive average would be lower because the extra weight of that “NO” 
emotion makes you still feel sad overall and you emit that emotion 
subconsciously to those around you to send a signal of how you want 
them to respond; you want them to console you. 


If you sulk in your room alone, you are still sending these signals to those 
who know you do not normally sulk in your room. You may also bottle up 
emotions because you are scared to show them because you do not think 
people will reciprocate the response you are looking for. You may also be 
comparing your present sad emotions to your past memories in your mind 
and may not even be worried about the ‘real’ people around you. There are 
other options but I think you get the idea. In this way, feeling ‘sad’ 
makes you feel better or you wouldn’t do it. These calculations with 
their appropriate ‘emotional' responses happen every second of the day 
for every behaviour you do and most people really just ‘fly by’ them. 
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These calculations are infinitely divisible as well because you can choose 
which cup to use, what the water temperature should be, which way to go 
to the phone around the counter, what to say in return to the bad news. It 
is divisible much like the degrees of a full turn discussed in the 
biomechanics chapters. You can break it down into as many degrees as 
you want. Due to the infinite amount of possibilities, creatures tend to 
follow the same behaviour patterns as those around them or act in 
accordance with their ‘past self’ because they know what to expect. 
Doing things ‘normally’ is a safety mechanism built into all creatures.  

Sadly many people only look at the averages of these calculations so they 
blind themselves to the real concept that they are calculating their 
behaviours much more than they think. This averaging out ‘trick’ of the 
mind called “emotions” simplifies our lives like the other tricks mentioned 
but with the downfall of a lack of detail. This lack of detail falsely makes 
people forget that they are responsible for their calculations to a very high 
degree. Averages, like any human constructed abstraction have a benefit if 
used within reason but have a downside if overly depended on. Scientists 
will classify emotions in many other ways but I find for the purposes of this 
story this analogy to suffice.  

This averaging out of the calculations of moment by moment behaviour is 
probably one of the biggest tricks of the mind, thus why I have given it 
much more detail than what may be needed. I see too many people 
completely oblivious to their calculations and when they calculate 
incorrectly, then they point fingers. Knowing your biology and calculations 
is the first step to taking control of your life. Otherwise you will be 
controlled by everyone else. I guess the upside is that at least you 
won’t know it so it won’t hurt you… 


This is important to note. What you believe you see is a figment of your 
imagination in so many ways. Humble yourself and realize that everyone 
has their own imagination-land in their head. If you believe you are ‘right,’ 
just stop yourself and put yourself in the other persons shoes and ask; 
“What do they gain with their schema?” People always act in 
accordance with what they believe is good for them, not what you 
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think is good for them. Once you realize how true that is, you can 
begin helping others more effectively. 

In reality, a lot of research describes human behaviour as automatic and 
then the brain ‘justifies’ it after the fact. Moran Cerf, previously mentioned 
in the Biomechanics Chapter, studies the human brain and can change a 
person’s behaviour by associating a bad habit with a bad smell while in the 
deepest part of sleep, where he can plant ideas into people’s brains and 
they act in accordance with these new ideas and defend them as if they 
came up with them on their own. 


He does real life “Inception” (a movie with Leonardo DiCaprio where 
dreams are planted into peoples minds) with people and I find it so unique 
and cool that he can do that. He is able to make his test subjects sleep 
and he gives them bad smells and associates them with negative stimuli 
so that when they wake up they actually change their behaviour. He did 
this with patients who were trying to quite smoking and were having a hard 
time. When they woke up they didn’t even want to smoke and contested 
they never liked to smoke before their nap in his lab…


His studies along with many others conclusively show that people act like 
machines in a binary fashion (yes or no) and then tell themselves 
magnificent stories after the fact to justify their machine-like behaviours. 
Please remember that next time you want to bash someone else’s way of 
life and ask yourself: “What stories do you tell yourself that Moran Cerf 
could manipulate without you even knowing it I wonder?” 

I have actually observed myself do this a few times and I have to say it is 
quite startling but very fun to catch it, from an intellectual perspective. I 
was in Vegas and walked by a poster of a burger and for the life of me I 

could smell food. Then like a wave, I realized 
I had only seen a picture and I rationalized 
that I had made it up and the smell ‘went 
away.’ I felt the rationalization like a wave 
starting from the back of my brain and 
washing over to the front of my brain like 
someone submerging my head in water. 
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In Einstein’s Theories of Relativity, he implies that all motion is relative to 
some degree. Underneath this relativistic concept, lies different ‘Universal 
Truths.’ One truth is the distance between two external objects is always 
the same no matter where the observer is situated. If you wanted to 
compare this to psychology, it would be the equivalent of realizing that 
everyone ‘feels’ they are the same distance to their end goals, the same 
way that objects will always have the same distance between them no 
matter where the primary observer is compared to a secondary observer. 
You really just need to know what that other person feels is ‘good’ if you 
want to begin influencing them.


Everyone also believe’s their goals are worthwhile and that they are doing 
the best they can to get there. We all believe this. Therefore, you are no 
closer or farther from your goals than the person next to you even though 
you think you are ‘right’ and you think they are ‘wrong.’ This has extreme 
consequences for safety training as it basically says that everyone thinks 
they are already safe no matter what the other observers think. Safety is 
relative.
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Dangerous Projections


As humans we all have projections or what we perceive a future situation 
‘could be,’ based on a study of our trends. When do these projections 
become dangerous? Let’s take a look at the current political brawl 
between traditional and Freestyle coaches to give an example of how 
people can get consumed by their projections leaving them blinded and 
ineffective at making progress.


Today’s new generation of Freestyle athletes have their own internal vision 
of what constitutes a worthwhile goal and how to achieve it. Some people, 
however, don’t see the vision, or schema, of these goals so they project 
their own fears and beliefs onto them. They project that the new Freestyle 
athletes are ‘unsafe’ and unskilled and likely to cause the demise of the 
entire sport. However if we want to actually change the Freestyle athlete’s 
behaviour, coaches first need to know who the Freestyle athletes are and 
what their motivations are. We need to know their biology and 
psychology.   

Based on the FTA’s research of this new sector, what they want in life is 
simply to belong to a community and feel like they have value. They tell us 
that they tried to go to Traditional Gymnastics and got turned away for one 
reason or another and decided to take an alternative route and looked to 
the garden trampoline manufacturers or the trampoline parks for a 
solution. 


When they “get a new learn” as they say, and post the video to Instagram, 
the likes and positive comments they receive is that value that the 
traditional side did not give them. Physical safety IS NOT the prime 
motivation, because people inherently don’t want absolute safety in 
any context. If we did, we would never try anything new. You can’t have 
safety safety without having reckless gambling as discussed earlier. You 
can’t have good without having evil. Have you ever seen a one sided coin? 
If you have I would love to see it.
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What these new aged athletes want and what they ‘need’ might be two 
different things however, but before you can offer advice on being safe 
they have to see the value in it. So how do we do that? 

First we have to learn about the Freestyle athlete’s motivations by asking 
questions before making assumptions about who they are before 
projecting what you believe their motivations should be. From my 
experience, the critics of Freestyle acrobatics have not done enough 
research about these motivations (or biology, psychology, history, 
economics etc…) but have been doing a 
great deal of projecting their own fears onto 
them, making negative comments on-line 
instead of helping. Remember, people 
behave based on fear, not on arbitrary 
notions of ‘goodness.’ The signals going to 
the Amygdala are much stronger than the 
ones going to the Neocortex. 


I would like people to see that we need to work with the new generation, 
not against them by publicly criticizing every action they do. If traditional 
coaches took the time to actually talk to these young athletes or their 
parents and understand why this community even exists and how it came 
to be, they might be able to actually effect some change. However many 
don’t. They are in fear of losing ‘their’ sport, as they know it, resisting 
change and by having a closed mind to other people’s views because they 
are too busy projecting their own options onto them. 

To be fair, some traditionalists have simply fallen for the media that 
naturally promote the few reckless extreme athletes and they think that is 
every Freestyle athlete. The facts are that even the Freestyle community 
thinks those few outliers are reckless and are trying to help mentor them 
towards a safer path. Not everyone from the middle east is a terrorist.


Critics simply point to the injuries in the 60’s and 70’s claiming the exact 
same thing will happen. Trampolines were banned from North American 
schools in the 70’s but still exists in other school boards around the world 
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today, meaning the argument is being blown out of proportion, which is 
exactly what happens when you are in a state of fear.


These critics are scared of losing their belief 
s y s t e m t o i n j u r i e s , w h i c h i s a n 
understandable fear of course, so they are 
trying to save themselves by criticizing 
everyone else, more than they are trying to 
save the kids and actually solve the problem. 
Fear drives human behaviour and moral 
rationalizations after the fact such as ‘safety’ 
simply defend it after the fact like Moran 
Cerf has demonstrated.


On top of a complete lack of any action, one 
could also easily argue that the fear that critics claim to have about ‘history 
repeating itself’ is actually unwarranted. In evolution, we have explored 
how a species changes over time to adapt to new stimuli. Trampoline has 
changed as well and the old trampoline parks were just one form of the 
sport of trampoline, and since trampoline is currently in the Olympics, 
trampoline parks did not “destroy” the sport, or it wouldn’t actually exist in 
the Olympics. It has simply changed forms. Yes, the school system was a 
‘client’ in earlier years and not all client contracts workout forever. To say 
trampoline lost another client does not, in any way, mean the sport 
necessarily made a bad decision. 


Things change despite our labels of good and evil; we just need to keep 
up with the changes. It is not rocket science. Life is what you make it. If 
you look at the issues that plagued trampoline back in the 60’s and 70’s 
and say we haven’t learned from those mistakes then you may not be 
looking deeply enough in order to understand what caused that behaviour 
in the first place. In this way the external environment always changes but 
underlying human biological principals do not. It would really be a lack of 
biology and psychology expertise to believe that the motivational circuits 
that inspired trampoline parks to pop up back in the day is somehow not 
still inside of us just because some have fear laid on top of that old circuit. 
That circuit is still there, no matter how much some try to ignore it. 
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It is more accurate to say that the new trampoline parks are just an 
inevitable resurfacing of deep human circuits and that even if 
hypothetically these parks go extinct again, someone in the future will just 
do it again in another 50 years. You can’t beat biology, but you can work 
with it to better understand it so we are all more educated on the 
proper steps forward as a whole species. The sport of trampoline will 
never go extinct because people will always want to ‘fly,’ but it will change 
clients over time and with it, it will change forms, just like our human body 
has. There may be a future in the cards where competitions do not exist 
any more, but it does not mean trampoline as a community is in danger. 
The only thing we can do is pass on our information to the next ‘client’ as 
best as we can; Mitosis. 


Species do not go extinct because of a few small mutations. If those 
mutations prove to not be good for the species, they fade out. I don’t 
worry about these issues 
as I don’t believe a few 
injuries could destroy an 
entire sport, even if it is 
unpleasant to think about 
these injuries happening 
to us or someone we 
know. One thing that does 
destroy a species is the 
same consistent mistake 
being made over and over 
again.


Projecting fears consistently instead of helping the new generation 
could in fact destroy a species before you know it. 
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CHAPTER 7 
Personality Development 

Now that we have discussed how the brain plays tricks on us and given a 
large scale example of how people get trapped in their tricks like a Maze, 
let’s discuss how people build themselves through their own lives. We 
have seen how atoms build up in the Universe and how evolution has a 
building process, but how do people develop Degree-By-Degree? Below 
is a short story board showing how humans develop their own 
‘personality’ and make decisions based on learning from past 
experiences. Many of the exact steps are taken out but the general take-
away points are worth noting. Let’s continue on our story of the Universe, 
now focusing on human development by trying to incorporate the previous 
building blocks. 


As an unborn baby you are going to experience life as a human, not a 
chemical reaction or an atom. You can hear muffled sounds in the womb 
and move around but you cannot see. You are taking in nutrients from your 
mother through her internal networks of arteries and the umbilical cord. 
The exact combination of nutrients is dependent on the mother’s body and 
what she has put in it over her lifetime. This is why special diets are 
popular during pregnancy. It does make a difference depending on the 
diet.  

Once the baby is born its eyes are open but it only has very rudimentary 
vision. The eyes have to adjust to being used, so the baby’s vision has a 
very limited range, only seeing blurry outlines of shapes and colours close 
to it. The baby has all the machinery pre-programmed from the DNA of the 
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mother and father (and the other 3.5 
billion years of Degree-By-Degree 
development) but the systems have 
not been used yet, so they need an 
adjustment period. 


It is interesting to note that babies, 
even before they learn to really see, 
form an attachment to the blurry 
outlines around them (ie. Mom & 
Dad) simply based on reactions to 
their needs. Babies are wired to be more concerned about what they need 
to survive, not who in fact is actually helping them. They learn through 
their five senses who their caregivers are before they can actually see 
them clearly (bat echo-location through stimuli response). 

For the first few months the baby feels they are one with the rest of the 
Universe. This is not a figure of speech! The neural networks are 
underdeveloped so they believe that sucking their thumb and their soother 
is exactly the same thing. The baby truly believes those molecules external 
from their body are in fact a part of their body. Babies do not believe they 
are the centre of the Universe, they believe they are the Universe. 


As we grow up we learn enough to realize that the 
world does not revolve around us. The baby brain 
is literally doing the same thing within the first few 
months or so and has not really learned to 
separate the light and atomic particles from 
different objects or themselves.


Another fun thought experiment I would like to 
describe deals with how you might look at the 
brain: Envision yourself shrunk down standing on 
a neuron in the centre of your brain and looking 
around at the rest of your brain, the way we stand 
on the Earth looking out to the stars. The cosmic 
background radiation would be the skull and the 
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stars would be the neurons. Maybe we have just projected the world 
inside our head to the stars…wouldn’t that be a nifty trick?


Ok, back to reality. A few years into life, your brain has the highest number 
of neurons it will ever have. Each day neurons begin to die off as they are 
not utilized or needed. The narrowing in process of developing the ‘tricks’ 
of the brain has already begun. This is referred to as “Trimming” and over 
the course a person’s life time the brain will ‘focus’ on the areas most 
utilized by the individual and ‘trim’ away parts of the brain that are not 
used. This is how schemas focus on what experiences the creature has 
built up before hand and ignores the irrelevant information. It is also similar 
to how the energy systems develop preferences based on the behaviour 
requirements of the body. Again, we can see repeating patterns 
throughout the Universe.


By the time the individual is 25 years of age their brains are fully ‘wired up’  
for the rest of their lives and are considered to be “fully developed” even 
though really the neurons have just narrowed in on relevant information 
and have ‘unwired’ most of the neurons from birth. After this age the brain 
cells begin to slowly die off. 


This is why we have age restrictions on certain human behaviours, such as 
driving cars or drinking alcohol. Studies show that by the late teen years, 
the brain is wired up ‘enough’ to make ‘adult decisions’ such as being 
responsible for driving on a public 
r o a d o r b e i n g p e r s o n a l l y 
responsible for major crimes. 
These ages were chosen based on 
how ‘wired’ up the brain is at 
certain stages. 


Much in the same way evolution 
creates new functionalities over 
time, human beings unlock 
certain abilities throughout their 
development as the schema is 
developed.  
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The brain can remain highly innervated with different activities long into old 
age but it is harder to form new connections and this is why older 
populations will claim to be ‘set in their ways.’ This is not because they are 
lazy per-say, but because the neurons are slowly dying, meaning it takes 
much more energy to actually learn things and understand other people’s 
points of view. This is why many critics of Freestyle trampoline tend to be 
older coaches who biologically struggle to see the Freestyle athlete's view.  


When you see a senior citizen who seems to not care about the social 
norms, it is because the neurons have broken down in those parts of the 
brain that deal with social norms; Neocortex, the 'You' of the brain. It is 
much like an infant before the neurons develop in the first place. Social 
norms are developed through training and forgotten with old age, because 
they are there to serve the purpose of making social interactions easier.


Throughout the first years of development, the brain is simply looking for 
new stimuli and is trying to analyze them and determine which will help the 
organism survive and which will be dangerous. The baby is starting to 
explore, first visually, then by touch, smell, sound and eventually through 
locomotion (crawling to walking). 


At first some of these movements will be caused by an ‘accidental’ 
stimulus. Remember how we mentioned that gene mutation is 
fundamentally random? With each new random exploration, the brain 
sends a signal determining whether that accidental stimulus was good or 
bad; painful or enjoyable. If the stimulus was good, then the baby will try 
to repeat it, until the “law of diminishing returns” kicks in and it needs a 
new stimulus. If the stimulus is bad in some way, the baby will avoid it 
anyway they can or cry so that someone comes and avoids it for them. 


At this early stage of development the reaction is either to repeat the 
stimulus (good) or stay away from it (bad) and nothing else matters. 

These are the first signs of ‘learning.’ 

This does not mean every initial signal will make your child dislike that 
stimulus since a lot of the signals will be forgotten but it does create an 
overall platform in which to base future decisions on so if you do not 
control the environment of the baby somewhat, such as stairs, small 
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objects and social interactions you could be creating an environment that 
will create a weak platform for future development. Think about the 
environment you put your baby in. It should be safe and friendly but also 
exploratory with different types of toys and colours. 


These are the first things the baby will learn. 
It is the foundation and over the years the 
baby will, when and doubt, stick to what they 
learned in their foundation years to build their 
schema on. It is like an athlete who skips the 
proper conditioning at the early years but still 
thinks they will learn the big tricks later 
without proper prerequisites. Talent may get 
that athlete quite far, but eventually there will 
be a point where that platform is not strong 
enough to allow the athlete to learn more 

skills and this is referred to as a “skill ceiling.” Anyone who has played 
“Jenga” will know the importance of a good strong foundation.


The foundation of a baby, much like an athlete provides a very powerful 
indicator of future events. Parents are just one small influence (they tend to 
think they are more important then they really are - but such is the human 
condition) and all family interactions or social interactions will influence the 
baby in ways that are not understandable in the moment because the 
baby can’t communicate effectively yet. It makes parenting quite 
challenging and you do not realize you made mistakes until the foundation 
has been already set and change is much harder. I believe parenting would 
be much more systematic if parents looked at raising a child similar to 
coaching an athlete. 


I actually proposed this idea in an interview for a ‘Ted Talk’ show in 
Slovenia. It was funny because one of the male interviewers was nodding 
profusely at this idea but the mother showed every defensive behaviour 
imaginable, indicating she was not happy that someone would try to tell 
her how to raise her kids. She blatantly said that if I was not already a 
parent, my coaching opinion was worthless. Parents do not like to be told 
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that they could be more effective in their 
parenting strategies, even if it hurts the child. 


The reason people stand in the way of 
change is because it forces them to admit 

they were wrong previously (another 
manifestation of defence mechanisms that we 

all have witnessed).  

Back to our baby: The “Hippocampus” is a 
part of the brain that is highly recognized with 
the storage of memories. The baby uses this 
part of the brain to try and lead them back to 
the original stimulus. After many tries, they will 
go straight for the object purposefully, without 
an accidental movement. This is how a baby 
learns to pick up an object Degree-By-Degree.


Recent research into computer technology 
indicates that memories are actually ‘recalled’ 
by the neurons anticipating the specific path 
that a signal took before entering the brain. It 
does this ‘remembering’ by recognizing the extra weight of the electrical 
current passing through the network at different points. Electricity, being 
made of particles of energy does have a weight. In this way, even though 
they say that the “Hippocampus” is the memory center of the brain, the 
memories are stored throughout the entire network of the body.  The 
neurons and the Hippocampus are more likely to react to memories or 
categorize them, rather than simply storing them. 


Stuart Hameroff, an anesthesiologist is pioneering research indicating that 
memories are stored within microtubules of a cell. A lot of research is still 
being done on what exactly memory ‘is.’


No matter what the research finds, memories are simply patterns from the 
past being ‘reactivated’ in the present time in a slightly different context or 
environment. A robot called “Nomad” (photo on next page) was developed 
to have memories and act like a primitive human, with only 10,000 network 
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connections. Scientists theorize that if you were to make as many 
connections as a human brain you may be faced with real artificial 
intelligence that can learn and remember what it has learned to the same 
capacity we do as human beings.


Without memory, your life wouldn’t ‘exist' because you couldn’t remember 
it. It is an evolutionary survival instinct built from previous schemas over 
millions of years and is the base of what learning is really about; recalling 
memories from the past.  

The baby can only act in the present with notions of memory. It does not 
necessarily understand why it feels good or bad, or what made it feel this 
way. It just knows that something happened and only after several 
repetitions will it start to know ‘why.’ The notion of ‘why’ that develops as 
we grow up is really just calculated probabilities. 
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When you think you know 'why' something happened, you are simply 
comparing the similar situations from your memories and 'drawing' the 
‘line of best fit’ and finding the common characteristic within the 
environment when that behaviour happened. 


Essentially you take a group of similar behaviours that have a similar 
outcome and reverse engineer it in the mind the way we reverse engineer 
acrobatic tricks and then determine the common characteristic that we 
like. In this way we do not even know what we like at first until we can be 
exposed to it  several times. 


For example a baby will repeat the behaviour of dropping a fork on the 
ground on purpose not knowing ‘why’ it falls. After many occurrences, the 
brain will analyze the different factors surrounding that outcome and 
realize the common thread is that when they open their hand, the fork 
drops. The baby has now learned 'why' the fork drops; because they 
opened their hand. The baby does not know about Gravity yet so they will 
simply associate opening and closing their hand with falling forks even if 
they are not holding a fork which is why babies will make grasping motions 
even when not holding anything.


A baby is a primitive response machine and responds to future 
experiences, simply based on the patterns of the past and reverse 
engineers the past in their mind to create notions of ‘why’ something 
happened so they can create probable behaviours in the future. It is really 
that simple. We all do these basic calculations and then we rationalize how 
those responses are developed so we can ‘predict the future.’ This is 
where you see notions of autonomous man, good versus evil or other 
belief systems being developed when the baby can start ‘grasping' larger 
concepts from their surroundings. When someone doesn’t understand 
something, which at a biological level they never do, they make a story 
about it that at least has probabilities on their side. Telling yourself stories, 
even if they are not true, is a trick of the brain and is used to increase 
‘creature comforts.’ 

The basic binary reality of humans: “If I like it, I want more. If I do not 
like it I will avoid it by any means at my disposal.”  
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One important aspect of the FTA coaching theory outlined in this story is 
how human development can be built Degree-By-Degree from their atoms 
and molecules. The other major point is that human beings work under the 
“Pleasure Principle.” We move towards a good stimulus and away from a 
bad one. We showed how this works with biology with the lower energy 
states of matter and now we can see how it transcends into our human 
form as well. 


This ‘Pleasure Principal’ governs all of your decisions like the lower energy 
states governs all the atoms. No atom goes ‘unturned’ and no behaviour 
goes unwanted. If you did it, you wanted to do it; but it doesn’t mean you 
have sufficiently reverse-engineered your behaviours to find out why.  

Having a sense of morality is nothing more than having a sense of how life 
should be. The pleasure principal governs your morality as well even 
though many try to separate behaviours from morality. When someone 
thinks to themselves about how nice it would be if everything just worked 
out for everyone else is simply day dreaming of a utopia where everyone 
has pleasure. I do not see anything wrong with day dreaming of a better 
world but the issue is in actually creating that better world where people 
tend to not know enough to be effective in their behaviours. Instead of 
following this story and using the pleasure principal as a base for 
behaviour, when people want some kind of social change, they tend to 
weaponize morality instead and literally walk down the Maze in the wrong 
direction. 


When someone argues for something 
saying that someone else should do it 
because it is moral, they are in fact 
applying public pressure and guilt to 
that individual to make them do what 
they want. That is not pleasurable, so 
why would they think that would work 
in the long term? One could easily 
argue that it is in fact immoral to use a 
moral argument to sway someone’s 
behaviour. 
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I mean, if the only way someone knows to sway someone's behaviour is to 
apply pressure and guilt on them, maybe that person has not thought 
deep enough about how to properly entice someone to do that behaviour 
where both parties can win… Robbing Peter to pay Paul does not work 
long term.  

Part of the reason we use the analogy of the Maze is that you only have 
two directions to go in your mind, forward or backwards; towards or away. 
When trying to alter a human's behaviour through one way morality is a 
cheap man's game and the real movers of legislation know that we need 
to create incentives to change behaviour, not just demand more with no 
return.


This is why we made the statement that a good coach can make the right 
behaviour feel good. If you can’t make the right behaviour feel ‘good' that, 
let’s say, prevents injury, or teaches a cartwheel that athlete will not do it 
for the long term. 


Politicians know this and while the average voter is just yelling about fair 
pay, equal taxes or something else on one way 'moral' grounds, the 
legislators are finding ways to, for a lack of a better word, bribe everyone 
along the ‘legislation supply chain’ to entice them to follow along with the 
new behaviour. 
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Outside of public policy, creatures will claim that they ‘care’ about others 
and in reality they do. But, caring is a selfish endeavour because the only 
reason someone cares about someone else is because it benefits them to 
either say it or do it. Remember, civilizations only work because people 
cooperate and ‘care’ about each other. If you always helped others and 
they never returned the favour, you wouldn't keep helping them.  

As you can see, adults operate the same way babies do, we just pretend 
we aren’t because we have calculated many more ‘whys.’ The underlying 
“pleasure principal” is in every action we take in some form and every 
thought we create. We will repeat a good stimulus and shy away from a 
bad one, tell ourselves a fancy story about ‘why' that is and try to pressure 
others to go along with it in creative ways.  


Value trades are in society as a whole but also between people and 
between every single micro-behaviour as well as their atoms and 

molecules.


People are really just a collection of previous stimuli that we play with in 
our minds and then create new ideas by putting them together in an 
abstract way in the future. That is how “new” ideas are formed. The 
stimulus from a social or 
physical environment are the 
precursors to the ideas in our 
heads, much like how glucose 
and fats are precursors to 
energy production within our 
bodies. In this way, people 
don’t really have their own 
ideas that innately came from 
t h e m ( m e m o r i e s ) o r a 
personality that is ‘theirs’ in 
some sense. It has come from the environment, whether or not you were 
conscious of it, or it happened before you were born over millions of years 
of evolutionary biology and is now in your DNA. When you were born you 
simply continued the pathway your genes were on long before you were 
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‘conscious.’ In this way what some consider new ideas, are simply 
mixtures of others ideas and concepts in a new form.


Here is a fun example: Benjamin Franklin (1706 - 1790) an American 
‘polymath' and one of the Founding Fathers of the United States was, 
amongst other things, a scientist, political theorist, politician, inventor, civic 
activist, and diplomat. As a scientist, he was a major figure in the 
American Enlightenment Theory and the history of physics for his 
discoveries and theories regarding electricity. As an inventor and scientist 
he was known for his great observations. While traveling by ship, Franklin 
noticed another vessel sailing smoothly through the water even though 
there was a substantial breeze and his own ship was bouncing through 
choppy water. He asked the captain how to explain this phenomenon and 
he explained the other ship probably had just dumped their cooking oil 
overboard. 


Upon returning home, Franklin 
decided to test the theory for himself. 
He found a small pond and poured a 
teaspoon of oil into it. As it spread out 
it caused the choppy surface to 
smooth out almost instantly. He knew 
the size of the pond and the amount 
of oil he used and made a calculation 
that demonstrated the diameter of a 
single molecule of oil (fat). That was 
how he discovered the width of a fat 
molecule. He did not invent the idea, 
he simply took an external stimulus 
and transformed the thought in his 
head, then reapplied it in a new way.


People tend to run around taking a lot 
of credit for things that they were only 
partially responsible for.  The reality is 
that we are all contributing to our social l environment and therefore we are 
all responsible for the outcomes of our behaviours.  
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I hope it is clear by now the atomic, molecular and behavioural building 
process that we have outlined throughout this story. All aspects of life are 
'built' overtime with probability calculations focused on around what is 
best for the creature. 


If you want to be an effective coach you need to help continue 
that prehistoric building process within your gym by taking into 
account what your athletes want at the deepest levels of their 

biology. 

Building Personalities


We have discussed that since birth, a human being simply randomly goes 
through the trial and error process and learns what to do based on the 
results from the previous behaviours. When patterns arise, the creature will 
create stories that tell it 'why' that behaviour happened so that int eh 
future it can be prepared for certain outcomes. 


These patterns build up over time and create your personality. Your 
personality is nothing more than a cumulation of these micro-calculations 
aggregated into long term averages that are predictable even to other 
people. The concept of a personality is really more for everyone else, not 
you. Labeling you with a specific personality allows them to simplify their 
own calculations and be able to predict your behaviour.


These patterns form what psychologists call the “Big 5 Personality Traits.” 
There are some personality models with more and less categories, but the 
“Big 5" have been studied far more, so I will focus on that model. Much 
like the cross over between energy systems and brain networks, a specific 
“type of personality” is missing the mark. Everyone has different 
tendencies based on their previous experiences and people tend to act 
similar in a given situation based on the environment they are in and then 
rationalize it with morals afterwards. People do tend to fall into certain 
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behavioural categories however when see from the outside and this is 
why personality traits and ‘assumptions’ are made to help others 
better navigate your own personal mental calculations.  

 

The ‘Big 5’ Personalities 

Openness (to experience): How willing 
you are to t ry someth ing new. 
Acceptance or receptiveness to change 
or form new ideas: People who like to 
learn new things and enjoy new 
experiences usually score high in 
openness. Openness includes traits like 
being insightful and imaginative and 
having a wide variety of interests. It is 
correlated with entrepreneurial careers.


Conscientiousness: How focused you are on being a valued part of 
society. People that have a high degree of conscientiousness are reliable 
and prompt. Traits include being organized, methodic, and thorough. 
Some research shows that high conscientiousness stems from deep guilt 
and a conscientious person may feel they are paying society back or their 
family back for something they did for them. 


Extraversion: How comfortable you are in your Person Suit. A person who 
is predominantly concerned with external things; an outgoing, socially 
confident person. Extroverts tend to look for ways to stand out in a crowd 
and like to attend large social gatherings. Extroversion is characterized by 
sociability, talkativeness, assertiveness and excitability. Are you always 
ready for a party or for a social gathering? 


Agreeableness: How easily you get along with others or how willing you 
are to agree to something in new situations. These individuals are friendly, 
cooperative and compassionate. People with low agreeableness may be 
more distant and negative towards new interactions. Traits include being 
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kind, affectionate, and sympathetic. Women are known to be 60% more 
agreeable on average than men. If you are too agreeable you are prone to 
be taken advantage of but if you are not agreeable enough no one will 
want to include you in their community or social game. Do you let others 
win an argument?


Neuroticism: How prone you are to abnormally sensitive, obsessive, or 
anxious feelings. Individuals who score high on neuroticism are more likely 
than average to be moody and to experience such feelings as anxiety, 
worry, fear, anger, frustration, envy, jealousy, guilt, depression and 
loneliness. People that score high on neuroticism often experience 
emotional instability and negative emotions in a situation where others will 
have an easier time letting go of the problem. When a barrier gets in your 
way do you react positively, seeing it as a chance to learn, or do you let it 
break you down causing an inordinate amount of stress? 


Since the above categories are somewhat arbitrary it in no way tells you 
exactly how to tailor your coaching approach with athletes but it can help 
you narrow in on certain ways to handle certain athletes. For example 
some athletes are more competitive in nature and require a bit more of a 
challenge and others are looking for more of a pre-determined path to 
success. Different personalities will require slightly different Mazes and 
simply keeping a eye on the different overall personality traits will be 
important in creating unique Mazes that target each athlete. Remember 
though, under each ‘personality’ is a basic pleasure principal so in some 
sense everyone has the same personality: I want it or I do not want it. 
Everyone has experienced different environments however so personality 
will tell you what environments your athletes are use to so you can either 
help them get to a better environment with the use of the pleasure 
principal or tailor Mazes to fit what they are use to. This will help you keep 
the athlete in a comfortable state when coaching them. 


In this way creating an environment around your athlete is more predictive 
of their behaviour than their ‘personality.’ If you can create some kind of 
value that they want, their personality is really a secondary label humans 
have invented. It acts as an indicator of what kind of experiences they are 
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use to so it is a great way to know how to build Mazes for specific 
athletes. 


Make sure you create a good Maze that allows them to build the 
behaviours you want, not simply rely on understanding their personality 
and then categorizing them. Categorizations do help to point the coach in 
the right direction in terms of creating psychological Mazes for the athlete, 
however, if you can create motivational pathways for them they will act in 
accordance with obtaining that value. You just need to be sure you know 
what that value is. 


Personality can tell you a bit about what types of stimuli they value but 
deep down everyone has the same needs for shelter, food, a safe 
environment and self-respect. These generally don’t change, no matter 
what your personality is, so a personality questionnaire can help to inform 
you which one is more dominant.  

Labeling someones personality is similar to the way we arbitrarily label 
certain skills in acrobatics. There are infinite degrees and combinations of 
personalities, however, you can use the “Big 5” as a guide to help you 
understand yourself and your athletes. If you wish to look at an athlete’s 
personality traits and attempt to categorize them, just remember it will only 
give you an aggregate of their experiences prior to them arriving in your 
gym. People will change their behaviours based on the new perceived 
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value that you can give them so it 
is not the end of the story as some 
determinists claim. 


That is not to say their history does 
not affect their choices but 
environments are much more 
predictive of behaviour than what 
people ‘think’ their personality is. 
P e r s o n a l i t y i s a n o t h e r 
rationalization of behaviours helping 
give the creature a sense of predictability within themselves and others 
which reduces fear. Creating Mazes that hit the core values of athletes will 
be easier to repeat, rather than trying to dissect individual personalities. 
However, as a coach, they can help guide your building strategies for 
these Mazes. 

No personality is better or worse, right 
or wrong, good or bad, because we 
do not fundamentally know what 
those label even mean. Judging 
someone’s personality is really like 
judging the spots on a Cheetah. We 
can identify which we personally like 
more, but to make the correlation 
between the intrinsic value of the 
Cheetah based on its spots is illogical 
and causes more problems than it 
solves. I find people do this without 
even realizing it. I did the same thing 
for a long time before I started doing 
the research. It has helped me learn 
how to help others more effectively.


For example, if you observe that someone in your competitive group has a 
tendency to manifest low self confidence (being nervous, shy or timid) you 
could pair them with an athlete who is more extraverted in order to help 
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that person feel welcome or more at ease in the group. However, if the 
extraverted person is too socially engaged or pushy they may intimidate 
the already nervous athlete. This is why psychology is so complicated 
and is fundamentally a trial and error process.


All of these 5 personality traits have extremes and many variations. In fact, 
psychologists have now identified over 300 personality traits which is 
where we start to characterize personality disorders. For example, having 
too much openness may cause someone to make mistakes in choosing an 
appropriate business decision. If you are not open enough you will not get 
new information and may get stuck in your ways early on and find it hard 
to progress through life. If you are too introverted you may miss out on 
experiencing new stimuluses, not benefitting from the social aspect of it. If 
you are more conscientious then you may be driven by guilt that you need 
to work harder, leading to an unhappy life balance. If you are not 
conscientious enough, you may just be unmotivated and lazy and not 
climb the competence hierarchy at all. 


A healthy balance between all personalities is optimal and should be the 
goal for a developing personality. However, the difficult part of 
personalities is that when you dig deep enough you realize they are out of 
our control, established from external or environmental influences from 
birth. All of our experiences and encounters within the environment from 
birth, along with our human interactions help to form our personality. This 
is a constant debate between academics because how do you know if 
you chose that next behaviour based on learning from the past or if 
that behaviour was already chosen by you and its the same behaviour 
in a new environment?


Remember that everyone has their own ranges in all types of personalities 
and to label someone as one or the other is too short sighted just like 
labelling the “centers” of the brain misses the cross overs of different 
circuits. You are a combination of all possible personality traits.


Everyone has a neurotic person in them. You are agreeable to things you 
like and more disagreeable to things you do not like. You work hard for 
things you like and not as hard for things you do not like. Personality 
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theory is just a labelling system categorizing people’s past experiences 
into several distinct groups. It is the same way that we label a finite 
number of bones and muscles but when combined together the body 
movements are endless. Personality is no different. Each personality 
category has its own strengths and weaknesses and their own predictable 
behaviour patterns. You have to find an external environment that 
matches your internal environment.


If an athlete is not working 
hard in the gym, or breaking 
the rules, think about all the 
possible reasons they may 
have for the behaviour and 
try to pick the one you think 
is most relevant that you can 
work on; then create a Maze 

for them that will give them the cheese they are looking for. For example, 
when a trampoline park monitor is sitting at the foam pit and not moving 
around engaging with the customers, do not simply yell at them to work 
harder.  


They know you want them to work harder and if they aren’t, it means they 
aren’t motivated to do so. Don’t waste your breath telling them to work 
harder. This will not create a behaviour change, only animosity. Instead, 
motivate them by offering them value and indirectly implying they will 
receive even more value if they were to keep moving around the floor.  

As a staff manager you would be much more effective by ‘randomly’ 
walking over to them and throwing a foam at them in a joking way or tell a 
joke and create a fun interaction. They will either smile or be upset. If they 
are upset that tells you that perhaps they have some bad news and they 
may simply need a person to talk to. If they smile back, see if you can 
create a fun Maze by asking them to help you with a skill for a minute or 
show them a new skill and have them try it. 


This will get them up and moving and creates a distraction from doing 
nothing. You can then ask them to try the same Maze with customers if 
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they notice some of the public 
j u m p e r s w a t c h i n g y o u r 
interaction. In this one example, 
the underlying premise is that 
instead of shouting at the staff 
to “work harder” you are 
effectively encouraging the 
behaviour you want by creating 
a value for their behaviours. We 
will discuss more of these 
options in the Mazes section. 
For now think of it more like reverse psychology.  

As mentioned earlier, politicians understand very well that if you want a 
real change in society behaviour, you have to offer value to everyone 
involved. It will be up to you as the staff manager or coach to start looking 
at your staff or athletes, making some notes on possible Mazes and start 
getting everyone trading value together in fun ways. Value trades, ‘glue’ 
corporations together like electricity ‘glues’ atoms together. Again we can 
see the repeating base of the ‘building’ concept within this book. 

You may think it is ‘bad’ to provide extra value to someone in addition to 
paying them to work.  We will dive into why, in the 21st century, employers 
are expected to do more and also show that even since the early 1900’s 
this is a flawed viewpoint. 


For now just plant the 
seed in your brain that 
real behaviour change is 
done by providing value, 
n o t c o m p l a i n i n g o r 
pulling someone in a 
direction they do not 
want to go with notions 
of fake morality.
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Quantum Personality Theory

As we have seen, personality is simply the concept of accumulating past 
experiences into a coherent storyline in your mind. For fun, I would like you 
to consider my personal fun abstraction of the correlation between the 
interaction of electrons and the interaction of people. The components of 
this fun abstraction are factual but my chosen analogies and ‘take-home’ 
points are that of my own and are impossible to conclusively prove. Please 
indulge me on this ‘jump through the trees’ before we get back on our 
pathway (Skiers and snowboarders will understand the reference I hope 
[laugh]). 

If you remember in the physiology chapters, we discussed that electrons 
form bonds together with other electrons of different energy states. The 
“Homo-Lumo Gap” as it is called in chemistry is the idea that to form a 
bond, electrons at a high energy state must find an electron with a low 
energy state to form a stable bond. Two atoms, both with high energy 
(Homo) will not form a stable bond. Subsequently, two atoms, both in a 
low energy state will not form a stable bond either. To create a bond you 
need to have a difference in energy levels or different values.


Let’s say, for example, a husband provides value by cutting the grass and 
the wife provides value by doing the laundry. They could of course reverse 
these roles depending on who likes to do what or who is better at which 
job as is seen more and more in modern society. As long as the value 
trade is even, the relationship will work. When one person feels they are 
bringing more value to the table the relationship breaks down. In the 
scientific world, it is similar to how both electrons must have different 
energy states, so they can balance out.  


The quantum world depicts the Universe as a quantum field made up of 
lines of force that permeate through all parts of spacetime where there are 
no particles unless you interact with them. The view of ‘reality’ in terms of 
quantum physics actually states that the electrons (and all particles) which 
we perceive exist only as lines of force identified by Michael Faraday (as 
previously mentioned).  
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When a particle interacts with us, only then do we perceive it. When 
that interaction is over, the particle becomes a line of force again, almost 
like a ‘cloud of electricity’ transmitted through these Faraday Lines and it 
is no longer a particle that is visible to the human eye or any technological 
machine. Then when the essence of that  
specific ‘particle’ interacts again with a 
different particle it pops back into existence 
and we ‘perceive’ it again. 


Think of it like a person walking in the dark 
between two lamp posts. When the person is 
near the lamp post, you can ‘see' them; ie. 
they ‘exist,' but then they ‘disappear’ until 
they get to the next lamp post, where then they are visible again. The 
particles are doing the same thing. Only when we interact with them do we 
notice their existence. We are completely blind to them unless we interact 
with them in some way.


Humans spend their lives on this planet going from ‘light post to light post’ 
interacting with different people, animals and objects. In between these 
lamp posts you interact with the environment in your mind instead of the 
one external to you, without you even knowing the ‘switch’ occurred. You 
are fluctuating between interacting with an external stimulus at the ‘light 
posts’ and the internal environment in your mind but you can’t tell the 
difference.


The notion of your personality is nothing more than you going into the 
darkness between each interaction which really means you are going into 
your memories. In between each lamp post is ‘your memories,’ which is 
the aggregate of the previous interactions you have had with different 
‘lamp posts.’ Personality and memory are the same thing. This is the 
quantum reality of why defence mechanisms arise in the brain and we do 
not even know it until someone else points it out to us. It is why they say 
you can’t edit your own book. You are reading your own words on the 
page and fluctuating between what you ‘think’ you wrote and what you 
actually wrote. It makes editing this story rather difficult. 
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Furthermore, if that was not enough of 
a mind ‘bend’ for you lets examine the 
nature of reality, not just your 
aggregate perception of your ‘lamp 
posts.’ Reality in the particle form that 
we describe in this story does not 
exist unless you interact with it. This 
means that as you sit on your couch 
or whatever it is, reading this story, the 
world outside which you can’t hear, 
taste, touch, smell or perceive in 
anyway is actually reduced to lines of force and the granular structure 
does not exist outside of your perception. Remember the Sand Storm 
Thought Experiment? It’s all just a cobweb of waves and only when you 
interact with this cobweb does granular matter ‘appear’ to you. It takes the 
form of a chair or a cup of coffee or anything else that you perceive as 
existing. It doesn’t exist until you interact with it.  

This is verified science. The entire technological quantum revolution since 
Paul Dirac in the early 1900’s all the way to John Bell in his 1964 paper 
proving the “Copenhagen Interpretation” of quantum physics (see 
references) has proven this over and over again. The Matrix, starring 
Keanu Reeves, depicts this quantum reality of our Universe that lies just 
outside of our perception. 


You are in your own little bubble and the only things you see in your 
bubble are those that you interact with. The reason you interact with them 
is because they give you value of some kind. You can only perceive things 
that give you a value of some kind or something you are interacting with. 
You only interact with things or people that provide value to you under the 
binary rules of biology and quantum physics. If there is something that 
does not provide value to you, you don’t even know it ever existed, 
because it never actually did.  


Even my personal critics that I have mentioned a few times gain a value 
out of criticizing, which is why I appear to them in my biological structure 
in the first place and I am not just a line of force dispersed across the 
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Universe. Criticizing others is a great way to 
rationalize fear in order to defer blame and has 
been shown conclusively to be a huge factor in 
that behaviour. 


The ability to have people in your ‘bubble’ of 
particles that you can blame for your fears or 
failures is a value and therefore critics get value 
out of those they criticize. We all have critics of 
our behaviours so do not pay them much 
attention as they are getting more value out of it 
than you are. Remember though, value is a two way street. Electrons do 
not create a bond unless both are bringing a different value to the ‘table’ 
so to speak. So if you perceive your critics even exist it means they are 
giving you a value as well. To figure out that value you may need the 
amazing minds of Carl Jung or Freud to dig through your gears. 


Personally, the value I gain from my critics is that I get to try new strategies 
by debating with them, which helps me acknowledge the concerns that 
others may have as well. In this way I applaud my critics for helping me 
learn. I have saved a few of the more memorable comments so that others 
can learn from their behaviours as well. No matter what they do I will use 
it to create value for myself and others. That is the real beauty of 
Mazes. 

You may think that this fun quantum personality abstraction is crazy but I 
assure you quantum physics has shown this reality millions of times and 
the technology you use on a day to day basis uses these facts as the 
baseline for their functionality. To say that this data is invalid would imply 
that you should flush all your technology down the toilet. Otherwise you 
would be benefiting from technology that you do not believe in, which 
would be quite hypocritical, don’t you think?


The conclusion is quite simple. Behaviouralism (Mazes) is just the 
mechanism of applying the information in this story. Biology and quantum 
mechanics describe to us the reality of why behaviouralism works for 
coaching athletes. Biology works under the reality that you have to offer 
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value to other creatures if you want them to return it; behave the way you 
want them to. 


Quantum physics takes it one step 
further and says: If you do not give 
value to others, you won’t even 
exist in the Universe in the first 
place. 


From a quantum mechanics perspective, we are all jumping from 
interaction to interaction; lamp post to lamp post building our personality 
one ‘Degree' at a time fluctuating between interactions in the light and our 
memories of previous interactions in the dark. 


By extrapolating this quantum perspective of personality theory, I believe 
that the reason the traditional family unit is somewhat breaking apart; 
divorce rates are going up and people are having less kids is because 
people fundamentally do not understand that they all seem to be fighting 
for the high energy “Homo” state of 
electron configuration instead of just 
trying to create value, at any level. 
Bonds only form when you have 
different energy states so that means 
that it does not matter if you are the 
high or low energy state; the value is 
equal because the bond couldn’t 
form without both energy states; 
both high and low. 


It is sad to see people fighting all the time for that high energy state (Fame, 
glory, right, wrong, morality etc.) which blinds them from the reality of how 
to create their own value, which would effectively put them into that 
metaphorical high energy state they are chasing in the first place. 


All creatures just want to ‘win’ instead of focusing on themselves and 
realizing what their personal value is to society based on all the stimuli 
accumulated in their mind. The beauty of this Quantum Personality 
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Theory is how it shows we are all equal at a quantum perspective so all 
we need to do is discover our own value and exchange that value with 
others. There is no need to fight for the ‘high energy’ state, as you see too 
often in all aspects of human nature. 


Stop fighting for the high energy state and just focus on creating 
value and people will do it for you. 
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CHAPTER 8 
Building Behaviours 

We have built up human movement, the human body, the human mind and 
now will start narrowing our focus and specifically talking about building 
behaviours utilizing the foundation we have already built.  We need to start 
with breaking down the concept of motivation because all behaviours 
need a motivation as their starting point. 


Motivation

Motivation  is your general willingness to act or behave in a particular way 
and is based on your previous experiences. It is the set of psychological 
forces that compel you to create some kind of behaviour, like rotating the 
levers in your body in order to do a back flip. Simply put, if motivations 
that you believe you have do not result in some kind of biomechanical 
output, then you were not really motivated, you were just day-
dreaming (abstracting). 


Many tend to mix up their abstractions 
with intentions. If your abstractions 
never created a behaviour then you 
never really had intentions, you only 
thought you did. Many people project 
their own abstractions onto others but 
it never creates a behavioural output. 
This means that they didn’t believe in 
your idea as much as you thought they 
should.
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Here is an example: When the FTA helped create a charity in Honduras to 
provide a purpose for some of the locals we noticed that even though we 
assumed they would be appreciative of having an opportunity given to 
them, they really weren’t as motivated as we expected (neither were the 
other businesses involved). They simply had other motivations and we 
w e re a b s t r a c t i n g o u r o w n  
motivations onto them. For me it 
was obvious: “You live in what we 
consider a ‘poor’ environment, so 
why wou ldn ’ t you want an 
o p p o r t u n i t y t o h e l p b u i l d 
something that you could use to 
improve that environment?” 


I was terribly naive and fundamentally wrong. If you are living in a bad 
situation, but it is easier/safer to stay than the alternative, you will stay in 
that situation; motivation comes more from an avoidance stimulus, not 
from the abstractions in your mind of a better future. We had simply 
made the mistake of abstracting our motivations onto them and had no 
idea that they really didn’t care as much as we did. It was our own fear of 
not being successful that drove us to start a charity and the Hondurans we 
were dealing with did not have those same fears so there was no 
behaviour output. 


This probably the major key point in this whole motivation section: 
Fear drives behaviour! I was in Bali a few years ago doing a coaching 
clinic and was having dinner with a business partner. He asked me why I 
was so passionate about trampoline and I replied, “I’m not!” He looked at 
me stunned, like I was crazy, as the food nearly fell out of his mouth. He 
could not believe that I didn’t have some kind of intrinsic motivation for 
trampoline. I told him that my motivation came from another origin; the 
need to escape a very rough childhood. From birth, I was put into a 
Russian orphanage where is spent the first 5 years of my life. It was a very 
unpleasant experience, to say the least, so I developed a deep rooted fear 
of being stuck there. The fear it created motivated me to do something 
with my life, because I was so close to not even having a life. I chose 
gymnastics first, then specialized in trampoline years later, as I climbed the 
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ladder to that success (my perspective of success). It was the simply the 
shortest path to success for me because I found I was good at it. 


That was my passion. Survival and quality of life, not a chunk of metal and 
strings. I mean no disrespect to the equipment or the sport of course but 
we need to get to the nature of motivation, not just get star struck by 
superficial labels around our necks. Trampoline was simply the vehicle on 
my path to success, but it could have been hockey or something else. 
Basically when you think you are motivated to do something, it also means 
you are running away from something as a general rule. Everyone has a 
deep fear that manifests itself in their actions but the actions do not 
always indicate to others what the fear is. The behaviours we act out are 
our ‘vehicles to success’ going as fast as we can away from our fears.  

Humans are nothing more than 
evolutionary ‘bull riders.’ The bull 
runs away from the fears you 
choose to ignore. The only 
question is:  Are you riding the 
bull or is the bull taking you for a 
ride? In other words, before you 
start judging others motivations 
figure out who’s in control. 

If I feel hungry I act in a way that will avoid the hunger which is obtaining 
some food. I will say I am ‘motivated for food’ but unreality I am fearful of 
starving. I make a plan of action with the different parts of the brain to 
achieve that goal and abstract a prediction of what is to occur drawing 
from my previous experiences discussed in the last chapter. I then start 
behaving in a restive way replaying similar actions to when I was hungry in 
the past assuming the same result will occur. Assuming that all goes 
according to plan (you could also say “the past”), the circuit completes 
with a nice full stomach. If I am suddenly stopped by a friend wanting to 
talk, this will temporarily prevent the completion of my circuit. I will 
generally activate another circuit in my abstraction part of the brain to 
inhibit my deeper natural response to want to continue to obtain food 
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which may seem disrespectful to my friend so I activate my Person suit so 
I keep everyone happy. After all I am only slightly hungry. 


If I’m really hungry I may ask my friend to walk with me while I go for 
something to eat. Once my motivation to eat has been accomplished the 
circuit is closed and a new motivational circuit will ‘pop up’ automatically.


People will argue that not all of their behaviours are fear driven because 
many times the specific behaviour is not. Only the big issues in life are 
clearly fear driven, like jumping out of the way of a speeding car. 


The other day to day behaviours are actually your own way of reminding 
yourself you are getting away from your fears. These ‘validation’ 
behaviours are what you do on a regular basis that seem to not be 
stemming from fear but since you are simply validating your progress away 
from your fears, then it really is all tied together at a biological level. 


You are just going lamp post to lamp post in the opposite direction of 
your fears. The more you can calculate your behaviours, the more 
control you will have over your bull and the bull will become an asset, 
not a liability. 

This leads us to another key tenet of motivation that many people do not 
realize: You are motivated by the feeling you are getting farther away 
from your deep fears, not the goal itself that you have abstracted 
such as winning a medal. You are not motivated to win a medal, you are 
motivated to not be in last place. There is no ‘final lamp post.’ You will 
just keep walking forever, creating new motivations as soon as you solve 
the previous motivational circuit. Once the goal is reached that motivation 
disappears and you immediately replace it with something else, as part of 
your on-going schema for development. 


If the barrier to your “want” is something else you may want, then you will 
make a decision as to which one you want more. By turning those one 
dimensional gears, you will be able to calculate which will give you the 
most value, for the least amount of work (in your opinion). When you are 
satiated (calm) and everything is working to its normal capacity, then you 
have the freedom to use the front of your brain (Neocortex) to make 
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executive decisions; such as, playing games, learning gymnastics or 
helping a friend. If you are mentally or physically drained you are less likely 
to do these extra things because you do not have the capacity to do so. 


The tank is empty so your vehicle needs to find a gas station. The body is 
always trying to take the easy route and ‘save on gas.’ Once you have 
learned enough about your environment and its potential dangers, your 
body tells you that you are safe so you have a range of actions you can 
perform in that environment that will not hurt you. You do not have the 
motivation or need to work as hard on a daily basis for that same stimulus 
once you have done this because your fear is reducing as you learn to 
trust the environment with each occurrence. People only stay in dangerous 
places for this reason, but danger means something different to everyone. 
Everyone is trying to stay ‘safe’ within their behaviours in some capacity. 
What might seem dangerous to you may be considered safe to them.  

Creatures always act in accordance with what gets them farther away from 
their actual fears, not what they necessarily tell you they want. The ‘want’ 
is just the rationalization of ‘why’ your bull was running in that particular 
direction. We will put up with the negative parts of our life in our mind if the 
return on investment is not greater than continuing what we are doing now. 
Even if there is a ‘profit’ from that behaviour, unless you are in danger, you 
will not change. 


Theoretically, we want to learn new skills and we naturally like to show 
them off; however, most athletes think of training as a necessary part of 
achieving success or medals. If the frustration of training increases 
compared to the reward, the athlete will show signs of reduced motivation, 
wanting to quit or reduce their training hours. 


Coaches should realize that wanting a medal is a fear circuit in itself, 
based on the previous experiences of that person. It does not matter what 
circuit you have, they are all good or bad depending on how you look at it. 
If the athlete is looking for a medal and just putting up with the training to 
get that medal you can infer that they are using that medal as a defence 
against something from their past. All your actions are built upon previous 
circuits being learned, condensed, stored away and interpreted as positive 
or negative. 
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It is the same for Freestyle Trampoline athletes. Their motivation is not for 
medals in Traditional competition; it is more about finding a community 
that accepts them and will keep them “safe” from their fears. The Freestyle 
athlete’s fear revolves around not belonging to a community, not about 
high level athletes. The traditional community didn’t accept them for who 
they were so they made their own community.  They love jumping in the 
‘safety’ of their backyards pushing themselves to achieve that next ‘new 
learn,’ building their self-confidence and making friends every step of the 
way. Even though it is more physically  dangerous than some other 
activities such as playing XBox™ or watching TV, they will choose to jump 
as they feel it is ‘safer’ and it gets them away from their fears. 


From an outsider’s perspective, jumping in your backyard with minimal 
padding is dangerous. I agree 100% and I always have, but physical injury 
is not what they feel they are protecting themselves from. From their 
perspective going into a Traditional gym and being controlled by an 
authority figure is more of the fear. Imagine an animal being caged so it 
fights against its captors with every ounce of strength it has, putting 
itself in physical danger so they can live safely in their mind with a 
notion of freedom.  

As they unlock “new learns” they build confidence and remind themselves 
they have friends and that they are part of a belief system that cares about 
them. Winning a medal builds confidence for the Traditional athlete in the 
exact same manner. 
Traditional athletes use 
medals as a ‘safety net' 
for their personal fears 
of not climbing the 
hierarchy of society. As 
we wi l l see in the 
Safety Chapter, the 
Traditional athletes are 
more than willing to be 
physically injured for their sport if that’s what it takes to get to the top. 
Freestyle athletes use their backyard as their ‘safety net’ and will also be 
willing to risk injury to climb their social hierarchy. Even though they are 
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bouncing alone, they are still part of a community, ‘calculating’ that when 
they post their new learns they will receive positive feedback. To them, the 
positive feedback is the medal. It may be an on-line community but in 
today’s world that matters just as much as any other ‘real’ community. 
Safety comes in many forms as does fear. 


We have been able to gently reduce their fears and bring them into a more 
supervised location by going Degree-By-Degree over a few years 
defending them from the critics who just ‘attack’ them out of their own 
personal fears. You see, they are not any more dangerous than 
Traditional athletes, the only difference is that their safety mats are in 
their mind, instead of in the gym. 

Everyone is looking for their own 
personal sense of safety so as a coach 
we need to find what that sense of safety 
is and try to work with it. Psychologists 
do not treat patients by bullying them 
and telling them their ailment is wrong 
or “stupid” as traditional critics have 
repeatedly told the Freestyle athletes. 


We shouldn’t judge the motivations of 
people before we ask more questions. 
Most of the Freestyle athletes really 
depend on the community for a sense of 
belonging and have told us that it has 
really helped with their anxiety issues 
which we know leads to suicide. Safety 
comes in many forms and we will discuss 
at the end of the story how we have tried 
to help them be as safe as possible. With 
that being said, there are dangers that 
many of these athlete do not recognize 
because they are blinded by their sense of emotional safety, just like the 
critics are blinded by theirs. It’s perfectly normal, so let’s not judge them. 
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But, how does a person change their behaviours? There are two key 
aspects to a behaviour change. Lets talk about even noticing a 
change is necessary. Let’s say you decide you want to change a 
particular habit so you think of all the negative outcomes from that habit. 
Once the negative thoughts and memories are stimulated enough you 
begin to feel the “want” to change that habit. This is what we call: “Getting 
you to the door.” That’s the first step in the motivational circuit; just 
getting to the door, knowing the need for change even exists in the 
first place. I hope now, because we have given a lot of background on 
human perceptual ‘tricks,’ that you can understand how this seemingly 
simple step really is way harder than you think. It tends to be the hardest 
part because most walk around blind to the answers staring them in the 
face. Fear blinds you in a real biological sense, not just a metaphysical 
one.  

The most common forms of this blinding effect of biology are the reasons 
that explain our behaviours in the first place. The very ‘whys’ that you 
rationalize in your head to calculate all behaviours also blinds you when 
moving forward into the future. You will always find a ‘reason’ for why the 
behaviour you are already doing is the ‘right’ thing or ‘good enough’ and 
that a new behaviour ‘wont work for you’ or that you are ‘just fine the way 
you are’ despite all of your short comings. If you find yourself thinking you 
need to change a behaviour it must mean you feel fearful of continuing 
that behaviour for some reason. Generally only unexpected external stimuli 
can do that. Your ‘just a little overweight’ and will get onto a diet 
tomorrow until a doctor says you have type II diabetes today then you 
quickly find yourself needing to make a behavioural change. Your 
spatial awareness is good enough to not need those extra mats until you 
have a bad fall and then all of a sudden you need more mats.  
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Once you are at the door of a behaviour change because of some kind of 
fear, you also need to know what to expect on the other side. This is the 
second reason change is so hard. You have every reason to be frozen in 
fear because you literally do not know what’s on the other side of the door. 
If you did, the change wouldn’t be necessary because you would already 
be doing that new behaviour. 


When someone realizes they need to change a behaviour the person gets 
to the door and then has to make a guess as to what is on the other side 
of the door. Remember, as far as they are concerned, there may be no way 
to go back if they do not like what is on the other side. Even a bad 
situation, is better than a potentially worse situation. People know: “It 
could always be worse.” This defence mechanism that actually is wired 
in us to keep us positive and happy, reducing anxiety of our past 
mistakes can block the door for potential better situations. 


For this reason the only way through the door is to have 
confidence that tells you:  

“Whatever is on the other side of the door, WE can conquer.”  

Confidence is built on a great resume. If you have continuously failed, or 
been told you have failed even if it is not true, you will naturally give 
yourself a lower grade on your personal resume. You will assume that you 
will also fail the next test, lowering your self-confidence. 


If you want to get through a door that you find scary, you need to build up 
your self-confidence and get a support system around you. That is why it 
should be thought of as “WE,” not “me.”  If you think you're going through 
the door alone you are more likely to never even try it. Start by doing small 
resume-building exercises such as cleaning your room and planning a 
simple schedule for the next day, which should still include behaviours you 
do not want to maintain. Starting with what you already do, but 
externalizing it into a written document is considered a ‘step.’ 


Psychology teaches us that steps should be as small as they 
need to be, not as small as others tell you they should be.  
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This is why when I coach I allow the athlete to tell me the size of the steps 
they need, by constructing a Maze that shows me what they need. 
Behaviours speak louder than words! Coaches who tell the athletes the 
size of the steps have made a big error because research clearly indicates 
it is not up to the coach to know the size of an athlete’s steps. It is up to 
the athlete and the coach needs to simply listen and follow the lead of 
biology. Coaches who listen to the language of biology are able to give the 
athlete a path to what they are actually motivated for at the pace they are 
looking for. In this way a true coach who is there to educate an athletes 
lets the biology take the lead and they simply help. Top down coaching is 
biologically incorrect.  


The take home message is that everyone is actually acting as safe as 
possible to them. Everyone has their own fears and because of that they 
all have their own versions of safety nets put in place mentally and 
physically. It could be smoking, gambling, bullying others, self 
mutilation, and many other seemingly unsafe behaviours that actually 
make them feel safer. If you can figure out the fear of the creature you are 
coaching then you can provide them information on how to be even more 
effective on their path helping guide them away from that negative 
behaviour. You can look out for obstacles their fear has blinded them from 
because you are not blinded by their ‘whys.’ 


Coaches can’t do that if all they have done is project your own 
fears onto the athlete. In that case you have just made them a 

pawn and will always move them around like a chess piece and 
sadly no one will ever know, including the coach.  
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Fear ~ The ‘Old Man’ in the Brain  

Since Fear is the beginning of emotions lets focus on it a bit more and 
show how athletes specifically behave in regard to fear and what a coach 
can do to help reduce it on the athlete’s terms. Fear is often described as 
an unpleasant emotion or feeling caused by the threat of danger, pain, or 
harm. Here is my fun analogy I use when coaching:


The brain is made fundamentally made up of three main parts with a 
wide range of subdivisions:  

 


The Neocortex, is the ‘you’ that is mainly concerned with higher-order 
brain functions called “Executive Functions.” It basically takes all the old 
information from the Hindbrain and calculates the next action to take 
based on the previous calculations throughout your lifetime. It is 
considered the most recently evolved part of the brain. The Neocortex 
activates comfortably when you are not really alarmed and everything is 
going according to plan and allows you to make ‘rational’ decisions in the 
moment. 


The Limbic System is the processing part of the brain and is usually 
considered to be where emotion stems from. This part of the brain 
basically gives fuel to your behaviours after you have abstracted the idea 
of the behaviours in the Neocortex. 
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The Reptilian Brain, or as I call it, the “Old Man” remembers what life was 
like 3.5 billion years ago and has stored all of the important information to 
make current executive decisions. 

As an athlete, if you want to try a new skill, you will essentially ask your 
‘Old Man’ to let you try it. The Old Man will consult with the centres of the 
brain in the limbic system and your Neocortex to decide on an answer 
before it allows a behaviour. If the Old Man does not see enough evidence 
for success, based on past experience, or at least a close proximity to it 
without a dangerous outcome, he will not let you attempt the new skill. 
This is where an athlete will start feeling ‘fear.’ The Old Man is telling the 
athlete, based on previous calculation, there is a very low probability of 
success and a high probability of not just failing, but getting hurt because 
of it.


For example, if you have no experience in 
doing trampoline or gymnastics but you 
have this bright idea from watching a 
YouTube video to try a Double Backflip, the 
Old Man will generally make you “feel 
scared” so that you do not toss yourself on 
your head. If the Old Man thinks you will 
hurt the body or mind in anyway it will make 

you ‘freeze in fear.’ It literally cuts off the neurotransmitters between 
neurons and you stop moving or “freeze.” It will make you think to yourself, 
“I’m afraid to try this.”  This is a good response because when you feel 
fear your Hindbrain is telling you “You’re not ready!!” So, you need to go 
back a step, taking smaller steps, until you feel confident.  

This also happens when you jump in the air and realize you are about to 
land in a bad position, so you ‘freeze’ in the air. Sometimes people will 
stick their arm out to try to slow down the impact of a fall. This is the 
bodies way to react instinctively trying to ‘break the fall’ as they say. By 
the time you realize that the arm is too weak to absorb the weight of the 
fall it is too late and now you are injured. The brain rationalizes that it is 
better to potentially hurt your arm than hurt your face or head and neck 
even if it is not always true.
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The Old Man is there to protect you, so if you haven’t given him 
enough data that shows you know the path to success, the Old Man 

will shut you down.  

When you are in the middle of an accident or potential injury, time will 
‘seem’ to slow down. This has been noted in many accident reports and I 
have experienced it many times during my own personal stunts and 
injuries. 


David Eagleman, an American neuroscientist, author and professor at 
Stanford University, develops devices for sensory substitution and through 
his research he has conducted an experiment to test the theory of time 
slowing down in a crisis. The subjects are asked to hold a box with 
numbers that flash faster than the human eye can normally detect as they 
are dropped from a height of 31 meters. If time ‘actually’ slowed down 
they would be able to read the clock when they fall. They were not able to 
read the numbers so it showed a perfect example of how time is created in 
the brain. I have spoken to quantum physicists in Denmark who admit they 
study the human perception of time and its calculations, not the actual 
concept of time outside of our brain. 


The reason time appears to slow down during an accident is the fact that 
the Old Man is quickly consulting with all the different centers of the brain, 
meaning more signals are being sent and more information is being 
compared in that moment. In this way time can be looked at as a function 
of how many calculations are happening at a 
particular time and the emotions attached 
to those calculations. Generally speaking 
we take in the same amount of signals on a 
normal day but in times of heightened 
stimulus, such as in an accident, more 
connections fire to try and understand how 
to save the body and we perceive this as 
time “slowing down.”  

It is the same reason that when you are 
going to a new place that you have never 
been before it seems to take longer to get 
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there then to get back home. You have already done the calculations to 
get there and it is easier to reverse engineer the previous calculations so 
you are not ‘working’ as hard on the way home so time goes faster. 


“OUR FINDINGS SUGGEST THAT TIME-SLOWING IS A FUNCTION OF 
RECOLLECTION, NOT PERCEPTION: A RICHER ENCODING OF 

MEMORY MAY CAUSE A SALIENT EVENT TO APPEAR, 
RETROSPECTIVELY, AS THOUGH IT LASTED LONGER.” 

~ Chess Stetson, Matthew P. Fiesta, David M. Eagleman (See references)

The take-home point here is to remember that fear should never be 
looked at as a bad neurological circuit, since it is only a mechanism 
for keeping you safe; even though we continuously try to override it 
with dopamine fuelled abstractions. Don't look at fear as something to 
be done away with, look at it as an important signal to ensure you do the 
progressions and prove to your Old Man that you are ready to try the new 
skill. 


Fear is a “Spidey Sense” that tells you when you are trying 
something out of your range of experience or knowledge.  

Discuss with your athletes this analogy or come up with your own but 
make sure your athletes do not think fear is ‘bad’ and that it should be 
‘overcome.’ You shouldn’t want to overcome safety. It’s a seatbelt for 
human behaviour in some sense. Again, all human behaviour boils down to 
survival either by the individual’s actions or by giving birth to offspring that 
will continue the lineage.


We have discussed many different psychological concepts rather briefly 
and tried to reduce human behaviour into simple understandable concepts 
revolving around biological calculations. Human beings are evolutionarily 
wired to go towards positive reward stimulus and away from negative 
punishment stimulus as a survival mechanism. Some of the actions we 
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take are controlled by the Neocortex but many more are controlled by the 
Reptilian Brain and then rationalized by the Neocortex afterwards as part 
of building up a schema. The Old Man in your brain keeps your long 
term evolutionary instinct to survive at heart; which ultimately if 
listened to, keeps you safer.  

Reckless Behaviour 
Many times children will seem to act recklessly and that is simply because  
of two reasons. The first is that their brain is not wired up correctly with full 
connections to the Reptilian Brain and the Neocortex. We have had 
athletes in the Traditional realm and the Freestyle realm who claim to 
understand safety but then, when in the emotions of the moment, they 
over power the Old Man and try the skills anyway. Generally after a few 
injuries the Old Man and the Neocortex start having more discussions and 
as children get older they become more reserved because the connection 
is stronger between these two parts of the brain. This is simply because 
they actually have painful memories to remember that help tame them. 
This is why older generations tend to be more reserved. 


The other aspect is in many respects unmanageable no matter how ‘safe’ 
you think you are. The reality about biology is that creatures are always 
looking to climb a hierarchy. Remember how we discussed that your 
contributions to society correlate strongly with your value to that society? 
We showed that by helping society in many ways you can earn the 
benefits of the society. Creatures have circuits it wired in them to prove 
their self worth as much as they can, especially at the easy ages of life. 


Creatures are always climbing a hierarchy in society and use sports to do 
that to a large extent. The young developing brain is looking at life like a 
competition and the farther ahead you can get in the early years by 
researching the world around you and climbing hierarchies, the easier life 
will be in later years. When a person is acting recklessly they are simply 
taking a larger than normal risk in order to try and prove to themselves or 
those around them that they are worth it. They will try back flips off of 
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desks to get attention at school. They will swear loudly to user dominance 
and show authority figures they are independent and can’t be controlled. 


They will bully others if they struggle to climb the hierarchy on their own 
merits and instead drag others down to their level which at a biological 
level still accomplishes the behaviour in their mind. Humans are wired to 
compare themselves to those around them so by trying to control where 
others are on the local hierarchy they can temporarily ‘lift’ themselves up 
making them feel they are getting ahead in the hierarchy. This never works 
long term though so I suggest you learn to skate and not ‘hook’ those 
around you. 


In short, reckless behaviour is not actually reckless. It is simply serving a 
different purpose. You are just ‘getting out of the gate’ and are going crazy 
to get as far ahead in the pack as you can. Then you slow down and just 
maintain a comfortable pace for the rest of the race. Some people have 
more fears that drive their behaviours so they run ever faster and faster  
and these people may be risky gamblers or Wall Street executives that live 
on the edge. 


Those who act recklessly simply do it to establish their worth. As you get 
older, you tend to be more concerned with maintaining what you already 
have compared to attaining new levels of success so you naturally reduce 
reckless behaviour. You also tend to become more pessimistic about your 
abilities after a lifetime of unavoidable mistakes which both factor into the 
reduced recklessness of older populations. 


As a coach, you will only be able to help educate a young athlete when 
they want to listen to you. Do not think you will stop them from wanting to 
climb that hierarchy but you can provide them a safe space to explore and 
help keep them in safe ranges through positive engagements.  
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Dealing with Fear

We have spent a lot of time on fear 
so far because it is the base of all 
behaviours. So now that we have 
established how important fear is 
as a safety mechanism and how 
biologically it is not something you 
can simply turn on or off we can 
ask, how do we deal with fear? 


There isn’t just ‘one way’ to deal with fear, there are literally infinite 
numbers of options to solving it for any athlete. Now that we have laid 
down the appropriate biological and psychological literature we can see 
that fear is simply a speedometer along the rotational pathway. If you are 
going too fast on the highway then just slow down. It is that easy. 


Fear only exists when you are progressing too quickly and have not ‘sold’ 
your brain on the fact that you can do it because a lack of repetitions, or 
you do not understand the underlying path to success. When you have 
that hint of fear, acknowledge it and see if you can move forward safely. 
Don’t ignore it. If the fear gets worse, then stop what you are doing and try 
a smaller step or an easier skill; slow down!  

To reduce occurrences of fear you simply need to take as many very small 
steps as possible throughout training. Fear is either a lack of repetitions 
and the circuit is not solid enough yet or it is an indicator that you have 
skipped ahead too fast and need to go back and cut the last step in half. 
This has been shown to be a reoccurring issue in Traditional acrobatic 
streams where competition is fierce and safety is secondary to winning. 


This is why with Freestyle Trampoline, we do not focus on winning, 
but on creating a community of friends who progress as a team; not 
against each other. 


First I will give you a small example of what NOT TO DO! Athletes and 
coaches do this natural fallacy due to the incorrect information circulating 
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in this industry. I was at a Traditional Gym in the US several years ago 
conducting a clinic and was working with the girls team, building up the 
mats for bigger skills. One girl was nervous about the height of the mat 
and I strategically stood back to watch what the athletes did when this one 
athlete was clearly showing she was scared. In fact, she was almost crying 
in fear while all of the other girls, including some of the coaches, kept 
encouraging her to ‘go for it.’  They were not trying to intentionally hurt her 
but they didn’t seem to understand the underpinnings of what was 
happening from a biology perspective. 


Before the girls completely pushed her over the edge I stopped them and 
explained the reality of what was happening. Together we helped break 
down the mats and start at a height she was comfortable with. They all 
came together as a team and helped lower the mats to a point where she 
was comfortable, even though most of the older girls were going much 
higher. They stood by and allowed her to start at a smaller step and I 
encouraged them to encourage her with each baby-step she took. As they 
did, you could see her confidence building every step of the way. It took 
about 10 minutes and we got her up to a new personal best. She thanked 
me and said how grateful she was that I didn’t push her and I stopped her 
friends from pushing her. 


It is important to note that she didn’t go as high as the other girls but 
that doesn't matter! She went a bit farther down the rotational pathway, 
so her brain considers it a “learned” skill. Remember in the motivation 
section we discussed that the brain simply wants to feel it is ‘getting’ 
farther and the ideas of ‘absolute goals’ is really an external concept, 
usually projected onto people from others as it was in this case. 


The goal of every training is simply to get a bit farther down the 
rotational pathway. 


For example, if you are learning Back Full and the last training you get 120 
degrees around and then the next day after you get 121 degrees then, 
biologically you ‘learned’ one new skill and that is worth celebration. It is 
no joke! If the next day you get to 160 degrees then it means you learned 
39 skills that day. It may seem trivial from a human perspective to give 
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credit for these ‘small’ steps, but in biology these are considered ‘new 
skills’ in the brain. 


Many athletes and coaches skip so many steps because they don’t 
realize that every single degree really does matter. They also pressure 
athletes to take larger steps than they should because they feel they are 
‘encouraging’ them but in reality they are pushing them and this leads to a 
‘make it or break it’ mentality that really permeates the traditional sport. 
Instead, at the FTA we give credit to all the steps in between the 
arbitrary goals and celebrate the behaviour of learning, not winning.  

I know the coaches think they can beat biology by giving encouragement, 
but in reality you are more likely pushing the athlete into a danger zone 
that their “Old Man” is telling them not to go into. You should encourage 
your athletes when they are having a bad day and inspire them to 
want to get up and try, but you should NOT be encouraging them to 
go faster along the pathway! You are simply increasing risk. 

Coach’s please listen to the ‘Old Man’ in the brain. If the athlete is 
showing related signs of being uncomfortable, change the stimuli to 
something else. This could be a simpler step but then you risk the athlete 
feeling discouraged now and in that way you re actually taking steps 
backwards. What I do is take a step sideways instead. 


There are two directions or pathways that coaches can take to develop an 
athlete. They can either build ‘upwards’ or build ‘horizontally.’ It ‘seems’ 
quicker to just jump through the Mazes and progressions as fast as 
possible only building upwards and that is in fact what most athletes (and 
coaches) do. The problem with this is that it increases the tendency for 
athletes to fail to solidify circuits in the brain or to feel the only way to 
improve is to do a harder skill which increases risk. 


Repetition matters because your brain needs to continuously repeat a 
behaviour to create the calculations we discussed earlier. We can create 
repetitions in a variety of ways that are not simply increasing risk, to show 
the Old Man that it is not a ‘stroke of luck’ that you made it. Then, you can 
start building more pathways for that behaviour pattern without fear. 
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The body needs to go through repetitions to instruct the brain that this 
‘new’ progression will be a new permanent circuit. This is where the 
problems arise with solely increasing the difficulty of progressions in the 
traditional way. To have your athletes do the necessary repetitions, to 
reduce fear and build strong circuits, coaches need to come up with 
variations of each progression that slightly modifies the progression 
but doesn’t make it harder.


For example, you can use the ‘back tuck drill’ where I put a sock (or small 
foam ball) under the athletes chin and have the athlete invent as many 
different positions in the air, without dropping the sock. I have them try 
anything they can think of, from funny animal positions to technical 
positions used in formal competition. These are variances do not push 
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the athlete ‘upwards’ into a new ‘harder’ step, but instead solidify that 
circuit in many slightly altered ways.  

It puts them into a Maze where they don’t always realize they are learning 
and solidifying circuits that “keep their head in” because they are more 
focused on the funny positions. This proves to build a stronger platform for 
future growth. By simply changing up the variations you can get more 
repetitions out of the athlete with less complaining about how boring it is 
to do 100 repetitions of the exact same drill. The value proposition is in the 
exploratory novelty of new variations that will help keep your athletes 
engaged. They have fun building circuits and the circuits are more 
solid.


You should also always end on a good note. As soon as the athlete 
goes a few more steps down the road and you see them getting tired or 
their improvements plateauing, tell them to end it there and pick it up the 
next day. NEVER end a training session on a bad note. Obviously, it is not 
practical to think you will never have a bad day, but by sticking to this 
motto you can really increase the positivity in training. Positivity fuels 
people and negativity destroys them. I will discuss this more in the 
Positivity Cycle Chapter. 


Another way to reduce fear over skills is to simply change the stimulus of 
the environment and not just the variation of the skill. For the same reason 
most people can’t identify why they have a favourite colour, they also can’t 
identify why creating many different forms of the same skill has been 
shown to help overcome fear. If a skill is inducing a fear response in an 
athlete who has come to your gym with previously missed steps, instead 
of forcing them back to square one all the time, first try doing a few basic 
skills and drills with different variations. 


Different environments of the same skill take slightly different paths in 
the brain. By exploring the different environments you are more likely to 
find a circuit that gets past the mental block. The look and feel of the 
environment can completely change the attitudes your athlete has towards 
that skill. Remember, environments are more predictive of human 
behaviour than many other factors. For this reason I always have my 
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athletes train on different trampolines facing different directions, 
performing different smaller behaviours that help strengthen the big main 
circuit we are actually focusing on. 


We all know those athletes who have to face one particular 
direction… Get rid of that problem before it begins by encouraging 
different environments and different body variations from an early 
age. 

One gymnast I worked with came to me afraid of doing a back handspring 
on the tumble track. I asked her to try the back handspring on a 
trampoline instead, knowing this would not be a problem for her because 
we could built up the skill on a less intimidating apparatus (at least in her 
mind). Then we moved around the gym doing back handsprings in a 
variety of different areas, facing different directions and thinking about 
different things. Sometimes I would tell her to shout out a word while she 
did the skill (like her favourite food or favourite animal) or, I would have her 
do it on a soft mat or out of a back roll; changing up the stimulus each 
time. Then, we slowly worked our way back to the equipment that initially 
scared her; the tumble track. With increased confidence she completed 
the skill the first time and of course we repeated it at least four more times 
afterwards to prove to herself it was not a coincidence. She ended the 
training session with a smile and proof she could conquer her fear in just 
one short training session. I didn’t tell her she could do it, I showed her.


If the athlete is scared, start by 
slowing down first and then try 
changing up the stimulus. This is very 
important and something I see very 
little coaches actually doing. They 
may think they are going slowly but 
every time I do a clinic I still see 
athletes with fear and coaches trying 
to get them to overcome it!  

Billions of other circuits cross that one 
circuit they are working on. That fear 
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circuit might be activated because of the way you are approaching the 
skill, what the weather is, what direction they are facing etc. By adding in 
different stimuli you will help activate sections of other circuits that can 
take different paths in the brain, increasing the likelihood of getting around 
the fear. I suggest coaches have athletes face different directions from the 
first training sessions so athletes do not get into a bad habit. 


If you continue being creative and find new ways to approach both old and 
new skills, you will invariably help your athletes overcome the fear and 
prevent fear in the future. Sometimes it is as simple as facing a different 
direction of changing the colour of the mat and then re-building a skill. 
That’s it!  I know so many people have all these crazy ways to reduce fear 
and many of them are shortcuts. But remember, Fear is not bad. You need 
fear to keep you safe, so you don’t want to get rid of it completely, just be 
aware when you feel it,  and more importantly, why you feel it. 


The brain’s ability to constantly rearrange the one-dimensional gears 
to solve problems is called “Neuroplasticity.”  

Remember, the one-dimensional gears are actually single-celled 
organisms. These single-celled organisms are moving and working 
together much like the bacteria in the Harvard study mentioned earlier. The 
brain is just an ant colony of single celled-organisms trying to solve 
problems.


A coach should be able to modify their Mazes in ways that allow the 
athlete to have specific experiences that translate to increased 
performance in the gym and outside the gym in life. When your athletes 
show fear, switch up the stimulus as rule of thumb and try a new one. Do 
not make it necessarily easier or harder at first, just change it to a different 
type of stimulus. Face different directions, sing a song while flipping, make 
them do easy skills with a unique variation. Everything modifies the 
gears in the brain, even internal thoughts, so the more creative the 
coach is, the more options they have for creating those Mazes that 
can solve the fear.  
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To prevent fear in the first place coaches need to give as much responsibility as 
possible to the athlete in a Degree-By-Degree sort of way starting from the 
beginning of their careers. 


This is why the FTA promotes a 
hands-off policy when coaching. 
Hand spotting has historically been 
used to help control athlete’s 
movements. The only issue with hand 
spotting is that athletes tend to utilize 
the coach too much and this can 
create a dependancy so at the FTA 
we encourage a hands-off policy with 
training. Athletes need to be able to 
build up their skills Degree-By-
Degree on their own terms and 
coaches are there to help but not do 
the skills for the athlete. 


At certain times spotting can help but I believe coaches have strongly 
leaned on hand spotting instead of the building process. A coach will 
adamantly say that they agree that spotting too much is bad but will say 
they are standing by the athlete ‘just in case.’ Being there to help the 
athlete in a bad situation that naturally happens through the trial and error 
process can also create a dependancy issue so even that concept should 
only be used sparingly and again the focus should be on teaching the 
athlete how to build themselves. Athlete’s shouldn’t be looking to 
coaching to build them, but looking to the coach for a second opinion 
as they take control over their own training.


The Language of Biology & Patterns


Motivation and fear controls people in many different ways and sometimes 
those fears and motivations will stop an athlete from being completely 
honest with the coach. The language of biology will show us how to look 
beyond surface level differences and look to see what deeper motivations 
and fears that are operating for a person we are interacting with. 
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For the most part human beings 
value trade pretty openly and 
effectively in a motivated/fearful 
sort of way. Look at all the great 
technology that has been created 
with the motivation to increase 
quality of life. We are all trying to 
survive and thrive as individuals in 
this world and use value trading to 
help us to this end. If you are a 
valued member of society then you 
get a piece of the pie. If you are 
not, you don’t. 

Athletes and coaches are always 
riding value back and forth. The 
coach helps the athlete  learn skills 
and the athlete makes the coach feel good for it, plus a nice salary at the 
higher levels. A coach who is looking to be as effective as possible will 
want to be able to look past the words of their athletes and actually watch 
the behaviours that many simply miss. 


These smaller behaviours called “micro-expressions” will give the coach a 
‘sneak peek’ into the real motivations and fears of their athlete. Micro-
expressions are natural tendencies that we all have that show our true 
feelings towards a situation before we can cover it up with a Person Suit.  
Usually micro-expressions are discussed in terms fo facial expressions but 
it is important to note that the fully body is leaking out subconscious 
signals that trained coaches can look for. The Person Suit is used to be 
accepted by society, but in coaching, we need to look past that and see 
what our athletes actually feel so we know if we are creating appropriate 
Mazes.


Below is a list of additional behaviours people will perform so you can 
look out for them in your athletes: 
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1. They will tend to change the subject in an argument to gain the value 
of not answering your previous statement when they don’t have a 
good answer. In this way they avoid admitting they are unable to 
answer. 

2. Aggressive and irritated tone (raised voice) when you are saying 
something they do not want to agree with. They will pretend they are 
frustrated with your stupidity but frustration stems from fear and can 
be a sign they know you are close to discovering that they are 
incorrect about something. The calm people are the ones who are 
confident because the fear centre of the brain does not activate. 

3. They will tend to cut you off mid-sentence repeatedly.  

4. They will brag about themselves in some way that may not have 
anything to do with the argument at hand. 

5. They will tend to put words in your mouth, claiming you said 
something you didn’t.  

6. They will ask you a question and before you can even answer and 
then tell you what “you” think.  

7. They will purposefully misinterpret your statements.  

8. If in a group, they will turn to their friends for support in some fashion 
and try to gang up on you. If alone you may even see them cling to a 
chair or table near them for the same support.  

9. They will use guilt to remind you about how you owe them for some 
past value trade that you never paid them back for. 

10. They will insult you for no reason and not actually argue your points, 
instead resorting to other fallacies you may have made in the past 
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that have no correlation with the current situation or value trade 
proposition. 

11. They will tend to word suggestions as a statement that does not 
really have any clear demand from you that indicates how they feel 
about something you are doing. They won’t “ask” but they will 
demonstrate their frustration with your actions. You can either ignore 
it, or assume it is an “ask” and behave appropriately.  

12. They will clearly state when they feel they are helping you in some 
way before even you ask for it. 

13. They will, without a valid reason, act as a victim claiming they don’t 
understand why life is so hard on them when they are such a good 
person.  

14. They will justify a mistake by pretending it did not matter. 

15. Raised voice tone, stuttering or talking louder and faster while 
interrupting you to get their point across, ignoring your statements.  

16. Hesitation after a statement is made and may include an eye 
deflection; quickly looking away. 

17. Touching or rubbing different parts of their body. Face and neck are 
signs of more discomfort than other areas and stem from 
evolutionary circuits of protecting the sensitive throat and upper 
chest. 

18. They will shake their head side to side indicating NO, as they say they 
agree with you. They will also nod indicting YES when they are saying 
NO. 
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19. Shrugging the shoulders as they answer YES, or a half-shrug - one 
shoulder only or not full shrug (indicating they were lying). 

20. They will hold very little eye contact with you or too much. If it is too 
much it is because they are trying to see if you are believing the 
‘story.’ 

21. Pursing their lips which shows they want to say more but feel like 
they can’t. 

22. Blink rates increase from 6 - 10 times a minute to anywhere over 50 - 
60 times a minute. 

23. They will fidget with objects near them or with different parts of the 
body.  

24. When admitting something wrong they did, they will tend to try and 
equalize it by indicating how you do the same mistakes or that you 
are no better than them.  

These are the common tricks people do and when you look at the micro-
expressions. You can really begin to see when people are not happy with 
what you are saying or doing. This does not mean they are always trying to 
get more value out of you or to deceive you, but could simply mean they 
believe you are actually the one trying to get more value out of them that 
you do not deserve. Seeing some of these micro-expressions could tell 
a coach that they are pushing he athlete too hard or making the 
athlete feel uncomfortable.


Notice how some of the body micro-expressions are very ‘literal' such as 
blocking the neck from your attacks or clutching onto a table for support in 
a losing proposition. These kinds of expressions are the signs of ‘real’ 
feelings and are only noticed when you start speaking the language of 
biology. Along with fully body behaviour patterns, people’s faces show you 
a glimpse into their past as well. 
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You know when your parents would tell you to: “stop making those faces, 
your face will stay that way.” Well, they were right. The face has muscles 
and much like a person at the gym who has huge legs for squatting but 
forgot about the upper body, muscles on the face are not used equally. 
The expressions we see on someones face, even in a natural stance, will 
indicate which muscles have been used more. Scientists call this “face-
reading.” 

For example, a person with a large space 
between their eyes and eyebrows indicate 
someone who has consistently shown the 
‘surprise’ expression growing up in the early 
years. Research notes that these individuals 
tend to be more reserved and take more time 
to approach and are not as easily open 
about themselves. Take your time with these 
athletes and let them lead the way.


On the other hand, individuals with ‘naturally’ 
lower eyebrows will have experienced more 
hurtful emotions growing up and are looking for comfort and a coach to be 
a leader and help them more than people with higher eyebrows. Of course 
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face racing is not exact but general conclusions can be made and it 
should at least be considered. Again, like any human reaction, there are 
pros and cons to each and it is an investigation. You can look up social 
face-reading online and gather more information. I have a few guides in 
the references. Again though, don’t be quick to jump to conclusions 
because you never know why they had those emotions, just like you 
may not know why they are clutching the chair for support. 
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CHAPTER 9 
Building Mazes  

I hope you can start to see the attractiveness of the FTA Maze concept 
mentioned at the beginning of this story. If human beings are just binary 
creatures, adapting and controlling their environment, you could, with 
good accuracy, control the development of the athlete along any rotational 
pathway you pick by creating the walls of the Maze, as long as you give 
them some ‘cheese.’ The reason that Mazes are successful is because 
they are based on evolutionary history that human beings have been 
following since their existence. All we are doing is taking that inevitable 
underlying pattern and recreating it in the gym to create successful 
athletes. 


I believe we have given enough background to the FTA Maze concept with 
our story through evolution and human behaviour so let’s simply get to the 
different examples and applications. 


As mentioned near the beginning 
of this story, Mazes come in all 
shapes and forms. Let’s look at a 
few that you may not even think 
o f . We have more Mazes 
available for many different 
options from different coaches 
around the world, so please visit 
the FTA website for videos 
showing the Mazes.
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A Maze is simply the psychological trick or physical progression you make 
an athlete go through in order to get farther along the rotational pathway. It 
will be simpler to understand what I mean by “Mazes” if I provide 
examples. Lets start with ones in greater society: 

1) Sidewalks - Increases the chance pedestrians won’t walk on the road 
and get hit by cars by giving them a marked path to walk


2) Traffic lights or stop signs - Control flow of cars on the road


3) Fine print in advertising - Tells you the truth after you are already 
emotional about the offer


4) Airports that force you to walk through Duty Free before getting to 
your gate - Increases the chance you will buy something


5) Pumping nice smells into Casino ventilation systems - Encourages 
people to stay awake gamble more


6) Online registration - Categorizes human beings for the purpose of 
gathering data they need so everything remains ‘fair’


7) Marketing schemes - Try to modify your motivations to buy products


8) Fences - prevent people going in unwanted areas


9) Beeping sounds in cars - Entices you to buckle up when driving to 
increase safety


10)Donation box at McDonalds - Encourages youth donate while your 
wallet is already out


11)Schools - Create a Maze for children to learn rules of society, not 
necessarily what they want to learn


12)Sale discounts - Falsely makes you think you are getting a discount 
when in fact it is the ‘real’ price they know they can charge


13)Social Security - You are not getting your investment back out of it if 
you add it up
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14)Special of the day at a restaurant - Makes you think it is only 
available for a limited time so you are more inclined to buy that specific 
food item, that simply could be an unpopular dish but they need to get 
rid of it


15)Vacation websites - Create false holidays to boost sales that claim to 
offer their products at a special discount but charge extra additional 
fees on the side, so you’re not really saving


16)Grocery store positioning - Positioning popular items on easily 
reachable shelves at a grocery store


17)Grocery store music - Intentionally slow and relaxing to entice you 
shop at a leisurely pace and stay in the store longer


18)Radar speed signs - Reminds you that you are probably going too fast 
without the government having to spend resources for an officer to sit 
there


19)Parking spaces - Encourages you with painted lines to go where the 
company wants you to go


20)Separate in and out doors - Forces you to go in one side of the 
building and out another side of the building to not bump into 
oncoming traffic


21)Paying to use a public washroom - In Europe it is very common to 
have to pay 0.50 euros to go to the washroom at a gas station and they 
return a 0.50 euro coupon redeemable at the convenience store


22)Resort fees - High level tourist areas will not tell you while booking 
online about a tourist fee that can be quote expensive until you get to 
the hotel and are already committed


23)Salty snacks at a bar - Are usually salty so they make you more thirsty 
and willing to drink more
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24)Happy Hour - A fancy sales technique that put the least favourite 
beverages on sale in hopes that you come in for a sale but then still 
spend more because you are already there


25)Sign in for free Wifi - Companies then get your info and can send you 
offers forever. Note that you can put in all fake information and it will 
still work. Not a great Maze but still works for most people


26)Shot glasses at a bar that are very large but the glass is so thick it 
gives an illusion of being bigger than you think


Mazes exist in so many ways and you might think it is ‘foul-play’ to have 
businesses and the governments use these techniques to acquire more 
out from the consumer. Generally speaking though, these Mazes are not 
there to hurt people but to help control them in a safe way, or offer a new 
value. As explored with Thomas Hobbs, people need a bit of help in 
keeping them on track or anarchy could ensue. As mentioned in the 
Language of Biology chapter, we all play these tricks at some point, so it is 
not fair to point fingers at people who do it back to us. You do it naturally 
to everyone you have ever interacted with so you can’t really 
complain without looking silly.  

Speed limits, for example, are not just for your safety, they reduce the 
federal medical budget. In University I was taught that the Canadian 
government spends several billion dollars a year on what they deem as 
“unnecessary costs.” These are costs we incur to the government through 
our personal decisions, such as self inflicted illnesses (Type II Diabetes) or 
car accidents from drinking and driving. If the government can regulate 
safety measures to help keep their citizens healthier without them even 
knowing, they can reduce their expenses, redirecting funds for other useful 
projects without a backlash. 


If you told everyone every day potential mistakes they could make, even if 
they do not make them, they will deny it every time as part of their defence 
mechanism. Why would you want to go head to head against everyone 
telling them something they do not want to hear? A Maze is a way to trick 
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them in some sense to improve without that potential backlash of reality. 
People do not want to be reminded every day that they could be smarter 
or better. They just want help so thinking about creating Mazes before any 
criticisms and you can spoon feed them the rotational path to success 
with a lot less hassle. This whole story has been about actions 
speaking louder than words. Show the athlete their own success 
before you even try telling them anything. They will be a lot more likely 
to listen to you then.  

                                     

Creating Mazes in Trampoline Parks 
Mazes exist everywhere you look. If you created a behaviour such as 
sitting down in a comfortable arm chair in the lobby of a dental practice 
while more discount offers were streamed in front of your face; you were in 
a Maze. If the dentist then follows up with a 10% off your next visit based 
on what was on the TV in the lobby, you are in an even better Maze. If you 
come back and they repeat the same process but request you bring a 
friend next time for another 10% off coupon, you are in an even better 
Maze. The key ingredient you probably didn’t even think of? The 
comfortable chair! 
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Trampoline parks use this method. When the public are lounging around 
on the trampolines which is against the rules, the staff can either tell the 
jumpers to clear the floor, which creates a negative stimulus they will 
associate in the future, or they can create an alternative; comfortable 
chairs. This is the Maze parks create to have the customers do the action 
they are looking for.


Which sounds better?  

Option 1 - Customers are lying on the trampoline on a busy day and a 
monitor comes over and yells at them to leave the trampolines because it 
is against the rules. 

Option 2 - The trampoline park invests in comfortable arm chairs or sofas 
on the side of the court, visible from the open court area. When the staff 
walks by they say: “Hey guys, you feel more comfortable over there on our 
soft, comfortable chairs.” 

Notice how Option #1 is al l about 
punishment (negative stimulus). Punishment 
does work, albeit not as effectively as a 
reward based motivation shown in the 
above example. In the long term you need a 
continuous value trade. When people think 
you are actually trying to help them, they 
tend to reduce their defences and are more 
rational; following your directions. After all, it 
is better for them if you can help. As 
discussed earlier, human beings want value 
or at least have their lives made easier. In 
Option #2 the staff doesn’t have to be 
negative because they have carefully built a 
Maze of positivity. They can reward the 
jumpers with a better place to relax, which 
accomplishes the same behavioural pattern. 
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By thinking of every behaviour as reward based learning you can keep the 
other person’s defences at a minimum. They actually think you are trying 
to help them; which you are. Yelling creates a negative stimulus, so if you 
don’t want them to be injured you need to create another value for them; 
which is to just have fun. By creating a better alternative you prevent the 
bad behaviour and ‘look’ like a caring staff member. That’s the secret to 
customer service that the Maze allows you to do. Hopefully you 
actually do care, but even if you don’t it will still work.   

However, not all customers may appreciate you trying to keep them be 
safe. If they did they would have stayed at home. They want to have fun 
and more often than not, fun is counter-intuitive to safety. Especially when 
people don’t fundamentally know what they are doing. They are there to 
have an adventure, so lying on the trampoline may be part of that 
adventure. If you want them to follow the rules you need to first 
understand what they actually want first and not get caught up in your 
abstraction of what you want. 


Human beings, as we have seen in the previous chapters, tend to avoid 
negative stimuli. Even when you are helping them stay safe, their brain 
does not necessarily abstract it that way if they assumed they would be 
safe anyway by over-estimating their abilities. In this case it is defensive 
thinking and shows us a different thought process: 


“The staff thinks I’m going to get hurt. What does he know? I know 
what I’m capable of, I don’t need him to tell me how to stay safe!” 

Sounds somewhat negative doesn’t it? Sadly, out of the many parks we 
have visited and the vast amounts of research available, this tends to be 
what is going through the customer’s brain when the staff tries to help 
them. The jumper will usually leave and find something else to do, but 
before you know it the staff have rotated to a new station and now that 
same jumper is back trying it again. It is not necessarily because they 
want to break the rules, they are just more focused on having fun. 

Here’s another example; at a FTA Certification Training course conducted 
at a trampoline park recently I asked the staff to tell me what they liked 
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and disliked about the customers. They didn’t have much to say that was 
positive, but their list of dislikes was very long (remember how we are all 
loss-adverse?) [laugh]. 


They mentioned that jumpers would seem to listen to the rules before 
entering the park but then, just 5 seconds later, would break the rules as 
soon as they were on the floor. The staff complained about it as a group, 
as if they were incapable of such forgetfulness, so I had to make an 
example. I asked them to play a game before our lunch break. We made 
teams and played a version of European Handball on the trampolines with 
all the staff. I explicitly told them that they must follow all of the parks rules; 
such as, no double bouncing, no running, one per trampoline, no rough 
play, etc… I had my business partner, Trish, film the entire game just to be 
able to prove my theory. 


The game started and within the first rush for the ball, 3 or 4 staff members 
sprinted for the ball running across several trampolines. I didn’t say 
anything yet as I observed them diving into and double bouncing each 
other, laughing and having fun. I let them play the way customers play for 
five minutes, then I brought them together and asked them if they had 
followed the rules. 


A nervous murmur spread through the group. They saw firsthand that in 
the midst of a fun activity, safety tends to be a reduced focus if the Old 
Man does not foresee it to be a life threatening issue. A twisted ankle isn’t 
as big of a worry for your brain. You can override that easily with some 
fun and that’s how accidents happen. The point of getting them to act 
out the exact same rule breaking behaviours that they complained about 
was my Maze. Again, as we say in the last Chapter, actions speak louder 
than words. I could have just told them this would happen, but by proving 
it I drove my point home in a much more effective manner. 


The moral of this story is that no one should put themselves above 
breaking the rules. In the real world people do, and they assume that 
they will be ok and the rules are for everyone else, but them. This is a 
natural human tendency and probably struggles somewhere between the 
reward and community circuits. This is why the Mazes avoid this entire 
uncomfortable situation with your dumpsters at a park.
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The take home message here is that you may find it futile to try and have 
someone really appreciate your safety rules unless they really are 
motivated to do so. It is much easier to control human behaviour by 
creating a Maze that offers something you know they want. This will 
indirectly prevent them from the dangerous behaviour you are trying to 
avoid. Always try to turn the behaviours you want in your facility into 
benefits for the customer that encourages them away from that bad 
behaviour.  

You are not telling them “NO!” You are distracting them by saying: 
“YES, and I have an even better option for you!”

If you are a trampoline park owner or manager you can create lots of 
different Mazes for your park to help reduce injuries: 

Use airbags so the foam in your pit does not create a “hole.” Majority of 
neck injuries happen in 3 foot deep pits where most of foam has been 
pushed to the side creating a hole, or packed down, so customers can 
exit easier;


Put sofas in safe areas that lounging jumpers can rest on instead of 
trampolines 


Create contests for memorizing and reciting the rules and following 
them 


Put turnstiles in the entrance to control the flow in and out of the park 


Have staff walk up and down the trampolines getting in the way of 
jumpers running, instead of them yelling or just blowing a whistle across 
a busy and noisy open court


Put moveable large padded blocks between trampolines to help slow 
down jumpers and prevent running
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Put young athletes in different areas, separating them from older and 
bigger jumpers, making the area unique, interesting and child friendly 
so they want to be there


Offer classes for those who come regularly and put them into a staff 
scouting program


Have staff interact with customers regularly to increase customer 
retention which increases the chance they will listen to your staff 
and the rules 

 

Mazes come in all different forms but the 
key point here is that your staff should not 
be yelling at the jumpers to prevent them 
from breaking the rules or simply blowing 
whistles. It is ineffective compared to 
actually creating value for the rule 
breakers. Instead they should be 
interacting with the jumpers in some way 
that distracts them from breaking the 
rules. Dangerous jumpers tend to push 
the limits because they think the best way 
to get excitement is by pushing their own 
limits. This is biologically true and they 
know it at some level. That is what sports 
like acrobatics is for. A certain subset of 
the population love to push their limits to 
different degrees. 


Instead of battling with your customers, have your staff be interacting 
with the clients regularly instead, not standing around in one area just 
blowing a whistle after the transgression has already happened.  

Having the staff engage with those “trouble makers” is a much better 
solution rather than having to remove the offending jumpers from the park, 
or yelling at them. Instead, play a game with them and have them connect 
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with your staff on some level, which will distract them from the dangerous 
behaviour. Again, using cheese as a way to convince the clients to follow 
the rules, rather than just yelling at them, is a much more effective option. 


People come to a trampoline park to have fun, so if you engage with the 
customers more often you will have greater influence over their behaviour. 
People may not like this concept of ‘bribing’ people to behave properly in 
their belief system but it has been done this way for many years and is 
called a “Token System.” Children who repeatedly exhibit bad behaviour at 
school will be given some form of a token for good behaviour. They can 
redeem the rewards for extra recess time, treats, books, or any form of 
benefit that is appropriate for their age. It has been shown to be very 
successful because it addresses human behaviour at a biological level. 


Given the fact that trampoline parks are primarily a tourism business, 
you will have very low rates of repeat customers that will appreciate 
your safety rules. You have to engage with the customers instead. 

Certain equipment can also keep the park areas safer; such as airbags. 
This is a common form of a Maze since foam pits require maintenance and 
most pits are not maintained as well as they should be. Staff don’t really 
understand how to properly maintain them and the customers don’t 
understand how dangerous they can be. 
An airbag maintains itself with air; less 
work for staff, less cleaning and less 
injuries. 


Many parks are starting to take out open 
jump areas and instead put in controllable 
attractions such as rock climbing walls 
and rope courses, rather than allowing 
jumpers freedom of jumping all over the 
place into each other. 


Putting in safer attractions is a better 
Maze than simply trying to hope people 
will use existing attractions more safely. 
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Mazes are not always there to educate people but to distract them 
from doing dangerous things without them knowing. 

A few parks such as WOOP! Trampoline 
Park in Slovenia actually put in turnstiles 
that only allow one person in at a time 
(right). A park in Canada that we went to 
had three ankle injuries in four minutes 
because there was no control of how new 
jumpers got onto the floor. Once the gate 
was open, the first thing the jumpers 
would do is run to the trampolines. 


We suggested they have the new jumpers coming onto the floor do a short 
fun game, conducted by a fun, energetic staff member, before they were 
allowed onto the open court areas. Notice how we did not use the word 
“Warm Up” or “Safety Training”? That automatically makes people think it 
is “work.” By asking a child if they want to play a game for free before their 
jump time, you are 'seeming’ to add in an extra value trade for free, not 
bore them to death with a warm up. The game does warm them up 
indirectly by delivering it in a Maze format they are more willing to follow. 
Woop warms up jumpers in groups and uses the warm up as a safety 
measure, control the flow of traffic on the floor as well as a way to 
build rapport with the customers and even sell tickets to their 
upcoming special events. 

This creates an environment where the customer is more likely to form a 
small attachment to the staff, which in turns means they will tend to be 
more inclined to listen to them and follow the rules continuously over the 
hour. Of course it is not perfect, but it does help to create that emotional 
connection needed for a motivational circuit to form. People make 
decisions with their emotions and then rationalize it afterwards. This is 
why we often suggest having the staff bounce with the customers to 
also create that connection.  
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At other parks we advise them to install one foot high moveable padded 
blocks between the trampolines because generally customers want to run 
across the trampolines; a very dangerous problem creating collisions with 
other jumpers, as well as sprained ankles from falls or tripping over the 
trampoline pads. 


By putting barriers scattered around the open court it is a much more 
effective way of slowing down running and collisions compared to 
just yelling across the floor or blowing a whistle. We also tell the staff 
they must constantly move around the floor area ‘accidentally’ getting in 
the way of jumpers. It works like a charm. These are great ways to create a 
Maze to have customers slow down. 


I hope you see that switching the way you modify human behaviour from a 
negative reinforcement to a more positive reinforcement reward based 
stimulus can increase the behaviours you want to see from people with 
less hassle. On all accounts we have witnessed firsthand this is a much 
more effective approach. 


The most effective way to have clients 
at a trampoline park follow your rules 
is by having a whole list of fun 
interactive games ready to use to 
distract anyone breaking the rules. If 
you can provide them a value that is 
greater than the value they get from 
doing the dangerous act, they will take 
the option with more value of course, 
based on the biology we have already 
discussed.  

Traditional gym clubs do this method with structured competition and 
education. Trampoline parks should do it with games. Maybe Traditional 
and Freestyle aspects of the sport are not so different after all.


Have the staff engage and play games with the jumpers regularly, moving 
around like ‘entertainers’ that focus on jumping with the children and 
distracting them from dangerous behaviours. By providing jumpers with 
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a fun alternative, rather than leaving children up to their own devices, 
is ultimately much safer.


Cramming rules down people’s throats is not as effective in the real world 
as actually engaging with the customers. Coaches or employees that 
simply ‘wish’ others will do what they want just because they ask 
them are in a dream world and will simply get drained over time. 


The first parks in North America we attended claimed that the lawyers told 
them that if they allowed the staff to jump and play with the clients and 
there was an injury, the park would be liable. This forced the parks to 
adopt the “stand still” mentality. It is easy to sympathize with this fear and 
after speaking to lawyers and insurance companies across the world 
myself, I see it is a common mentality in all countries that avoids 
responsibility for park accidents that are not always the park's fault. They 
can’t solve human behaviour either so its not fair to simply blame them for 
every little issue. In Europe however, parks tend to not be as restricted in 
this manner and allow the staff to jump with the clients; effectively 
distracting them from breaking the rules with games and education. 


We hope that the rest of the world will follow suit and take an active role in 
educating and engaging with jumpers, rather than being frozen in fear, 
sitting still, unable to provide any real client interaction. Even if you can’t 
be on the trampoline legally you can still engage and play with the 
customers off the trampoline by purchasing some fun toys such as these: 


These are all inexpensive and safe toys for the trampoline. When a staff 
member sees a child or even an adult breaking the rules all they need 
to do so pick up one of these toys and try to engage with them by 
making a game or giving them a challenge to do. 
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On the FTA website we highlight some of the fun games 
that parks have come up with using toys and the staff for 
distracting rule breakers with a value proposition. You do 
not even have to be on the trampoline to distract the 
jumpers and give them a safer alternative. It is up to the 
staff to know what level of challenges certain people can 
do but in reality they will learn these limits as they work 
at the park through regular staff training. 


You can have jumpers play catch with a staff member on 
or off the trampoline with a beanie bag toy. You can get 
them to jump over a rope on the group a few times. You can see if they 
can juggle by standing nice and still on the trampoline maybe on one foot. 
Options are endless.


You can have monthly team building meetings and come up with 40-50 
different games to play with the trouble makers and you can even have the 
staff play the games on themselves as a way to help them feel part of the 
park community. It is a Win-Win because as a manager you are having 
your staff emotionally connect together and come up with solutions to 
park issues at the same time without boring them to death.  

If your insurance allows it, you do not have to simply stick to games, you 
can actually teach them how to build small behavioural patterns, such as a 
front roll or a seat drop. Some gym clubs note that enrolment actually 
increased when a park was opened near them because younger athletes 
wanted to learn in their own way, with their friends, so they could use the 
park with more efficiency. I predict that trampoline parks will tend to start 
to offer more educational programs as a way to inspire jumpers to spend 
more money in the park as well as promoting education. 

Again, it is the issue with the way the legal structure has been formulated 
that really prevents brands from helping educate their customers. In the 
safety chapter we will give specific details about how this issue is not a 
new development but has been around for a long time which is why I 
believe a change to the system needs to be made if we truly want the 
children to be safer.
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The take home message for trampoline park floor staff is that the value 
trade biology we operate under is the best strategy for reducing injuries in 
parks. We know that it is a tough battle with 100 - 200,000 jumpers all 
trying to be adventurous, but rarely take blame for pushing their own 
limits. The best way is to train the staff to identify a dangerous liability that 
is increasing park risk, then try to distract the customer with a few games 
and challenges that inadvertently puts them in a Maze and moves them 
away from the dangerous behaviour. It is all about playing games. 


Along with changing the rule breaking 
behaviour, before an injury occurs, the 
staff also has fun which keeps them 
engaged in their job. It also provides 
more content for your marketing 
manager to utilize to increase social 
media engagement which increases 
your bottom line in the long run. 
Investors would like this idea. 


We know it is hard to keep the staff engaged for a long 6+ hour shift and 
we know they tend to “zone out” after just a few hours, so by having a tool 
kit of Mazes you can help keep everyone on the safety track including your 
staff. Our motto for park staff is: 


“Get Paid to Play” 

The same thought process works for managers trying to keep their floor 
staff on track as well. Out of the many parks we have visited around the 
world, a noticeable pattern occurs when they have employees with an 
increased negative behavioural pattern. If the managers are too busy to 
give adequate attention to the staff and give them value they will not be 
able to see a return - no value trade. 


The owners will tend to be absent or dealing with other aspects of the 
business, so they cannot provide enough attention to the manager. The 
manager, understandably overburdened, does not give enough time to the 
staff who then feel neglected. They in turn neglect the jumpers and it all 
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s t e m s f r o m t h e t o p . 
O w n e r s , p l e a s e k e e p 
constant communication 
with the park managers and 
staff even if it is just a 
phone call every few days 
or you wi l l lose the i r 
a t t e n t i o n a n d i t i s a 
cascading effect all the way 
to the customer that ultimately hurts your bottom line and will annoy your 
investors. 


The owners tend to have a personality that is always ‘on the go’ and 
looking for new opportunities even outside of their park so they can get 
distracted from the day to day business operations. In this case, owners 
need to trust the managers and ensure they get the right ones who can 
seriously act as an owner. You can’t micromanage a manager if you are 
not there all the time so create the Mazes that will allow you to sleep at 
night knowing your team is doing a good job. 


Simply create a system that allows the employees and managers to feel 
valued. If they feel they are simply ‘working’ for someone else’s vision they 
wont be motivated as if they feel it is their vision too. 


Your core team that probably is helping you build the park are already 
showing their commitment so allow them to demonstrate to you as the 
owner why they are valuable and what areas they have strengths or 
motivations in. Provide them with certain goals and objectives and work 
together as a team to accomplish them. From the start you will see certain 
members of your team gravitate towards certain roles and owners should 
make a note of that.



Here is a typical pattern in a failing business: The owner has some money 
lying around and picks a business to create. They generally will have this 
hierarchy mentality and that is understandable because the media and 
history has depicted this structure so they follow suit. They hire a 
Marketing Manager a Product Manager and an Operations Manager. They 
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hire them in a series of interviews that are based on the owner trying to 
discern the validity of their Person Suit in the interview (which is usually 
over inflated). 


The Marketing Manager, for example, will have a great resume but will not 
understand the vision of the owner or the specifics of marketing that 
particular business generally. Then the owner blows through a years salary 
and then decides that the marketing manager was ‘not good enough’ and 
then they rehire. This happens over and over again with all sectors of the 
business and very little actual work is done because more time is spent 
‘finding’ the right team. In this way you need to build the right team, not 
find them.


We work with a company in Finland that was created from a mutual 
interest in the technology sector. This company functions in more of an 
ecosystem fashion which has shown to be quite productive because 
instead of hiring and rehiring, they tend to come together under a common 
motivation for a product. Then they divide up the roles based on what 
each team member brings to the table, not so much based on their 
resume or experience outside of the company. 


Of course they all gravitate towards certain roles based on their personal 
experiences, but the first step was creating an ecosystem of like 

minded individuals to build 
up. As they expand I would 
recommend this company 
to keep that ecosystem 
and create Mazes for new 
hires that show them their 
motivation, not their skills. 


Each job requires specific solutions so your resume is always secondary to 
motivation and connection to that specific business. If you love what that 
company stands for you will put in a lot more effort overall and will quickly 
learn what it needs and how to accomplish those goals. Some of the 
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knowledge you bring from the ‘outside’ world will indeed be required, but 
that mutual belief system is the bedrock. Many companies do not take 
sufficient time to build that first and then blame everyone else when it  
inevitably falls apart.


Constant team building outside of 
the gym, even if it is just a bowling 
night, gives you a discount because 
you can cooperate together due to 
similar demographics. This would 
be the job of the owner and the 
team because money does not grow 
on trees so coming up with 
financially efficient team building 
strategies is very important. Maybe 
a monthly “Management” poker 
game where you can all brainstorm 
new ideas for the park (or any 
business) and get to know each 
other more. 


By doing it, outside of the park, the team gets to see what everyone is like 
in normal day life, outside of the work environment which will help make 
the team building more authentic. Of course, nothing is perfect but the 
idea of team development is at the core of any good business so put the 
emphasis on developing the team before you develop their roles.


From our experience, parks and Traditional gym owners will jump to the 
point too quickly. What I mean is that they simply look to the employee as 
a resume and not an individual with their own motivational circuits and 
personality. They will ‘say’ they see them as a person but a second later 
they will demand work from them with no real value proposition. In this day 
and age with so many jobs available to these millennials, and all 
demographics, employees need to provide more than a pay cheque. 


They need to create a team within a common belief system that makes the 
staff ‘feel at home.’ In 1999 there was a survey done by The National 
Research Council and 70% of people said they would work even if they 
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won the lottery. It shows 
pretty conclusively that 
there is more to work than 
money for most people if 
they find the job they can 
get passionate about.


Howard Ga rdne r, an 
Industrial Organizational 
Psychologist wrote a 
paper in 2002 discussing 
that people need to feel 
that their work somehow 
has far reaching implications to help other people. It is not just about 
money, it is about feeling that you are making a difference in the world. 
Employers need to create a belief system that stretches out into the 
community. 


Even if you are just a trampoline park, it does not mean you can’t involve 
charities in your business or fight for causes and donate profits to help 
people on the other side of the world. Your employees will feel a sense of 
duty when they see the park is really trying to help people, not just make 
money. 


Create that sense of duty with a belief system and community focus with 
the help of your team and they will feel they are part of that greater cause 
and be more effective because they feel it is “their” cause as well, not just 
“your” program that they built for you, making you money. 


If I had to boil down the #1 issue we see with business management 
across the board it would be this: Companies tend to be always searching 
for the “right staff,” but they need to build them instead with proper 
education. 

This whole story discusses the process of building behaviours so I will not 
walk through every step of building an employee. That would take another 
300 page story in itself but I hope you can see that you are better off 
finding the motivated individual and building the proper skill on that 
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platform compared to hoping to find the staff that will make you lots of 
money. Build your staff the way you build athletes Degree-By-Degree.  

Managers, please remember you are more likely to find the 
behaviour you seek if you reward the good, not just point out the 
bad. I highly recommend Ken Blanchard’s book “One Minute 
Manager.” Our editorial board that helped with this story provided 
that reference to me and it sums up how to apply this story to your 
employees.  

Download A Free Copy Here: https://www.midmich.edu/application/files/
7514/7759/5455/The-One-Minute-Manager.pdf 

Establishing an emotional connection through a common belief system 
with all your managerial staff is equivalent to establishing an emotional 
connection with your jumpers who will then feel you value them and will 
reciprocate that value with something you want; a hard working member of 
your team, not just an “employee.” At the FTA we never use the word 
“employee” as it sends bad signals to everyone involved. At the FTA we 
actual have hundreds of “employees” in a sense. This includes our 
followers who help our statistics build, to sponsored athletes who help 
scout new gyms, to parent volunteers who help at the events, business 
partners who open new opportunities and financial investors who help get 
new projects off the ground.


We never label them because they are all part of our team that creates 
value for the trampoline industry, which is their form of payment and their 
sense of commitment to a greater cause. It is always a team effort in our 
business, aiming at something much bigger than just one person’s vision. 
It goes way beyond my vision for this industry. 


It has to be everyone’s vision. Freestyle Trampoline is not just the 
FTA’s vision, it’s all of our supporters. The FTA plays a role in it but so 

does everyone else. Thank you to all of our supporters! 

Here is a recent example: In New Zealand for the #GTGamesANZ 
competition, all the parents of the athletes both on our #GRTCrew as well 
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at athletes not on our crew came together to chip away at the budget and 
run the event. The kids all helped set up the trampolines, the parents 
handled registration, Trish coordinated the event and all the volunteers, 
handled the scoring and kept the schedule on time, while I engaged with 
the kids, keeping them ‘under control’ [laugh]. It is really amazing what can 
be done when you bring people together under a common goal. 

Business is not about creating a hierarchy of important people and 
ranking them, but instead gathering supporters to help you 
accomplish a mutual goal that you all believe in. In our case, it is 
creating a less restrictive trampoline community for the future and we are 
extremely grateful for the help the team has provided to the community. 
We reciprocate that by making sure they are included in the development 
of this new community. They also have the opportunity to travel and watch 
the creation of something amazing. The kids obviously also travel and 
learn to deal with media attention, as well as belonging to a community of 
friends who have a common goal. 


Parents are able to engage with their children on a new level, 
strengthening the family unit and also meet other parents who are in a 
similar situation. We know that they will continue building this belief 
system even if we are no longer around, which means that we have been 
part of a team, not simply dictating what everyone should do in the name 
of our own abstractions.  

Even with a real genuine belief system that your team can get behind, you 
also need to utilize Mazes to help keep them on track on a day to day 
basis. Brian Tracy, the sales expert mentioned earlier discussed how a few 
studies done in the early 1900s and again at the turn of the century have 
indicated worker productivity is not what we think it is. In one of his lecture 
series he describes how the average salesman will only effectively sell 
products a few hours a day even though they are getting paid for an 8 
hour shift. From my experience, this is very accurate and the managers 
tend to spend a lot of time running around between sales but not actually 
doing the selling.
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My suggestion is to 
m a k e a g o a l 
o r i e n t e d 
atmosphere in your 
park. If you have a 
marketing manager, 
d o n o t m i c r o -
manage them and 
give them a “list” of 
duties; instead, give 
them a list of goals 
to accomplish. Make challenges for the managers such as increase the 
social media followers by 2,000 by next month. Let them show you they 
can figure out how to do that. 


It is not the job of the owner to play the instrument for them, but to 
ensure they have the environment that encourages them and 
educates them in order to be at the top of their game so they can 
contribute to the orchestra as a whole in an effective manner. 


It is much more effective to make your team responsible to each other 
than to the owner. If there is a big event but the social media is so low 
that they don’t get enough people to hear about it, the whole team will 
apply pressure to the social media director. The social media director will 
naturally put pressure on themselves if they’re not contributing their fair 
share of the work. They won’t internalize this pressure as ‘fear’ if they 
believe in the cause and have been already going Degree-By-Degree. It 
will be a positive sort of pressure that they will want to accomplish to 
give themselves more confidence and to feel good about themselves 
by showing everyone else they are a competent human being. 


The owner or head manager simply needs to run round the office helping 
everyone, not demanding they be better at their duties. A real leader is 
more like an assistant for everyone. The best way to give them 
assistance is to make sure you get them on the right ‘pathway’ Degree-By-
Degree. Then you simply keep them goal oriented and the ship will steer 
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itself. Some managers may look at their role as a nice easy job after years 
of hard work, so now they can relax. Wrong! 


In the 1930s Elton May, (1880 – 1949) an Australian psychologist, industrial 
researcher and organizational theorist, noticed that when he tried different 
ways to increase worker productivity, such as changing the lights and 
other structures of the office, only one thing really made a noticeable 
difference. When he walked around and personally asked the employees 
how they were doing and interacted with them, they would actually 
increase their performance. They simply wanted to be reminded that 
they were important. If these concepts are applied before the 
business even opens you can keep everyone in a goal-oriented 
environment under a cloud of positivity. We will discuss the “Cloud of 
Positivity” in a later chapter.


Now, if you find someone who is not productive, no matter how much you 
engage with them, you may have to let them go.  However, if you create a 
good Maze and they behave in a way that indicates they don’t see the 
value of your system, you can help them find a better system. Biology 
says there are no such things as good or bad employees or athletes, 
simply ones who get value from 
your belief system and ones who 
don’t. If they do not, work with them in 
a friendly way and help them find 
another community that they can get 
value out of.


As you can see, the common theme of providing value is apparent at every 
level within all the different Mazes we have discussed. The staff need to 
provide value to the jumpers by engaging with them by playing games or 
teaching them some fun safe tricks. The floor manager needs to engage 
the staff and encourage them and provide cheese for them to keep moving 
around the park and engaging with the jumpers. The managers need to 
encourage each other and work as a team with simply a set of group 
goals, not tasks, and come up with a way everyone can contribute to the 
orchestra that can affect the greater good outside of the company and not 
just line the owner’s pockets with money. This will help keep the park as 
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safe as possible and as profitable as possible 
with he same underlying value trade 
methodology. If the job of an employee is to 
build the business, the managers job is to 
make them want to.  

Remember how I said at the start of the book that 
a coach is really a salesman?… 

At our clinics we discus these topics in more 
details and work with trampoline parks to 
come up with their personal Mazes that 
highlight their desired image based on their 
unique strengths and weaknesses. We work 
with their team to create steps towards those goals from the managerial 
side of things to the public jumping side of things. We also help create 
different examples of games and class structures that will allow for proper 
education of your jumpers. 


For complete staff training or Freestyle Trampoline events for promotional 
purposes please contact us at: www.FreestyleTrampolineAssociation.com


Creating Mazes for Gymnastics & Trampoline Athletes

In Traditional gymnastics you need to actually 
teach skills more often than at a park, so how 
can we make Mazes in a Traditional 
gymnastics /trampoline club? It is similar to 
what we discussed in the previous section on 
trampoline parks. We simply try to focus on 
providing the athlete with a positive stimulus, 
that moves them closer to their goals with the 
least amount of friction as possible. Behaviour 
is not as much of a problem in most 
Traditional gyms due to the history of strict 
rules and protocol. The Traditional side has a 
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reputation of rules and education compared to a trampoline park that is 
unfortunately classified as an “Amusement Park.”  

So how do we actually teach an athlete a skill with the Maze concept? It’s 
actually quite easy and similar than in trampoline parks and simply 
requires some brainstorming. In trampoline parks you have to get creative 
with the psychological Mazes but in Traditional acrobatics you can simply 
think more about building behaviours in terms of skills which is easier to 
do. You build the Maze with blocks and mats and have the athlete go 
through the Maze giving them ‘cheese.’ 


The athlete tries the Maze for the first time and probably wont get too far. 
They will look at the coach and the coach will have a big smile and say 
something along the lines of: “Awesome! OK, now the NEXT step is to do 
“X.”  

You didn’t say anything negative or imply the athlete did the wrong 
behaviour. Even if they didn’t complete the Maze, it doesn’t mean they did 
the wrong behaviour. This is crucial for the Maze concept. Falling down 
in a controlled environment is the only way to learn. So when an athlete 
goes through a Maze they either learned a piece of the pathway or they 
got closer to learning a piece of the rotational pathway. Failure and 
success are actually the same thing with this mentality. 


Get rid of all those ideas of good and bad that we are all trained to rely on. 
There is no failure. There are only different sized steps along the 
underlying pathway that we discussed in both the biomechanics and 
biology chapters. Remember that an athlete who even goes one more 
degree has technically learned a skill in the biological sense and we need 
to acknowledge these small ‘skills.’


Let’s walk through a real example of how I put athlete’s in a training 
Maze: 

Human beings can learn anything if we allow them to take small enough 
steps without judgment. If I want the athlete to do a longer Roundoff, by 
putting her hands in the red hoop and her feet on the beat-board, she will 
need to get one hand in the hoop first but not the other hand or the feet. 
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I don’t tell her she made a mistake if she misses. I enthusiastically tell her 
she was slightly closer to the end result of that Maze. This is her ‘cheese.’ I 
tell her the next step, which is to get the other hand in the hoop and don’t 
worry about the feet yet. When she manages to get the other hand but still 
fails to get the feet in I don’t highlight that fact. Instead, I get excited and  
show her my delight in the fact that she was able to get to the next step, 
which was to get both hands in the hoop. 


Next, I ask her to put one foot on the beat-board and then two feet. You 
can see how the GRT Maze technique is more about highlighting the 
positive steps they did make, not just remind them of what they still 
need to do in the future. 


This is hugely important! If you remember the motivation section, the true 
joy for this athlete is to feel they are getting closer to the end result, so by 
being able to highlight her baby steps every few repetitions I can keep her 
enjoying the journey and she won’t become frustrated about not being at 
the end. After all, in the deep circuits we do not actually enjoy the end, 
we enjoy getting there.


After several repetitions of each baby step, highlighting the steps she did 
take, I can help her to stay positive and finish the skill. The “cheese” is 
my happiness about each step she does take. It tells her she is a 
worthwhile competent human being and that I value the progression she is 
making. I crack jokes and smile 
and offer a high five as much as 
necessary at the younger levels. 


After she learns the skill, Step #1 
is complete. I have successfully 
guided her ‘ship’ through a set 
of marker boys and have taught 
her why it is important and what 
the underlying mechanism are. I 
tell her all the other skills that 
use the same concept and show 
her the long term path of why 
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the skill works in any way I can. She has effectively moved vertically 
‘upwards’ the hierarchy with this new skill. 


Now I need her to solidify this skill by moving ‘horizontally’ in my athletic 
development hierarchy. I then come up with many different variations of 
the Roundoff; I add in the Freestyle element of training. I may just have her 
do it from one colourful mat to another one. I may have her do it from a 
block into the pit, trying to go as far as she can. I may try to get her to 
have a really short Roundoff just to demonstrate the difference between 
long and short. This is what I mean when I say I go ‘horizontally' after I go 
‘upwards.’ 


This is why I play a lot of games on the trampoline. They are not actually 
games, I just disguise them as games to increase learning… It is not 
dangerous if you pick the right games for the skill level of the athlete. Too 
many times I hear coaches assume that the word “Game” implies danger 
or absence of learning but this is not the case; not even close. 


In fact, I haven’t had a single injury at any of my clinics when we play 
games that people deem ‘dangerous.’ The only reason some think it is 
dangerous is because they do not realize the biology of learning as well as 
they may think. It is all about knowing your crowd and how to give them 
fun Mazes to help solidify previously built circuits. 


The athlete has now learned the path to the next marker boy and now I am 
giving her a context for the skill by making fun variations and games. That 
is what Freestyle is really about. It creates a context for the desired skill 
by making many variations 
that a l l requ i re s l ight ly 
different pathways in the 
brain. This allows her to play 
with the new schema in her 
brain to better understand it and 
modify it. That is Step #2. 


Then I simply add in the next 
‘upwards’ baby step and in this 
case it is probably a Back 
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Handspring preparing for a ‘Yurchenko’ (Back Handspring on Vault). At this 
step I will ask the athlete what she thinks the next progression is. When 
they are younger I have to help them more but if I start early they quickly 
catch on and start seeing the building pattern. 


I try to coach in a story format continuously building the next Degree 
based on the previous Degree, not a completely different skill. I may 
actually teach her Back Handspring on a trampoline but at the same time 
have her doing this Roundoff Drill with a back roll as another Maze. I have 
her add on to the previous skill; simply adding to the previous pathway, 
not changing it. 


When I coach I am always thinking about adding to the previous steps of 
the path, not creating different Mazes that are not in some form taught as 
a continuation of the previous Maze. I simply keep adding to my Maze and 
making the Maze bigger Degree-By-Degree, not necessarily making a 
whole new Maze for every single skill. This will help get the athlete to 
look at acrobatic rotations as a pathway they can follow rather than a 
series of unsolved problems that they will look to me to solve every 
time. 


I never want my athletes to look to 
me to tell them the next step as they 
get older. If they do not know it then 
I have not properly shown them the 
path. As discussed earlier this can 
create dependancy and can lead to 
injuries when invariably I can’t be 
there holding their hand every step 
of the way.


Practically speaking you will not be able to stick to the perfect Degree-By-
Degree model every time because so many other factors contribute to the 
athlete’s success. They may go to a friends gym and discover a new 
variation that contradicts the teachings of their coach. In this case I ask 
the athlete to teach me what they learned and we play with it together. I do 
not tell them it was a bad ‘technique. If I think it is, then I devise Mazes 
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that they CAN NOT go through to demonstrate the error in their way. 
The Maze corrects them, not me!  I simply show them the error of that 
technique by giving them a safe, but impossible challenge by being 
creative and then they will realize that in fact, the technique we had 
previously been working on is actually the best solution. Create a Maze 
that lets them figure out their mistakes on their own when you can. Mazes 
do not simply build behaviours, they also tear them down.  

For example: One athlete came to me and said she learned a new skill in 
cheerleading class. It had to do with throwing her head back like a “Swan 
Jump” during a back flip. In competitive trampoline, I needed her to keep 
her head in. I gave her a challenge later that day so she wouldn’t cross-

associate her ‘new' skill and my Maze: “Do a 
back flip and hold your shirt in both hands. 
Sweep your legs through the shirt as you hold 
it during your back flip. Do it into the pit so 
you have an easier landing.” 

This is a drill I learned from TNT Diving after a 
week of filming their athletes for our App and I 
apprec ia te the i r cont inued suppor t  
(@TNTdiving).  

If you try this drill even a few times you can 
see that there is no way to do it and have 
your head “out” like a Swan Jump.  We all 
joined in and had a lot of fun at the clinic. I 
would ask questions to prompt them to take 
training in their own hands like: “What body 
shape could you do to accomplish this goal?” 

As well as having her try to teach another gymnast this drill. In this way I 
had her in my Maze and everyone else as well learning from the Maze. 


I did not tell her, “A Swan Jump is bad technique.” I simply constructed a 
Maze where everyone in the group could learn that depending on the skill, 
certain body positions will be required to accomplish the goal. I create a 
goal for them and make some ‘walls’ to the Maze and let them funnel 
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through it. If they do not quite make it, the Maze is to blame, not me as the 
coach. This way I am always the guy on their side, not the authoritarian 
figure telling them they are not good enough. I end it off by making the 
point clear that when doing competitive trampoline, she will need to keep 
her head in but outside of that small world, Swan Jumps are fun and I had 
her teach me her ‘new’ move. 


There are no ‘good’ and ‘bad’ skills. There are only skills that work well in 
one situation compared to another I keep my coaching very positive and 
have the athletes figure this out on their own, through the challenge. This 
is how you educate athletes on technique but also allow them to be 
free at the same time to build the way they want. 


Just let them know which skills work in which environments and let them 
choose which environments to ‘play’ in. Don’t just tell them what to do and 
what not to do. Instead create a Maze that shows how biology can make 
them do it either directly or indirectly. It is much more effective than hand 
spotting every single athlete or describing progressions and putting limits 
on human behaviours. Let the Mazes do the heavy lifting. You keep that 
Maze pointed in the right direction and your athlete will figure it out 
with some cheese. 


A Few Examples:  

Skill #1 - Jumping with feet together; and the Maze is putting foam 
between the legs to inspire the athlete to focus on those levers/
muscles. 


Skill #2 - Hurdle Step; and the Maze is placing visual markers on the 
ground to accomplish this.


Skill #3 - Bar Swings; and once you explain the technique of initiating 
and continuing swing the Maze is the fact you can put visuals or blocks 
around them they must “kick.”


Skill #4 - Split Stretch; and you just give them a timing schedule that 
acts as a Maze. My coaches would test our flexibility and that was the 
‘Maze’.
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Skill #5 - Parallel Bar Support Swings; and the Maze is to put mats 
across the bars at farther distances every few days and the swing will 
get higher and the athlete will have a mat to fall on if they do not do the 
right momentum or angle of axis/lever. No need to spot parallel bar 
swings unless its for a tight body reminder. Even then, you can use a 
foam as a Maze between the legs to help encourage a tight body.


Skill #10 - Back Roll; so your Maze is a large slanted mat and then 
decrease the angle over time. 


Skill #15 - Full Turn on Beam; so your Maze is to build the mats up 
around the beam and let the athlete work around degree-by-degree 
marking off with chalk the further they get. Make it even a contest to 
increase workload motivation. 


Skill #20 - Back Flip on trampoline; so your Maze is to build up mats 
and have them learn to do back roll on the mat and then slowly modify 
the mats so they start flipping on their own onto the lower mats and 
eventually they will learn on their own as you slowly take the mats away. 
Again you can use a “foam block in the chin” Maze to encourage 
proper head alignment.  Use multiple Mazes at once if you need to.


Skill #25 - Take-off on Double Mini; and the Maze is to create a proper 
distance on the take-off by putting a block a certain distance from the 
end of the Double Mini and force the athlete to have to jump the gap 
and that will force the legs more in front more so then they would 
naturally do with verbal cues. 


Skill #50 - Back Pull Over; and the Maze is to lock their hands together 
behind their legs and fall off a 4 inch mat onto the trampoline and the 
gravitational force will naturally make them go over; no hand-spotting.


Skill #100 - 1 1/4 onto a High Mat off the trampoline; or 1 - 1/2 
Forward Dive into water. The mats or the water are the Maze.
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As you can see there are tons of examples and each Maze can be made 
differently depending on the equipment available, coaches individual 
preferences and athlete motivations. Some Mazes work better than others 
for millions of reasons so it will take some experimenting on the coaches 
part to start constructing Mazes conceptually and trying them yourself 
before running athletes through them. 


You can create Mazes for every skill with very minimal hand spotting from 
the coach. Some Mazes may require the coach to stand by for a step of 
the skill that it extremely hard to build. Blocks can’t move as easily as a 
coach’s arm. You should not be resorting to hand spotting for every 
skill or you will become burnt out and your athlete will learn to rely on 
you for every skill.  

Technique is important to teach but it is taught by having athletes 
simply go through a Maze, not by the coach most of the time. Some 
key points can only be explained with verbal cues but try to keep it simple 
and let the athlete focus on one thing at a time along the pathway where 
the 'walls’ of the Maze really develop the technique. Too many coaches 
focus primarily on verbal cues which are not that effective. Going through 
the motion is much more effective if the athlete can focus on one thing at a 
time being led by ‘cheese.’ 


Give them a focal point on each Maze. Do not expect them to just go 
blindly through a huge long Maze. Try to keep the Mazes simple and 
effective that focus on one thing at a time. With all the other things that 
athlete is focusing on, 
giving them ten things to 
focus on during the Maze is 
useless as they will be 
overwhelmed and most 
likely will forget everything 
you asked. One thing at a 
time for all athletes is very 
crucial. 
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Sometimes Mazes will be about positive rewards I call "cheese” to get the 
athlete to perform better. Other times it will be about inducing friendly 
competition between other athletes or even yourself to spark that 
competitive nature we have to climb the competency hierarchy. In extreme 
circumstances it may be social pressure by bringing the parents out onto 
the gym floor to directly sit in front of athletes who are misbehaving; 
negative reinforcement. Other times it will be funny jokes made between 
the athletes or the coach. It can be anything that modifies the behaviour. 
The difference between a positive stimulus and a negative stimulus is on 
the delivery of the Maze, not the actual instructions from the coach. 
Because of the fact fear and motivation are the same thing in biology, I can 
always turn a negative into a positive by being creative. People learn 
based on positivity, not criticism. Find them doing something right and 
encourage it and ignore the bad whenever possible. It is always possible!


Some coaches work on this 
principal that if you yell enough or 
hit them hard enough they will 
listen. They believe the millennial 
should just automatically respect 
them without them really earning it. 
If you yell at them, yes they will 
listen in that moment because they 
can’t escape but then they will 
avoid your negative stimulus in the future and look for a positive one, as 
they continue doing exactly what you don’t want them to do. This could 
lead to many destructive behaviours that hurt everyone involved and can 
even lead to injuries.


The reason we are able to rally the Freestyle Trampoline community 
around our events is because we give them what they are looking for, 
then teach them in a positive manner based on their values, not ours. 
If you actually want to create a change in behaviour don’t fight the 
athletes; be creative, and guide them with positive reinforcement through 
the Mazes you create for them. There isn’t one behaviour on this planet 
conducted by any living creature that is not a value trade. It seems that 
some of the older generations will forget that or simply try to ignore it. 
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The only exception is in extreme circumstances where it is more important 
to get a quick appropriate reaction. However, since circumstances like this 
are very rare in today’s world, you need to create a strong connection with 
the athlete or child beforehand. Then they will tend to follow your 
instructions in the moment and you can have a discussion about it 
afterwards, once the negative stimulus is dealt with. There is no place for 
the, “Because I told you so” mentality in an educational facility in the 
21st century.  

Here is an example: At one of the Freestyle events an athlete was trying a 
skill that was out of their comfort zone and had a rough landing. I held 
down the microphone, walked onto the trampoline to physically stop him 
from jumping, whispered in his ear “as your coach you need to do another 
skill. I don’t care what it is, pick something else.”  At first he looked a bit 
upset but knowing I was scared for his safety he said, “ok” and then 
successfully did another skill, receiving a huge applause. About 20 
minutes later in the middle of the event, he asked if he could talk on the 
microphone to the crowd. I didn’t know what he wanted to say but in the 
spirit openness, I obviously allowed it. To my surprise he publicly thanked 
Trish (my business partner) and I for all that we do for the community and 
said we truly care about their safety and he was grateful for our support. It 
was a defining moment for us and for the community. The crowd went wild 
because they could feel the genuine emotion in his words. 


If your athletes truly care about the belief system they are in, even in those 
dire situations, they will listen and will care, without resentment for your 
seemingly negative response in the moment.  

“I told you so” is a dangerous statement with no basis in reality these 
days, as opportunities for this generation increases. 

Over and over again we see that by creating a value trade, we can show 
the youth of today why we feel the way we do and why we care about 
safety. By befriending them and offering them a fair value trade, they are 
more likely to listen to us as we have earned their trust and respect. That 
value trade has been offering them a platform to showcase their talents; 
the events. The value back to us is it helps us indirectly teach them about 
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a safer way to learn and bounce, while increasing our reach to new clients. 
It's A Win-Win.  

The FTA Maze theory is all about 
harnessing the enthusiasm of the 
athletes and building it as a team, 
not as a dictator. The children want 
to be involved in their growth so let’s 
create a belief system that allows 
them to be more involved.  

The Positivity Cycle


Being completely positive all the time is impractical. However, it is a good 
practice to try and be more positive as much as possible and create an 
aura of positivity in your gym, despite the individual negative occurrences 
that are bound to happen. The “Positivity 
Cycle” is the cycle of creating a Maze, having 
the athlete go through it a bit farther than the 
previous time (even if it is only an inch) and 
then rewarding them with the “cheese.” The 
athlete who receives the cheese reward feels 
good enough to try again, hoping to obtain 
more cheese. If you do this for all athletes, 
during all of their trainings, you will effectively 
have a “Cloud of Positivity” that hangs over 
your entire gym. 


The cheese is the coach’s obvious joy in the accomplishments of the 
athlete. When the athlete goes through the Maze they will naturally look to 
you to try and read your body language and verbal cues to see if you 
approve of their attempt. If the Maze you have created works well, then 
you will find the athlete improves a bit every few attempts. Keep 
encouraging them to try again because when they look at you they should 
see a coach who is genuinely very happy for what they have 
accomplished, not just comparing them to others.
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This is important! Coaches may say the athletes previous skill was better 
than the next one, but they never appear truly excited about that athlete’s 
small incremental improvements. They are still focusing on the end result 
too much. You can’t look at it this way. Every baby step that an athlete 
takes through your Maze has to be congratulated and used as fuel to give 
the athlete self-confidence for the next step. They will keep seeking that 
gratification from the coach as they keep going Degree-By-Degree. 


Saying something like, “Great work Sally! But, you still need to run 
faster” in their brain sounds more like: “It’s better but not good 
enough.” 

An athlete will ignore the part where you congratulate them and just focus 
on the negative thing you said, because as I said before, we are loss 
adverse and only look at what others can give us, not what we can give 
them. Try and eliminate any negative sentences and keep it short and 
positive. 


The below statement is works within a Positivity Cycle:


“Wow Sally, you ran much faster this time. I bet if I chase you, you 
would run even faster!” [laugh]  

By changing the wording to a 
“Approval + Motivation” you remain in 
the Positivity Cycle. Coaches often 
do not even think about it, so listen to 
yourself and count how many times 
you may have seemed more critical 
than positive. As a coach you are 
basically guiding the athlete through 
the Maze with the “cheese.” The 
Maze is the drill or psychological 
leverage you ut i l ize to shape 
behaviour and the “cheese” is the 
gratification and positivity the athlete 
feels after every few attempts by 
looking at the coach and seeing, 
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hearing and actually noticing themselves that they did better. This cycle 
shows the athlete that the coach has confidence in them to do better next 
time, which in turn gives the athlete confidence; a huge aspect of 
motivation. 


As long as they consistently receive a positive feeling, even for the 
smallest steps, they will have the mental energy to go through the Maze 
again. We discussed in previous chapters that the gym is a support 
system or a belief system, so the athlete should believe each time they go 
for an attempt at a new skill the Maze will help them get a bit closer. If they 
believe each time they go for an attempt at a new skill, with 
encouragement from the coach, they will be more likely to keep trying. 


However, studies show that if you constantly provide a Positivity Cycle 
after every single turn, the athlete will tend to ignore the stimulus after a 
while because they become desensitized. The brain learns to recognize 
the same stimulus and will use less energy to analyze it. For this reason it 
is best to coordinate the Positivity Cycle as a group where you give 
‘intermittent’ positivity explicitly to individuals but the whole group 
operates under the Cloud of Positivity as a general rule. Keep them in that 
cycle of ‘doing a bit better than last time’ by receiving some cheese (like a 
high five or a smile) they will go through your Mazes forever. 


Athlete Independence

We can give examples of Mazes all day long but the aim of this story is to 
keep the concepts relatively short. Be able to tie these examples all 
together into a storyline that you as a coach can understand and revert to 
as an underlying methodology. Your day to day Mazes will change all 
the time so it is more important to see the foundation in which your 
Mazes will develop in the future.  

We want athletes to grow up independent and self reliant rather than 
needy and insecure. The security is comforting for both the coach and the 
athlete, which is why some coaches find it hard to give the athlete more 
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control, but please be careful as it hinders learning. Again, a happy 
balance is key for most things in life. Coaches come and go, athletes 
come and go and even gym clubs come and go. 


By creating a dependant athlete you are increasing the odds that when 
something happens and either they have to leave or you have to leave, 
they will not be self sufficient in continuing their pathway under new 
environments. Coaches should be creating athletes who think for 
themselves and who operate independently, but with the guidance of a 
coach. 


 “Everyone can learn on their own, but 
they need a spotter.” 

It means that people will do what they do 
and you have very little influence over it 
generally speaking. You are better off 
enjoying the journey with them and 
helping them where you can but not 
dictating what they should do. 

The earliest things I teach my athletes 
are ways to be self-confident and it does 
not necessarily take unique special 
mental drills. It takes something much 
simpler. All it takes is for the athlete to 
actually feel they are in control of their 
development by doing just that in a 
Degree-By-Degree sort of way. Parents 
sometimes think that by doing everything 
for their children, they are “helping” them 
get through life and therefore they are 
increasing their self-confidence because 
they are helping them. 


The reality is that by helping them you are indirectly taking away the credit 
they want to give themselves for the accomplished behaviour. If you tie for 
first place you didn’t really win. So when a parent does more and more for 
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their child, the child starts to think, “I guess I need help with everything.” 
As explicitly mentioned by Dan Olweus’ in his bullying research: Over 
protective parents can indirectly create the personality profile of 
someone who is a target for bullying.


You want the child to learn that you as a parent or coach are there to help 
but ultimately it is up to them how it all turns out. If you give them small 
enough baby steps in a Positivity Cycle you will guarantee constant results 
like the ship navigating through the marker boys. As well, you will allow 
them to give themselves credit for learning the skill and build confidence 
for developing future skills because they already see the path. That’s how 
real confidence is made for the developing athlete. 


We see this all the time with spotting. The coach is saying that the last 
attempt was “Great!” But the athlete knows that they needed the coach’s 
help so they don’t necessarily build self-confidence. They may build 
confidence of their coach to not drop them on their head during hand 
spotting but that is a different story from real self-confidence of the athlete. 

You need to let the athlete fall 
down and get back up in 
controlled circumstances on 
the i r own. You can’t be 
hovering around them all the 
time barking orders. Research 
about hand spotting claims it 
decreases injuries, so that is 
why many coaches are trained 
to do it. 


In some instances yes, it is 
safer and warranted. I believe 
that overall it is misused and 
overused assuming that the 
coach is the only answer to 
education. Hand spotting is a 
band-aid for the moment with 
long term detrimental results if 
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overused consistently. I am not saying do not hand spot, but don’t over 
do it or you may actually be doing more gymnastics than your athlete.  

Real long term development and safety is based on creating a real 
competent and confident human being, not just solving all their problems 
for them each step of the way. Create a system that harvests their long 
term motivations compared to simply resorting to hand spotting all the 
time to keep them safer in the short term moment. Mazes are generally 
more effective with different blocks and mats than a coach overall, but not 
in every circumstance of course. 


Break the athletes into groups and then give each sub-group a Maze to 
run through and explain it but let them run through it as you monitor the 
entire group, not individual athletes all the time. You should be walking 
around offering motivational encouragement, stress reducing jokes, 
educational tips, reminders, high-fives, big smiles and anything else that 
keeps everyone as a group on track on their Maze but does not give direct 
one-on-one attention to anyone more then once in a while when needed 
for a particularly complex behavioural pattern. 


It is often helpful to isolate an above average turn from one of the athletes 
and get 'super excited’ about it to give them that confidence boost but 
make sure you do it only periodically. Keep the athletes in a general 
Positivity Cycle cloud that stretches to all corners of the gym the way 
gravitational field stretch to the corners of the Universe. Leave the 
individual compliments a bit more scattered and random with bouts of 
independent work time where you set them up with a Maze and tell them 
you will look forward to seeing how far they can get in the next 15 minutes. 


When doing this you need to be careful with the Maze you pick but having 
one that is self sufficient and built by increments. Adding twists to a Back 
Full work well and you show that athlete you trust them to get farther on 
their own without you helping. If you have built all your previous Mazes 
correctly they will be able to accomplish this Maze and they will be excited 
to show you what they learned while you were gone or working with 
someone else. 
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Some coaches like to think that not all athletes are capable of 
independence and that may be true but you can train it. Nothing is perfect 
of course as all athletes who come into your gym will have different 
experiences and motivations and that it is part of your job to identify. You 
can read the athletes to see what motivations they have and try to play to 
that as much as possible. It is better to try and get them to go into ‘your’ 
Maze compared to you running through all your athlete’s personal Mazes.  


The independence you teach the athletes will stay with them forever. 
This is a key element of coaching that I do not think gets enough 
acknowledgment. Some coaches look at training as if it is about getting 
medals and moving athletes around like chess pieces to get personal 
recognition. It is about developing a human being that is able to move the 
levers of their body in ways that they enjoy and feel good about. For most 
athletes there is no “light at the end of the tunnel” and coaches 
should be honest with themselves and their athletes about it.  

As a coach you are here to 
develop a human, not a robot. 
Think about the values you are 
teaching the athletes that will 
be required in the real world 
o n c e t h e y l e a v e t h e 
gymnastics world, which they 
will inevitably do one day. 
Coaches should focus on long 
term human development 
compared to short term 
medals. Medals are great and 
can help build long term 
human success but they are 
just one form of cheese, so the 
coach needs to bridge that gap 
with the athletes. 


Has your coaching methods taught them what they will need to know 
to be successful in the real world, once gymnastics is over?
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Obedience vs Cooperation 
Now we will explore how a coach can get their athletes to listen to them. 
First of all, the coach needs to keep a healthy balance between the 
Positivity Cycle and the stern Person Suit. You may think you are either 
really hard on the athletes or really soft, but its more about adapting your 
Person Suit with each new situation effectively and showing the athletes 
that you are on their side. The trick to obedience is having the athletes 
actually believe what you want is what’s best for them and you do this 
through a value trade of cooperation. 


Life works only one way so as a ‘team’ you need to conquer it. When I 
coach, the athletes love the Positivity Cycle but they also know that the 
real world is a big place with both positive and negative consequences. 
Make sure the athlete’s know you are on the same side and obedience is 
generally really easy. 


Athletes need to be reminded in cleaver ways that even though many 
people give them more praise than a child who is not an athlete; that 
does not mean they are any different. Planting a seed of superiority at 
an early age can push an athlete towards a narcissistic personality 
complex. 


Keeping the athletes grounded to reality is absolutely necessary. They may 
be glorified in the sport above their peers but there is always someone 
higher on the ladder, so make sure you “keep it real” with the athletes.


NEVER use abusive 
techniques with your 
athletes to gain the 
desired behaviour 
you are looking for. 
You shou ld not 
have to! If you are abusive you are in the wrong profession because you 
have not learned about human behaviour, or don’t care to. If you are an 
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educated, caring and well-rounded coach, athletes will listen to you and 
respect you, the same way you should respect them even if they don’t 
agree with everything you say or do. My old Russian coaches would slap 
my legs and arms when I was sloppy but it had a purpose and I could see 
that, so I never held it against them. I believe a few more smacks might 
have done me some good [laugh].  

My point, however, is that creating the “Team” atmosphere in your gym is 
the best way to ensure co-operation. They will feel that it is you and them 
against the world and as long as you are open to their perspectives and 
openly trade value back and forth, for the better of the athlete coach, you 
won’t have many behavioural problems. Coaches seem to believe that 
obedient behaviour stems from either bribing the athlete or punishing the 
athlete. With words like “Positive Reinforcement” and “Negative 
Reinforcement” it is easy to see why people tend to pick one or another 
but forget about the third option.


When I coach I use my reputation for “Big Skills” and my clear motivation 
to be successful as the Negative Reinforcement. I know that doesn’t seem 
to make sense, so let me explain: 


People who know me, clearly know that I am very hard on myself, even 
harder than my critics; much harder. They see that I want to learn and that 
I tend to be negative towards myself. It fundamentally gets projected onto 
them in such a way that makes the athletes 
know I ‘could’ be hard on them the way I am 
hard on myself but I don’t. Instead I simply use 
positivity with them, while I absorb the more 
negative side of training for them. 

This demonstrates to them that I am a tough 
guy and can be harsh if I need to be, but I 
never have to be harsh with them in order 
for them to see that side. This effectively 
allows me to be the ‘tough coach’ and the 
fun coach at the same time.  
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I also can be ‘tough’ on the athletes by using conditioning to toughen 
them up, not my hands. They don’t just do push-ups or L-sits for 1 minute. 
They do partner exercises trying to force each others legs down in an L-Sit 
as a competition. They do push-ups with a soft 5lbs sandbag on their 
lower back to make sure it’s strong. They do stomach drops on the rod 
floor and seat drops on beat-boards. The list goes on, but you can see the 
common theme that at least 30% of my monthly conditioning program is 
toughening exercises. 


Along with that we even playing toughing games like “King of the Hill” in 
the pit or even cross training with professional wrestlers once a month, 
which I actually did as an athlete with my coaches. You can create a Maze 
for toughening up an athlete without having to abuse them. It should be 
noted that you always start without 'extra’ toughening when they are 
younger or still novice. Build up the toughness the same way you build 
up a strength and conditioning program like compounding interest; 
Degree-By-Degree.  

The athlete learns that life is not all soft and friendly even though the 
coach is always so positive and works with them as part of their team. 
They learn that the mats can’t become softer when they have a bad day. 
They can’t believe that the coach will 'give in' when the athlete makes an 
excuse. Instead, if they want to be an athlete they will have to do it 
because the world requires them to do it, not the coach.  

The coach didn’t invent the sport, the coach is simply passing on the 
information they have about the sport to the athlete. Do not over-protect 
your athletes or beat them down, simply show them reality of training and 
competing and be the coach who helps them deal with it or finds them an 
alternative community. There is no other options if you truly care about the 
athletes and want the best results for them. In the 21st century you are 
more of a teammate and a tour guide, not a coach.


As a ‘tour guide’ you need to keep them on track with Mazes. Sometimes 
the athletes will have a bad day and you can’t let them know you are 
changing the requirements for them because they are having a bad day. If 
you wait for them to tell you they are having a bad day and then make the 
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decision to make the Mazes easier, you are then empowering that athlete 
to start thinking that all they need to do is complain and you will make it 
easier for them every time they have a bad day. They can’t know you 
observed their behaviour patterns and adjusted or they will learn to do that 
more often and then you have a downward spiral. Study your athletes and 
learn to identify the days that need a slightly easier Maze but make sure 
they do not know. This is where the micro-expressions will help.


On these days you may line up your athletes at the start of training 
noticing they are a bit sluggish and instead of sticking to your original plan 
of ten routines on each piece of equipment, you may instead start them off 
with a fun game that you “saw on the FTA website” Just make sure they 
do not know that you made a quick alteration based on their behaviour. 
The world does not bend when you are having a bad day so you as a 
coach can’t seem to bend for your athletes even if you know you have to 
sometimes. This requires stealth but once you get the hang of watching 
behaviour patterns by simply observing and drawing connections it is not 
that difficult and you will start seeing very obvious patterns.


Do not try to sell training with discounts! You are more of a ‘tour guide’ 
of the sport that helps them guide their ship. No matter how much money 
the ‘tourist’ pays, the mountain will not move out of the way for them. 
Simply guide them through the Maze and educate them about all the 
different parts of the pathway, as best as you can. Then wish them a good 
day when they go off to try another path. 


When you see a coach acting harshly towards their athletes claiming it is 
because they care for them, it could be a sign of over attachment. The 
athletes poor results could be sparking a negative behaviour from the 
coach, which means there is a fear deep in that behaviour. From a 
psychological lens this could indicate that if the athletes does not perform 
well the coach will feel that it reflects badly on them. This could lead to an 
emotional outburst or negativity in the gym. 


If that’s you, get control of yourself and start putting your athletes in a 
Positivity Cycle. Try to create a small campaign or event(s) to encourage 
group team building in the entire gym where you can start scouting from 
other programs. There are always athletes leaving one program to another 
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in the same gym, if the gym has a good 
community theme. From there, have a fresh 
start with your athletes. 


If you are a new gym owner, look through the 
FTA lens to recognize people just come and 
go. Instead of focusing on the emotion, focus 
on the structure that keeps the emotion in the 
facility that ultimately puts a roof over your 
head for the future. Otherwise you will be 
pulled in all directions from the personal 
motivations of all your athletes and 
coaches. 


Again you can see how different motivations 
in coaching require different strategies to 
deal with. Gym owners tend to get this 
backlash from the staff simply because the 
staff have not appreciated what risks and 
sacrifice a gym owner makes to provide them 
with a job and that service to the community. 
The coaches work hard as well because 
coaching can be  mentally tough. I think more 
communication between management staff 
and coaches would improve the community 
theme. Create a team with your athletes 
and your staff.


Once in a while you should remind them the 
world is sometimes a big scary place, so they 
need to be ready. The coach can’t save them 
from everything, especially when it comes 
time to compete. This way you can mitigate 
many behavioural problems before they 
even exist by creating a theme around the 
positivity cycle and team work as you guide them down the path of 
acrobatics. 
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Practical Examples

We have now discussed in 
detail the concept that 
human beings tend to live 
by c reat ing va lue fo r 
themselves and trading 
value with others. We do 
this in many ways, from 
social norms to offering 
resources. Many of these 
value trades go unnoticed 
and operate through our 
biology, only rationalized by 
our brain after the fact, 
giving meaning to behaviours we were never really in control of.  If you 
want to teach a creature how to do a behaviour you need to know what it 
fears or needs and then give cheese  as they step away from the fear and 
closer to their need. All creatures are this easy to understand.


There are many sport specific Mazes that help athletes get through the 
skills in the gym but I want to show you that the really intricate Mazes are 
the ones involving human interactions, not acrobatics. The FTA website  
shows many different Mazes 
you can use in the gym club 
but getting athletes in the gym 
and staying in the gym is not 
as easy. As I stated at the 
beginning: The real trick to 
coaching is the human 
interaction aspect, not the 
math. 


As a coach you will not be able to create a perfect career of Mazes. Only 
being human, your brain will have a certain capacity and won’t be able to 
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address all possibilities, but by utilizing the concept of the Mazes outlined 
in this story, you can dramatically increase you effectiveness as a coach 
and a member of society as well as reduce your work load as the Maze 
does the heavy lifting. 


This is also why we suggest all coaches, should brain storm Mazes with 
their staff and athletes, whether they are in a trampoline park or a 
traditional gym. The art of creating Mazes is a trial and error process, 
just like training, so start off by simply observing your surroundings 
through a value creation mentality but do not actually apply it yet. 
Start by simply observing people.


I know it sounds very simple and it is but from my experience the only 
reason this does not happen every time there is even a small conflict of 
interest is because the reactions to our environment are largely 
unconscious and fear based. We do not stop and simply focus on helping 
the other person first by studying them, because we are running from our 
fear so often we don’t approach situations with a logical mind state. 
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When the Amygdala is active, it will naturally ‘reroute’ the signals intended 
for the logical parts of your brain in the Neocortex that would make people 
want to observe, and you will skip that process all together going straight 
to fear based primitive reactions with the Old Man. 


Instead, like a ‘bull in a china shop,’ we are narrowly focused on getting 
our goals met first because they are more important to us and for the most 
part many seem to be not very well educated on how to truly accomplish 
their goals. This prevents many from accomplishing their true goals simply 
due to a lack of education. Only when we do not fear something can we 
look at it logically and formulate a solution. Otherwise you are just running 
away from fear as fast as you can and have no time to plan out the 
pathway. Who knows where you will end up.


This could be a general rule for life that no matter how you feel about 
something, simply offer help first and then get something in return 
afterwards that makes it worth it to you. People say they do this but the 
evidence is very clear that the majority of us are consumed about what 
value we get and we forget (due to fear) that others have every right to 
obtain value from us as well. 


Here are a few examples of how the biology can be interpreted to see 
the underlying reality: 

1. I was discussing human psychology with Trish, my business partner, in 
an elevator in Norway. We were having a fun discussion about the truth 
of what parents think about their children and why they love their 
children. A man gets on the elevator and overhears the conversation 
and interjects. “I love my children” and I asked him “why?” He said; 
“Because they are my children”, which obviously is not an answer. Trish 
encouraged me not to go farther but being the researcher I am I 
couldn’t refuse the open invitation to ask questions. I told Trish I would 
meet her later and I continued talking to this gentleman. I asked what 
value the children provide him and listed a bunch of values that he 
easily could have agreed to but he refused to. He simply said “I love my 
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children because they are my children and I do not need a reason.” Of 
course after reading this story you should see what a fallacy this is but 
he couldn’t get himself to admit he had a value trade with his children. 
He was unable to give an alternative viewpoint of any coherent 
substance which indicates he has no idea why he does not have a good 
answer, but still couldn’t bring himself to admit it out loud. Human 
beings are much more controlled by their social groups than they will 
admit, even to themselves when the opportunity is right there. I saw 
that my research opportunity was over and he was getting into fear 
state so I bid him a good night and left him to calm down. The value he 
received by not answering my question was he didn’t have to actually 
formulate an opinion that he would have to live with.  

2. I was sitting on a beach with a friend and was day dreaming about 
science. My friend, who isn’t really interested in science, commented it 
was a nice day out. I was trying to figure out the value in such a 
statement. My research indicates that no behaviour is valueless or it 
would not have happened. I asked him why he said that and what the 
value was for it. He seemed taken aback by my question. No one 
questions the existence of “small-talk.” It turns out that after a bit of 
digging he was trying to validate that it was a nice day and that he 
wanted to go surfing today and was trying to find a way to plant the 
seed in my head. He knew I was in a psychology dream state and did 
not want to disturb me but also wanted a value from me that day. His 
value was having a friend to surf with and he felt that he could only get 
to the value proposition by starting with a ‘seemingly’ generic 
statement. All human statements have a value proposition in it. It could 
be simply looking for a response which acknowledges they exist, or it 
could be a planted seed for a value trade in the future. Even small talk 
has a value proposition inherent in the idea. I have seen this work out 
over and over again in many contexts and you can try this yourself with 
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your friends the same way I did. Just do a bit of digging and you will 
eventually find a value proposition somewhere.  

3. I was working with a new business and the client openly admitted to 
me that he had borderline personality disorder, on our drive from the 
airport to the hotel. I thought this was a weird way to first introduce 
yourself to someone, especially in business, but I figured there was a 
reason behind it.  I started digging for reasons and tried to figure out 
why he was the way he was. He then projected his fears onto me, 
basically saying I was in a box and that I needed to open my mind. I 
made the argument that he in fact was in a box and the reason he ran 
to this country after certain unsavoury activities (he openly admitted to) 
was why he was actually in a box; trapped. He refused to believe that 
and said he was here because he cared about children. I blatantly said 
he wasn’t and that he was lying. He got very aggressive and started 
pointing out all my flaws (If you know me thats not hard to do). However 
he still failed to openly admit he was running away from his bad 
decisions. His philanthropy was his disguise and everyone else fell for it 
but I knew what to look for having the data under my belt. I would go 
help the children and spent my own money to do so. This individual sat 
in the shade after taking my money and did absolutely nothing to help 
the children. Actions speak louder than words and by the time I had 
been fed up with his lack of behaviours under his fancy philanthropic 
words it was time to go and he was more than happy to get rid of me 
[laugh]. There are lots of individuals like this that say lots of nice things, 
but in reality you should watch the behaviours. If they are sitting around 
while you work consistently make a mental note of that. 

4. I had a meeting with one of our GRTCrew athletes who we have been 
supporting in his business. Trish and I were teaching him about some of 
the concepts in this story and how they related to his business and what 
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he was going through. He tried to explain to us how he knew some 
seriously extravagant social media numbers and we told him we did 
not believe him. He argued at first, but we could see the micro-
expressions filling in one by one, so we started calling him out on each 
one. It was all in good fun and he admitted he was lying about the 
numbers afterwards, so it taught him what we had been talking about. 
He is much more aware now of these kinds of biological signals and 
can apply them to his own business and human interactions. It 
becomes that easy once you train it! When you really know what you 
are looking for you will begin to see chains of patterns (please refer to 
the list of micro expressions). 

5.  At one of our first events we had a parent come in and start 
complaining about an abrupt time change. The host location had 
randomly changed the time due to a miss-communication with their 
staff so we had no choice but to modify the schedule last minute. A 
parent missed watching his child and literally started yelling at Trish. We 
thought this was a bit unfair due to the fact we were basically 
volunteering and investing in his child’s hobby and had our hands tied. 
So, we asked him for his help. We told him that he was correct and that 
it sounds like we could use some of his guidance in the events. We 
didn’t need his guidance but the truth doesn’t usually help in these 
situations. When we sent an email to the organizational committee that 
ran the event we c.c’d him on the email and told everyone he was 
taking the lead since he was clearly so knowledgable. We haven’t heard 
from him since but his kid still comes to all of our events. Mazes help 
break people down gently as well as build them up. 
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These are simple examples of exactly how people play tricks on each 
other and how in fact there is a value for every single behaviour you can 
imagine. I can understand these stories may be alarming in some ways but 
that’s reality! To purposefully ignore reality means you are not actually 
helping people the way you think you are.


Dig for their value if you care to. If someone even has an argument with 
you in any form, they are looking for value whether they like you or not. 
Observe their behaviour, identify a value that you think they want and then 
brainstorm with them on how to get that value. Show them you are trying 
to see their point of view but don’t force them into your Maze. Mazes 
are not meant to hurt people or coercively force them to do what you 
want. They are there to guide and help create a behavioural pattern that 
you both want. In the case of the final story, it can help protect you as well 
and keep disagreeable people at bay.


Do not micromanage your Mazes or become too focused on every single 
human behaviour. Identify the behaviour pattern you see throughout the 
entire interaction and determine what the value that individual is getting 
out of it. Then identify what your value is for having an alternative action 
happen. Then you can create a Maze metaphorically for it that helps both 
of you equally.


I will give a few other examples of Mazes we have created in different 
ways so you can see a few Mazes inside and outside of the gym that 
we use to be more effective in coaching and in business: 

At our first Freestyle Trampoline event we had table set-up for 
registration which everyone ran to and bombarded the poor 
registration volunteers. At the next event we created a Maze for them 
with signs and barriers, funnelling them through a Maze that was only 
wide enough for one person. This forced them to line up single file. 
The volunteers loved it and it helped them. 


As a coach I would commonly be ‘busy’ when the athletes arrived so 
it forced them to set-up their own equipment, making them more self-
reliant. I never set-up equipment for them as a general rule. My 
coaches taught me that! I may sometimes help after they already 
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started, but I never carry their mats over or initiate the building 
process of any Maze. 


I never told athletes how to warm up at competition. I was silent and 
just waited for them to tell me what they wanted me to help them with 
to show them independent thinking was key to their success. I was 
just their assistant. 


Athletes can’t register for FTA events unless they sign the documents 
when they buy their ticket and enter their email, so we can build up a 
database of members and ensure everyone signs the liability waivers 
without any hassle at the actual event. 


I would hold mock-meets with my athletes before a competition and 
have them make a lot of distracting noises, hitting the trampoline and 
yelling funny comments at the athlete doing their routine to try and 
distract them. This helped them to learn to focus. They loved it.


When in a foreign country we look up the price of a taxi ride and tell 
the driver we just used a taxi the other day so they do not try to take 
the “long way.” 

I put all hashtags for social media posts on my ‘notes’ on my phone 
so I do not have to rewrite them all the time. Same with common tags. 


I make the athletes and parents sign a contract to be in my program 
even at the recreation level so I have it in writing what I am going to do 
and what I expect from them so no one can try and change the story 
in the future.


When any athlete tries to tell me they are ready for a skill that I know 
they are not, I will ask them to perform the prerequisite in front of 
other coaches to see how the nerves affect them. 


If an athlete comes late regularly I will play a fun game the next few 
days right at the beginning of training so they keep missing it by being 
late.
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When an athlete has bad form with their shoulder technique I will use 
a shirt or sweater to make a closed loop that will force their arms in 
the right position on take-off.


My athletes have to write down goals for the season they think they 
can “achieve if they work hard” and by doing so they lock themselves 
into a commitment of work output while in an emotional state.


When having a parent meeting with our sponsored crew we voice 
record it or video tape it as evidence for what was said for the parents 
who were not there. I will not have people change the story. Major TV 
Networks make you video tape your ‘waiver’ before a stunt so I just 
follow their lead.


One client had a reputation for not paying commission for sales. We 
got them a sale and instead of asking for the money, knowing we 
would just make them defensive out of fear for not wanting to pay, we 
simply asked to put that discount in the hands of our partner who was 
the buyer. This way we give the buyer a discount and get to cash that 
value in at some later date.


As you can see there are many ways to make Mazes and many of them 
are all about brainstorming different ways to keep people in check and 
make them responsible for their behaviours. My experience has shown 
that unless you carefully find ways to keep people honest they tend to 
change their story when it suits them best. 


There are lots of other Mazes we can use in the gym club and in business 
but I think I have demonstrated with many examples in all aspects of the 
industry how unique some of these Mazes can be. Some are rather simple 
like waivers and all business use 
them, but others are a bit tricky 
and were developed based on a 
real necessity. 


Some are protection-based and 
help keep me secure from getting 
taken advantage of. You will learn 
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to watch human behaviours and start piecing together the behaviour 
patterns and start to really speak the language of biology. I hope that you 
will be able to utilize this story to inspire you to look deeper at yourself and 
those around you so you do not make the mistakes I made when simply 
believing what certain individuals told me.
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CHAPTER 10 

The Science Behind Safety 

Now that we have looked into the background of why and how to properly 
build athletes, how do we build safety? I have chosen to discuss the safety 
issue last because I believe to really target it properly it’s imperative we 
look into the biology and psychology, discussed previously. I believe 
coaches, parents and trampoline park owners simply do not understand 
what safety really entails and are falling for the tricks as outlined earlier. 
Some have alternative labels, their own abstractions you could say, that 
are not as accurate as they may think. I believe they are only looking at the 
moral concept and failing to recognize the reality in biological terms. 


Everyone wants to preach safety but have no concept of what that even 
means. Others are simply wielding the spear of safety as a political 
tool to protect their territory, without tangible motivation for the 
concern of others as a primary or even secondary factor. 

If you don’t understand biology, you won’t realize that preaching 
safety (ie. telling people to be safe) does nothing but land on deaf ears. 
You have to take action and sell safety. You need to create a Maze of 
safety so they don’t even realize they are being safer. No one wants 
absolute safety so for 
someone to buy your 
‘safety’ service, you 
need to make them 
want it. People falsely 
assume that safety is 
the “Number One 
P r i o r i t y ” w h e n 
someone randomly 
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preaches it and that those who do not speak this ideology all day every 
day are somehow immoral. 


"Saying you care about safety means nothing! 
It’s Cheap Moral Marketing.”  - Greg Roe 

 
Long t ime supporter, Dr. Larry 
Lindauer, PhD in Safety & Health, 
shared a great article from 1924 that 
discusses the biology of what safety is 
actually about. Larry has been 
instrumental in advising and analyzing 
our work from the beginning and we 
wanted to say thank you to him and all 
of our other supporters and mentors 
that helped create this book.


I will warn you that some of you may 
not like this chapter because it will 
target safety in a way that is 
u n c o n v e n t i o n a l a n d n o t w e l l 
understood. However, it is factual from 
a biological and psychological 
perspective. I will end the story by 
outline how the Freestyle community 
has utilized the different lessons in this 
story and I will provide our injury 
statistics. Buckle Up…here we go! 
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Complexity of Safety


In 1924, Albert Whitney wrote a paper about safety entitled, “SAFETY 
FOR MORE AND BETTER ADVENTURES.”  The paper discusses  safety 
within the car industry and outlined how worker safety was not a big 
priority for the business owners. Injuries were high and the concept of 
safety training was just getting started to some degree. The paper goes 
into detail on the reasons we have such an amazing life today. Human 
beings are voyageurs and pioneers, looking to explore the world  and learn 
about our environment and ourselves along the way. These dangerous 
explorations allowed humans to learn and benefit from the risks of those 
before them. The world itself is a direct paradox of the notion of 
‘absolute safety.’ 


Whitney goes on to discuss how safety is NOT 
anyone’s “Number One Priority” as people often 
claim. If it was, that would infer we should never 
explore or try anything new. In other words, 
every action we take has a risk element, we just 
need to identify the risks and make an educated 
decision if the risk if worth it. Would you want to 
just sit at home doing nothing all day, which is 
of course the safest thing to do in the short 
term, but not necessarily the long term. 


If you sat at home all day you would have a new array of potential injuries, 
such as bed, sores or muscle atrophy. The reality about safety is that as 
soon as you ‘solve’ one issue, a new one arises and it becomes a never 
ending story. I like to describe this as my ‘Wack-A-Mole’ analogy, the 
game where every time you hit one mole that pops up through a hole 
another one surfaces. Research has shown that as safety has increased, 
humans have become weaker in many regards, making them susceptible 
to other injuries. 
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Some research shows that increased vaccinations over the last few 
decades can potentially make children more susceptible to infections by 
‘over-protecting’ them, similar to how research by Dr Dan Olweus’ 
suggests that the over-protection of children increases their chances of 
being bullied.


Research also shows that with increased safety protocols, the vernal 
population is losing faith in the authoritarian governments around the 
world. As we constrict our creatures in the name of safety we also cause 
them to turn away from the leaders who are actually there to protect them. 
How will that work out long term?


To Read The 1924 Paper Please Click Here: https://ajph.aphapublications.org/doi/pdf/10.2105/
AJPH.15.3.223?fbclid=IwAR3pMrPKm3Z41xmeISLWSuSN-kLdzVp_9vevR7oc-
TDJU9K4jmUJgShPknE& 

Another biological issue with increasing safety that is known as the 
“Peltzman Effect” which suggests that people typically adjust their 
behavior in response to the perceived level of risk, becoming more careful 
where they sense greater risk and less careful if they feel more protected. 
In other words, the safer the equipment becomes, the more chances 
athletes will take which simply balances out the risk. They are almost lulled 
into a false sense of security. Although usually small in comparison to the 
fundamental benefits of safety interventions, it may result in a lower net 
benefit than expected, which demonstrates that as safety measures are 
increased, people will purposefully act more reckless. When the 
government increased safety regulations in automobiles, people 
found a way around the rules. 


In 1973, American Congress proposed a Bill making it mandatory to have 
to an automatic interlock seat belt so that the car would not start unless 
the driver’s seat belt was fastened. It did increase the usage of safety belts 
from 7% to 48% which is amazing and saved many lives! That’s a real 
Maze!  However, people didn’t like the concept of forced safety measures. 
There were so many complaints about their lack of freewill that they 
petitioned Congress to repeal the Bill by 1974. 
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By way of example, it has been observed that motorists drove faster when 
wearing seatbelts and closer to the vehicle in front when the vehicles were 
fitted with anti-lock brakes, both unsafe practices. Today, automobiles 
have in its place an annoyingly constant beeping sound; which from 
personal experience I can tell you really helps [laugh]. General Motors is 
now talking about bringing back the auto-lock seatbelt. Here we go 
again… As discussed in the Psychology Chapter, you should not be 
surprised at this point in the book: When you force regulations on 
creatures, they find a way around them no matter if it actually makes them 
safer.  

Freewill beats safety and regulations every time in the long run. It 
seems regulations are ineffective when individuals can’t or won’t conform 
to them despite enforcement efforts like speed limits for instance. We see 
in Germany that cameras on the highway are more effective at preventing 
speeding in certain areas than a police officer hiding behind a tree [laugh]. 
That is a better Maze and use of taxes. 

It should be noted that overall car accidents have dropped a lot over the 
years. Some interventions do help but many do not such as reducing gun 
violence in schools since the early 2000’s Reports from Toledo University 
show that hundreds of millions of dollars have been spent on trying to 
reduce gun violence in teenagers with no empirical evidence to show it 
worked.


Overall the idea of simply controlling a 
species in order to make them safe is 
a flawed viewpoint. If only it were that 
simple the revolutions in the 1800's 
would never have happened. Freestyle 
acrobatics would never have happened 
either.  

This is vividly obvious in acrobatics. The 
new generation has taken training into 
their own hands. When you implement a strong safety control, that 
appears to take away a person’s rights to choose (free will), people will 
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tend to try and circumvent the control. As coaches began cracking down 
on training protocols in the name of safety, the athletes gravitated out of 
the gym and into unstructured programs, such as their own backyards and 
trampoline parks, avoiding the restrictions. Parkour is founded on the idea 
of no restrictions to body movement. 


This is why the FTA has taken a middle approach right from the beginning 
and are not jumping on the ’preach safety’ bandwagon with these new 
young athletes. That would just make them think we are like everyone else. 
We had to standout to gain trust.


Simply put, people inherently agree to the dangers of life by simply 
existing, as mentioned in the Introduction and the SAQ Chapter. The 
‘gambling’ circuit is way stronger than the safety circuit of the Neocortex. 
Critics who preach that safety is an absolute concern are projecting their 
personal fears of having to ‘clean up’ the injuries or being affected by them 
and are not listening to the reality of what biology tells everyone else to do. 


Much research has been done on the psychology of why people agree to 
participate in a “culture of risk” (this is what some call “Gymnastics”). 


Behavioural motivations can be broken down into two categories: 

1) Athletes who have low self-esteem or who, for other reasons, are 
vulnerable to group demands and less able to withstand pressure 
to sacrifice themselves for the group 

2) Athletes who see sport as an exclusive mobility route and for 
whom mobility demands an extreme commitment to achievement 
and a willingness to make great personal sacrifices as they strive 
for achievement ~  Hughes & Coakley, 1991, p. 312 

The reason I picked this citation is because they are actually specifically 
discussing gymnastics in the paper, not other high risk sports (please see 
references). Every athlete, at any point in time, has consciously taken a 
risk by accepting the challenge of participating in the sport for one reason 
or another. 
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As mentioned in the Motivation Chapter, I am clearly using acrobatics as a 
vehicle for success outlined in number 2. Based on my experiences, most 
highly competitive athletes are in this category. Beginner level athletes 
looking for a community of friends tend to be in category 1. As it is 
currently substantiated, the historical aspect of the sport was great at the 
community aspect as we saw in the history of all acrobatics. 


We seem to have gotten wrapped up in mathematical ideals and 
forgotten that people like to bounce due to more than one reason. The 
fun in acrobatics has been often neglected and I do not think fun 
necessarily equals danger. It is about how you approach it. We Will 
describe how we have approached this new sector trying to be as safe as 
possible later in this section.


The literature indicates that ALL acrobatic sports have a high level of risk. 
Biology says people don’t want absolute safety, they want adventure and 
they want a loving community, but you need education to reduce the risk. 
This education, however, does not necessarily need to take the form in 
one particular way. What is “safe” to you, is not the same as what is “safe” 
to someone else, also discussed in the Psychology Chapter. 


For this reason, ‘safety’ is not actually a solution in a sense and we need 
another method to helping reduce injuries. I propose that everyone get 
involved in helping parks and garden trampoline athletes speaking 
their language. I will go into more details about how to do that later on.


Crunching the Numbers

Now that we have discussed some of the biology, let’s crunch some 
numbers and see what the real injury rates are across all sectors. After 
speaking with many critics it is clear that the data is not very clear so I will 
try to summarize all three sectors and compare the relative injury rates 
based on the available research in the references. All research presented 
below is documented at the end of this story and I highly encourage you to 
look at each one specifically. You will see that the numbers provided below 
are accurate and are verified by external researchers outside of acrobatics 
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and within the acrobatic industry who specialize in safety management. 
Like anything, each number represents something slightly different but I 
believe it provides a good overview of the relative risks across all sectors. 


Let ’s star t wi th t rad i t iona l Ar t is t ic 
Gymnastics: Research shows that Olympic 
level gymnastics can have injury rates as 
high as 86.4/1,000 exposure hours, which is 
extremely high. This basically means that for 
every 1,000 hours an elite gymnast trains 
they will have 86.4 injuries. That is an 
extreme case however and most athletes 
are not elite athletes. I simply wanted to 
start with the highest measure as it will put 
the other stats into perspective. 


The Center for Injury Research and Policy, in 
Columbus Ohio, states that there are 
3,000,000 gymnasts in the USA alone 
between the age of 6 and 17 who do gymnastics, with over 25,000 
hospital visits per year. That equates to an injury rate of 8.3/1000 exposure 
hours for a typical gymnast. Mid-level competitive traditional gymnasts 
average around 7-15/1,000 exposure hours depending on which article 
you read. Every research article referring to competitive gymnastics 
indicates injury rates are within these ranges but also claims that it is often 
due to coaches pushing athletes for results, thereby naturally increasing 
risk. A few articles discuss how recreational gymnastics can be closer to 
2.5/1,000 exposure hours. That is the lowest injury rate for artistic 
gymnastics I could find.


So Traditional acrobatics seems to be our starting point and it seems the 
high level of risk is due primarily to the concept of basing the community 
around high level competition where athletes and coaches will willingly 
take on that risk to keep their vehicle to success chugging along. 
Competitive trampoline specifically is not well documented as most 
research goes to garden trampoline but have noted injury rates of 
2.3/1000 exposure hours. Please see references. 
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What about trampoline parks? Trampoline parks have a less than ideal 
reputation that the media feeds to the masses on a regular basis. Flight 
Trampoline Park reported 388 injuries in one year and made headline 
news. The issue is that when the numbers are crunched, due to the large 
volume of jumpers going through the parks every day, the relative injury 
rates are not what many may expect. With 388 injuries in a year and 
roughly 150,000 jumpers going through the park, it equates to an injury 
rate of only 2.5/1,000 exposure hours (150,000 jumpers /388 injuries x 
1000 = 2.5/1,000). This is the same rate as a recreational gymnastics 
program and not far off from the Traditional trampoline study at 2.3/1000 
exposure hours.  


I n 2 0 1 2 , U t a h e m e r g e n c y 
professionals reported that 52 
hospital visits were directly based on 
several jump centers (parks) in the 
area. Even if there was only one small 
trampoline park and all the injuries 
came from that one park the injury 
rate would still only be roughly 50,000 
jumpers/52 x1000 = 1.04/1,000 
exposure hours. We also speak to 
parks that have had 8 hospital visits 
in 4 years. One of the biggest parks in 
the world that I spoke to recently 
explained they have approximately 
25,000 jumpers per month and 
reported 8 hospital visits in 3 months (equating to 300,000 jumpers a year 
and 32 hospital visits in a year). That equates to 0.106/1,000 exposure 
hours. Having worked with parks around the world teaching staff, 
managers and owners how to be safe, in a way they can actually 
understand and apply, gives us a large network of insider information. 


Having spoken with leading insurance companies and professionals on 
both sides of the coin the general consensus is that the claim made by the 
Traditional side is based on fear of losing their belief system and not on 
actual facts. Based on the information that has been gathered by the parks 
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and the International Association of Trampoline Parks (IATP) through the 
park operators and insurance companies, the missing piece of information 
is the concept that injury statistics are primarily based on relative 
population size. Traditional clubs have far less participants than the 
trampoline park sector so they will naturally have larger absolute numbers, 
but the relative numbers are quite similar, if not better due to a lack of high 
pressure competitive situations.  

There are a few parks that have very high injury rates and insurance is 
cracking down on them so they will be slowly phased out, or closed 
down. And yes, this should be done. However, coaches shouldn’t fear the 
entire trampoline community will collapse due to some media hype about 
a few injuries here and there. Yes, people have died in trampoline parks, 
as well as Traditional gyms; please do not forget that people get 
injured in everyone’s ‘backyard.’ 


Critics may claim that all 
trampoline parks should 
be shut down but with 
these figures it is clear 
that you would have to 
e l iminate compet i t ive 
O l y m p i c A r t i s t i c 
Gymnastics before you 
should shut down trampoline parks if it is in the name of ‘safety,’ not just a 
political chess game for more resources. Many see a catchy headline such 
as “Everyone Dies At Trampoline parks” and then assume it is correct. 

Now, what about the Garden Trampoline (GTramp) community? A large 
portion of these injuries are from young children accidentally double 
bouncing each other with no clue of what they are doing, compared to the 
athletes that actively participate and train every day in Freestyle 
Trampoline as a “sport.” In the next chapter we will see the reality of injury 
rates in garden trampoline with those who take it seriously such as 
athletes. First let’s see what some available data tells us about recreational 
use.
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The issue with the data from the G-Tramp sector is that it is very broad. It 
describes how many people were sent to hospital from any injury with a 
garden trampoline or even simply just in a garden itself. There is no way to 
quantify how the injury actually happened as most athletes occur when a 
parent isn’t watching.  The truth often gets twisted to protect or benefit 
the injured and those on their side. 


One interesting study compared trampoline park injuries to garden 
trampolines since the introduction of trampoline parks in Canada in 2012. 
The ‘Electronic Canadian Hospitals Injury Reporting and Prevention 
Program’ (eCHIRPP) has cumulated data from locations across Canada 
and reported that injuries requiring a trip to the hospital from a garden 
trampoline totalled 968 between 2012 and 2016. That would equate to 
roughly 10x the amount of injuries in a garden compared to a trampoline 
park that had only 101 injuries reported to the program in the same time 
period. 


To demonstrate how unrelated the data is for average garden trampoline 
use let’s look at the statistics from Journal of Paediatric Orthopaedics 
Study who claims $1 billion was spent on trampoline related injuries. They 
also say that 95.1% of injuries occurred at home. Of course anyone who 
reads that will automatically skip the Neocortex and jump to fear-land. 


However, with a logical lens it is clear that anyone with a dog can jump on 
a garden trampoline and get injured. That does not mean it is the ones 
who take on the garden trampoline community as a sport. It is too new to 
know what the actual injury risks are with garden trampoline as a sport as 
it has never been positioned as a sport until now. Garden Trampoline 
does not have any viable data yet so anyone who is criticizing it is 
basing it on what they 'think' it is based on their experience, not on 
reality.


So if we took these statistics and tried to draw a general conclusion it 
would have to be something like this: 


Traditional  Artistic Gymnastics will have the highest injury rates due to 
their focus on competition. Garden trampoline sector with actual 
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athletes will come second place due to lack of supervision and 
education. Trampoline parks come in third and are the safest option as 
they do not force athletes to ‘battle’ it out and do provide a safer 
option than the garden. This is why we do most of our events in a 
trampoline park. It seems to be the happy balance between both sides 
of the spectrum between control and anarchy. 

There is a great deal of information and statistics out there but the point of 
this story is not to crunch numbers so if you look in the references you will 
see the different research studies that indicate the injury rates of each 
sector. When you actually average out the numbers for relative market 
size, the facts show that there is no inherent injury in a piece of equipment, 
but in fact it is the reasons for doing the activity determine the injury rates. 
Activities are not inherently dangerous, the way activities are approached 
can be dangerous though. The research indicates that the injury rate is 
more predictive of the reason you are doing the sport, not necessarily 
what environment you do it in. 

From our research through references and practical experience it is clear 
that any form of competition increases injury if the focus is on difficulty, not 
creativity. For example: One of my old coaches pushed me to keep doing 
pommel horse even though I was telling him my wrists had a sharp pain. 
He basically told me to “Suck It Up” and when I got it checked out with a 
doctor, it turns out that my Scaphoid bone in my hand had been dislodged 
on both hands due to overuse. For several months I had to go to 
physiotherapy every few days to get them to ‘pop’ the bones back in and 
do ultrasound. You need to be tough, but you need to build the toughness 
Degree-By-Degree and as we saw in the SAQ, Traditional acrobatics is not 
doing that effectively as they think.


If acrobatics wanted to really keep athletes safer, they would actually take 
out competitions at the higher levels, reduce their occurrence or reduce 
the pressure placed on winning and focus on creativity and unique 
positions. I know what you are thinking: “That is crazy!” However, ‘if’ safety 
is really the target as claimed by political groups, then the research clearly 
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indicates that is a great way to do it: Education with low levels of strict 
competition.  

I specifically asked my coaches if I could simply train and not compete 
when I was younger and they said “NO!” If I was not willing to represent 
them on the national and international stage they had no use for me 
(indirectly). It seems that as of recently the community is under a revolution 
where creatures want to use the trampoline under their own terms, but 
some individuals don’t want to give up their sport, claiming things like: 
Parks and gtramp has killed their insurance and our registrations. 


I do believe the issue is they don’t want to share their sport or have it 
change. They don’t want to help the backyard or tramp park kids as they 
are a threat to their way of life. They want things to remain the same. If 
you are going to preach safety then you need to offer a solution not 
just complain.


I agree that G-Tramp is more dangerous on average so that is why we 
created the FTA to help offer at least more safety awareness then there 
was in 2010. We have reached out to many gymnastics and trampolines 
centers and asked them to start a ‘Freestyle’ class to get these kids some 
level of education and out of the backyard. Some have started to listen 
and launch new programs not aimed at competition, just education. I 
applaud them!   

Unfortunately far too many say “NO” and turn a bind eye, then complain 
about the Freestyle communities safety reputation. Some claimed it didn’t 
make economic sense when we asked them to reach out and offer a one 
hour a week class to local gtramp kids. I fear if they don’t start sharing, 
they will slowly lose their market. I suggest we make it more of a 
c o m m u n i t y a n d k e e p t h e 
competitions informal and market 
them as more of a “game,” not a 
hierarchical fight to the top.


I have no problem with a 
hierarchical fight to the top; I find 
it fun and I have sustained my 
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own injuries due to this fight, both inside and outside of the gym. However, 
the issue for the critics is that fighting to the top stands in the face of 
safety which they claim is their "number one priority.” You can’t have it 
both ways; pick one. Either you are willing to injure yourself for a medal or 
you are more concerned with safety. The Freestyle athletes are basically 
making the same calculation so how different are you really? 


I have had high level coaches tell me they see their competitive athletes as 
a race car that they “take out on weekends.” This coach literally told me 
he uses the kids for his own purposes and that other coaches he works 
with see the industry the same way he does. He got uncomfortable when I 
told him that I was actually there to educate the kids instead on their own 
terms.   

To each their own, but remember safety is NOT their “Number One 
Priority.”  

Competitive sports have increased rates of injury documented repeatedly 
by scholars no matter how you look at it. When you combine the biology 
discussed earlier with the ‘Peltzman’ effect and the exploratory nature of 
humans under their hedonistic frame one answer is clear: 


If you want to ‘actually’ increase safety and keep your athletes, while 
attracting new customers, you need to make the barrier to entry 

lower for potential acrobats. You need to go to them and give them a 
value they can’t refuse or they will simply go around you like any 

creature will. 

Start Value Trading to increase safety! 
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FTA Injury Rates


Now that we have gotten that biology and the real statistics out of the way 
we can discuss our own injury rates at our events within this new emerging 
community. The FTA has have been in operation since January 1st 2018 
and have run roughly 70 events through the FTA to date with at total entry 
of 2,800 athletes at all the events. Since we are doing several events a 
month this number keeps growing but it will suffice to give an overview of 
our injury rates. 


Each athlete has an average of 6 hours of jump time per event totalling 
16,800 accumulated hours of jumping with only four injuries needing 
hospital intervention but were not serious. There was one broken arm 
during training before the event even began. Other minor occurrences 
reported were one sore knee, one pulled muscle, one small cut not 
requiring stitches, one slightly sprained ankle and one pulled shoulder 
muscle; however, each athlete continued jumping that day or within 3 days 
and was validated by a paramedic before or after the event. 


One athlete sensationalized an injury for social media views but after 
speaking with the parents there was no actual injury and it was just a 
pulled muscle and the athlete continued jumping immediately. The only 
injuries that actually occurred during any of the actual events that required 
hospitalization was: (1) One athlete who fractured his ankles on a bad 
landing on a traditional competitive trampoline. (2) One athlete who hurt 
his meniscus, being a younger, unconditioned athlete. (3) One athlete who 
landed between the mats and trampoline because the mats were not able 
to be moved easily by the spotter. Along with the athlete who broke his 
arm we have only had four injuries in total.


The FTA will openly admit there have been about ten ‘close-calls’ with 
questionable landings that could have hurt the back, head or neck. Each 
one was a minor scare but each athlete continued jumping after we told 
them to stop the dangerous skill. Due of the rapport we have built up with 
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the community they listened to us and we were able to prevent ten major 
injuries.


Given the above information we have had four official injuries making 
the FTA event injury rate: 4/16,800 = 0.0002381 x 1,000 = 0.23/1,000 

jump hours.  

The larger events the FTA endorses, such as the GTGames, invites 50 
athletes to a fun and friendly competition that is more focused on ‘fun’ and 
meeting one another that actually competing. They jump for approximately 
6 hours a day for 3 days straight.


We have done an additional 25 events before we officially launched the 
FTA as well as have done events that are not officially part of the FTA and 
have had no injuries besides a few pulled muscles and aches and pains. In 
reality we have had  athletes compete at our events all bouncing 12 hours 
per event on average as many events are over two or three days. This 
more abstract figure equates to 10,500 hours of jump time over the last 
few years with only two medium level injuries requiring hospital 
intervention. 


We are looking to compare the Freestyle community safety strategy to a 
competitive strategy to see if there is a difference in injury rates. We 
launched the #GRTFreestyleFrenzy SuperTramp Battle series that allows 
athletes to compete for a cash prize of $1,500. As researchers, we needed 
to identify if injury rates would increase if you were to take the same 
community but change the competition format to a ‘Battle’ style event. Out 
of the three SuperTramp Battle events we did with 62 athletes, with 15 
hours of jump time per athlete, we had zero injuries. We were actually 
quite surprised the rates were so low to be honest, but pleasantly 
surprised. That is 930 hours of jumping doing Quintuple and Sextuple flips 
with no major injuries. The reason we have so much success is that these 
athletes are told that they are putting on a show for the brands so they 
have to do skills they can already do. This allows us to control the 
‘show’ and keep injury rates minimal.  
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The overall message I want to get across is that the injury rates at 
these events are astronomically lower than what many think. We have 

the proof now after two years. 

It has taken a few years to properly accumulate this data but it is factual 
and we have been saying everything in this story from the beginning to 
many deaf ears. To rub the point in even further ask yourself a simple 
question: 


If Freestyle events were destroying children’s lives why would we even be 
able to have over 70 clients agree to 
the events? Why would several billion 
dollar companies be offering to work 
with us? Why would parents and kids 
keep coming to the events?  Why 
would investors be opening their 
wallets to it if the facts actually 
s h o w e d t h e y w o u l d b e m o re 
dangerous than all other sectors?


We believe we can continue with this 
low injury rate into the future. I understand this is a relatively small 
sampling of data, however, we believe it is important to show the figures 
as we grow so that even if the path that the FTA has taken based on the 
research is not as effective as we imagine in the long term, we can at least 
properly demonstrate the facts for the next generation to learn from so 
they can make adjustments. 


How does the FTA ‘Sell’ Safety? 


Several years ago we started going to trampoline parks to help educate 
the owners on how to manage their parks more efficiently and how they 
can reduce their injuries. We began by taking the approach I was taught 
through my years by being commanding and acting more like a dictator 
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claiming they were dangerous and they must do X,Y and Z. We got 
tossed out really quickly. 


We knew we were right, just like the critics ‘know’ they are right and the 
parks were ignoring the facts but it did not matter because we were not 
able to influence their behaviour no matter how ‘right’ we thought we 
were. We needed a new approach; one that actually changed their 
behaviour. At this time we had garden trampoline manufacturers 
approaching us for safety advice as well as the parks. Manufacturers were 
trying to inspire safety regulations as well. We kept hearing the same thing 
when we sat down with the lawyers at ASTM and other boards: “We can’t 
provide education because it makes us more liable.” Like mentioned 
earlier, people are more concerned about not taking responsibility rather 
than actually keeping everyone safe with education. 


An interesting fact to note is in 1985 the USGF Safety Manual was 
released but just four years later the 1989 edition had to be drastically 
watered down. Why?


The original 1985 manual had very strict rules and regulations about the 
different aspects of safety within the gym such as size and volume of foam 
and how to safely operate them which is not seen in the 2017 edition 
today. Our supporters who have very direct affiliation with this document 
tell us that the lawyers advised that they reduce the safety standards on 
purpose because they were too strict and people were holding them 
accountable for every little minor deviation, which in a number of ways 
made them open to more lawsuits. They had to make the hard decision 
to reduce the safety standards so they did not get sued into the stone 
age… 

Jack Kelly, the British Gymnastics ex-Head Coach told us a story in 
England that follows the same train of thought. Apparently in the 70’s there 
was a coach who pushed the athlete’s too fast and caused an injury. This 
injury was the coaches fault however due to building code regulations the 
coach was able to disappear and the federation took the hit. This 
particular club was not meeting standards set out by the British 
Gymnastics Federation and the lawyer realized this and focused on 
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blaming the regulators of that facility, not the coach. Since British 
Gymnastics was responsible for setting the safety standards they got 
implicated in this lawsuit for a gym owner’s negligence. This is why the 
USGF and the federations safety manuals have become less ‘specific’ 
as there is no fool-proof way to enforce all gyms comply.


As you can see this safety argument is way deeper than moralistic notions 
of absolute safety. It gets into ethics and morals and capitalism and is 
woven in the fabric of human civilization and history with no clear answer. 
All sectors of acrobatics tell us that “Lawyers have our hands tied.” 

So, we needed a new approach. We needed a Maze. Everyone was tied 
up and unable to actually educate anyone due to taking responsibility. 
Coaches can hide behind the insurance policy of their federation, but 
federations have nowhere to hide so they hide by changing the format of 
the safety standards to something more presumptuous. No one wants to 
clean up other people’s messes obviously so what is to be done?


We first asked ourselves what each sector wanted. What was the value 
trade? It was not safety! The parks wanted more money through publicity 
to keep their investors happy. Some also wanted education but that 
education had to appeal to their choice of delivery methods that clearly 
some coaches had not done too well. The garden trampoline kids simply 
wanted events so they could come together as a community and have a 
purpose. They needed a community to belong to.


So we merged these two sectors together:  

First we gained the trust of both communities. We started sharing their 
videos even if they landed questionably. We did not make any safety claims 
or mention anything about safety purposefully because the children did not 
want to hear about safety. We actually tried. We did a few clinics simply 
catering to the garden trampoline sector and tried to give them safety 
awareness. It was clear they just wanted to bounce and when I started 
talking about safety they tuned out really fast. We needed to have them see 
that safety mattered with a value trade. We couldn’t just preach safety or 
they would lump us in with all the other critics who they learned to ignore. 
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We had to be incognito if we wanted to make any change in their 
behaviour. 

We started sharing more videos and the Traditional community hit us hard 
to the point and we received threats and criticisms across the board. We 
went to visit an athlete in the hospital who was paralyzed in his backyard 
and were then blamed for that injury, stating we were promoting skills too 
difficult for these athletes to attempt.  What those critics didn’t realize was 
that boy was a very qualified athlete who competed since the age of 6 in 
martial arts and gymnastics. They just saw an opportunity and pounced 
because that’s what creatures do when they are fearful. We knew that the 
research was quite clear and that we needed to just stick the course, giving 
up now wouldn’t help anyone, so we just fought back and stood up for the 
Freestyle community even harder.  We knew there was a better way to help 
them. We sent some of the hateful comments to the kids and their parents 
as a way to prove to them we were on their side, because we really were. It 
would take a few years however but we were willing to keep fighting 
knowing the results would be worth it. That was what the research was 
telling us at least. 

Next, we started doing events in trampoline parks. They wanted more 
publicity and we wanted the Freestyle athletes to have better supervision as 
one of our safety objectives. It was a great symbiotic relationship. The parks 
started doing more events and we started getting the children out of their 
back yards and in a supervised environment. The critics told us we needed 
to get these children being supervised by a coach and that is what we did. I 
oversaw every event and I was by the trampoline stopping children from 
going past their limits and throwing mats.  

We knew that when we left, the children would just go back to the 
unsupervised backyard so we created sponsored teams. These teams would 
partner with brands that we went out and got for them. The park would be 
one of the sponsors and would give these children a place to train for free if 
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they kept going to our events and making posts tagging them for social 
media. At this point we were getting athletes out of the backyard and into 
supervised facilities all over the world on a regular basis. A huge step in the 
right direction. 

The more events we did the more messages we received asking how to do 
certain skills. We then made over 50 free online tutorials that discussed 
different skills the children were asking for and put them on YouTube for 
and the FTA website to see what their reaction would be. Surprisingly, they 
started asking for tips and conditioning programs, so we provided those as 
well.  Another small step forward! They then began asking for more training 
advice and began sending in videos of their training to analysis. I would go 
through each one and give corrections and pointers. It was under their own 
volition, coming from them without pressure, which shows retention would 
be much higher than if we forced it down their throats.  

Then we began to have them start coaching with us. We used their social 
media stats to have the clients now bring them in to do coaching with us. 
They got a bit of cash and a free trip to a new country and learned from us 
directly. Now we have athletes trying to set up their own clinics and are 
actually making tutorials for parks on their own accord without us asking 
them.  

Now we have athletes helping us with the FTA online tutorials and part of 
the proceeds will go towards them creating new tutorials and educational 
content for other young athletes. They are also going on national television 
spreading the word of safety and again, it was their own idea, not ours. We 
simply created the Maze around them knowing what the result would be if 
we simply gave them cheese to go through the Maze. Friendships, 
sponsorships, traveling, events and even some money was their  cheese and 
it works great. 

We launched #FreestyleFreddy on Instagram as a way to reach the young 
kids who had not even really started training for Freestyle Trampoline. 
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‘Freddy' is a funny, cute stuffed animal that kids can identify with and he 
walks through his training program on social media offering training 
progressions and facts about the places we travel. No child is going to read 
this book and our social media already has a set plan and we have never 
deviated, besides adapting in certain ways, so we needed another Maze. 
Follow @FreestyleFreddy_Official to see the pathway he is taking for this 
community.  

We are now doing regular events and staff training as a combination 
package for parks all over the world that symbiotically brings both of these 
worlds together. Many parks do not think they need training but once they 
bring us in for an event they tend to be easily sold on extra training so we 
stick around and work with the staff.  

We have launched a mentorship program where athletes can mentor a 
younger local athlete once a week with education and just ‘brotherly’ advice 
to help the new generation.  

We have athletes create their own events and we bring in a CPR and first aid 
certification expert to teach the athletes what to do in case of emergency 
prior to the event and get them certified.  

 We position events as entertainment shows for the better athletes. They are 
explicitly told to reduce their intensity for the show and to focus on 
creativity, not difficulty and they understand why. We tell them it is the same 
reason Cirque Du Soleil will only have athletes perform at 70% of their max 
capacity. It reduces injuries.  

We have athletes hav a mandatory spotter with a throw mat at the 
trampoline for their major combos.  

We take the time to discuss with all the parents the safety concerns and 
have a parent guidebook that outlines ways their kids can be safe as 
possible when training at home within this community.  
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Download a free copy here:  
www.freestyletrampolineassociation.com/safety 

We often bring in Traditional Trampoline Coaches to help with events to 
demonstrate the nature of this new community. We have open discussions 
with leaders of the Traditional acrobatic industry who help guide us.  

I always give them a speech about not being reckless before the event  in 
front of the parents along with our waivers and the parks waivers that clearly 
outline our intentions and the parks intentions and risks of injury.  

We talk to our athletes and the community to learn what they want. We learn 
why they want it and how they can be involved in helping the greater 
community. It is not a dictatorship. It is an investment.  

We give out “spirit” awards to community members who are not the top 
athlete but show the best attitude and uphold community values. It is not a 
blood-thirsty competition, its a gathering of friends.  

We are openly documenting this ethology project so that even though this 
may not work long term, I want to record what actually happened so the 
record is clear along with our injury statistics and we will continue to 
properly record out injury statistics. We do not know the guaranteed answer 
to safety as many are looking for. I hope the biology behind safety clearly 
describes why this is futile. I simply want you to know what we have done.  

Now, local media has picked up the trend and these events are growing 
very quickly. The community is gaining International status from articles 
written in the New York and LA Times, the Steve Harvey Show and countless 
other papers and networks; being officially called “The Sport of Freestyle 
Trampoline, Born On Instagram.” That just increases the need for safety 
and education in their eyes because they do not want to get hurt on live 
television at our events in front of major brands. They may not have realized 
what we were doing but we suspected that bit of extra social pressure from 
TV networks and big brands would actually slow down their reckless 
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behaviour and therefore increase their safety, working in conjunction with 
our efforts to repeatedly remind them that our events are not about 
winning; it is all about having fun and showing off your sport. 

Launch a formal training program at FTA Events. We now are able to attract 
a much larger crowd at our safety and skill development sessions after a 
Freestyle Trampoline event. The athletes now see the value in education due 
to the measures we have taken and are much more likely to listen.  

We have access to authorities who can monitor bullying online and take the 
necessary legal action. As mentioned earlier, the community has a bullying 
issue and many Freestyle athletes are bullied so we are successfully able to 
monitor it and control the extreme cases so that the community can be a 
safe-space for younger generations. 

We are consistently modifying safety considerations and picking strategic 
locations that offer safer environments. We are still researching new ways 
to increase safety. This is simply a demonstration of the major actions we 
have taken in the last few years at our events to promote safety. I know we 
do not talk about it openly but that is simply because we needed to make 
sure it worked before we discussed it. I hope this chapter and the 
overarching story demonstrates their is more than meets the eye with 
this new community. 

Earlier I mentioned how we positioned the events as a team effort to show 
the world what their belief system was. They have effectively done that or 
at least shown that they have the ability to do that with or without us 
involved after just a few short years by utilizing the psychology in this 
story. They are now running heir own events under our guidance and they 
are learning quickly to become fully responsible contributors to the 
acrobatic industry. 

True to the 1924 paper, the FTA has been successful in creating an 
educational platform for the new generation of ‘Flippers.’ We do not 
encourage them to purposefully jump recklessly and are inspiring them to 
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take their bouncing seriously by propping their community up in the media 
with brands as a sport.


The FTA has had only a few mid level injuries at our events over the last 
few years besides a few bumps and pulled muscles and will continue to 
grow and put the education in the hands of the new generation as the 
1924 suggests. I hope that you can see that safety is not something you 
can do or not do, but is actually more of a method of how to approach life 
and any new situations that come along with it. The FTA will keep building 
with our objective to keep inspiring all new generations of Freestyle 
athletes to take learning into their own hands in the most effective way. We 
do ask for other experienced coaches to help us build this new 
generation.


These Freestyle athletes are here to stay so let’s welcome them and try to 
share our wisdom with them rather than trying to shun them and ignore 
them; only proving to make their athletic careers more dangerous. 


There are no skills or pieces of equipment that are inherently 
dangerous, only dangerous states of mind
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CHAPTER 11 
Overall Conclusions 




The biggest take-away point I want everyone 
who reads this to understand is that you can 
build your skills Degree-By-Degree the way 
we have been built one step at a time and 
the way safety is built Degree-By-Degree. 
Nothing is impossible, it’s just a matter of 
breaking it down into small pieces that you 
can digest at a comfortable rate. I wish to 
encourage both athletes and coaches to go 
out there and build your skills in any 
direction you want and do not get held back 
by your fear. 


Go Out and Start Inventing! 

We started our story with what could be considered a metaphysical look at 
the mechanisms of movement and we made a bold statement that all 
movement is fundamentally a linear velocity that creates rotation of some 
kind around some kind of axis based on the pressures exerted on it with 
the gravitational quantum field. Everything in this Universe as we perceive 
it is rotating, whether it is around the Andromeda Galaxy or around the 
Calcaneus taking you closer to the pommel horse. We dug into the 
quantum mechanics of movement and realized that all movement in 
spacetime is linear and the different curves objects take are really simply 
because of the environment of the gravitational quantum field. 


Our particles ‘spin’ on an axis and so do all creatures. Even looking at the 
body, all limb movements created by the levers (bones) rotate around an 
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axis and combine with all the other leavers to create rotation in the 
external world around your 
environment. We described the 
quantum state of nature that 
gives rise to human behaviour 
and acrobatic rotations.


Where ever you find human 
movement you will find some 
kind of rotation on some kind of 
axis with some kind of imbalance 
(The 1% Rule), otherwise it won’t 
actually rotate and will translate (slide) instead. We discussed how this is 
true for any bodily rotation and that muscles follow the same 1% Rule and 
that we need to use that 1% Rule for any rotation we will ever do off of any 
surface.


I showed you my Rotational Possibilities Frontier (RPF) which 
demonstrated the vastness of the possibilities of human movement. I want 
to say thank you again Ben Senderling, a key influencer of this equation. 


We will continue doing the research into the 2/3 axis problem, so if you 
wish to be involved because you have knowledge in the field please 
contact me. 


We next explored the Spatial Awareness Quotient (SAQ) that allows 
coaches and athletes to test their ability to build skills in a controlled 
fashion, compared to gambling with a ‘hot and cold’ trial and error. The 
conclusion of the biomechanics chapter was that fundamentally athletes 
can build their skills Degree-By-Degree rather then simply only doing trial 
and error with unconnected drills and progressions that do not really 
demonstrate the underlying building process.


We jumped into physiology and started to look at how the levers of the 
body move and muscles contract by showing how energy is made in the 
body. We saw a lot of crossover between different energy systems 
showing how versatile the body is at taking certain atoms and molecules 
and using them in a wide range of functions within the body. 
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Atoms and molecules fundamentally operate much like human beings do 
in their belief systems by exchanging energy back and forth between all 
members of the community in order to reduce their energy output (Homo-
Lumo Gap). We do not always enjoy cooperating but we do it because we 
know it is better for us to cooperate than go it alone. Atoms exchange 
energy much like how human beings exchange value in different 
physical forms within their communities. 

Then we decided to take a jump back in history to show how the human 
form emerged out of simple atomic attraction. Each sub atomic particle 
and atom combining together to make bigger and bigger Lego™ blocks 
that after 3.5 billion years become as complex as humans. It is important 
to remember that all the seemingly complex decision making and 
behaviours human beings do on a day to day basis are based on a very 
simple calculation: 


If it hurts the organism as a whole it stays away from the stimulus.  
If it likes the stimulus it wants more of it. 

Once we had shown the very brief story of how human beings (and other 
creatures) were built we started exploring how humans develop through 
the stages of life, drawing on principals from the evolutionary story. We 
showed how human beings fundamentally have an exploratory circuit that 
is based in survival, which is a baby’s biggest asset as it starts to analyze 
the world. As the baby grows they experiment with their environment so 
we need to be careful what environment that child is in. We showed how 
this foundation will be the bedrock of their future decisions. Choices are 
made through association with positive or negative stimuli and when done 
between completely unrelated concepts it creates an overlap. 


These overlaps are apparent when you can’t figure out exactly why you did 
something or why your favourite colour is blue. This is similar to how there 
is a lot of crossover with the molecules in the different energy systems of 
the body. This is why detecting human motivations and individual circuits 
is very difficult. You never really know where the circuit starts and ends. 
This is because human beings are a continuation of the past, not a stand-
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a lone organ ism, even 
though we are deemed that 
way by common opinion. 


T h e n w e s a w h o w 
personality is developed by 
an accumulation of these 
d i ff e r e n t s t i m u l i , 
calculations and crossover effects based on the past experiences of a 
person. However, we may not be necessarily deterministic of their future 
behaviours. All human beings are operating under the value proposition so 
determining value, no matter the specific personality, is a larger factor in 
controlling behaviour. Personality can give you a starting point however.


We saw how the idea of free will may need some rethinking based on the 
current available data. If the curvature of spacetime makes us think we are 
“falling,” even though we are actually all going in a straight line, then I do 
not think it is unreasonable to extend that reasoning to human behaviour. 
You think you are doing a behaviour because ‘you’ thought of it, but in 
reality both internal environments in your mind and external situations 
shape your behaviour much like a protein’s electronegativity repels it from 
water, giving it its shape.  


The motivations and fears of a person really determine what kind of value 
trade they are looking for and how they will go about getting them. Fear 
gets you to the door and self confidence gets you through it. Fear is not to 
be feared but to be appreciated and treated as a “spidey sense” for 
speeding on the highway of life. If you have athletes who have fear trying 
changing up the internal abstract and external environments for the 
athletes by getting creative.


We showed how history has continuously tried to reduce aggression 
between species in the name of survival. The Person Suit is ultimately an 
aggression decreasing mechanism throughout all human beings but 
comes with flaws that can be noticed by those who pay close attention 
that provide more insight to the true deeper motivations of that person. 
Blink rates, scratching the body when it is not itchy and different ‘blocking’ 
techniques are used by the Neocortex. People can’t control them and 
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unless you are very vigilant you will be speaking more with the language of 
biology and not with your mouth. Keep an eye open for them with all your 
human interactions so you don’t get tricked into believing something that 
does not exist.


Then, we looked into the Maze concept and began creating examples of 
how human behaviour can be shaped to match the desired outcome. From 
safety rules in a park to a complicated rhythm of lever pulls that creates a 
Yurchenko by Maze #606. By creating a Maze to success for your athletes 
and teaching them to create their own Mazes, you foster a cycle of 
positivity and a path to that success that is guaranteed much like 
navigating a ship. The only question is if that athlete is motivated to 
keep chugging along and that is largely the job of the coach to sell 
the education in a friendly positive way using the positivity cycle.  

You put learning into the athletes hands, allowing them to reward 
themselves for the little steps along their journey and you simply guide 
them, not dictate what direction they should go.  


We explored how coaches need to develop independence and discipline 
in their athletes, as it is key to success. You need a positivity cycle to do 
this and should avoid the use of negative reinforcement by punishing 
unwanted behaviour. The real goal is to find a happy balance and have the 
athletes know you are there to guide their ship down the path of 
acrobatics. You can’t do it for them so you need to show them the path, 
which is the Maze you create. As a team leader you are there to sell your 
coaching methods to them, to ensure they go as far as they want on that 
path by truly understanding the underlying mechanisms to athletic 
success. This makes the coach/athlete relationship more of a team 
against the “other” competitors rather than the athlete against the 
coach’s demands and abstractions.  

Keep the athletes in the positivity cycle as much as possible and play the 
orchestra, not each individual. Give each individual attention but make 
sure they run through your Mazes, don’t run through theirs! The athlete 
must know they are there to learn about themselves and the real world so 
coaches cannot give in to the demands of the athletes. After all, how 
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would that help if the ‘real’ competitor is not the coach? Life won’t 
become easier just because you are having a bad day. 


We then provided a few examples of how we have created Mazes both in 
the gym and in business that have proven to create efficient behaviour 
patterns that help everyone. We finalized the story with a critical analysis 
of what real safety means based on the 1924 "Safety For Greater 
Adventures" paper. I implore all athletes to take safety education into your 
own hands and for coaches to help them, not fight them with short-term 
punitive controls. 


I hope that you see that the rotational pathway described in the 
biomechanics chapter literally lays directly onto of the pathway that 
human evolution has taken that has built our bodies and our Universe 
that we perceive. That is why the biology and biomechanics outlined 
in this story are expressed in similar contexts; Degree-By-Degree 

If you were to start applying these basic overall concepts to the 
coaching program we believe it will do several things:  

1) Reduce Your Workload: No need to hand spot every athlete, just let 
the Mazes do the heavy lifting so you can focus on the positivity cycle.


2) Increase Athlete Retention: If you make a great community that offers 
something to everyone despite their competitive capability then you 
will have more athletes willing to help your gym build and they will see 
your gym as a community or a “home.”


3) Quicker Results: By focusing on an evolutionary strategy of coaching, 
this will hit the circuits faster and inspire education quicker because it 
is simpler to understand. 


4) Reduce Staff Turnover: By creating a great community for everyone 
including the staff you can keep employees longer because it is not just 
a “job” to them, but a family they connect with. 


5) Enjoy Coaching More: Coaching becomes a lot more fun when it is 
creative and centred around building athletes Degree-By-Degree, 
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molecule-by-molecule, atom-by-atom. No more fighting with athletes, 
simply build the Maze for the desired behaviour and give them cheese 
as they get farther down the Maze. 


The big point here is that you can build anything you can imagine 
and you simply need to break it down into Degrees and have a 

Maze help build you up and a support system, be it a coach or a 
community to give you some cheese every step of the way. 
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